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IDI1E ON ABBREVIATIONS USED 
The only abbreviations requirl.!)-g comnent used in the body 
of the text are: 
D."\1.SR: "Dictionary of :Modern Standard Russian", that is Slovar' 
sovremennogo russkogo literaturnogo jazyka (see Bibli~graphy) - the 
subject of this thesis; 
Novye slova i zna°3enija: Kotelova, N.Z., and Ju.s. Sorokin (eds.) 
(see Bibliography) ; 
Webster's third: Webster's third new · international · dictionary 
of the English language, ed. in chief P.B. Gove, Springfield, G. & C. 
rverriam, 1961. 
In footnotes and bibli_ography only the narres of certain 
publishi_ng houses have been abbreviated, the abbreviations chosen 
for this purpose being sufficiently transparent to anyone familiar 
with the langu_age involved as not ·to warrant i~zing them in a special 
list. Opaque (literal) abbreviations occurring among the publishing 
data are reproduced directly £ran the title p_ages of the sources and 
it has therefore not been considered necessary or useful to provide 
expansions of them. 
Vl 
NOrE ON TRANSLITERATION 
The system used throughout this thesis for transli terati_ng 
Russian Cyrillic into Latin characters is that shON11 in the table belav. 
Russian narces and book titles or~ginally spelt in the Old (pre-1918) 
Orthography are nonnalized - follaving m:xlern Soviet practice 1 -
according to the New Orthography before transliterating. The only 
exception to this is made in the case of words specially quoted in 
the Old Orthography in sources that are otherwise published in the 
2 New Orth_ography. 
IEGEND: C - Cyrillic 
L - Latin 
C L c ·. L 
a a v1 l 
6 b V . v1 J 
B V K k 
r g n 1 
d M m 
8 e H n 
, ~ 1 ~ 0 0 
V }f{ z n p 
3 z p r 
I f ' f I 
c · L ·c ·. L, 
C s b II 
T t bl y 
y u 6 I 
cjJ f V e 
X X 3 e 
C f{) JU 
V 
LJ C R Ja 
V 
w s 
vv 
SC 
1 Cf.: S.P. Obnorskij et al. (eds.), Instrukcija dlja sostavlenija 
"Slovarja sovrerrennogo russkogo literaturnogo jazyka" (v pjatnadcati 
tonax), MosCCM1-Leningrad, Izd-vo AN SSSR, 1958, p. 81; Ralja Mixajlovna 
Cejtlin, Kratki' o~rk istorii russkoj leksikografii (slovari russkogo j azyka) , Mosco.v, U dgiz, 195 8, passim. 
2 E_.g.: L.S. Kovtun, .Ru.sskaja leksikografija epoxi srednevekov'ja, 
fvbscON-Leningrad, Izd-vo Al"\J SSSR, 1963, passim. 
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INTOODUCTICN 
1. The inportance of large general rronolingual dictionaries . 
Nobody today would seriously dispute the importance of dictionaries. 
The value of dictionaries is attested to by the fact that they have been 
with us for sane hundreds of years. Havever, it is not to the past that 
we should look for a justification of lexic_ography, but to the present. 
Having regard to the gigantic volurre of material published nowadays in 
both printed and spoken form; to the far-reaching spread of education 
and the concanitant battle _against the last strongholds of illiteracy; 
to the efforts being made by the nations not only to settle their 
differences by words rather than by force of anns, but also to cooperate 
actively in peaceful enterprises: in short, with the great expansion 
of the rreans of ccmnunication and the corresponding increase in the load 
that language is made to bear, we cannot but agree that "the lexico-
grapher 's task is of graving inportance in our world." 1 
Why exactly is this so? 
At the sinplest, most practical level lie the needs of education, 
the acquisition of literacy, the broadening of one's understanding and 
2 
appreciation of one's cwn language. A selection of the appropriate 
dictionaries is "essential to anyone who wishes to a~ire complete 
rmstery of his native language." 3 Since education, literacy, pavers of 
1 Sharlee f\~mer Elsworth, "Primary and secondary definitions in 
monolingual French lexicography", unpublished Ph.D. thesis, University 
of Pennsylvania, 1962, p.l. 
2 A.A.J}efomtskij, Vvedenie v jazykovedenie, 4th ed., Moscav, 
Prosvescenie, 1967, p.148. 
3 Ralja Mixajlovna Cejtlin, Kratkij ~erk istorii russkoj leksikografii 
(slovari russkogo jazyka), Moscav, Ucpedgiz, 1958, p. 3. 
1 
2 
self-expression and so forth may be regarded as indices of the cultural 
level of a people, it is not surprising to find the idea of the practical 
usefulness of dictionaries extended to the point where dictionaries are 
regarded as the agents and arbiters, first of linguistic culture, and 
4 then of culture ill general. Apart from the cultural inportance of 
having dictionaries available, the dictionary itself is, in a sense, 
a mirror of the culture of the people whose language it represents, 
"a mirror of the best, most objective kind reflecting the history -
both spiritual and material - of a people", 5 and the corrpletion of 
any large dictionary may be regarded as an event of great cultural 
. . f' 6 s_igru icance. 
In the narraver sense of purely philological requirements the 
inportance of dictionaries, both as providing a description of a 
4 L.P. Stupin, Leksikografi~skij analiz bol 1 ¥ogo tolkovQgo slovarja 
Uebstera 1961 g.: avtoreferat dissertacii na soiskanie ·u~enoj stepeni 
kandidata filo~C?9"i~eskix_nauk~ Leningra~, T~. IDLGU, 1963, p.3; . 
L.A. BulaxovskiJ, Vvedenie v Jazykoznanie, cast' II, Moscav, U~dgiz, 
1953, p.137; (Izmail Ivanovi~ Sreznevskij) ~ ·Obozrenie za:rre~atel'nej¥ix 
iz sovrerrennyx slovarej, (first published in Izvestija Irnperatorskoj 
Akademii Nauk po otdeleniju Russkogo jazyka i slovestnosti, tan III), 
St Petersburg, 1854, p.2; S.I. Oiegov, "0 trex tj.pax tolkovyx slovarej 
sovrerrenn_ogo russkogo jazyka", Voprosy jazykoznanija, 2, 1952, p. 85. 
5 Lev Uspenskij, "Slovo o slovare"; Literaturnaja gazeta, March 18, 
1970, p. 7; cf. also: Priscilla Tyler, "An English teacher looks at 
'Webster's seventh new collegiate dictionary' 11 , Word study, XXXVIII, 4, 
Springfield, Mass., Merriam-Webster, 1963, p.3; N.I. Konrad, "0ktjabr' 
i filologi&skie nauki", in M.V. Keldy¥ et al. (eds.), 0ktjabr' i 
nau&yj progress, Mosca.v, Novosti, 1967, II, 564. 
6 V.V. Vinogradov, "Serrrriadcatitannyj akaderni°&skij Slovar' sovrerrennogo 
russkogo literaturnogo jazyka i ego zna&nie dlja sovetskogo 
jazykoznanija", Voprosy ·jazykoznanija, 6, 1966, p.3; N.G. Korletj~anu, 
Rureynskaja leksikografija na sovrerrennom etape (sozdanie akaderni~skogo 
slovarja)", Filologi&skie nauki, 6, 1968, p.115; Uspenskij, 
Ll.teraturnaja gazeta, March 18, 1970, p.7; S.G. Barxudarov, "Russkaja 
leksikografija", in F.P. Filin (ed.), Sovetskoe jazykoznanie za 50 let, 
fusca.v, Nauka, 1967, p.24; S.G. Barxudarov, "Russkaja sovetskaja 
leksikografija za 40 let", Voprosy jazykoznanija, 5, 1957, pp. 27, 31. 
3 
language at a particular stage in its histo:r:y 7 and as basic sources of 
information for various kinds of further philolog-ical research,
8 is well 
recognized. Of the :rrany types of dictionaries nON being produced 
( dictionaries of synonyms, pronunciation, etymology, and so on) the 
type of chief importance is the general monolingual dictionary, and 
nore particularly the large, or unabri_dged, variety of this type. 
9 
The unabridged general monolingual dictionary is the most 
important and the nost fundarrental type of dictionary for a number of 
reasons: first, dictionaries of this type contain the largest numbers 
of words; secondly, they contain the greatest amount of information 
for each word - in particular they usually contain all the various 
categories of information likely to be the subject of specialist 
(monolingual) dictionaries (etymol_ogy, synonyms, and the like) : 
thirdly, they contain the fullest and most detailed semantic treatrrent 
of each lexical item, not only by neans of general definitions, but 
also by rreans of quotations shONing the particular item in a typical 
context, or in a series of contexts, for each rreaning; and fourthly, 
they contain full granmatical and stylistic information. 10 (The best 
7 Mortirrer Adler, "Hew to read a dictionary" , in Jack C. Gray (ed.) , 
Words , words, and words about dictionaries, San Francisco, Chandler, 
1963, p.58 . 
8 O.S. Axmanovav v.v. Vinog-radov, and V.V. Ivanov, "O nekotoryx 
voprosax i zadacax opisatel'noj, istori"&skoj i sravnitel'no-
istoriceskoj leksikolog-ii", Voprosy jazykoznanija, 3, 1956, p.5; 
K.A. I.evkovskaja, Teori · a slova: rinci y ee stroeni · a i aspek 
izu&nija leksi°&skogo rrateriala, MoscON, Vys aja kola, 1962, p.51; 
V.M. Istrin, "Rabota nad Slovarem russkog-o jazyka v Akademii Nauk", 
Izvestija Akademii Nauk SSSR, 6-ja serija, 18, 1927, pp.1666-1667; 
Barxudarov, Voprosy j azykoznanij a, 5, 195 7, p. 42. 
9 Us!?§¥1skij, Literatumaja gazeta, March 18, 1970, p.7; Konrad, in 
Keldy¥ et al. (eds.), II, 564; Vinog-radov, Voprosy jazykoznanija, 6, 
1966, p.3; Barxudarov, in Filin (ed.), p.24; Barxudarov, Vo_prosy 
jazykoznanija, 5, 1957, pp.27, 31, 42; Nikolaj Maksimovi~ Sanskij, 
Leksikologija sovrerrennog-o russkogo jazyka_: posobie dlja studentov 
pedagogi~skix institutov, MoscON, Prosve~&nie, 1964, pp.275, 277. 
lO ~anskij, pp.275, 277. 
4 
examples of such dictionaries for English are any of the unabridged 
dictionaries put out by Arrerican publishers such as Merriam-Webster, 
Randan House, World, Funk and Wagnall, and so on. The Oxford English 
Dictionary, universally rec_ognized as the best achieverrent in 
lexicography of all tine and in all nations, 11 is virtually in this 
class except that it dates the entry of every meaning into the language 
and its quotations are chosen to corroborate the historical information 
th th 1 th . 12 d . . th f 1 ra er an to supp errent e semantic, an it is ere ore proper y 
b a d hi . 1 di . 13) tl th 1 to e regar e as a storica ctionary. Consequen y, e arge 
dictionaries fo:rm the starting point for a series of specialized 
derivative dictionaries14 (of etyrrology, pronunciation, orthography, 
and so on) and, as the epithet "unabridged" suggests, for abridgerrents 
containing in varying degrees a more rigorous selection of material: 
the "desk", "college", "shorter", _"concise", "pocket" , and "little" 
editions of the parent dictionaries. (Frequently, of course, these are 
not simply abridgenents, but in a certain sense new works of more 
restricted scope than the large dictionaries though still relying over-
whelmingly on the latter as sources of information.) 
Large general monolingual dictionaries are not only valuable as 
source books for further monolingual dictionaries; they are also of 
fundarrental importance to the international p lane of the translating 
dictionary. The quality of a bilingual dictionary, for exanple, is found 
11 X. Kasares, Vvedenie v sovrerrennuju leksikografiju, trans. (from 
J. Casares, Introducci6n a la lexicografia modema, Madrid, 1950) 
N .D. Arutjunova, Moscx:,...r, Izd-vo inostr. lit-ry, 1958, pp. 35-36. 
12 Kenneth G. Wi lson, R.H. Hendrickson, and Peter Alan Taylor (eds.), 
Harbrace guide to dictionaries, New York, Harcourt-Brace-World, 1963, p. 70. 
13 Janes H. Sledd, "Revolution in linguistics", in Wilson et al. (eds.), 
Harbrace guide to dictionaries, p. 36. 
14 A.M. Babkin, "Leksikografija", in F .P . Filin (ed.), Teoreti&skie 
problenrt sovetskogo jazykoznanija, Moscx:,...r, In-t jazykoznanija AN SSSR, 
19 6 8 , p. 2 8 4 . 
to depend to a great extent on the existence of gocx:1 monolingual 
15 dictionaries of both the lan9"U;ages concerned. 
5 
It follavs from the above that dictionaries lll general, and the 
large ( unabridged) general monoli!lgual dictionary in particular, occupy 
an inportant, if not a central, position both with regard to the general 
cultural life of a nation - and the well-being and stability of the 
world - and with regard to the more imrediate concerns of the linguist. 
2. What is lexicography? 
There are two reasons why it is appropriate to examine more closely 
the nature of lexicography. First, there appears to be a controversy 
among lexicographers and other linguists as to whether lexicography is 
an art or a science. Secondly, lexicographers make contradictory state-
rrents about the precise scope of lexicography. 
The s_ignificance of the art-versus-science controversy lies in 
the presurred effect of the status of lexicography on the attitude of 
lexic_ographers to their work and, consequently, on the quality of the 
1 . 1 . h 16 resu ting exicograp y. "The tradition is that dictionary construction 
is more an art than a science. 1117 There is an irrpressi ve body of opinion 
in support of the notion that lexicography is an art. It includes such 
h . li 18 . . d 19 oa,,..-.~ de ""' narres as P 1 p B. Gove, Eric Partri ge, I.A. B u.eu- - Kurtene 
15 Refonnatskij, p.151. 
16 A.P. Evgen'eva, "Opredelenija v tolkovyx slovarjax", in S.G. Barxudarov 
et al . (e·as.), Problerna tolkovanija slov v filologi°&skix slovarjax, Riga, 
Izd-vo AN Latv. SSR, 1963, p. 7. 
17 Bates LOvvry Hof fer III, "Linguistic principles in lexioography" , 
unpublished Ph.D. thesis, University of Texas, 1967, pp .2-3. 
18 Philip B. Gove, "Linguistic advances and lexicography", Word study, 
unnumbered issue, (October), 1961,.last (unnurrbered) page. 
19 Cf. the title of lYlr Partridge' s The gentle art of lexicography as 
pursued and experienced by an addict (a nemoir), London, Andre Deutsch, 
1963. 
6 
. ) 20 d li 21 Go h . (Baudomn de Courtenay , an Ju o Casares. ve, ONever, is 
prepared to agree with Winthrop Nelson Francis that lexicography employs 
"rrethods of objective description, generalization and constant revision 
. . . essential to the scientific rrethod"; 22 and B0 du81-de-Kurtene23 
remarks that the system used by the farrous Russian amateur lexicographer 
of the last century, Vladimir Dal' (Dahl) , was unscientific and therefore 
unhelpful. 
The view that lexicography is a science, or at least has a scientific 
basis, is supported, for example, by the carpilers of Webster's New World 
Dictionazy, 1962 (though they appear to be in danger of confusing science 
with dogma) •24 Arrong Soviet lexicographers this view is an article of 
faith, 25 though few are prepared to go so far as to claim, as directly 
26 
as L.P. Stupin does, that lexicography actually is a science, nost 
ccntenting themselves with assertions as to the scientific nature of 
20 I.A. Bodu~-de-Kurtene, "Predislovie k 1-rnu vypusku", in Tolkovyj 
slovar' ¥ivogo velikorusskogo jazyka Vladimira Dalja, tret'e, 
ispravlennoe i zna3itel'no dopolnennoe, izdanie pod redakcieju 
prof. I.A. Boduena-de-Kurtene, torn I, (St Petersburg-MoscON, 
M.O. Vol' f, 1903), photorrechanical reprint, Paris, Librarie des 
Cinq Continents, 1954, p.iv. 
21 Kasares, pp.27-28, 177, etc. 
22 Gove, Word study, (October) 1961, last page, quoting Winthrop 
Nelson Francis, The structure of Arrerican English, New York, Ronald 
Press, 1958, p.40. 
23 Bodu81-de-Kurtene, in Tolkovyj slovar' ..• , I, p .vi. 
24 
"Prefa02" to the dictionary, reprodu02d in Wilson et al. (eds.), 
Hamra02 guide to dictionaries, p. 2 7. 
25 L.P. Stupin, "Obzor sovetskix rabot po anglijskoj i arrerikanskoj 
leksik_ografii", Filologi&skie nauki, 5, 1967, p .117. 
26 L.P. Stupin, "Sostojanie i perspektivy sovetskix issledovanij 
v oblasti zapadnoevropejskoj i arrerikanskoj leksikografii", 
Vestnik LGU, XX, 4, October 1967, p.161. 
7 
27 ch f k' . 28 lexicography. Even here, there are those, su as A. A. Re orrra.ts lJ, 
who are prepared to adrni t that it is also an art. The Soviet lexico-
graphers take their cue £ran L.V. ~erba, 29 who first put forward the 
idea in a paper published in 1940 that a norrnati ve dictionary should be 
a scientific undertaking. 30 This was at a tirre when lexicography was 
held in lc:w regard in the Soviet Union, largely c:wing to the influence 
of N .Ja. Marr. 31 ~erba pursued the idea further in the preface to his 
Russian-French dictionary32 with the contention that lexicography as a 
whole should be scientific in nature. But ~erba was aware that he was 
not the first to see the scientific possibilities of lexicography: Ill 
his ear lier paper he quotes £ran Hermann Paul's Ueber die Aufgaben der 
wissenschaftlichen Lexicographie ( "On the tasks of scientific lexico-
graphy1' ), which was published in 1894. 33 The idea may be traced back 
still further to the paper read to the Philological Society by Dean 
Trench in 1857 34 which was to result eventually in The .Oxford English 
27 Cf.: Bulaxovskij, p .137; A.M. Babkin, "Po voprosam russkoj leksikologii 
i leksikografii", in Ieksikografi&skij sbornik, IV, Moscc:w, In-t jazykoznanija AN SSSR, 1960, p. 7 ; A.P. Evgen'eva, "K voprosu o tipe 
odnotornnogo tolkovogo slovarja russkogo jaZY,_ka sovetskoj ~poxi", 
Voprosy jazykoznanija, 3, 1953, p .68 ; V.M. ~imunskij, "Dejatel'nost' 
instituta nerreck.ogo jazyka i literatury germ.anskoj akadernii nauk.", 
Voprosy jazykoznanija, 3, 1955, p .149 ; G.V. Stepanov, "Predislovie", 
in Kasares, p.9. 
28 Reforrnatskij, p.148. 
29 Stupin, Filologi°&skie nauk.i, 5, 1967, p.117. 
30 L.V. ~erba, "Opyt ob¥&j teorii leksikografii", (originally published 
in Izvestija Akadernii. Nauk. SSSR= otdelenie literatury i jazyka, 3, 1940), 
reprodu03d in L. V. ~rba: izbrannye raboty po jazykoznaniju i fonetike, 
I, Leningrad, I zd-vo I.GU, 1958, pp.64-65. 
31 Cejtlin, p .106 ; o¥eq?v, Voprosy jazykoznanija, 2, 1952, pp.86-87; 
I,S. Il ' inskaja, "Sovem5anie po voprosam leksikografii", Voprosy jazykoznanija, 4, 1952, p .114. 
32 Stupin, Filologi&skie nauk.i, 5, 1967, 
kak leksikograf i leksikolog", in Pamjati 
Leningrad, 1951, p . 83. 
33 
~erba, ... izbrannye raboty ... , p.69 
p.117 ; E. S . Istrina,"L.V. Wc"erba 
akademika L. V. Wc"erby (1880-1944} , 
34 Hans Aarsleff, "The early history of 'The Oxford English dictionary'", 
Bulletin of the New York Public Library, 66, 1962, p.423. 
8 
Dictionary35 and in which Trench said that the lexicographer should be 
36 
"the historian and not the critic of language". 
When we examine the statements made by lexicographers in support of 
either view we find conflict as to the precise nature of lexicography and 
its relationship with other depa.rt.rrents of linguistics. Casares sees 
the lexicographer's task as the patient study and carpilation of proven 
37 
linguistic facts; Wcerba claims that lexicography involves much more than 
the rrechanical canpilation of ready-made material. 38 A number of lexi-
cographers regard the study of rreaning - the rreanings of individual words -
as the chief object of lexic_ography39 or at least as an irrportant function 
f th 1 . h 40 th th . . 1 . 41 o e exicograp_ er. Arrong em, ra er surprising y , is Casares 
although it is difficult to see what otJ1er conclusion Casares could corre 
to: because in Casares's view semantics is naw engaged in the partly 
philosophical problem of the connection between symbol and rreaning, 42 
on one hand, and in establishing general laws of semantic change, 43 on 
the other, whereas lexicology is concerned with formulating general 
35 Ib'd 425 i • , p. . 
36 Ibid., p. 426; 
r _ight or wrong" , 
cf. also Felicia Lamport, "Dictionaries: our language 
in Gray (ed.), Words, words, ..• , pp.68-69. 
37 Kasares, p. 46 . 
38 I tr' . P . ti' s ina, in amJa 
39 See: Cejtlin, p.37; 
tolkovanija ... , p.7. 
akadernika L. V. ~erby •.. , p. 83. 
Evgen 'eva, in Barxudarov et al. (eds.), Problema 
40 See: Gove, Word study, (October) 19 61, second page; Cej tlin, p . 9 7; 
Istrina, in Pamjati akadernika L.V. Scerby ..• , p. 86; Evgen 'eva, in 
Barxudarov et al. ~eds.), ProQlema tolkovanija ... , p.11; A. A. Burja~ok, 
"K voprosu o razmezevanii zna6enij slova i ix ottenkov v toJJ<ovan 
slovare", in Barxudarov et al. (eds.), Problena tolkovanija ... , p .31; 
Hof fer, passim. 
41 Kasares, pp.46-56, 69-70. 
42 Ibid. , p. 6 4 . 
43 b'd 68 I_i ., p .. 
9 
principles, theories and laws applicable to the lexicon 
44 
which leaves 
only lexicography as the discipline devoted to discovering the actual 
rreanings of words. It appears therefore that Casares disputes his ONI1 
contention that the lexicographer is sinply a gatherer of infonnation. 
A similar difference of opinion can be detected with regard to the 
related questions of connotation, stylistic level and functional value. 
45 
The furore that greeted the appearance of Webster' s third new international 
dictionary (hereinafter Webster's third) in 1961 centred largely aromd 
that dictionary's handling of these matters; and the dictionary was both 
attacked and defended in terms of the lexicographer's primary role in 
. . th. k. d f . f . 46 ascertallllng is in o in ormation. And while A.M. Babkin looks 
upon the stylistic qualification of a word as the most difficult and the 
47 
most responsible task of the lexiccxJrapher, G. V. Stepanov expresses 
surprise at the notion that the lexicographer should be called upon to 
48 
investigate the stylistic facts of language hiroself. Yet Stepanov 
includes the devising of a system of labels to describe these facts as 
part of the scientific basis of lexic_ography; 49 if this :rreans anything 
more than sinply devising abbreviations it must rrean investigating the 
whole stylistic system. 
44 Ibid., pp.27-28. 
45 Cf. J .s . Kenyon, "Cultural levels and functional varieties of 
English", in Wilson et al. (eds.), Harbrace guide to dictionaries, p.151. 
46 The follaving anthologies contain articles participating in and 
inspired by this controversy: Philip B. Gove (ed.), The role of the 
dictionary, Indianapolis, Bobbs-Iv.terrill, 1967 ; Janes H. Sledd and 
Wilma R. Ebbitt (eds.) Dictionaries and T"Wfl:1 dictionary, Chicago, 
Scott-Foresman, 1962; Gray (ed.), Words, words, ... ; and Wilson et al. 
( eds . ) , Harbrace guide to dictionaries . 
47 
A .M. Babkin, "Filologi&skie slovari i ix isto&i.ik.i 11 , in Barxudarov 
et al. (eds.) Problema tolkovanija ... , p .42. 
48 Stepanov, in Kasares, p. 12 . 
49 b'd I l • , p . 9. 
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I.exicology was rrentioned above in relation to Casares because the 
question of the relationship between lexicology and lexicography has 
attracted considerable attention, and the answers are not always the 
sane. "As we have seen, Casares regards lexicology as a discipline that 
seeks general principles, laws and theories. This view is echoed by 
S ki .5o d vk k. 51 db OS Axman N .M. ans J an K.A. le ovs aJa, an y . . ova, 
v. V. Vinogradov and V. V. Ivanov. 52 The last three investigators also 
regard dictionaries as the most valuable and serious works of lexicology;
53 
and they proceed to itemize a series of questions which are "important 
not only f or lexicology, but for lexicography as well". 54 Stepanov 
writes that lexicography, lexicology and sernasiology all have the sane 
object of study, narrely: the origin, fonn, and meaning of words. 55 
J.H. Friend says much the sane, only changing "origin" to "derivations 
56 
and developrrent". In a surprising and almost total about-face, 
A.P . Evgen'eva considers that lexicography takes precedence over 
lexicology in the matter of describing system in the lexicon and in 
the language because lexicography describes the entire lexicon~ 7 Another 
interesting cament on the relationsh.;i.p between lexicology and lexico-
graphy cones £rem the editors of I.eksikografi&skij. sbornik: for them, 
lexicology , insofar as it is concerned with meaning, deals with tl1.e 
semantic limits of a si!lgle word 'Whereas lexicography concerns itself 
50 >l k' . 4 
~ans lJ, p . . 
51 I.evkovskaja, p . 51. 
52 Axmanova et al., Voprosy jazykoznanija, 3, 1956, p.5. 
53 Ibid. 
54 Ibid., p .11. 
55 Stepanov, in Kasares, p . 8. 
56 J.H. Friend, "Dictionm:y", Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1969, VII, 386A. 
57 Evgen 'eva , in Barxudarov et al. (eds.), Problema tolkovanija ... , p.8 . 
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f def . . . 58 with the best way o llllllg rreanlllgs. E.S. Istrina, listing the 
topics that ~erba had intendec;l to cover in later "etudes" of his 
treatise on lexicography, describes them as being closely related to 
lexicology (they include: the nature of "word", the rreaning and usage 
59 
of words, and the relationships between words of the sane language) . 
Bloanfield regarded lexicography as "the corrplete investigation of all 
60 
the lexical forms of a language:• . 
Although there is no doubt that lexicography must sooner or later 
produce a dictionary to justify its existence, sorre of the above opinions 
raise doubts about whether there is such a thing as lexicology at all. 
Evgen 'eva 's remark can be dispensed with fairly easily, hc:wever, by 
saying that although a dictionary may contain all the inforrnation needed 
to reveal system in the lexicon it does not explicitly reveal it. vvhile 
there is general _agreerrent that lexicology supplies lexicography with 
sare sort of background of general principles, 61162 there appears to be 
disagreerrent as to whether the actual task of eliciting specific 
information about each word in a language from the raw linguistic 
evidence is the province of lexicogr~hy or lexicology. To the extent 
that any dictionary-maker is forced to perform this task - the elucidation 
of rreanings, connotations, gramnatical fonns and so on - for ever:y word, 
it is obviously part of the job of lexicography. If it is held to be 
58 
"0t redakcii", in I.eksikografi°3eskij sbomik, I, MosCON, In-t 
jazykoznanija Al.~ SSSR, 1957, p.3. 
59 Istrina, in Pamjati akademika L.V. ~erby ... , p. 87. 
60 Hoffer, p.19. 
61 Cf. also: Bulaxovskij , p .7 ; Refo:r:matsk~j, p .148 ; B.N. Golovin, 
Vvedenie v jazykoznanie, Moscc:w, Vys¥aja skola, 1966, p .118. 
62 Even this is not absolute: Levkovskaja (p.51), asserting that 
lexicography fixes the vocabulary (slovamyj sostav) of a language 
at various periods of its existence, says that at the sane tirre 
lexicography either develops the theoretical postulates necessary 
for this , or stimulates lexicology to develop them. 
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an essential part of lexicography itself, then lexicography involves 
original investigation into the facts of language and is not concerned 
only with nethods of presenting the facts in a dictionary. If it is 
not, the only conclusion possible is that lexicographers spend a large 
part of their working lives doing sorrething other than lexicography, 
and that sarething else appears to be lexicol_ogy, or, splitting hairs 
a little further, applied lexicology. 
The gathering process itself (the gathering of the information) 
is _agreed to be part of lexicography - even if the lexicographer sirrply 
"gathers" his CM7Il results together. A crucial feature of the gathering 
process is that it must be selective ( the reasons for this are dealt 
with in detail in the chapter on the word list). A general dictionary 
is expected to represent the lexicon of a single standard language; 63 
in particular, fonns that are folll1d in the idiolects of only one or 
i:vJo speakers (or writers rather, because it is usually only the published 
word that gets into dictionaries) are generally not expected to be 
recorded in a general dictionary. Since an unabri_dged dictionary is 
of finite size (whereas the dissertations of lexicologists will go on 
. growing indefinitely) its finite word list carries with it the irrplication 
that words omitted from it are not considered to be part of the language 
at the t.im2 of compilation. 
To the extent that the word list of any dictionary can be regarded 
as a definitive staterrent of the entire lexical stock of a standard 
lan9U:age over a given period of tine, 6 4 so we should examine the process 
of selection for its scientific or artistic qualities. Essentially the 
lexicographer frarres a hypothesis for each word that he regards as distinct 
63 k k . 51 Lev ovs aJa, p .. 
64 Ibid.; cf. also B.A. Larin, "Osnovnye principy slovarja avtobio-
. grafi&skoj trilogii M. Gor'kcxJo", Slovoupotreblenie i stil' M. Gor'kogo, 
Leningrad, Izd-vo LGU, 1962, p.7. 
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in his files. The hypothesis takes the fonn: "this word in this meaning 
belongs to the language." The lexicographer then tests this hypothesis 
for truth or falsity against the evidence contained in the file. The 
nature of this evidence is such that while it can give a strong "true" 
it can never give a decisive "false" . Where the evidence for "true" is 
sparse or inconclusive, the lexicographer is always entitled to suspect 
for any particular word that the fault lies not in the word itself but 
in the evidence-collecting process; and it is at this point that 
subjective considerations enter into the process of selection, 65 in 
other words lexic_ographers may add their c»n1 "knavle_dge" to the evidence 
available. Therefore, although the word list should represent a 
s cientific formulation of the lexicon of the language concerned, it 
tends not to do so, largely aving to uncertainties inhere..nt in the 
. . 
rrethod of collecting evidence. (Contributory to this state of affairs 
is the tradition that the dictionary rrust appear to deal in certainties: 
the lexicographer is not usually allaved to insert question marks or 
"we believe"'s into his text, although Dal' - for all his lack of 
I 
. did . th 66 ) science - Just at. 
So far we have only dealt with the information a dictionary contains 
and ho.v the lexicographer cones by that infonnation. Next we consider 
hav the lexicographer presents the infonnation. 
No dictionary is canpiled in anything like complete isolation f rom 
all other dictionaries. Each new dictionary draws on the experience of 
existing dictionaries to answer questions as to what kind of infonnation 
(pronunciation, etymology, and so on) should be put in the dictionary 
and hav it should be presented. Examination of existing dictionaries , 
65 Peter Alan Taylor, "Selection of entries", 
Harbrace guide to dictionaries, p. 97. 
66 S m 1k • 1 I D l' ' t' ee 10 ovyJ S.i_OVar ... a Ja, tre e ... 
in Wilson et al. (eds.), 
izdanie ... , p .xiv. 
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discussion of their rreri ts and defects, and so on, with a view to 
perfecting rrethods of presentation and securing corrpleteness of 
. 1 . . f 1 . h 67 linguistic inforro.ation, is a egitimate part o exicograp y. It 
is precisely this activity that is often referred to, particularly by 
Soviet lexicographers, as the theoretical side of lexic_ography. 
6 8 In 
addition to treating such matters as the arrangerrent of material, 
rrethods of definition, choice of entry forms, and so on, lexic_ographic 
theory is also held to include studies airred at detennining the 
possible differer1t types of dictionaries that oould be compiled, ll1 
other words the classification of dictionaries; it is also concerned 
with develop~ng general principles for selecting words for inclusion 
. di . . 69 in ctionaries. This rreans that the theory of lexicography is 
largely a descriptive study that catalogues and attempts to generalize 
the experience of dictionary-makers in the hope of eliciting general 
principles of dictionary construction, the ultimate aim being to 
standardize and improve lexicographical techniques. It can therefore 
be regarded as a field of enquiry whose object is the description and 
evaluation of dictionaries and their methods and principles of carpilation. 
"The function of a dictionary is to serve the person who consults 
it." 70 One might suppose that the theoretical or scientific side of 
lexicography would also include research into the actual effectiveness 
67 . lin ~ 1. 1 . CeJt , p .. ; N .S. Va ~ina et a . , SovrerrennyJ russkij jazyk, 
3rd ed. rev., MoscCM1 , Vyssaja ¥kola, 1966, p.57. 
68 • li 34 I ' ( CeJt n, p. ; Evgen eva, ll1 Barxudarov et al. ea.s.), Problema 
tolkovanija ... , p .7. 
69 Stepanov, in Kasares, p .9 ; Ievkovskaja, pp.50-51 ; Axmanova et al., 
Voprosy jazykoznanija, 3, 1956, p.15. 
70 Philip B. Gove, "The dictionary's function", in Gove (ed.), 
The role of the dictionary, p.5; cf. also Larrport, in Gray (ed.), 
Words, words, ... , p .71. 
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. d. di . . 71 of the rrethods of presentation that are use in ctionaries. 
lexicographical literature usually consists of lexicographers' personal 
opinions, the lexicographer considering himself, no doubt, a nember of 
the public to a rertain extent whenever he is dealing with sorrebody 
else's dictionary. This situation leads to lengthy debates on such 
subjects as the order in which rreanings should be listed and the problems 
of distinguishing between horronymy and polysemy. True, sare work has 
been done to find out why people consult dictionaries. For example, 
Isaac K. Funk of Funk and Wagnalls has discovered that people are not 
generally very interested in etymology, which fact prompted him to 
1 . 1 . th di . . 1 72 plare the etymo _ogies ast in e ctionary artic es. The Merriam-
Webster Corrpany has cone up with a threefold classification for the 
reasons why people look up neanings in a dictiona:r:y although this 
information does not appear to have been put to any particular use 
except to justify the fullest possible semantic treai:rrent for each 
lexical i tern entered in a dictionary. 73 But no attempt appears to have 
been made to test experirrentally the effectiveness, from the consulter' s 
point of view, of the rrethods of presentation that lexic_ographers 
advanre. 74 It may be argued that experirrents of this nature would be 
71 V.G. Gak ("O novej¥ix rabotax vo francuzskoj leksikografii" , 
Filolcx;i'8eskie nauki, 6, 1968, p.109), for exanple, agrees with 
J. Dubois that when lexicographers use a "logical" order for listing 
neanings, they tend to forget that no-one but themselves is privy to 
their logic. 
72 Mitford M. Mathews, A survey of English dictionaries , (first published: 
London, Oxford University Press, 1933), New York, Russell and Russell, 
1966, pp .48-49. 
73 (Anon.), "Logical lexicography" , Word study, XXX[II, 4, Apri l 1957, p.5. 
74 That lexicographers sorretirres entertain doubts about the general 
reader's interpretation of their nethods of presentation is shc»m, for 
example, by JYerriam-Webster' s decision to drop the label "collcquial" 
from Webster's third (Philip B. Gove, "Telling t.he truth about words", 
Word study, XL.III, 4, April 1968 , p . 7) and by the fact t.hat the fifteenth 
volur-ce of the dictionary forming the subject of this thesis is accorrpanied 
by a brief questionnaire on a separate card asking readers f or their 
interpretations of various abbreviations and l abels errployed in the 
dictionary's text. 
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tme-wasting and costly and return small dividends . But that is not the 
point: if the aim of lexicography is to serve the dictionary user rather 
than to achieve an abstract quality of elegance in presentation, 
experirrental justification of its rrethods is essential. 
We have seen, then, that lexioography involves a number of closely 
related, but nevertheless distinct, activities. The process of eliciting 
information about lexical items (which may, in the end, belong to lexi-
cology) constitutes original linguistic research. Since the oonclusions 
of earlier lexioographers can be checked by later lexicographers (within 
the lirni ts imposed by linguistic change) on the basis of different 
evidence, this aspect of lexicography (or, at least, of the lexicographer's 
activity) may be regarded as science. And if it draws on the lexico-
grapher' s intuition or sprachgefuehl - in short, on his having a more 
thorough kncx.vledge of his (native) language than does the layman - this 
no more debars such work frcm being science than does the fact that the 
physicist has a special knavledge of physics deprive that s cience of its 
scientific status. Scientific discovery is often a matter of intuition 
in the first place ; the scientific rrethod consists in checking intuitions 
by rreans of laborious experirrentation. 
With regard to the task of deciding what is gennane to the language 
and what is not, the lexicographer is on less sure_ ground. Since the 
critical part of the vocabulary (the periphery) is also the one that is 
subject to the rrost rapid change, the lexicographer's conclusions are 
difficult to verify over a period of tirre. On balance of probabilities 
the size of the word list is bound to be close to the ideal; but for any 
contestable i tern in the dictionary ( or exclusion frcm it) there is always 
a good chance that the lexic_ographer has made the wrong decision - though 
it would be just as hard for anyone to prove this as it would for the 
lexicographer to "guarantee" that his choice was the correct one. Until 
rrore reliable rreans are available f or gathering the evidence needed, 
the desirable scientific nature of this depart:rrent of lexicography 
will not be realized. 75 
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So much for the "what" of lexicography. In the field of the "how" 
of lexic_ography the objective investigation of dictionaries may be 
regarded as scientific insofar as it constitutes an enquiry into a 
human activity, aTheit an activity of a restricted kind. Nevertheless 
the terms in which such study is conceived are s11ggestive rather of a 
technology, which improves its rrethcds on the basis of its OtJn experience. 
The possibility of subjecting rival nethods of presentation to experi-
mental corrparative evaluation opens the way for scientific activity in 
this direction. But little appears to have been done in this field. 76 
We can conclude, therefore, that sone of the lexicographer's work 
(the_ greater part in fact, so far as tirre spent is concerned) is science; 
other lexicographic activities, though they may be scholarl y, are not 
strictly science though they could, with different degrees of difficulty, 
be made scientific. Finally, the task of writing definitions - a task 
that is probably well to the fore in lexicographers' minds when they 
speak of their "art" 77 - demands a creative skill in the use of language 
which is, perhaps, close to being artistic. But all scientists have to 
write reports ; it is only that few have adopted the lexic_ographer' s 
tradition of reducing them to such rniniscule dirrensions - and even here 
the "how" departrrent of lexic_ography is discovering certain objective 
principles . 
75 Cf. L.S. Kovtun, "Leksi&skie norrf¥ russkogo jazyka i razgovomaja 
re~'", in O.S. Axmanova et al. (eds.), Sovrerrennaja russkaja leksikologija, 
Moscow, I zd-vo AN SSSR, 1966, p .3. 
76 A.P . Evgen 'eva (in Barxudarov et al. (eds.), Problema tolkovanija ... , 
p . 7) has expressed regret that many theoretical problems of lexicography 
have been insufficiently treated because lexicographers have largely 
limited themselves to the production of dictionaries. 
77 I . l , ( n particu ar, Casares Kasares, p .177). 
3. Soviet lexic0:rraphy. 
The Russian lan~ge itself possesses a long, rich and varied 
lexicographic tradition. 78 When the Russian Enpire was replaced by 
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the multi-national Soviet State, Soviet linguists were faced with the 
task of ccxlifying, for internal national use, hundreds of languages that 
had previously been without written form. Among other things this 
activity led to the production of a mass of bilingual dictionaries 
having Russian as one of their subject languages, 79 because Russian 
. . . . 1 fth .. 80 remained the official intemationa language o _ e Soviet Union. 
In addition, a number of monolingual dictionaries of the national 
81 languages have been corrpleted. Soviet lexi~graphy can therefore 
easily vindicate its claim to being one of the richest and most voluminous 
lexicographies in the world . 82 
78 K.S. Gorba&vi-g, 11 0 zada&x i ob¥3ix principax nonnativno-
stilisti°&skogo slovarja", Russkij jazyk v nacional'noj ¥kole,l, 
1966, p .3 ; T.V. Zajceva, " ' Slovar' sovrerrenn0:ro russk0:ro literatumogo 
jazyka' (t. IV. z7-z, Institut jazykoznanija AN SSSR, M.-L. 1955) 11 , 
in Leksikografi°&skij sbomik, II, IV.bscc»1, In-t..,jazykoznani~ AN SSSR, 
1957, p .178; (Anon.) , "Rezoljucija leksikograficeskogo sovescanija 
pri Institute jazykoznanija AN SSSR (~5-16/IV 1952 g .) 11 , Voprosy 
jazykoznanij~, 4, 1952, p.118; Vinogradov, Voprosy jazykoznanija, 6, 
1966, p.5; O~egov, Voprosy jazykoznanija, 2, 1952, p.91; Barxudarov, 
in Filin (ed.) , Sovetskoe j azykoznanie za 50 let, p. 24; Barxudarov, 
Voprosy jazykoznanija, 5, 1957, p .31. 
79 
o¥egov, Voprosy jazykoznanija, 2, 1952, p. 85; Konrad, in Keldy¥ 
et al. (eds.), 0ktjabr' ... , II, 564. The Soviet bibliography of 
dictionaries published in the Soviet Union between 1918 and 1962 
(M.G. I°¥evskaja (ed.) , Slovari, izdannye v SSSR: bibliografi&skij 
ukazatel' 1918-1962, Mosc01v, Nauka, 1966) lists over 4,CXX) items, of 
which nearly 1200 are Russian monolingual dictionaries of various types , 
about 100 more items are simply duplicate entries for bilingual diction-
aries that appear both in the Russian section of t..he bibliography and in 
the sections for major languages such as English, German, and French, and 
at least half the remainder · (about 1400) are other bilingual dictionaries 
wi t..h Russian as one of their languages . 
80 Valgina et al. , p . 9 ; I . K. Sazonova, Leksika i frazeol0:ri j a sovrerrenn0:ro 
russkogo literatumogo jazyka, M:)scc:w, Izd-vo lit-:ry na inostr. jazykax, 
1963, p .3 ; A.M. Babkin, Leksikografi°&skaja razrabotka russkoj frazeologii, 
IV.bscc:w-Leningrad, Nauka, 1964, p.6. 
81 Konrad , in Keldy¥ et al. (eds.), II, 565. 
82 St . Lek ik f. V k. . al. 4 l upin, T s ogra ices iJ an iz ... , p. ; Axmanova et a . , Voprosy 
jazykoznanija, 3, 1956, pp.15-16; "Rezoljucija ... ", Voprosy jazykoznanija, 
4, 1952, p .120. 
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Russian lexicography, understandably, occupies a central position 
in Soviet lexicography. The preeminence of Russian dictionaries rreans 
that these dictionaries are frequently used as models for the compilation 
83 
of monolingual dictionaries of the various national languages, par-
ticularly with regard to suc.h matters as rrethods of arranging words 84 
. d . . . 85 
and semantic treabrent an organization. Russian lexicographers are 
therefore faced with a wider responsibility than are the lexicographers 
of many other languages: in addition to their ordinary responsibility to 
the Russian language itself and the 180 millions who use it in the Soviet 
Union, 86 they also have a responsibility to Soviet lexicography as a 
whole . There can be no doubt therefore that Russian lexicography deserves 
special attention. 
4. Conclusion 
I.exic_ography constitutes an inportant branch of applied linguistics. 
At present lexicography represents a canbination of scientific and non-
scientific activities, t.hough certain of the latter could possibly be 
made scientific in the future, _ given improved and more thorough rrethcx:ls 
of_ gathering linguistic evidence. 
Analysis of existing dictionaries remains an important and useful 
task, the eventual aim of which is the irnproverrent of lexicography as 
83 Go b V . V k. . . k . l' . V r acevic, Russ iJ Jazy v naciona noj skole, 1 1966, p.3; 
Zajceva, in Ieksikografi°&,Ski j sbornik, II, p .178; o¥egov, V~osy 
jazykoznanija, 2, 1952, p. 85; Babkin, in Filin (ed.), Teoreti skie 
probleTI¥" ... , p . 284. 
84 Cf. A.S . C:ikobava, "0 principax sostavlenija tolkovogo slovarja 
gruzinskogo jazyka", in I.eksikografi&skij sbomik, I, Mosca.v, In-t 
jazykoznanija AI-J SSSR, 1957, p.65 . 
85 Burja~ok, in Barxudarov et al. (eds.t, Problerna tolkovanija ..• , 
pp . 33-34 ; K.A. Karulis, "Tolkovanie zna<'.:Enij slov v nekoto:r:yx 
inojazy'&iyx tolJ<.ovyx slovarjax", in Barxudarov et a l. (eds.), Problerna 
tolkovanija ... , p .63. 
86 
"Selected data from 1970 Soviet Census by V.D. O:Jareff", Iepartrrent 
of Poli ti cal Science, Research So~ool of Social Sciences , Australian 
National University, April 30, 1971, p .6, table 8. (M.ilteographed .) 
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a whole. 87 By examining the dictionaries of other languages a lexico-
grapher broadens his lexicographic experience: he may be able to learn 
how to avoid scrre of the difficulties that have ensnared other lexico-
graphers and he may profit £ran their solutions of prcblems corrmon to 
all, or at least the greater part of, lexicographic practice. 
This thesis is tendered as a nod.est contribution to the general 
principles and practice of lexic_ography. The dictionary chosen for 
analysis is the most recent large ( unabri_dged) monolingual dictionary 
Of a lexic_ography that stands at the centre of what is probably the 
largest and rrost various school of lexicography in the world, a school 
that claims for itself the potential to lead the world not only in the 
quantity, but also in the quality of its dictionaries. 88 This dictionary, 
the Slovar' sovrerrennogo russkogo li teraturnogo j azyka (Dictionary of 
Modem Standard Russian - hereinafter: DMSR) published betvveen 1948 and 
1965 by the Soviet Acadeley of Sciences in Mosca.v and Leningrad, is 
89 certainly the most s_ignificant dictionary of Russian to date and may 
well "rank as one of the world's. great lexicographic achieverrents. 1190 
For the purposes of this thesis _the analysis has been limited to an 
examination of the canposition of the word list and the principles of 
selection of material. Chapter I contains an outline history of Russian 
lexicography, the purpose of which is to sketch the tradition of which 
the DM.SR forms a part. Chapter II contains an annotated description of 
the DM.SR for the purpose of acquainting the reader with its general nature. 
87 Stupin, Leksikografi~eskij analiz .•• , p.4. 
8 8 Ib • d II Re 1 • • • II • k • • 4 1 2 12 1 .; zo JUClJa ••• , Voprosy Jazy oznan1Ja, , 95 , p. 0; 
Axmanova et al., Voprosy jazykoznanija, 3, 1956, pp.15-16; Il'inskaja, 
Voprosy jazykoznanija, 4, 1952, p.115. 
89 Vinogradov, Voprosy jazykoznanija, 6, 1966, p.3. 
90 Rosemary Neiswender, Guide to Russian reference and language aids, 
SIA Bibliography no. 4, New York, Special Libraries Association, 1962, 
pp.22-23. 
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Chapter III is devoted to the history of corrpilation of the nY!SR itself. 
Chapter IV deals with the analysis of the word list. The thesis 
concludes with a surrrnary of the conclusions that have been drawn frcm 
this work . 
CHAPIBR ONE 
AN Ou:rLINE HISTORY OF RUSSIAN LEXICOGRAPHY 
1. Introduction. 
The purpose of this chapter is to trace the history of Russian 
dictionary-:rraking £ran its beginnings to the present day in order to 
indicate the tradition inherited by the conpilers and authors of the 
DMSR. Consequently, the treatment here presented will concentrate for 
the rrost part on general monolingual dictionaries of Russian. 
2 • Beginni_ngs • 
Russian lexicog-raphy begins, probably towards the end of the 
twelfth century, with the collecting of glosses from the Slavonic 
versions of the holy scriptures into separate lists, the purpose being 
to avoid having to annotate entire texts with frequent repetitions of 
1 the sane glosses. The earliest extant compilation of this type is a 
manuscript list comprising 174 words appended to the Novgorod nanocanon 
of 1282 and entitled~' ¥idov'skago jazyka2 (literally : "Speech of 
h4~ 
the Jewish language"), which L.S. KovttmAinterpreted to rrean "Words of 
the language of holy scripture". 3 It consists of one hundred and fifteen 
Biblical proper na:rres and fifty-nine ccmnon nouns (the latter mostly, but 
not entirely, of non-Slavonic origin) , all of which are provided with a 
1 L.S. Kovtun, Russkaja leksikog-rafija epoxi srednevekov'ja, 
Ieningrad, Izd-vo AN SSSR, 1963, p .15O. 
2 Ibid., p .1O; Cejtlin, Kratkij ofurk istorii ••• , p.6. 
3 Kovtun, p.13. 
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brief explanation in Russian. The explanations are of different kinds. 
They conprise: translations of foreign and Church Slavonic tem1S; 
etyrrologies of proper narres; and elucidations of the rretaphorical uses 
of Church Slavonic words and the symbolic rreanings of place narres, surnarres 
and epithets. 4 The arrangerrent of the material generally suggests rrech-
anical conpilation of glosses in the order in which they occurred in the 
original texts, al though there is already evidence of scree sort of attempt 
at organization insofar as there are a nlnTlber of thematic_ groups within 
the list (narres of apostles, rivers, groups of Church Slavonic words, and 
others) and there is a segrrent consisting of seven proper narres arranged 
in alphabetical order. 5 
'IWo other independent corrpilations of similar antiquity and content 
indicate that the 1282 glossary continues a tradition6 - one which reaches 
forward in tine to the eighteenth century7 - of adapting the material of 
older glossaries, with such errendations of detail and such deletions and 
additions as were felt to be necessary, in order to make new glossaries. 
A whole series of glossaries appears to be descended from the 1282_ glossary, 
gradually gra..ving in size to over thre~ hundred iterns. 8 A second series, 
later rrernbers of which contain up to two hundred items, appears to derive 
from a list of sixty-one words appended to a book (the works of a certain 
Ioann Lestvi'&uk) written in 1431; the original list, entitled Tolkovanie 
neudob' poznavaemom v pisanyx re~em ("Explanation of unfamiliar words in 
the writings"), is conposed of b(X)kish, chiefly Church Slavonic, words and 
expressions provided with definitions that sha..v an advance in accuracy and 
detail on those of the 1282 glossary and occasionally record several rreanings, 
expressed by different synonyms, for a single item. 9 
4 Ibid., pp.17, 153-154. 
5 Ibid., pp.15-16. 
6 Ibid., pp.146-147. 
7 Cejtlin, p. 6. 
8 Ibid., p. 8. 
9 Ibid., pp. 7-8. 
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Thus the beginnings of lexic.ography in Russia are not unlike those 
of lexicography in England: both had their origins in the practice of 
using an ecclesiastical and learned language different fran the local 
vernacular. But whereas in England the ecclesiastical language and the 
local vernacular were totally dissimilar, in Russia they were closely 
related foilllS of speech. This meant that the early Russian glossarists 
could afford to be far rrore selective with regard to purely lexicograph-
ical material and could include encyclopedic and explanatory material in 
their conpilations without making them unwieldy and difficult to refer 
to,. given the. general lack of organization they exhibit. On the other 
hand their content and scope were narrCN,1ly circumscribed by the purpose 
they were intended to serve, narrely that of assisting in the reading of 
ecclesiastical texts. 10 
In the fifteenth century a conpletely different type of work 
ernbodyi.ng an entirely different purpose began to make its appearance. 
Whereas the impetus for the cc:rnpilation of the early glossaries had care 
from literary, written texts, the new works dealt with living collcquial 
speech. They took the fonn of bilingual conversation manuals or phrase 
books des.igned to assist Russian travellers , traders and pilgrims in 
their dealings with foreigners, notably Tatar and Greek. The finest 
exarrple of the. genre, and apparently the last to be produced, was the 
sixteenth-century manual of Russian and Greek entitled Re~' tonkoslovija 
gre-geskago ("Speech of the Greek leptologia") , which conprises a series 
of thematic vocabulary lists (fish, animals, and so on) together with 
phrases, excerpts fran conversations, and conversational monologues, all 
in parallel versions in the two langu.ages with no attenpt at any sort of 
11 alphabetic arrangement. 
10 Kovtun, p.390. 
ll Ibid., pp.384-386. 
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The significance of the conversation manuals (or razgovomiki) 
lies in the fact that they considerably widened the scope of conpilations 
of linguistic material, not only insofar as they presented a variety of 
language quite different £ran that of the glossaries, but also because 
they lifted lexicography out of its purely ecclesiastical rrould and 
made it serve secular ends. 12 The glossaries had introduced the idea 
of lexicography into Russia and had developed sorrethi_ng of a lexic_ographic 
tradition, albeit of rather limited purpose and influence. The raz-
govomiki represented the other side of the linguistic coin, as it were. 
They introduced a larger cross-section of t.he public to the benefits of 
lexicography and demonstrated its potential for more varied applications. 
In themselves, of course, the razgovomiki, though freer in content and 
carposition than the glossaries, were hardly less limited in their 
intention and usefulness. Only the canbination of these two different 
types could result in any sort of "universal" guide to language able to 
satisfy all the conterrporary linguistic needs of the educated public, 
heterogeneous and ITU.Iltifonn as these needs might be. And this brings us 
to the next stage of Russian lexic_ographic history. 
3. Azbukovniki. 
During the first period of lexicography in Russia each new glossary 
was canpiled on the basis of a single source, the corrpiler anitting such 
material as seeired to him to have outgra,.,rn its usefulness and adding to 
the list any words that he had corre across in his a,.,rn reading and that he 
felt might cause trouble to others. So long as this practice continued, 
there was unlikely to be any dramatic increase in the size of the 
glossaries - and, as has been indicated above, the corrpass of those 
glossaries that continued to be corrpiled in this way until well into the 
eighteenth century grew but :mc:rlestly. 
12 Ibid., p. 390. 
In the sixteenth CEntury, hcwever, materials from the two 
independent streams of glossaries were corrbined into a single list, 
f -lr b th f ' , k , , 13 apparently the work o a mou.l\.. y e name o Vassian Vozrm.c lJ. 
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This 
event marked a turning point in Russian lexic_ography. Corrpilers began 
to make wider use of existing sources, including razgovomiki, 14~so that 
by the end of the century their corrpilations had gravn in size to some 
two hundred leaves. 15 And in order to make them less ctmibersorre to use, 
the corrpilers began to arrange the material in alphabetic order. These 
alphabetized conpilations came to be knavn by a variety of narres, among 
which the most popular was azbukovnik16 (plural azbukovniki; from azbuka 
II alphabet"• 
The idea of an alphabetized source of information was obviously an 
attractive one, for the azbukovniki rapidly diversified into four main 
types: (1) the lexicographic, containing foreign, Church Slavonic and 
Russian "hard" words principally, often provided with encyclopedic 
definitions; (2) the educational, corrprising materials suitable to the 
school curricula of the period; (3) the edificational and instructional; 
and finally, (4) a hybrid type that combined the tendencies of the three 
din 17 prece _ g types. 
During the seventeenth century the explanatory text of the 
azbukovniki becarre more elaborate. Definitions began to consist either 
of a series of synonyms or of a detailed account amounting to a short 
encyclopedic article. Church Slavonic words were nearly always defined 
in terrns of Russian forms, often popular in style. The extended defini-
tions were frequently taken over from original Russian or translated works, 
the corrpiler ackncwle_dging his indebtedness by specific reference. And 
13 C 'tli 8 eJ n, p. . 
14 Kovtun, pp.388-389. 
lS C 'tl' 8 eJ in, p. . 
16 Ibid. 
17 Ibid., pp.9-10. 
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in general it becarre conman practice to indicate the sources in which the 
words listed in the azbukovnik had been found. Among such sources were 
the works of Darnascene, the Bulgarian exarch Ioann, Koz 'ma Indikoplov, 
and I"'.Iaksim Grek, as well as chronicles, prolcgues, hagiography, and the 
lik 18 e. 
While the azbukovniki were_ gaining in popularity and accorrplishrnent, 
two printed dictionaries rrade their appearance on the Russian scene. The 
first of these - and consequently the first dictionary to be printed in 
Russia - was published at Vilna in 1596 by Lavrentij Zizanij Tustanovskij 
as a canpanion volurre to the sane author's Gramnatika slovenskaja 
("Slavonic gramnar" ) and Slovenskaja azbuka ("Slavonic alphabet") and 
bore the title Leksis, sire~' recenija vkratce sobrany i iz slovenskogo 
jazyka na prosty russkij dijalekt istolkovany ("Lexis, that is to say 
words concisely gathered and translated fran the Slavonic language into 
the sirrple Russian vernacular"). Its sixty-seven p_ages contains a list 
of 1061 words, chiefly Church Slavonic but with a sprinkling of fore_ign 
borrONings, accaripanied by definitions consisting generally of a mixture 
of Great Russian, Belorussian and Ukrainian synonyms and the occasional 
extended encyclopedic explanation. 19 The purely philological intention 
and realization of this work as a lexical description, albeit in 
differential form, of the Church Slavonic language rrark it as being of 
the type of the true dictionary. 
'Ihe other, much larger book ( 6 , 9 82 words) was the I.ek.sikon 
slovenorosskij i irren tolkovanie ("Slavonic-Russian lexicon and explana-
tion of narres") by Pamva Berynda, printed in Kiev in 1627. It consists 
of two alphabetical lists. The first is ostensibly a differential 
18 Ibid., pp.8-9. 
19 Ibid., pp.11-12 ; cf. also: Ja. Bezzek et al., Posobie po leksikologii 
russkogo jazyka, Prague, S.P.N. 1 1968, p.173; Valgina et al., Sovremennyj 
russkij jazyk, p.58. 
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Church Slavonic-Russian dictionary although the explanato:ry text shews 
a strong Ukrainian bias and often includes Latin and Greek equivalents 
and occasionally Czech, Serbian and other parallels. The second is a 
list of proper narres, mostly of foreign origin, provided with explanations, 
usually of an extrerrely laconic character (for example Iordan: reka, 
i.e. "Jordan: a river") and supplerrented in a few cases by pictorial 
illustrations. Eve:ry entry word is accanpanied by a reference to the 
source in which Be:rynda found it. 20 Despite its size, in content and 
intention this work falls entirely within the orbit of the azbukovniki, 
from which it differs only in the external feature of being in printed 
form. 
The azbukovniki contained the seeds of future encyclopedic and 
monolingual linguistic dictionaries of various types - explanato:ry, 
fore_ign words, orthographical, and terminological. In addition they 
indicated the future type of the bilingual dictionary to a high level 
of technical achieverrent. Their erre_rgenc~ is seen therefore as con-
stituting a crucial stage in the histo:ry of Russian lexicography. 21 
And yet the object of all this lexicographic activity was never 
the Russian language itself. Russian (rrore precisely, a conglaneration 
of East Slavonic vernacular material) was sirrply taken for granted as 
the rrediurn of explanation of, and instruction in, the li tera:ry language 
(Church Slavonic) and foreign languages (Greek, Tatar, other Slavonic 
languages, and so on). Nevertheless the azbukovniki had unwittingly 
perforrred an extrerrely useful Se rv. i12e in gathering together in classi-
fied form la_rge numbers of Russian words, a task that was furthered by 
the canpilation of bilingual and multilingual dictionaries (such as 
Polikarpov 's Russian-German-Latin dictionary of 1704 and the Gennan-
I.atin-Russian dictionaxy of 1731, which contained about one hundred 
20 
Ce]' tllll' , 12 14 f 1 pp. - ; c. a so Bezzek et al., p.173. 
21 CeJ'tlin, 1 11 pp . 0- • 
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f . . ) 22 thousand Russian words and a large number o Russian expressions . In 
this way a great deal of the necessary infonnation was already at hand in 
a systerratized fo:rm when Russian scholars began to study their ONrl language 
and canpile dictionaries of it. 
4. Dictionaries of Russian. 
One of the effects of the wholesale importation of Western learning 
and technology that took place in the early decades of the e_ighteenth 
century under Peter the Great was the infiltration into Russian speech 
of a mass of fore_ign words, terms and expressions. It was this circum-
stance that focussed the attention of Russian scholars on their ONrl 
language. The need for a dictionary of Russian began to be felt; its 
purpose was seen as the elimination of superfluous foreign matter from 
23 the language. 
The first public call for such a dictionary was made by 
V.K. Trediakovskij in his speech at the inaugural neeting in 1735 
of the Russian Association of I.overs of the Russian Word (Rossijskoe 
sabranie ljubitelej russkogo slova). 24 Twenty years later M.V. I.omonosov 
noted in t.he manuscript of his Rossijskaja grammatika ("Russian grammar") 
the need to draw up a plan for a dictionary of Russian roots. 25 
At about this tirre, it is estimated, 26 a manuscript lexicon of sane 
16,300 words was canpiled, probably by V.N. Tati¥'&v, the knONrl author of 
a 5 ,(XX)-word manuscript glossary. The lexicon is an alphabetical list 
(canpleted only as far as the word trus "cONard") representing the 
22 Ibid., p.17; Valgina et al., p.58. 
23 Cejtlin, pp.15, 17-18. 
24 Ibid., p. 27. 
25 Ibid. 
26 V.P. Varperskij, Review of Rukopisnyj leksikon pervoj lf?loviny 
XVIII veka, ed. A.P. Aver' janova and B.A. Larin, Filolcgiceskie 
nauki, 4, 1966, p.177. 
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contemporary written and spoken Russian vocabulary of its time and 
canprising Church Slavonic and technical words, foreign borrc:wings, 
geographical narres, and collcquial, "obscene", and dialect words . 
Polysemantic entry words are repeated separately for each meaning. 
I:Bfinitions are provided, both phrasal and by synonym; Church Slavonic 
words and their Russian equivalents are frequently defined in terms of 
each other, and the defining synonyms are explicitly labelled as to 
their provenance. Although it was never published in its cw.n day (an 
expurgated edition was published in 1964), 27 there are clear indications 
that it was used by the compilers of the first Academy dictionary. 28 
Eighteenth-century interest in etymol~ led to the production of 
a number of derivational dictionaries in the latter half of the century. 
The best of these was F. Gelte_rgof' s Rossijskij cellarius, 1771, in 
which words are grouped according to their etymological roots, usually 
in a fairly obvious way - occasionally fairly distant etymologies are 
united (for exarrple pamjat' "rremory" and mnju "I think"), but more often 
they are put in separate articles (as are, for exanple,_ gorju "I bum" 
and ¥ar "heat"). The dictionary makes few concessions to alphabetic 
order: all prefixial derivatives of the root are grouped together with 
it. The work was regarded as an authority on word derivation and was 
to becorre a basic reference for the compilers of the first Academy 
di . 29 ctionary. But still there was no sign of any Russian explanatory 
dictionary. 
During the 1770's a spate of letters and articles devoted to the 
question of producing a rronolingual explanatory dictionary of Russian 
27 As Ruk . . 1ek 'k . 1 . . opisnyJ si on pervoJ po ovmy XVIII veka, ed. A.P . Aver ' Janova 
and B.A. Larin, Leningrad, Izd-vo LGU, 1964. 
28 A p I • II • I • 
. . Aver Janova, Vstupitel naJa stat' ja", in Rukopisnyj l eksikon ... , 
p .20. 
29 CeJ'tlin, 23 24 pp. - . 
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began to appear in magazines and journals, and the Free Russian 
Association of the Imperial University of Moscav (Vol'noe rossijskoe 
sobranie pri irrperatorskanMoskovskan universitete) included the 
ccrnpilation of such a dictionary in its plans. 30 Nothing positive was 
achieved, havever, until the Russian Academy (Rossijskaja Akademija) 
was founded, on the twenty-first of October, 1783, 31 with one of its 
"main responsibilities • • • to be the safeguardi_ng of the Russian 
32 language". Fran the very outset it was unanimously _agreed that the 
canpilation of an up-to-date dictionary of Russian was the Academy's 
. k 33 most pressing tas. 
Just over a decade after the founding of the Academy the six-volurre 
dictionary had been completed: Slovar' Akadernii Rossijskoj ("Dictionary 
of the Russian Academy"), 1789-1794. It contained 43,257 words_ grouped 
according to etymolcxJical roots as strictly as the etymological knavledge 
of the tine allONed, 34 the basic authority being Gelte_rgof, as has already 
been indicated. Prefixial derivatives - with a liberal interpretation 
of what constituted a prefix35 - were listed under the unprefixed fonn, 
so that although the dictionary .was indexed, 36 it was curnbersare to use. 
Alth~ugh this dictionary had set out to record the entire vocabulary, 37 
it concentrated chiefly on "high style" woras38 - that is, Church Slavonic 
3o Ibid ., p . 28. 
31 Ibid., p .27. 
32 Boris Ottokar Unbegaun, A bibliographical guide to the Russian language, 
Oxford, Clarendcn, 1953, p .124. 
33 . lin 2 CeJt , p . 7. 
34 Ibid., pp .29 , 32; Valgina et al., p.59; ~anskij, I.eksikologija ••. , 
p .278. 
35 
. lin. 32 CeJt , p. . 
36 
7\. din 'tli ( 32) . . riCCOr g to CeJ n p . : Ill six separate indexes - one per volurre; 
according to Unbegaun (p.124): only one index - in the sixth volume. 
37 Unbegaun, p. 12 4 • 
38 Cejtlin, p.29. 
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words and words famed from native Russian material according to Church 
Slavonic rrodels39 - including not a few obsolete words, despite the 
40 pronu.se it contained in its prefaCE . Collcquial Russian of the latter 
41 
half of the eighteenth century is less well represented. Corrparati vely 
few regional words were included; scientific and technical terms are 
represented to a limited extent. Foreign words constitute less than two 
percent of the entire word list. Here the prescriptive intention is most 
evident: instead of being supplied with definitions, foreign words are 
frequently sirrply cross-referenced to their Church Slavonic or Russian 
equivalents (for example Ambrazura •.. franc . Zri Bojnica, i.e. "See 
Bojnica"), a number of which were either already obsolete or were coined 
as loan translations by the conpilers, for example: botanik "botanist" -
travovedec; temaretr "thenrorreter" - teplorrer; astronornija 11 astrono11¥" -
zvezdoslovie. So veherrent was the desire to banish foreign words fran 
the lexicon that a number of native Russian words, such as brat, "brother", 
byk "bull", vor "thief", gost' "guest", selo "village", ~i "cabbage soup", 
were branded as fore_ign. 
Most of the items in the dictionary were labelled in accordance with 
Lanonosov' s elaboration of the three-styles theory: those of the h_i gh 
style being marked slavenskoe or po-slavenski; those of the middle style -
pros to ("simple") or v obyknovennan j azyka upotreblenii ("in ordinary 
usage of language") for rrore or less neutral words, and prostore-gie 
(literally "simple-speech", the tenn currently used to denote the nnst 
familiar fonn of collcquial tolerated by the standard) and prostonarcx:lnoe 
(" simple-foJk" , also a tenn still to be met with) for collcquial words, 
in order of increasing vulgarity; those of the lON style - nizkij slog 
( 
11 lON style 11 ) or slovo nizkoe (" low word") . 42 
39 v k' . 278 ::;ans lJ, p. . 
4o C 'tli 29 eJ n, p. • 
41 Except as otherwise indicated, the remainder of the description of the 
dictionary is adapted from Cejtlin, pp.29-32. 
42 
~anskij, p.278. 
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Dialect words were indicated by a reference to locality within the 
definition, for example Arancy: v Sibire nazyvajutsja vysokie karrennye 
gory "in Siberia (thus) are narred high rocky moillltains". 
Definitions consisted both of detailed explanations of an encyclo-
pedic character43 and of clearly marked synonyms in different styles, 
style differences being noted at the phonological, orthographical, 
morpho~ogical and semantic levels. Quotations illustrating us_age were 
provided, rather sparingly, from religious works and the works of 
e_ighteenth writers (in the latter category, quotations from I.omonosov 
predominate ovenvhelmingly) together with a selection of proverbs and 
sayings. 
The practical difficulties that the etyrrological arrangerrent 
occasioned the would-be user of the dictionary soon became apparent. 
Moreover many of the etymol_ogies on which it was based were sharply 
\,\) h I C ~ v./:'\ ~ 
disputed. And so the Acaderey undertook to proc1uce a second edition /\to 
be arranged entirely in alphabetical order. The plans for the re-
arrangerrent were approved early in 1801.; Publishing began in 1806 and 
was not co:rrpleted until 1822. The sla,.,mess of the work was due chiefly 
to the smallness of the staff appointed to carry it out. True, the can-
pilers, or "rearrangers", managed to enlarge the word list by sorre 8,CDO 
items and to correct minor deficiencies in the definitions and in the 
grammatical and stylistic characterizations. Even so, the character and 
style of the dictionary remained basically unchanged. 44 It was obviously 
out of date even before it was corrpleted. Its theoretical basis - the 
three styles teaching of Lanonosov - had becorre obsolete and been superseded 
by the refo:rms of N .M. Karamzin; and the increasing penetration of col-
lCXIUialisms into the language of literature, as reflected in the works 
43 I .M. Mal' ceva, "' Ob~ij cerkovnosla,vjano-rossijskij slovar' ' P. Sokolova, 
1834_ g ." , in B .A. Larin (ed.) , I z istorii slov i slovarej: o°&rki po 
leksikologii i leksikografii, Leningrad, Izd-vo LGU, 1963, p .111. 
44 C ·t1· 32 33 eJ in, pp. - . 
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of G.R. Der°¥avin, I.A. Krylov, K.r . Batju¥kov, and V. A. ~u~ovskij, was 
not taken into account at all. 45 
In attempting to evaluate the achieverren t of these tvvo dictionaries, 
it is instructive to canpare their motivation and the circwns tances sur-
rounding their construction with those pertinent to other similar "firsts", 
narrely in Italian, French, English, and Spanish. 
The two academies [ the Italian and the French] and Johnson 
all make a good deal of their patriotic purposes, and each has 
discovered a golden age for the native language: . . . Change 
in all three· languag~es is looked upon with suspicion, and the 
lexicographers ·of all three would like to prevent, retard, or 
direct it . The sources of linguistic authority have been con-
sidered, and the Englishman and the Italians have included46 from writers having authority, illustrative quotations ... 
The first dictionary of the Royal Spanish AcadeJt¥, the prescriptive 
Diccionario de autoridades, 1726-1739, bases its reco:mrrendations, si..milarly, 
on the authority of quotations dravm. fran the classical authors of the 
47 Spanish golden _age of letters. 
The patriotic and the prescriptive intentions of the Russian dic-
tionaries is all too clear; what was lacking, hcwever, was the golden 
_age. The e_ighteenth century was marked by the first blossoming of Russian 
philology, but it can hardly be described as a golden age. The golden 
_age of Russian letters was only just dawning. The Russian position was 
ana~ogous to that of the Roumanian Academy founded sone eighty years 
45 v.v. Vinogradov, "Tolko~e slovari russkogo jazyka"v in N.I. Kondrakov (ed.) , Jazyk gazety: practiceskoe rukovodstvo i spravocnoe posobie dlja 
gaZietnyx rabotnikov, Mosccw-Leningrad, Central ' nyj Kabinet redaktorov pri 
Upravlenii propagandy i agitacii CK VKPb, 1941, p.369, quoted in Cejtlin, p .33. . . 
46 Jarres H. Sledd and Gwin J. Kolb, Dr Johnson's "Dictionary": essays in 
the biography of a book, Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1955, 
pp .25-26. . 
47 Christopher Stavrou, "Present status and present proble.ms of Spanish 
rronolingual lexicography", unpublished Ph.D. thesis, University of 
Pennsylvania, 196.5, pp.5 ff. 
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later. 48 And in their stigrratizing of foreign words and their general 
preferenCE for Church Slavonic as opposed to Russian forms, the Russian 
dictionaries shav sarething of the tendencies exhibited by the Rol.Iltlanian 
Academy 's first dictionary, although they are not carried to anything like 
the same extrerres. 49 
In spite of their shortcomings, the first dictionaries of the Russian 
Academy marked a turning point in Russian lexicography. They aroused 
widespread public interest in a nurriber of lexicographical problems, such 
as rrethods of arranging the rraterial, choice of canonical forms, types of 
definitions to suit words of various categories, and so on. 50 They sparked 
off a flurry of lexicographic activity, much as Samuel Johnson's dictionary 
had done for English, and becarre the basis for a whole series of general 
monolingual Russian dictionaries. In addition, they focussed attention 
on the question of the relationship between Church Slavonic and t.he Russian 
language, and on questions of Russian grammar, orth_ography, and lexicon. 51 
In short, Russian lexicography proper may be said to date from their 
appearanCE on the scene. 
5. The nineteenth century up to and including Dal'. 
Even while the second edition of the Academy dictionary was still in 
pr_ogress there were calls, both from within the Academy and from without, 
48 
- 1• . 'l 1 . V ] . uk. 6 1 Kor etJanu, Fi o ogices<ie na i, , 968, p.115. 
49 The Rournanian dictionary, Dictionariulu lirnb'ei romane, 1871-1876, 
relegated to an appendix all words lacking Latin etyrrologies - which 
would anount to about one third of the coim10n vocabulary at least 
(cf. George Y. Shevelov, A rehistory of Slavic: the historical phonology 
of Conman Slavic, Heidelberg, Carl Winter, 1964, p.160. Its rrain list 
includes many Rourna:nian words that have been "latinized" - sorre beyond 
recognition - as well as a large nunber of words manufactured by the com-
pilers to replace already exi·sting Rournanian words. It has been described 
as "a dictionary of neither Latin nor Roumanian" (Korletjanu, Filolo-
gi&skie nauki, 6, 1968, p.115) . 
5° CeJ'tlin, 33 34 pp . - . 
51 Ibid. 
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to begin work on new dictionaries . Within the AcadeII¥ there was a 
strongly reactionary school of opinion embodied in and led by A.S . Efi¥kov, 
President of the Academy since 1813. Efi¥kov envisaged a vast project 
inco:r:porating, in addition to the central Academy dictionary, three 
subsidiary dictionaries: a dictionary of comparative dialectology, a 
general technical dictionary, and a dictionary of the literary arts. 
None of these plans cane to fnrition, although they did stimulate the 
collection of material. For the AcadeII¥'S main dictionary, hONever, 
Efi¥kov demanded a return to an ety:rrolcX3ical or deri vational arrangerrent 
and a more critical approach to foreign words, anticipating the Roumanians, 
in fact, by requiring that such fore_ign material as was absolutely ines-
capable should be placed in a special appendix. The main body of the 
dictionary was to concentrate on archaic and Church Slavonic material 
and to steer away fra:n living colloquial Russian. Efi¥kov composed 
several small sections of dictionaries in confor:mi ty with his theories, 
but these were generall y of little value and his project cane to nothing. 52 
(The late e_ighteenth and early nineteenth centu:ry was the period of 
a great linguistic polemic between the supporters of Efi¥kov and those of 
Karamzin. 53 The latter advocated motivated use of ~hurch Slavonicisrns 
and the careful introduction of essential fore_ign words . Karamzin' s 
notion of what was essential was influenced by the europeanized type of 
salon that was_ gaini!19 ground among a certain section of the population, 
and his proposals failed to gain wide appeal as a consequence. Character -
istically, the problem was solved, in its essentials, not by theoreticians, 
but by a suprerte master in the use of language , nanely A. S . Pu~kin .) 54 
52 Ibid., pp .35-36. 
53 M l' . . ( d ) . . . a ceva, in Larin e. , Iz istorii ... , p .10 8. 
54 I.A. Vasilevskaja, "Russkie pisateli-slovamiki", Russkaja re~', 5, 
1970, p .25 ; but see also W.K. Matthews , Russian historical gramma.r, 
University of London, Athlone Press, 1960, pp .280-281. 
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outside the Acaderr¥ the rrost conspicuous group was the Satiety of 
I.overs of Russian Literature (Ob¥'&stvo ljubitelej rossijskoj slovesnosti) 
forrred in 1811 under the auspices of Moscav University . The Society 
undertook to produce an up-to-date Russian dictionary based, once again, 
on an etymol_ogical method of arrangerrent. Detailed plans and instruc-
tions were drawn up (an interesti_ng innovation was the proposal to 
indicate verbal rections and their connection with meaning) and corrplete 
sections for twelve letters of the alphabet were published. The project 
was abandoned aving to glaring defects in the work due to the corrpilers' 
inability to keep to the plan - which, in its tum, was partly due to the 
vagueness of the plan itself in certain respects. 55 
Upon canpletion of the second edition of the Academy dictionary t.he 
desirability of a popular dictionary of a rrore convenient size began to 
be voiced. At a meeting of the Society of Lovers of Russian Literature 
in 1826 a certain I .F. Kalajdovi-g presented a detailed set of proposals 
for a smaller dictionary of current Russian which was to contain all 
corrmonly used words of "pure" written and spoken Russian, including 
popular vocabulary and such fore_ign words as were in general use. Short 
descriptive definitions were to be provided; closed loops of synonyms 
were especially to be esd1.ewed. Detailed grarrmatical characteristics, 
both rrorphological and syntactical, stylistic notes and notes on or--Jiog-raphy 
and prosody were to be given, as well as pronunciation and etymology. 
Kalajdovi-g urged that a strictly alphabetic system of arrangement should 
be e_mployed for the popular dictionary (on the other hand, he maintained 
that an etymological system was essential for philological purposes). 
Kalajdovi-g' s proposals received wide acclaun, both at hate and abroad; 
but practical difficulties prevented their realization. 56 
55 Cejtlin, p.36. 
56 Ibid. , p . 38. 
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The Acaderey was not to be outdone. At the suggestion of the 
Ministry of Popular Education (f:.1inisterstvo narodnogo prosve¥Vcenija) 
P. Sokolov, an Acaderey rrember and co-compiler of the Acaderey dictionaries, 
od 1 . d 1 di . f . t · 57 undertook to pr uce a o.v-price , popu ar ctionary o convenien size. 
Sokolov' s Cb¥8ij cerkovnoslavjansko-rossijskij slovar' ("General Church 
Slavonic and Russian dictionary") appeared in 1834 in two volumes. 
Essentially it was an improved and reduced version of the Acaderey's 
d di . 58 secon e tion. Its word list was augrrented by sorre 12 ,OCX) items, 
sare of which were new to Russian lexicography, sare of which had been 
taken from earlier compilations. Part of the increase was due to the 
inclusion of a large number of derivative fonns and, rrore s_ignificantly, 
a large number of foreign words, 59 the chief source of which was the 
foreign-words dictionary by N. Janovskij, 60 published in 1803-1806. 61 
The meanings assigned to words by the Acaderey dictionaries were critically 
reviewed - Sokolov' s conclusions in this respect are largely supported by 
62 
m::xiern research. On the technical side, Sokolov I s tightening up and 
streamlining of the system of abbreviations and the methcxls for showing 
gramnatical characteristics is seen a$ his most significant contribution: 
and his system has remained virtually unchanged to the present day. 63 
Naturally the compression of so much material into so small a space was 
not achieved without sare sacrifice, chiefly in the sphere of semantic 
treatrrent. True, many of the old definitions had been detailed in the 
extrerre (the Acaderey dictionary's entry for kvas, for example, contains 
a minutely detailed description of all the stages in the brewing process) ; 
many of Sokolov' s definitions, on the other hand, are laconic practically 
57 Mal'ceva, in Larin (ed.), Iz istorii ... , pp.102-103. 
58 . 1· 3 CeJt in, p. 9. 
59 Mal'ceva, in Larin (ed.), Iz istorii ... , pp.104-109. 
60 . lin 4 CeJt , p. 0. 
61 V · 1 k . k . v, asi evs aJa, Russ aJa rec, 5, 1970, p .25. 
62 Mal 'ceva, in Larin (ed.), Iz istorii ... , pp .110-111. 
63 Cejtlin, p.39. 
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to the point of being superfluous, particularly where narres of plants and 
animals are concerned (often being "defined" as "bush", "tree", 11 fish", 
"animal", "quadruped", and the like - although, to be fair, the inter-
national botanical and zoological classificatory nanes cited by the 
Acadert¥ dictionary were retained) . 6 4 Nevertheless Sokolov' s principles 
of definition writing, involving consistent use of cross-referencing 
definitions for derivatives and primary defining by picking out one or 
two distinctive details, marked an advance in Russian lexic_ography and 
65 have been retained largely unchanged to this day. Undoubtedly Sokolov' s 
work stands in the sane rank as the Academy dictionaries; and until 1847 
. . d th b d 1 di · f · 66 it rema.1.ne e est an most compete ctionary o Russian. 
Meanwhile, work on a new Academy dictionary was proceeding at snail 
pace. The Acadereyr was slav'lly_ grinding to a halt. The death of its 
president in 1841 served as an excuse to close it dOtJ11 as a separate 
institution, and its functions were incorporated in the Second Division 
of the Acadert¥ of Sciences (Vtorre otdelenie Akademii nauk) . Imrrediately, 
a new and ambitious prograrme was announced, including alphabetic and 
derivational dictionaries of Russian, .a foreign woro..s dictionary, a 
pan-Slavic canparative dictionary, and dictionaries of regional dialect. 
Not all of these great hopes were realized; nonetheless the effects of 
the change in man_agement were imrrediate and dramatic. 67 
In 184 7, a mere five years after work on the main dictionary began, 
all four volurres of the alphabetic Slovar' cerkovnoslavjanskogo i russkogo 
jazyka, sostavlenyj Vtorym otdeleniem imperatorskoj Akademii nauk 
("Dictionary of the Church Slavonic and Russian language compiled by the 
Second Di vision of the Irrperial Academy of Sciences") appeared 
64 Mal'ceva, in Larin (ed.), Iz istorii ... , pp.111-113. 
65 Ibid. , pp . 114-115 . 
66 Ibid., p.118. 
67 
. lin 58 CeJt , p. . 
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· 
68 
rt-- .: di · ted kab1 ab t f simultaneously . T1 u.s ctionary represen _ a r emar e ou - a02 
for Russian lexicCXJraphy: it abandoned the normative princip le altCXJe the r 
and strove to be a conplete record of all Russian, both wr i tten and 
spoken, f rom the earliest monurrents of the language then knc:wn to the 
69 latest writings of contenporary authors. Its large word list 
(114,749 words) included conterrporary neologisms, the most ccmnonly 
encountered technical tent1S of the arts and sciences, corrmonly used 
foreign words, fore_ign specialist tent1S, regional dialect - chiefly 
words of anthropological interest lacking equivalents in the standard 
language - and, of course, numbers o f archaic and obsolete words. 70 
" 01-
:rvmch of the increase in the number/\ i terns, in conparison with previous 
Academy dictionaries, was, to be sure, due to the inclusion, apart from 
foreign terms, of new categories of derivatives: collcxruial and "familiar" 
diminutives, augn1entatives and pejoratives, feminine equivalents of 
masculine titles, and the listing of different aspects of verbs, includ-
ing serrelfacti ve and iterative forms, in separate articles. 71 Never-
theless it cannot be denied that the 1847 dictionary had broken a lot 
of new ground with its word list. 72 
The dictionary shewed advan02s also ill its more scientif ically 
philological definitions, its irrproved treatrrent of polysemantic words 
and phraseology, in its indications of grammatical characteristics and 
its revised system of stylistic labelling . 73 As might be e~cted, the 
68 Ibid. 
69 ~ ki' 279 ::;ans J, p . . 
70 Cejtlin, p.59 ; "0t ~dak.cii", in D.N. uiak.ov (ed.), Tolkovyj slovar' 
russkogo jazyka, I, Moscavv, Ogiz, 1935, (unnumbered page corresponding t o) 
cols. v-vi. 
71 ee· 1· 5 Jt ill, pp. 9- 60. 
72 I.T . Sergeev, "' Slovar' 1847 goda'", Russkaja re~' , 5 , 1970 , p .33. 
73 1 . 1 . . ~ Va gina et a., p .59 ; CeJtlin, p .59; ::;anskij, p.279. 
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dictionary was able to draw on a much richer fund of literary sources 
than its predecessors and it included quotations fran Kry lov, Karamzin, 
¥ukovski j , Pu.¥kin, and other writers of the first quarter of the century. 7 4 
As might also be expected, it overlooked a certain amount of current 
material as well. 75 And yet even today the dictionary is considered to 
have declined but little in its scientific inportance. 76 That it was 
possible to reissue this dictionary unchanged after an interval of 
twenty years is sorrething of a tribute to the confidence with which it 
was regarded. 77 
'Ihe lexicographers were not allcwed to rest on their laurels for 
long, notwithstanding their singular achieverrent. The follcwing decade 
soJN, apart from a sizable dictionary of regionaJ_ dialect (1852) and a 
slightly larger supplerrent to it (1858), 78 renewed agitation for another 
Acaderey dictionary. In 1852 I. I. Davydov, an Academician, read a paper 
on the deficiencies of the 1847 dictionary to a rreeting of the Second 
Di vision. Again the word list was the chief focus of Davydov' s attack: 
he objected to the inclusion of Church Slavonic, 79 Czech, and Polish 
material in a Russian dictionary and urged that work be started on a new 
edition i.mcrediately. I.I. Sreznevskij agreed with Davydov and called 
for a historical dictionary that would list the entire Russian vocabulary. 
'Ihe rreeting adopted a plan entitled Pravila dlja novogo izdanija slovarja 
russkogo jazyka ("Rules for a new edition of a dictionary of Russian"). 
Work began in earnest; but by the mid-fifties the terrpo had slewed 
74 v k' . 279 ::;ans lJ, p. . 
75 C 'tli 60 eJ n, p. . 
76 
~anskij, p.278. 
77 Valgina et al., p.59. 
78 Cejtlin, p.47. 
79 The editors of the 1847 dictionary had considered that the tirre was 
not yet ripe for a precise delineation of Russian from Church Slavonic 
(ibid ., p.59). 
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considerably. By 1860, despite all Davydov' s efforts to invigorate it, 
the work had cane to a dead halt . Nothing further was done until the 
be di 80 1880 's, when Ja. K. Grot cane e tor. 
The years 1863-1866 scM the appearance of a remarkable one-man 
effort. This was the four-volurre Tolkovyj slovar' ¥i vogo velikorusskogo 
jazyka ("Explanatory dictionary of the living Great Russian language") 
by Vladimir Dal'. 
Dal' was an army doctor by profession81 and an ethnographer82 and 
lexicographer by inclination. His professional duties took him the length 
and breadth of Russia, so that at one tiITe or another he had contacts with 
. f . 83 natives o every province. He began collecting materials for a diction-
. . 
ary in 1819, apparently at the suqgestion of the poet A.S. Pu¥kin, with 
whan he was very close, 84 and continued his work on the dictionary 
throughout his entire adult life until his death in 1872. 85 
Dal' 's motive for producing a dictionary was simple and clear. He 
was alarrred at what he considered to be t.he ever increasing alienation 
of the literary language fran popular speech, 86 a process he saw as 
having its origins in the sudden influx of foreign words into the language 
duri_ng the Petrine era and as having steadily gravn rrore alarming as the 
habit of borrCMTing continued unchecked. 87 The elimination of foreign 
80 Ibid., pp.94-95. 
81 Unbegaun, p .129 . 
82 
~anskij, p .281. 
83 Unbegaun, p .129. 
84 Vasilevskaja, Russkaja re~', 5, 1970, p.29. 
85 G. I . ~kljarevskij, Istorija russkogo literatumogo jazyka (vtoraja 
polovina XVIII-XIX vek): cikl lekcij, Kharkov, Izd-vo xar'kovsk. un-ta, 
19 6 7 , p . 17 2 . 
86 
"0t redakcii", in u¥akov (ed.), (unnumbered page corresponding to) 
cols. v-vi. 
87 
~kljarevskij, p .172. 
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words fran the language was in fact one of Dal' 's principal aims ; 88 an 
aim he hoped to achieve by placing alongside all the foreign material -
suitably provided with reconuended native equivalents - the fullest 
89 possible record of the Russian language so that others might steep 
themselves in its genius . 9° Consequently his dictionary spans an 
eno.r:rrous range of material: it included all the conterrporary bookish 
and coll~al, fore_ign and familiar, general and professional vocabu-
. 
91 d f . 1 di 1 . 1 92 laries, an vast masses o regiona a ect materia . Despite his 
sorrewhat prescriptive intentions, Dal' believed that the lexicographer 
should be the slave of language rather than its arbiter; nevertheless 
his word list is a critical one that reveals an attempt to determine the 
d f 1 . l 93 purpose an status o every exica category. Regional dialect and 
other special classes of words are all clearly marked as to their 
provenance and currency. In conformity with its general plan the 
dictionary contains a rich body of illustrative material - chiefly 
proverbs and sayings - arrounting to sorre 30,CXX) items in a11. 94 
Dal' 's work is chiefly remarkable as a collection of lexical 
material of unusual dirrensions covering every letter of the alphabet. 95 
Of the approximately 200,CXX) words listed in the dictionary (the largest 
word list of any Russian dictionary before · or since) , Dal ' collected 
88 Ibid. 
89 . li CeJt n, pp .76-77. 
90 
"Ot redak.cii", in u¥ak.ov (ed.), (unnumbered page corresponding to) 
cols. v-vi. 
91 Cejtlin, 
92 >1 k' . 
~ans lJ, 
p . 76 . 
p .281. 
93 Cejtlin, p .76 . 
94 ?anskij, p .281. 
95 B 1 k'. den' u axovs lJ, Vve ie ••. , pp.144-145 . 
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sane 80,CXX) himself at first hand. The remainder he extracted from other 
sources - about 100,CXX) from the Academy dictionary of 1847, sorre 15,cro 
apiem from the Acaden¥'s two published collections of regional dialect 
material (1852 and 1858) and about 7 ,Cl:XJ items fran Burna¥ev's Opyt 
terminologi&skogo slovarj a (" raft '¼er:rninological dictionary") of 
1843-1844. 96 
Despite his self-imposed status as "the slave of language", Dal' 
was not above inventi.ng words (to take the place of foreign words and 
to fill out a deri vational series that might be regarded as deficient) 97 
' ' 
and including them in his dictionary. He defended this practice partly 
by advocating word-creation as an activity which any native speaker of 
a language, including the lexicographer, might indulge in even without 
actually being aware of it, 98 and partly by claiming that the allegedly 
invented words were rare or dialect words that had been actually 
attested. 99 Neither of these defenms is satisfactory: the first is 
true enough of any situation except the compilation of a dictionary; 
and regarding the seoond - it has been pointed out that the supposedly 
rare and dialect words carry no markings to this effect in the dictionary 
itself, nor are their precise rneani.ngs, as used in the original contexts, 
. di d 100 lll cate. It has been clained in Dal ''s favour tl1at he refrained 
f . t . f hi . . . th d 1 · . lf l0l rom regis ering any o s inventions in e wor 1st itse • 
This is not entirely true: at least two words stated to belong to this 
96 
~kljarevskij, p .173. 
97 
"Ot redakcii", in u¥akov (ed.), (unnumbered page corresponding to) 
cols. vii-viii. 
98 . li 8 CeJt n, pp .7 -79. 
99 Ibid., p . 78. 
loo Ibid. 
lOl Ibid. 
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b . tnik d k 1 . 102 . t d d ,.::J ,_. d 103 class - se Ja an o ozenuca - are so regis ere an ueiine; 
the latter is even provided with an illustrative sentence which is not 
a proverb or a saying and which Dal' may well have composed himself 
(another, different sentence containing this word appears under the 
entry atmosfera "atrrosphere", which it is intended to replace, t _ogether 
with a sentence containing mirokolica, another of the stigmatized words, 104 
but one which Dal ' omitted, however, £ran the main word list). The com-
position of such a sentence, to show hew the word hannonized with its 
surroundings, would have been in keeping with Dal ' ' s mission. 
It is perhaps a little surprising, then, to corre upon the follcwing 
entry a few lines after se.bjatnik: 
Sevljaga sobaka; odno iz mnogix ofenskix, to-est', sJ5inennyx 
slov, porre¥8ennyx V Akd . Slv. poc1 vidan russkix. 
( . . . dog; one of the many peddlers ' , that is manufactured, 
words °listed in the Acaderey Dictionary [of 1847] as if they 
were Russian words. ) 
But Dal' probably looked upon argot of this sort as being hardly better 
than folk-distortions of the type patret for portret "portrait" and 
kijater for teatr "theatre", which he excluded rigorously fran his dic-
tionary105 - though he did not disdain to draw parenthetical attention 
to any instances of folk etymology that particularly appealed to him, 
such as ostroum, for example, (literally "sharp-mind, clever fellow") 
noted under astronom II astronorrer" . 
102 ?kljarevskij, p.175. 
103 This and the follc:wing othe:r:wise unsupported statements are based 
on inspection of the relevant articles in Tolkovyj slovar' ... Dalja. 
The editing technique used by Boduen-de-Kurtene makes it possible -
errors and omissions excepted - to reconstruct the content of the 
second edition (which was prepared by Dal' even though it was published posthumously). 
· 
104 V 1 . 1 a gina et a . , p . 60 . 
l05 C . 'tl ' 79 eJ in, p . . 
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In many other respects Dal' 's dictionary was less of a success. 
He devoted a good deal of thought to the problem of hew to arrange the 
words in his dictionary and eventually decided on a system that would 
rrost assist the resurrection of what he believed to be the dying spirit 
106 
of the language. 'Ihis was an etymol_ogical or deri vational system 
similar to that of the first Academy dictionary, but with the difference 
that only words carrnencing with the sane letter were to be grouped to-
gether - in other words, prefixial derivatives were bracketed in 
separate articles under the appropriate letter of the alphabet. Apart 
from its inherent disadvantages, this system suffered both from Dal' 's 
insufficiency of li_nguistic knewle_dge 
l . al di th . 107 etyrro ogic stu es at e tirre: 
and from the general state of 
many incarpatibles, such as 
prostoj "s.inple" and prostor "expanse", or tlet' "glew, smoulder, 
decay" and tlo "bottan, lewest level" were united in the sane article; 
many etymol_ogically related words, on the other hand, were not recog-
nized as such, exarrples being zna~ "sign" and zna~ok "badge", dikij 
"wild" and di-g' "garre, wild fewl". 108 
Dal'' s semantic treatment leaves. much to be desired. Often his 
definitions are rrere strings of synonyms. 109 Ocasionall y he writes an 
encyclopedia article - as at govjadina "beef", for example, where he 
lists twenty-one cuts of neat and provides a diagram shewing whereabouts 
110 
on the animal they cone from. His definitions are not always accurate, 
106 A.M. Babkin, "Tolkovyj slovar' V.I. Dalja", in Vladimir Dal', 
Tolkovyj slovar' ¥i vogo velikorusskogo jazyka, I, Mosoow, Gos. izd-vo 
inostr. i nae. slovarej, 1955, p.viii. 
107 Unbegaun, p.129. 
108 Babkin, in Dal' , p . ix. 
109 
~anskij, p . 281. 
llO Ibi' d., V 1 . t 1 6 a gina e a . , p. 0. 
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a failing sometines said to be due to a conscious atterrpt to prescribe 
f . . ds 111 new meanings or existing wor . 
Granmatical characteristics are shCMn haphazardly or not at all. 
Generally it is left to the reader to deduce infonnation of this kind 
from the accorrpanyi_ng illustrative material . As far as pronunciation 
is concerned, Dal ' , despite his preoccupation with the spoken word, 
follc:wed contemporary practice by marking stress position only and did 
not distinguish the various phonemic features subsurred under the Russian 
letter e (and ¥) (these distinctions have_ generally been regarded as part 
of the essential minimum of orthoepic information since circa 1900). 
Stylistic oormentary is almost entirely lacking. 112 
1 1 I ::J • • d • th • di 1 • 113 Da s mctionary was greete wi irme ate ace aun. The 
Acadert¥ that had previously rejected Dal''s materials for the dictionary 
no.ii wanted to make him a fully fledged rrei'11ber114 (he had been an associate 
:rrernber (-glen-korrespondent) since 1838 for his collections of ethno-
graphic material from the Orenburg district) •115 A number of scholars 
set about oorrpiling lists of additions, which Dal' made use of when he 
d di · 116 · th th ibl . f th was preparing a seoon e lion. Wi e poss e exception o e 
one-volurre dictionary by S.I. o¥egov (first editio~ 1959117) Dal''s 
dictionary enjoys the distinction of being the nost frequently reissued 
nonolingual Russian dictionary. The second edition appeared posthumously 
(1880-1882). A third edition by I.A. Boduen-de-Kurtene - with many of 
the difficulties and absurdities of the etymological arrangement removed, 
111 abk' . l' B in, in Da , p .ix. 
112 al. 1 6 V gina et a . , p . O. 
113 C 'tli 86 89 eJ n, pp . - • 
114 Babk; 'I""\, . l' . J..J..L in Da , pp . iv-v. 
115 Ibid., p .iii. 
116 Unbegaun, p .130. 
117 Val . al 62 gina et . , p . . 
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and an additional 20,CXD words added to the word list118 - was published 
in 1903-1909 and reprinted with reorganized front matter in 1912-1914. 
Within the Soviet Union the seoond edition (not the third, presumably 
because of the "obscene" material it contains) has been reissued twice 
(1935 and 1955). Elsewhere there have been at least two reproductions 
of the third edition - one in Tokyo in 1934,119 the other in Paris in 
1954 - maki.ng a total of e.ight "editions". 
The publication of Dal' 's dictionary is still looked upon as a 
timely event120 - an .event that took sorre of the pressure off the Academy 
to get on with the production of its ovm dictionary. 121 (Nevertheless 
the reissue in 1867 of the old 1847 dictionary testifies, presumably, 
to sare misgivings within the Academy as to the universality of the 
new dictiona:r:y 's usefulness. ) Even today Dal' 's dictionary is looked 
. abl . f 1 . l . l · f · 122 upon as a verit e mine o exico .ogica in onnation. 
But if the s.ignificance of Dal' 's contribution to Russian lexicology, 
in particular to the lexicology of regional dialect, is readily apparent, 
his contribution to Russian lexicography remains scmething of an enigma. 
H ~ be th • . t f th 1k • l I 123 d e appears L.O e origina or o e tem to ovyJ s ovar , new use 
to describe any dictionary containing definitions. His indirect influence 
on Russian lexicographic morale - as a solitary author of a sizable and 
unique dictionary - may, perhaps, be said to have been of sare value. 
But his direct influence on Russian lexicographic practice seems to have 
been little short of disastrous. It is possible, of course, to view his 
work as being simply part of a general trend in Russian lexicography 
118 Ibid., p.60. 
119 Unbegaun, p.130. 
120 ?kljarevskij, p.171. 
121 Barxudarov, Voprosy jazykoznanija, 5, 1957, p.31. 
122 Cejtlin, pp.86-89; Bulaxovskij, pp.144-145; ?anskij, p.281. 
123 Bezzek. et al., p.174. 
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tc:wards greater all-inclusiveness and a relaxation of linguistic standards; 
it is possible, even probable, - Dal' or no Dal' - that ~axmauv (see 
belc:w) would still have taken the decision that eventually resulted in 
the abandoning, after four decades of work on it, of the Academy's most 
ambitious lexiccgraphical project; it is also possible that the planners 
for the DJY.lSR would have devised independently the system of arrangerrent 
that so mars the early volurres of that dictionary (see Chapters II and 
III) : yet it was Dal' 's dictionary that was seized upon as a rrodel by 
~axmatmv's editorial staff, 124 and Dal' was in fact the inventor of the 
"unprefixed derivational" method of arrangerrent125 that was originally 
adopted for the DI'-1.SR. One cannot escape the conclusion that Dal' ' s 
baneful influence, at least on large-scale Russian lexicography, has 
persisted until the middle of the present century. 
6 . The irmediate past. 
In the 1880' s, work on the compilation of a new Acaderey- dictionary 
began in earnest. The new editor, Ja. K. Grot, had prepared a detailed 
plan and, in 1886, had founded a new archive (or file) for the dictionary, 
drawing material from all the first-class writers ot the nineteenth 
centw:y, and sorre of the minor ones as well. 126 The first volume 
(letters A-D) of Slovar' russkcgo jazyka ("Dictionary of Russian") 
appeared in three parts 1891-1895. 127 In 1893, hc:wever, Grot had died. 128 
124 I.N. ~imanskaja, "O sostave slovnika v 'Slovare russkogo jazyka' 
pcd redakciej A.A. Saxmatova", in Iz
0
opyta prepodavanija russkogo jazyka 
nerusskim: sbornik nau"&.o-metodologifuskix statej, vyp. II, Moscow, 
Izd- vo VP~ i AON pri CK KPSS, 1963, p.183. 
125 Cejtlin, p.83. 
126 
"Sokrovi~&ica russkix slov", (signed "R. R."), Russkaja re~', 5, 
1970, p.20. 
127 
~gaun, p.126. 
128 Barxudarov, Voprosy jazykoznanija, 5, 1957, p .33. 
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The man appointed to replace him, A.A. Efaxmatov, so changed the plan and 
scope of the dictionary, fran the second volurre on, that it is customary 
to regard the first volurre as a separate work and to refer to it as the 
Grot dictionary. 
The Grot dictionary focusses on the literary and business (delovoj) 
language from the tirre of Lcnonosov to the tirre of carpilation: Church 
Slavonic and Old Russian vocabulary not in active use during that tirre 
span is excluded; nroem European borrONings are widely represented for 
the first time in Russian Academic lexic_ography; many technical terms are 
included, of both fore_ign and native origin. 129 Regional dialect words 
are included if they are distributed over a wide area, 130 or if they are 
131 
"corrmonly used in literary works, or fill a lexical gap". Grot' s word 
list has been compared with that of the relevant portion of the 1847 
dictionary and is estinated by T.S. Kogotkova to be about one and a half 
t . 1 th t f th 1 · di . 132 1th h th J..Ires as arge as a o e ear ier ctionary, a oug e more 
precise figures of G.P. Galavanova seem to indicate that the two are of 
similar size but differ in about one third of their actual content. 133 
The precise nurrerical relationship, hONever, is of minor irrportance; what 
is s_ignificant is that Grot' s is the first Acadert¥ dictionary to indicate 
an atterrpt to record the contemporary vocabulary as fully as possible.
134 
129 Ce'tl' 96 97 J in, pp. - . 
130 Ibid. 
131 Unb_egaun, p. 126 . 
132 T.S. Kogotk.ova, "Slovar' Ja. K. Grota-A.A. Efaxmatova", Russkaja re-g' 
5 , 19 70, p . 36 . 
133 G.P. Galavanova, Ja. K. Grot kak leksikograf, Avtoreferat kandidatskoj 
dissertacii, Leningrad, In-t jazykoznanija AN SSSR, 1953, quoted in Cejtlin, 
p. 97. 'As quoted,' the figures are not self-consistent, thus: the 1847 
dictiona:ry - 22,342 words; Grot - 21,648, of which 16,422 appear in the 
1847 dictionary and 5,910 are new additions (which should make a total of 
22,332 for the Grot dictionary). 
134 I.I. Matveev, "Ob otstavanii v registracii novyx slov v tolkovyx 
slovarjax russkogo jazyka", Leksikografi°&skij sbomik, II, Mosa:»1, 
In-t jazykoznanija Al."\J SSSR, 1957, p.165. 
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But the chief virtue of the Grat dictionary is seen not in its word 
. . f . di . . 1 135 . . 11 list, but in the construction o its ctionary artic es. It is sti 
unsurpassed in its definitions and in its highly developed system of 
stylistic labels; 136 and it was the first Russian dictionary to provide 
137 illustrative quotations for nearly eve:ry word . Grat introduced full 
h 1 . 1 ch . . . . 1 . h 13 8 b . rnorp o _ogica aractenzation into Russian exicograp y y noting, 
in addition to the indications of general morphological classes that had 
been given ever since the first Academy dictionary, any irregularities 
in the paradigm; details of verbal rection and voice were also given for 
th f . . 139 e irst tJ..Ine. Another innovation was the use of pronunciation notes 
140 in cases where the orthography was misleading or inadequate; ex~les 
for these two categories, indicating the extended fonn that was used, 
are, respectively: 
b~ma&rik ("cobbler") (proizn. ba¥maKnik) ("pron [ounced] ••• "); 
gde ("where" ) ( g proiznosi ts j a pridyxatel 'no) ( "g is pronounced 
· as"""" an aspirate."). · -
Grot's purpose in providing all this new information, as well as in 
the care with which he selected his word list, 141 is regarded as being a 
clearly normative one142 and consequently at variance with the general 
tendency within the Academy in the latter half of the nineteenth 
t 143 cen u:ry. In the 1930's the Grat dictionary was described as reaction-
ary; 144 ncwadays it is acclaimed as a remarkable scientific work. 145 
135 Cejtlin, 
136 ganski j , 
p . 97. 
p .281. 
137 Cejtlin, p."98 . 
138 Ibid. 
139 Ibid. 
140 Taken fran Ibid., p.100. 
141 
'5J' k' . 281 282 bans iJ, pp . - • 
142 Cejtlin, pp . 98, 100. 
143 Ibid., p . 104. 
144 
s .F. Beljaev, "'Akademi°&skij' slovar' (Slovar' 
Vestnik Akademii Nauk SSSR, 4 .... 5, 1937, p. 37. 
145 y k' . 0ans iJ, p.281. 
russkogo jazyka) 0', 
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~axmatov was appointed editor of the Acaderey dictionary in 1894. 146 
As a historian of language ~axmatov's conception of the purpose of an 
Academy dictionary was entirely different from Grot's: he considered 
that the dictionary should becare a primary source of the kind of 
info.:r:mation that would assist historians like hiniself in their atterrpts 
147 to reconstruct the earlier stages of the language. As a scientist 
V d th . . . 1 14 8 ( 1 . 1 harrnl baxmatov was oppose to _e normative princip e a re ative y ess 
consequence of this was the decision to abandon altogether any system of 
stylistic labelli_ng149), of which he considered the selection of words 
for a word list fanned a part because selection constituted a latent 
reccmnendation. 150 These two positions of the dictionary's editor, 
acti_ng in concert ( though the second is, perhaps, subordinate to and 
contained within the first), had a profound effect on its projected 
scope. Essentially the dictionary was to record every lexical item 
attested anywhere in the entire Great Russian linguistic caumunity : 
C.hurch Slavonic material of the type that Grat had been so careful to 
exclude was resurrected and recorded; 151 m:xiem European borrcwings 
tended to be discarded as having little historical interest or value; 152 
and, of more irrportance than either of these, regional dialect was 
incorporated into the dictionary in the fullest possible profusion. 153 
146 . 1· ,. 2 CeJt in, p • .1.0 • 
147 Ibid., p.103; ~irnanskaja, in Iz opyta prepodavanija ••• , p.182. 
148 Cejtlin, p.102. 
149 V 1 . 1 61 a gina et a • , p. • 
150 C . tl. , , 3 eJ in, p • .1.0. 
151 Ibid., p.102. 
152 Ibid., p.103. 
15 3 II ot dak • • 11 • Vak ( d ) ( re cii , in Us ov e • , unnumbered p_age corresponding to) 
cols. vii-viii. 
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Other factors , in addition to the two already rren tioned, have been 
adduced as contributory to gaxmatov' s decision. Grot had already wr itten , 
in the preface to the first part of his volurre of the dictionary, of the 
. d . . ds f . 1 di 1 t 154 difficulties he had experience in selecting wor o regiona a ec. 
?axmatov developed this therre further in the preface to his first part 
of the dictionary (Volurre II, Part 1, 1897) and drew attention to the 
abundance of dialect used by the foremost writers, the wide currency of 
numbers of dialect fontlS unJmc:wn to the standard language, and the use-
155 fulness of dialect in supplementing the standard language. 
I.N. ?imanskaja reports that ?axmatov had prepared no developed plan 
for selecting a word list. 156 The inference is clear: gc00t1atov regarded 
Grot' s struggles with the selection of regional dialect words as so much 
wasted energy. 
gimanskaja also nentions gaxmatov's acx:ruaintance with "corrplete" 
157 dictionaries of other Slavic languages. Further, it seems unlikely 
that a linguist of gaxrnatov's calibre could have been totally insensible 
of the activities of the brothers Grirrm in Gennany, whose giant dictionary 
had been in process of publication eve:r since 1854,158 or even those of 
the PhilolCXJical Society in England, which had begun publication of 
A new English dictionary in 1884. 159 And, as has already been pointed out, 
he had at his elbow the extraordinary example of his avri countryman, 
Vladimir Dal' • 
154 Barxudarov, Voprosy jazykoznanija, 5, 1957, p . 33. 
155 Ibid. 
156 ~ . k . . oda . . ::;imans aJa, in Iz opyta prep vaniJa ••• , p .181. 
15 7 Ibi d . , p .183 ( footrlote 1) . The dictionaries cited are: (Polish) 
S,Xc:wnik jyzyka polskiego, przez M. Samuela BOCJUini.Xa Linde, 2nd ed . , r.w6vv, 1854; and (Semo-Croatian) Rje'&iik Hrvatskoga ili Srpskoga jezika, Zagreb, Jugoslovenska akadernija znanosti i umjetnosti, 3 vols. by 1892. 
15 8 >( • k . . . k . . 3 1 Ziirmuns iJ, Voprosy Jazy oznaniJa, , 955, p .150 . 
159 Aarsleff, Bulletin of the New York Public Library, 66, 1962, p. 417 . 
gaxmatov may also have been aware that the Roumanian Aca~ had been 
working on a s imilar dictionary since 1884, the first part of which was published in 1897 (Korletjanu, Filologi&skie nauki, 6, 1968, p .116) . 
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The loss of the dictionary's nonnative character was conpensated 
for in a way by the most stringent documentation of every linguistic 
fact it recorded. 160 The inclusion of the maximum amount of justif ica-
tory evidence in the form of contexts (quotations) was adopted as a basic 
principle of compilation. 161 Words not accompanied by the necessary 
evidence were omitted from t.he dictionary ( the nurriber of words le.f t out 
because they were overlooked by the editors was ins_ignif icantly small) . 162 
One of the less fortunate results of this policy was the unevenness of 
the dictionary text: full gramnatical and semantic descriptions could 
readily be given for words belonging to the standard language, but not 
f th di 1 ds th . d l . 163 or e many a ect wo~ ' at were instance on y once or twice. 
The dictionary was never completed. ~axmatov' s close association 
with it ceased in 1907. Later issues kept basically to his plan, but 
they began to exhibit a nonnative tendency. 164 The First World War and 
the civil war that follo.ved the October Revolution of 1917 interrupted 
work on the dictionary from 1916165 until 1922 when a special Commission 
for the Compilation of the Dictionary of Russian (Komissija po sostav-
leniju slovarja russkogo jazyka) was $et up. 166 The creation of the 
Soviet State brought with it new official attitudes to language, in 
particular with regard to the rreanings of words of social or political 
relevance, together with :much new terminology. The Commission's solution 
to the problem this posed was to specify the Revolution as the ternri.nus 
ad quo for the dictionary; later material was to be the subject of a 
16° Kogotkova, Russkaja re~', 5, 1970, p.36. 
161 
~erba, . . . izbrannye raboty ... , p. 7 4. 
162 'j/, k . . ,..._,:J •• 
~irnans aJa, in Iz opyta prepU-1.avaniJa ... , p.184. 
163 C . lin ,. 3 eJt , p . .LO . 
16 4 Ibid. , p .104 . 
165 Ibid. 
166 Barxudarov, Voprosy jazykoznanija, 5, 1957, p .35. 
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167 separate study. Throughout the twenties the dictionary continued to 
be published in the pre-1918 orth_ography. 
In 19 2 8 it was decided to change over to the new orthography that 
had been in force for a decade, to adopt an explicitly nonnative policy, 
and to rrodernize the stylistic system, the illustrative quotations and 
. . . f . lit. 1 te 16 8 Th 1 t h the definitions o socio-po ica rms. ere appears a so o ave 
been a move to change the title fran Slovar ' russkogo jazyka to Tolkovyj 
slovar' sovrerrennogo russkogo jazyka, vzjatyj v istori~skan razvitii 
("Explanatory dictionary of Modem Russian taken in historical perspec-
t ' 11) 169 ive . The new dictionary was to retain its all-inclusive character; 
in fact it even went beyond ~axmatov's original intentions and began to 
record nonce words, nonce abbreviations, semi - literate French dialogue 
170 (written in Cyrillic script) from Russian novels, and other ephemera. 
The first part of the revision, containing words under the letter 0, 
appeared in 1929 still under the old title. Later parts were successively 
inscribed vtor0= izdanie ("second edition"), nov0= izdanie ("new edition"), 
and finally sed'rroe izdanie ("seventh edition") (the· 1867 reprint being 
the fourth edition, Grot' s si_ngle volurre the fifth, and the work that had 
been in progress until 1929 - the sixth) . 171 The re-working and re-
publishing of sections under earlier letters of the alphabet was begun, 
including the letters A to D, which had not received fresh treatrrent since 
the tine of Grot: at least the new dictionary promised to present a uniform 
aspect. But in 1937, on the 5th of August, work on the dictionary was 
suspended, and it has never been resurred. 172 
167 Ibid., pp .35-36. 
168 . 1· 1, 4 1. CeJt in, pp.~o -~06. 
169 V See 0zegov, Voprosy jazykoznanija, 2, 1952, p.89. 
170 Ibid . . 
171 Unbegaun, pp .127-128. 
172 A detailed description of the final state of publication reached by 
this dictionary and its predecessor is given in ibid. 
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The official reason for the suspension given at the tirre by the 
Presidium of the Soviet Academy of Sciences was that the dictionary was 
politically hannful and of poor quality . 173 Certainly,the proposed size 
of the dictionary also mitigated against it in the end . . . But since 
the excxius of this dictionary is directly linked to the genesis of the 
DMSR, it will be more appropriate to examine in detail the reasons for 
its failure in the prelude to the history of compilation of the later 
dictionary (Chapter III) . 
There is, however, one other dictionary that deserves to be mentioned 
before we close this section. In 19 20 V. I. Lenin ( t1'1e leader of the 
October Revolution) made his first ao:ruaintance with the dictionary of 
Dal' (at that tin--e the most recent corrplete, large Russian dictionary) . 
I.enin irmediately recognized its dialectal character, and that it was 
f d ( 1 . . - d be f th . dl74) out o ate as sare c aim it ha en rom e morrent it appeare , 
and b_egan to agitate for the prcxiuction of a dictionary of "classical" 
and conterrporary Russian from Pu¥kin to Gor 'kij moo.elled on the French 
1 di di . . 175 1921 f furth encyc ope a- ctionary Petit Larousse. In May , a ter er 
reiterations of his proposals to various scholars, I.enin drew up precise 
ff . d 1 . . 1 f th . · 1 · . 176 sta ing an _ogistics p ans or eir irrp errentation. The commission 
that was set up at Lenin's behest worked well until Lenin's death in 1923, 
whereupon the Narkonpros (People's Ccmnissariat for Education) suspended 
the operation, apparently becau.se no plan had been worked out for the 
dictionary itself and because the sudden switch in the country's ruling 
class had raised doubts as to what kind of Russian was to be regarded as 
173 A. S. Orlov, 11 0 slovare sovrerrennaJo russkogo jazyka", Vestnik Akademii 
Nauk SSSR, 4, 1938, p . 40. 
174 Bulaxovskij, p .144. 
175 V Ozegov, Voprosy jazykoznanija, 2, 1952, p .. 88. 
176 Barxudarov, Voprosy jazykoznanija, 5, 1957, pp.39-40. 
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standard , and further - because a nonnative dictionary was nonetheless 
. d 177 require . 
By 1928 these prob lems were no more: the vocabulary had begun to 
stabilize178 and a proper p lan had been prepared . 179 Publishing of the 
four-volurre Tolkovyj slovar' russkogo j azyka under the editorship of 
D.N. u¥akov began in 1935 and was completed in 1940. 
The dictionary answered Lenin's call only in respect of its 
chronological limits : it is a strictly linguistic (as opposed to an 
180 
encyclopedic) dictionary, and says so in its preface. Its word list 
is carefully selected with respect to obsolete and archaic words, dialect, 
scientific tenns and technical and artistic terminology; 181 it has been 
criticized for incompleteness182 and for its liberal approach to epherreral 
neologisms, 183 which latter, havever, must be regarded as an almost 
inevitable corollary of a determined attenpt to be up to date . Phraseo-
logical material attested throughout the period covered by the dictionary 
is well represented, which was sorrething new in Russian lexicography. 184 
Another interesting innovation was the practice of entering prefixes 
and other word-fonnatory elements in separate dictionary articles. 185 
For each word the dictionary provides full morphological character-
istics and numbered definitions with an example or a quotation illustra-
. ch . 186 ti_ng ea meaning. Stylistic features are indicated by an elaborate 
177 
o¥egov, Voprosy jazykoznanija, 2, 1952, p .88. 
178 Cejtlin, pp.110-111. 
179 Ov V . k . . 2 19 zegov, oprosy Jazy oznaniJa, , 52, p . 89 . 
180ll0t dak • • 11 • Vak ( d ) ( ' re c11 , in Us ov e . , unnunlbered page corresponding to) 
cols. ix-x. 
181 0v H ' k ' ' 2 l ' z_egov, voprosy Jazy oznaniJa, , 952, p .90; Valgina et al . , p.61. 
182 l. l Va gina et a . , p .62. 
183 Unbegaun, p .131. 
184 Cejtlin, pp .116-117. 
185 Ibid. , p . 111. 
186 
~anskij, pp .284-285. 
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system of labelling that was specially developed for the dictionary by 
. d 187 V.V. V~ogra ov. The dictionary enploys efficient systems for noting 
the syntactical properties of each word in its various meanings, and for 
shewing the correct pronunciation of words whose spelling is misleading . 
The front matter of the dictionary contains a brief staterrent of 
its alJTlS, a concise account of previous develc:p:rrents in Russian lexi-
cography, and a concise grarrrrnar of the language. The back matter can-
prises a supplerrent to the first three volurres and an alphabetic list 
in Latin script of f ore_ign expressions then in use. The separation of 
this list frcrn the main body of the dictionary bears no relation, 
ho.vever , to the li_nguistic chauvinism that was being urged by ~i¥kov 
over a centw:y earlier: it is sirrply a matter of orthographical con-
venience - any item that was also conmonly written in Cyrillic at the 
time (such as veto, for example) is referred directly to its Cyrillic va.r1 .etvi t 
ill the dictionary's :rrain list. 
The u¥akov dictionary may be regarded as the direct descendant, in 
so:rrewhat abridged fonn, of the Grat dictionary. It was the first Russian 
dictionary to_ give anything approaching a full linguistic description of 
the standard lexicon. 188 It was also the first major lexicographic 
hi ,... th S . 189 ac evement oI e oviet era. For so:rre two decades it remained the 
standard work of reference for the Russian language: it was the basis 
of most of the bilingual dictionaries of Russian that are currently in 
use and the parent of the only single-volurre general rronolingual dic-
tionary of Russian currently in print - narrely the updated abridgement 
V by 0zegov. It introduced a nurrber of innovations, as has been indicated. 
Its influence on the DMSR is said to be clearly apparent. 190 
187 Barxudarov, Voprosy jazykoznanija, 5, 1957, p.40. 
188 Cejtlin, p.121 . 
189 V 0zegov, Voprosy jazykoznanija, 2, 1952, p.89. 
190 Barxudarov, Voprosy j azykoznani j a, 5 , 19 5 7, p. 41. 
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The developrrents that took place in Russian lexicography during 
this last period fall into two main streams. The first is concerned 
with the conception of the purpose for which dictionaries are corrpiled; 
in particular, with the question of whether dictionaries should be 
normative or descriptive, whether they should aim at being all-inclusive 
or have selected word lists. The anti-normative tendency that first made 
its appearance in the 1847 dictionary reached its peak of maturity with 
~axrnatov. vvhen ~axrnatov departed from the scene, it began to lose its 
scientific cast and purpose, and declined: all-inclusiveness ran to 
excesses that eventually contributed to its doom; and, at the sarre tirre, 
a normative approach to the detailed treatment of the material began to 
reassert itself in the shape of stylistic corrirrenta:ry. The normative 
principle that Grot had attenpted to reestablish in Russian lexic_ography 
was eventually c:rystallized by u¥akov (though it is to be appreciated, 
of course, that the u¥akov dictionary was entirely different in scope 
and intention from the AcadeJI¥ dictionaries) and was to becorre a basic 
tenet for the DMSR. 
The second stream of developrrent -concerns the type of information 
presented in the dictionary article. The period was characterized 
. generally by fuller and more consistent application of previously known 
principles: quotations carre to be required for eve:ry rreaning listed; 
. grammatical characteristics (morphology and syntax) became more detailed, 
that is to say, more precise; pronunciation began to be shown rrore fully; 
the polemical etyrrological notes introduced by Grot191 were ordered into 
a sober, consistent system by u¥akov. There were sorre innovations in 
the rrethcrls of presenting these data and in the kinds of linguistic units 
listed for description, narrel y morphemic elei."'leilts and phrasal combinations. 
191 C 'tli , .00 eJ n, p . .1.: • 
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And yet Russian lexicography had by no rreans exhausted its pos-
sibilities for further developrrent. The disaster of the Acadercy 
dictionary pointed the need for sane drastic rethinking of basic 
principles . These were to be embodied in the D.MSR, which, being pro-
jected as a large dictionary, was to expand the basic mould established 
V 
. . f . th di . 1 · 19 2 by Usakov and to contribute sarre lllilOVations o its c»lI1 to e scip ine. 
7. Conclusion. 
The history of Russian lexicography has several features in comron 
with the lexicographic histories of other languages and peoples. The 
seed is Sc»l!1 when the culture adopts, and attaches sane special inportance 
to, a body of writings in an unfamiliar language. Eventually the result-
ing explanatory notes are abstracted to fonn the first works that are 
recognizably lexicographic: lists of words provided with brief definitions. 
The tender plant is nourished by other foreign sources as the 
opportunities for trade and travel develop . The lists grON until a 
further typically lexicographic feature appears, namely the imposition 
of an orderly, fonnal (usually alphabetical) rrethod of arrangerrent of 
the key material. lexicography of an essentially bil_ingual type ("hard" 
words - "easy" words, words, literary-vernacular, as well as foreign-
native) begins to flourish . 
At sorre stage the people be cones aware of change in its c»lI1 language -
either because it has recently experienced a golden _age of letters or, as 
19 2 The Boduen-de-Kurtene edition of Dal' 's dictionary might have been 
included here for discussion since it participates to sorre extent in the 
tendencies of the period - in its increased word list, its more consistent 
and slightly arrplified indications of grarrmatical characteristics, and 
its attempt to correct sane of the subjectivities of the original author. 
But in all these things it fell far short of the prograrnrres of ~axmatov, 
on the one hand, and of Grat, on the other. It is not conmonl y regarded 
as a new dictionary, and its influence on Russian lexicography appears to have been negligible. 
· 
'7 
I 
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was the case with Russian, because the native vocabulary is subjected to 
a sudden influx of large quantities of foreign material. In either case 
sarre past state of the language corres to be regarded as a perfection 
that has since begun to shovv signs of decay. Shortly thereafter the 
first general rronolingual dictionary purporting to provide a corrplete 
description of the lexicon (as opposed to concentrating on the explanation 
of unfamiliar words) makes its appearance. Its aim is to arrest the 
"decay" of the language. It is prescriptive, and its recanrrendations 
are frequently archaic. Nevertheless it is the first fruit of a 
people's concern for its av-m language. 
Subsequent developrrents reveal an increasing preoccupation with 
the native lan9U:age as it actually is: dictionaries becare rrore descriptive 
and more up to date. At the sane tiITe there are irrproverrents in lexi-
c_ographic technique and there is a gradual increase in the am:::>unt of 
linguistic information presented for each entry. 
The development of Russian lexicography proper has been dominated 
by the Acade._11¥, in one fonn or another. The only large Russian dictionary 
ever to have been carrpleted without official backing is the one by Dal' , 
and its positive c:nntribution to Russian lexicographical practice has 
been minor. The other principal non-Acaderey dictionaries ( the one by 
Sokolov and the one by u¥akov) were both official publications and both 
made substantial contributions to Russian lexic:ngraphy. Of course there 
have been other Russian dictionaries - such as the "dictionaries of 
usage" (slovari nepravil 'nostej) that first began to appear in the 
nineteenth centu:ry, 193 the spate of dictionaries of political, sociological 
and economic tenninology- that foll0tved in the wake of the major political 
193 R.M. Cejtlin ("O slovarjax nepravil 'nostej XIX--na-gala XX v.", 
Voprosy kul'tury re-gi, III, _oscOJv, Izd- vo PN SSSR, 1961, pp .178-183) 
discusses four of these dictionaries published at various tirres from 
1839 to 1911. 
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19 4 d 11 1 di . . ubli h d events of this century, an the srna genera ctionaries p s e 
before 1917 in reaction to the deficiencies of Dal' and the hugeness 
projected by ~axmatov195 - but they do not belong to the main stream of 
Russian lexicographical developrrent, and detailed discussion of them 
consequently falls outside the scope of the present treatnent. 
The first Academy dictionary included most of the classes of 
infonnation about words that one expects to find in a mcx:lem dictionary, 
but the infonnation was usually of a generalized kind and did not reveal 
the individual peculiarities of particular words. Subsequent dictionaries 
paid more attention to detailed treatment of pronunciation, grarrmatical 
characteristics, and rreaning and to inproving their rrethods of presenta-
tion. The use of illustrative quotations or examples for each rreaning 
listed eventually becarre the rule. Those who are familiar with English 
lexic_ography will observe, ha,vever, that Russian dictionaries always 
abstained fr~ gi vi_ng full phonemic · transcriptions of entry words and 
generally restricted their indications of etymology to foreign loanwords. 
And they never developed the practice, na,v common in Arrerican dictionaries, 
of including detailed discussions of synonyms. 
In contrast to the rather quiet and unremarkable process of inproving 
the content of dictionary articles, the developrrent of Russian attitudes 
to the word lists of their dictionaries has been as dramatic as it has 
been diverse and reflects the changing conceptions of the purposes for 
whic..h dictionaries are ccnpiled. To smrrnarize this developrrent: the first 
two Acaderr~ dictionaries were prescriptive, restrictive and antiquarian in 
this respect; the dictionary of 1847 airred at a full record, for its ONn 
194 P .I. Senin (11 Zarretki o slovarjax pe:rvogo desjatiletija sovetskoj 
epoxi 11 , Filologiceskie nauki, 3, 1965, p. 150) rrentions eight such dic-
tionaries published · in 1905-1906 and nine published between 1917 and 1924. 
195 "0t edak .. II • vak ( . ~ cii, in Us ov ed.), (unnumbered page corresponding to) 
cols. vii-viii. 
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sake, of written Russian stretching back in tirre to the earliest knONn 
texts; Dal ' tended tCJNards corrpleteness of spoken Russian on a synchronic 
plane for the purpose of derronstrating the needlessness of foreign 
borrCJNings; Grot 's atterrpt to turn the tide of this develop:rrent by 
producing a description of the conterrporary standard language was 
premature and failed to reaa.½ fruition; ~axmatov set out to provide 
a carplete and documented record of all Russian, written and spoken, 
of all tine, with a view t o the historical usefulness of such a record 
and a sense of the artificiality of the concept of a standard language; 
~axrna.tov's successors continued his policy of conpleteness, but without 
the sane precision of purpose, and carried it, at least within the 
context of their tine, beyond the bounds of corrmon sense . The question 
of the word list becane therefore the most crucial problem of Russian 
lexicography. V In the present centm:y Usakov solved the problem rrore or 
less successfully for the rredirnn-sized dictionary; but for the large 
Academy dictionary there had been, apart from the indications left by 
Grot, no adequate solution for nearly a century, or - if the con-
terrporanei ty of the 184 7 dictionary is called in question - no satisfactory 
solution at all. 
CHAPTER TWO 
AN ANNOI1ATED DESCRIPTION OF 'lliE WSR 
1. Introduction. 
Certain features of the DivlSR must necessarily be referred to in 
tracing the histo:ry of its corrpilation. The des cription that here follcws 
is provided in order that the historical treatrrent may be presented without 
digressions of a purely descriptive nature. It will also serve to acquaint 
the reader with the dictiona:ry that forms the subject of this thesis. 
2. General. 
The IMSR is bound in seventeen volmres corrprising a total of sa:re 
26,CXX) columns of dictionary text (two numbered columns to the page) in 
which 120,480 words1 are listed and described. 
The principles of corrpilation of the first three volurres differ in 
certain major respects £ran those of the remaining fourteen: the latter 
volumes of the dictiona:ry are_ generally taken as the basis for the 
description, the distinctive features of the first three volumes being 
appended under each sub-headi_ng and prefixed by the appropriate quali -
fication. Other changes that were introduced at various stages of 
carpilation are treated sisoilarly. 
2 .1. Front matter. 
Each volume has a preface or an editorial indicating the content of 
the volume (including a precise word count; except that in the first three 
volurres the word count is placed at the end of the volurre after the 
alphabetic index), the persons and the organizations that took part or 
assisted in its preparation, and any special features of the particular 
1 DMSR, vol.XVII, p. lV. 
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volurre ( for exarrple, in volurre VII the principles of selection of words 
with the negative prefix ne- are briefly discussed) • This section is 
also used to announce any innovations introduced into the dictionary 
canrrencing with the volurre in question (for exarrple, there is a note 
in volurre V on the change of policy with regard to homonyms) • In 
addition, the editorial to volune I states the aim of the dictionary 
and includes a brief history of the canpilation of the volurre; the 
preface to volurre III heralds the changes to be introduced beginning 
with volurre IV; and the preface to volurre IV contains details of the 
changes and the official reasons for them. 
Volune I contains an introduction explaining in detail the :rrethod 
and plan of the dictionary; this is supplerrented and anended by the 
material in the preface to the fourth volurre and by notes in other 
prefaces (na:rrely to volurres III, V, VI, X and XI). Volurre VI, in 
particular, contains a more detailed exposition of the purpose of the 
appendix to each dictionary article known as the reference section 
(spravo&.yj otdel). 
Volume I also contains lists of abbreviations of te:r:rns used in 
the dictionary and of authors na:rres cited; notes on the principles of 
abbreviation for each group are given because the lists are not intended 
to be corrplete. Lists of conventional signs used in the dictionary text 
are_ given in volumes I and VI; further notes on the uses of signs occur 
in volurres III, IV, and XI. 
The literary sources of the dictionary are listed in volumes I, 
II, III, and VII. 
Llsts of reference works (dictionaries and encyclopedias) upon 
which the historical matter of the dictionary is based are given in 
volunes I a11d VI, the latter being the definitive list. 
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Two loose cards are enclosed with Volurre m. The content of one 
of them has already been indicated; 2 the other announces the increase 
in the proposed size of the dictionary from fifteen volurres to seventeen, 
cwing to the grc:wth in the standard vocabulary during compilation. 
Comrrent. It is obvious that bibli_ographical and other reference 
material is scattered about the dictionary in a most chaotic fashion. 
A corrpendium of this inforrration should have been provided in the final 
volurre. 
2.2 Back matter. 
Apart from the alphabetic indexes to the first three volurres there 
is no back matter. 
comrent. · In view of the admitted grcwth of the standard vocabulary 
during compilation it might have been expected that the last volurre 
would have contained a supplerrent or that a supplementary volurre would 
have been issued. 3 Further, three of the volurres (narrely XII, XIII, . 
XVI) conclude with advertiserrents for other publications of the AcadeIT¥: 
interesting as these may be, they are out of place in a dictionary of 
this kind. 
3. Arrangerrent of entries. 
It is convenient at this stage to describe the sequence of entries 
in the dictionary, the canonical forms used for inflected words, and the 
rrethods used for listing multiword units. 
2 In the Introduction to this thesis, footnote 74. 
3 The book ·Novye slova i ·· zna~ertija: ·s1ovar'~spravo&iik ·po ·rnaterialam, 
pressy ·i ·literatrn:y 6erx ·goo.ov, ed. N.Z. Kotelova and Ju. s. Sorokin, 
Mosca"7, Sovetskaja enciklopedija, 1971 is in the nature of a supplerrent 
to the three current Russian dictionaries (the DMSR, the four-volurre 
Slovar' russkogo jazyka, Mosca"7, 1957-1961, and the o¥egov dictionary.) 
It is based on materials published between 1963 and 1968 · (Novye slova , 
· i · zna~ni j a · ~ •• , pp. 7 , 14) • 
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3 .1. Canonical forms . 
The canonical forms for nouns, pronouns, adjecti. ves, and n1.TITerals 
are those traditionally used in Russian lexicography. There is no 
acCEpted tradi ti.on for verbs ( exCEpt that the form is always an 
infinitive, rather than a first person singular or sare other fonn). 
For nouns the usual fonn is the nominative singular, as: 
rnir "world", zemlja "earth", nebo "sky". The nominative plural is 
used for gentilics (angli°3ane "the English", russkie "the Russians", 
arrerikancy "the Arrericans"), 4 for certain nouns used more canmonly in 
the plural (piki "spades (in cards)"), and for pluralia tantum (~asy 
"tirrepiece", temila "ink") and for ljudi "people" and deti "children". 
For pronouns a nominative fonn is used where one exists (kto, 
nikto); othe:r:wise the pronoun is entered in the accusative-genitive 
fonn: nekogo, sebja. For personal pronouns, forms differentiated with 
respect to number and gender are each regarded as canonical forms; 
except that during cmipilati.on of the first three vol1.TITes distinctions 
of number were disregarded for the purpose of selecting canonical forms, 
so that the seoond person plural pronoun (vy) , which is listed in 
volurre II, is not regarded as a canonical fonn in the DMSR; the complete 
list of canonical forms for the personal pronouns is therefore: ja "I", 
:rey "we", ty "you", on "he, it", ona "she, it", ono "it", and oni "they" 
(the archaic third person plural feminine fonn one is not a canonical 
fonn). For other pronouns inflected for gender, the nominative singular 
rrasculine fonn is used: takoj, "such a", nekij "a certain". 
The usual fonn for adjectives is the naninative singular rrasculine 
long fonn (novyj "new", skupoj "miserly"). This is the traditional 
practice; better forms, hcwever, would be the corresponding feminine 
singular or the cormun plural fonn because the alphabetic place of these 
4 Exceptions are finljandec "Finn" and £inn "id.". 
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is not determined by the accentual characteristics of the adjective: 
novaja, skupaja or novye, skupye. The corresponding neuter singular 
form is also so:rretirres distinguished orthographically according to the 
, V V i / V, position of stress: ool' see "larger" , bol ' see "large"; but bol' saJ a, 
bol' ¥aj a and bol ' ¥ie' bol '¥{e. Adjectives that are corrmonly applied 
only to females are entered in the corresponding feminine form 
(bere:rrennaja "pregnant (with child, yoLmg) "). Adjectives having only 
short forms and those whose short forms have a characteristically 
different :rreaning from the corresponding long forms are entered in 
V the masculine si_ngular short fo:rm, as: rad "glad, thankful"; dolzen 
"obliged to, have to, must" as opposed to dol°¥nyj "requisite". 
Suppletive forms of the comparative and superlative degrees are also 
treated as canonical forrns (lu°8¥ij "better, best", lu~e "better") even 
where the suppletion is only partial, as: xua.¥ij, xu¥e corresponding to 
ploxoj "bad" and (archaic) xudoj "bad"; bol 1¥ij, bol 1¥e corresponding to 
bol 1¥oj "large" and sareti:rres to velikij "very large, great"; but xudee, 
relating only to xudoj "thin; shabby", is not a canonical form. The 
indeclinable comparative fonn.s (lu~e, xu¥e, bol 1 ¥e) are formally 
indistinguishable from the corresponding adverbs and constitute the 
only cases in which additional canonical forms for adverbs need to be 
considered. 
Cardinal nurrerals are entered in the nominative form, masculine 
where appropriate (ad.in "one", dva "two", tri "three" sto "hundred"). 
Collective nurrerals are treated similarly (dvoe "tv.1011 , troe "three"); 5 
non-standard pluralized f orms of collective nurrerals are treated 
inconsistently: dvoi is canonical, but not troi. Ordinal nurrerals 
receive the sarre treatrrent as adjectives: pjatyj "fifth", ¥estoj "sixth". 
5 Except f or c:dni "one" (as in odni ~asy "one clock"), which is treated 
as part of the paradigm of odin "id." • 
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Cardinal nunerals that are in fact nouns are entered as nouns, so: 
tysja-ga "thousand", kvintillion "(generally) eighteenth power of ten". 
The absence of traditional canonical form.s for verbs is explained 
by the category of as:pect. The u,..,o grarrrrnatically distinct aspects are 
the perfective and the imperfective. Basically, the D.lYISR uses the 
irnperfecti ve infinitive as the canonical form: vstre-gat' "rreet" , 
polu~at' "receive", panogat' "help", rasskazyvat' "narrate", ulavlivat' 
II catch"' rretat' II thrON"; but not vstreti t' ' poluc':5i t' ' panoc ' ' rasskazat' ' 
ulovi t' , rretnut' . Members of an aspectual pair distinguished by the 
presence or absence of a prefix and those that are etymologically 
unrelated are treated as separate words (pis at' /napisat' "write" , 
pokupat'/kupit' "buy", lovit'/pojrnat' "catch", sxodit'/sojti "descend"), 
as also are forms differing in voice: sadit'sja/sest' "sit dONJ:111 • In 
addition, verbs having the reflexive suffix - sja are treated separately 
£ran the corresponding verbs without the suffix and their canonical form.s 
are chosen in accordance with the sane considerations: vstre~at'sja 
"rreet; occur", pisat'sja/napisat'sja "be written", sxodit'sja/sojtis' 
"corre together, _agree , etc. " . The twin_ forms of the imperfective of the 
verbs of motion are likewise treated as distinct (polzat' /polzti "crawl" , 
begat'/be¥at' "run", xodit'/idti "walk"), as are other unpaired iterative 
and serrelfacti ve or marentaneous verbs, such as xa.¥i vat' "walk", 
xvatyvat' "seize"; xvatnut' "seize", rvanut' "pull", rvanut' sja "dash 
forward". 
Corrrrent. The practice of separating prefixed and dissimilar 
aspectual form.sis prilnarily due to the serial nature of the multi-volune 
edition: many non-canonical infinitives are listed in alphabetical place 
with cross-references to the canonical forms, but cross-referencing from 
one volurre to another is avoided. That the separation of these fonns is 
not based on semantics is demonstrated by articles such as 1. svozit' 
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in which the first two rreanings defined apply only to the perfective 
form svezti "carry away by vehicle" . The dictionary has been criticized 
by E .A. Zemskaja and I . I. Kovtunova for preferring the imperfective 
infinitive as the canonical form - on the grounds that the majority of 
imperfecti ves are derivatives of the perfective forms and that conse-
quently many of the imperfective canonical infinitives cited in the 
dictionary are potential forms only (particularly those with the prefix 
iz- ) . 6 It is interesting in t.his connection to compare the principles 
adopted in other Soviet monolingual Russian dictionaries . (T.ne two 
four- volume dictionaries (u¥akov and the Academy's7) treat all infini-
tives as canonical insofar as t.he conjugation of each verb is shCMn in 
the alphabetical place of its infinitive; on the other hand, conplete 
definitions are only given f or the morphologically simplest infinitives 
or for those that are the least specific semantically (a plain imperfec-
ti ve being less specific than a serrelfacti ve perfective) . The one- volurre 
dictionary by o¥egov uses only the rrorphologically or semantically 
sinpler forms canonically . Where the rrernbers of an aspectual pair are 
morphologically similar, all three dictionaries regard the perfective 
as the basic form (type polu~it'), though there are inconsistencies; 
where unrelated forms constitute an aspectual pair, all three diction-
aries treat the imperfective as the basic form. 
3 . 2. Sequence of entries . 
Entries are in alphabetical order, generally of t.he word-by-word 
type: that is, multiword lexical units such as potomu ~to "because", 
6 E . A. Zernskaj a and I . I . Kovtunova, Review of vols. V and VI of the 
DMSR (entitled "Toma 5- j i 6-j Slovarja sovrerrennogo russkogo 
literaturnogo jazyka"), Voprosy jazykoznanija, 2, 1958, p.139. 
7 Slovar ' russkogo jazyka, Moscav, Gos. izd- vo inostr. i nae. slovarej, 
1957- 1961 . 
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zemljanoj orex "peanut", novyj ekonorni"&skij plan "the New Economic 
Plan", are alrrost invariably listed within the article for one of their 
ccmponents. Exreptions plared letter-by-letter fashion in the main 
list are: dol¥no byt' "apparently", and to est' "that is, id est", 
ooth parenthetical expressions. Hyphenated forms are generally placed 
the 
in the main list in their letter-by"'.""letter places, exanples being kto-
. A--
~to-, and koe- /koj - series, vo-vre.mja "in/on tine", vo-pervyx "first(ly)" 
and so on, karrer-lakej "chamber lackey", and others; but not always -
karrer(a)-obskura "carrera" and palo&a-vyru(jalo&a "hy spy" fonn part of 
the articles for karrera "chamber" and palo(jka "stick", respectively. 
A general exception to alphabetical order is made Ill the case of 
adverbs derived £rem adjectives. The adverb is plared at the end of 
the article for the corresponding adjective, each adverb comrrencing a 
new paragraph, for exanple postepenno "gradually" under postepennyj 
"gradual", izrrenni'&ski "treacherously" under izrrenni'&skij "treacherous", 
po-francuzski "in French" under francuzskij "French", novo "unusually118 
and po-novo:mu "in a new way" under novyj "new", po-moemu " (in) ~ way" 
under rroj "~" . But snova "again, anew" is accorded its avn article in 
correct alphabetical plare. Parenthetical and predicative words having-
the fonn of adverbs are listed in the sane way and are generally regarded 
sirrply as special uses of the corresponding adverbs: po-moemu "in ~ 
opinion", o'&vidno "obviously"; interesno "it (is) interesting to". 
These principles are adhered to quite systematically throughout most 
of the dictionary despite early indications that a distinction was to 
be drawn between adve:r:bs that had developed rreanings other than those 
8 The accompanying illustrative quotation, havever, contains novo as 
a predicative word: Il' nam s Evropoj sporit' novo? Il' russkij ot 
pobed otvyk? - "Or is it sorrething new for us to quarrel with Europe? 
Or has the Russian gravn unused to victories?" (rather than "Or are 
we to quarrel unusually with Europe?" etc.). 
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9 found in the corresponding adjectives and those adverbs that had not. 
Thus ¥ivo and zlo (volurre IV) are separated from ¥ivoj "alive, lively" 
and zloj "evil", respectively, though all the rreanings of the adverbs 
are found also in the respective adjectives; but xolodno and xoro¥o 
(volurre XVII), each occupying a little over two columns of print, are 
appended to xolodnyj "cold" and xoro¥ij llgcx:x:1", respectively. Words 
such as kone'&io "of course" and naro&-io "on purpose" are, of course, 
separated frcm kone&yj "final" and naro&yj "special (rressenger, 
courier)", respectively, from which they are semantically and ortho-
epically distinct. The only exCEption that has corre to light is the 
word po-vidimoITRl "evidently", which appears in alphabetic place (in 
volurre X) because vidimyj "evident" occurs in volurre II, for which 
different principles were used. 10 These different principles will nav 
be described. 
The first three volurres of the dictionary are arranged in a 
derivational or etymological fashion similar to the one invented by 
Vladimir Dal': suffixial derivatives are placed in a single article 
headed by the root or sinplest form. For exanple, under diplcm 
"diploma., degree" are listed diplonmyj (the adjective), diplarraBt, 
diplomantka, diplamik and diplomnica all meaning "diplomate,_ graduate", 
and diplomi.rovat' "award a diploma to"; but diplomatika "diplomatics" 
and diplomatija "diplomacy" each head separate articles. Occasionally 
a series of conpound words is plaCEd under the word supplying the first 
formant, for ~""{arrple: veleglasnyj "loud-voiced", veleglasno "in a loud 
voice", velelepnyj "splendid", velelepyj "id." , velelepie "splendour" 
9 Instrukcija dlja sostavlenija "Slovarja sovrerrennogo russkogo 
literatumogo jazyka" (v pjamadcati tomax), Mosca-.1-Leningrad, 
Izd- vo AN SSSR, 1958, p.18 (para 3a, note); DMSR, vol.IV, p.iii. 
lO On the other hand, po-va¥eITR1 " (in) ~our way, in your opinion" is 
listed in volurre II (col. 67) under ~ "your". 
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and five other words are headed by velij "great", which is labelled 
"Ustar . i cerk . " ("Obsolete and ecclesiastic"), as is nearly every other 
word in the article; the compounds of the rrodem equival~nt velikij 
"great", on the other hand, are grouped into a series of separate 
articles delimited according to the second formants. 
The head words of these derivational articles are arranged 
alphabetically, but the words within the articles are not. Within 
the articles words are arrcl!lged in sorre sort of "logical order" gen-
erally based on semantic and morphological affinities as exemplified 
by the series beginning with dipl om quoted above. A partial exception 
to this is found in articles of the type exemplified by that for 
velij, in which a series of "sub-head words" is arranged alphabetically 
within the article . 
The choice of head words for the articles is frequently subject to 
arbitrary considerations . For exarrple, underived verbs are usually -
but not always - chosen as head words, even in cases where the infinitive 
is not the morphologically sirrplest form. So vvodit'/vvesti "introduce 
(into)" (inperfective and perfective, respectively) heads the article 
containing, inter alia, the verbal nouns vvod and vvedenie; but the verb 
vajat' "sculpture" is placed within the article headed by vajanie 
"sculpture, a piece of sculpture11 , which is morphologically and semantically 
a verbal noun, but has developed the additional meaning of the name of 
the art and forrrer 1 y also meant an article produced by that art. There 
are also Irllily cases where it is an open question as to which of two words 
is to be regarded as primary, particularly where pairs of compounds such 
as velikodu~nyj "noble (in character)" and velikoduXie "nobility (of 
character)" are concerned . In such cases the dictionary vacillates 
between the noun and the adjective : thus in the three relevant cases of 
words beginning veliko- the adjective is chosen, whereas of the two words 
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vysokorrerie "arrogance" and vysokorrerrtyj "arrogant" it is the nol.Il1. that 
. 
. 
heads the article; and of the fourteen relevant pairs of words in 'blago-
seven prefer the noun and seven the adjective, the latter group including 
blagJkstivyj "pious", for which the nolUl is ·t1ago'&stie "piety". 
There is also a certain arbitrariness in the groupi_ng of words into 
articles. Groupi_ng is_ generally made on the basis of the more evident 
kinds of rrorpho~ogical relationships with little regard for semantic 
relationships and the less evident kinds of etyrro~ogies. so ·toarstvovat' , , 
"stay awake" is entered under ·bodryj · "cheerful", and ·voj , l' a havl, havling" 
is separated from the verb ·vyt' "havl" (corrpare ·voju "I hcwl"), ~ is boj , 
"battle" from bit' · !.'beat" (but compare b'ju "I beat"), although cross-
referenms are supplied both ways in both cases in the reference sections 
of the articles. On the other hand; ·tojnica· _"glID-port" and ·bojrtja, , 
"abattoir" are separated both from each other and from ·toj · "battle" , 
although cross-referenms to both ·toj , and ·tit' , are given for both. 
Again; dobrota !'kindness" and beli zna "whiteness" are listed with · dobryj , 
"kind" and belyj "white", respectively; but velikij , _"great"; veli~ie 
"greatness", and ·veli~ina "size, magnitude" are_ given three separate 
articles - presumably because the first two words require articles of 
considerable size (the alternation k/~ is not at issue here ..;. ·veertyj , , 
"eternal" is listed under 'vek , !'an age, a century" f although ·die~ 1 I 
"wildfcwl,_ garre" is separated from ·dik.ij "wild"). 
A similar arbitrariness is found in the listing of corrpounds. Apart 
£ran the vele..;./veliko- distinction already noted, there is a general 
absence of system in the listing of compolUlds beginning with the prefix 
blago-. A dozen words from ·t1agovrerrertie · "opportune time" to bla.go-
usmotrenie "worthy opinion" are arranged within the article headed 
"2. Blago ••• " in seven run-on, derivationally grouped sub-articles 
divided into two alphabetic lists according to origin - original Church 
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Slavonic calques from Greek versus later (officialese) formations. 
Most of the sub-articles are labelled Ustar . ("Obsolete") and most of 
those in the first list have a parenthetical note indicating ecclesiastical 
origin - but the sub-article comrencing with blagonravie "mcx:lesty" has 
neither. This collection is follONed by a dozen pages of blago- words of 
similar origins in independent articles and including such archaisms as 
blagopriobretenie "non-inherited property" and blagonarrerennyj "decent, 
establishroentarian", as well as obsolete religious11 terms such as 
blag~estivyj "pious" and blag~inie "public decorum; group of parishes". 
Methodological inconsistencies such as these are virtually in-
evitable in a system of arrangerrent that seeks to be a ccmpromise bebleen 
a fully etymological listing and a work of ready reference. (That the 
system is not des_igned to provide purely generative inforrration about 
derivatives is indicated by the example of bcxlryj/bodrstvovat' .) The 
presence of these inconsistencies testifies to the additional difficulties 
of decision that the ccmpilers brought upon themselves by choosing such a 
:rrethod; and this is probably one of the reasons why it was abandoned. 
Another principle reason for abanqoning this system - apart from 
the generally unscholarly appearance it inparts to the dictionary -
is the inefficiency to which it condemns the consulter. In itself, the 
finding of any particular word presents no especial difficulty because 
the text is fairly liberally strewn with alphabetically placed cross-
12 
references. In addition, each of the first three volurres has an 
alphabetical index appended. It is always wise to consult these indexes 
because there are a number of horrographs and homonyms hidden away, 
un:ma.J::ked, in different articles, for example: dobrota "quality" under 
11 Thus labelled in the IMSR itself. 
12 Not to be confused with those placed in the reference sections of 
articles to direct the consulter to articles for other etymologically 
related words . · 
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dobrotnyj "of gcxx1 quality" and dobrota 11 kindness" five columns away 
under dobryj "kind"; doxnut' "expire" under doxlyj "sickly" and doxnJ.t• 
"inhale" under dy¥at' "breathe", with sane seventy pages intervening; 
brannyj "abusive" under 1. bran' "abuse, cursing" and, overleaf, brannyj 
"martial" under 2 . bran ' "war, battle" . Occasionally, pairs of words 
like these fall into a single column, but the index gives no wamillg of 
this circtm1Stance so that finding the correct alternative is to sane 
extent a matter of chance. Exarrples of this are: dialekt:G5eskij "dialectal" 
and dialekti°&skij "dialectical", both in column 771 of volurre III, and 
v~d:r:y¥ko "little bucket" and v~dry¥ko "little spell of fine weather", 
both in column 115 of volurre II. 
There are, of course, odd peculiarities ill the methods of the 
indexes. Column references to words placed alphabetically in the main 
list solely for cross-reference purposes direct the consulter to this 
purely functional listing as well as to the place where the word is 
actually dealt with, for exanple (from the index to volurre II) 
"ved~~ij 116, 228" and ve&yj . 129, 257": for vedus~ij "leading" it 
is the second number that is important~ for ve&yj "eternal" it is 
the first . Other multiple references may direct the consulter to a 
place where the word is simply cited as an example of the use of a 
compounding prefix. Such are: vzairroponimanie "mutual understanding" 
cited under vzaimo- and dealt with overleaf; and vinotorgovec "vintner" 
cited under vino- and dealt with three columns further on on the sarre 
p_age-openi_ng . The consulter using the index is therefore invited to 
. guess, ill such cases, which of the references is the most relevant one. 
Generally this is not very _difficult to do (except that the dual 
references for corrpounds may be of either of the two types itemized 
above), but neither is it particularly advisable because there is 
always tJ.1.e possibility that the various references are to different 
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(hanonymic) entries. Finall y , in the index to volune I there is a 
curious group of words presented out of alphabetical order clustered 
around the prefix arxi-; none of these words appears, hc:wever, in the 
main list. 
The practice of including alphabetic cross-references in the main 
list as well as providing alphabetic indexes rray be thought to be 
redundant. But occasionally the two things complerrent each other, 
as is the case with vest', for example, which the index (volune II) 
refers to three different places in the dictionary: the first contains 
the obsolete third person singular present ind.icati ve of vedat' "knew", 
the second contains both the variant infinitive "lead, conduct" and the 
noun "news, tidings", and the third contains the cross-reference listings 
for the first two - without which the infinitive might well be missed. 
Havi_ng found the word he is looking for, ho..11ever, the consulter is 
faced with the difficulty of finding his bearings in the dictionary 
article. The fault here is due to the setting out adopted in the light 
of the derivational arrangerrent (though not necessarily imposed by it). 
Each article is presented in the form of a single paragraph, often 
extending over several columns and containing several words each with 
several numbered rreanings and sub-rreanings, each of which is provided 
with two or three quotations of generous length corrplete with citations, 13 
together with phrasal combinations and explanato:ry notes, all in the sane 
size of type. The consulter's eye is guided through this weal th of 
information by four styles of type (the Cyrillic equivalents of italics, 
13 Citation - "the indication of the source of the quotation" (Ladislav 
_Zgusta, Manual of lexicography, Prague, Publishing House of the Czechoslovak AcadeIT¥ of Sciences, 1971, p. 266) . In A:rrerican lexicographic 
writings "citation" is cc:m.t0nly used to signify "quotation" (e.g. in Albert H. Marckwardt , "Dictionaries and the English language", in Gove (ed.) The role of the dictiona:ry, p . 34). · · 
\. 
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roman, spaced ranan, and semi-bold roman), by semi-bold nurrerals (barely 
distinguishable from the citation nurrerals in clear type) marking the 
principal di visions of rreaning, by good, distinctive black r horrbuses 
narking sub-rreanings, and by rather unobtrusive white rhanbuses and 
white rectangles whose functions are various. No-one would pretend 
that a large dictiona:r:y should yield its riches without sare effort 
on the part of the consulter; but the layout of the first three 
volurres of the DMSR often ffi3.k.es it unnecessarily difficult to gain 
an adequate cons:i;>ectus of the information ·given for a particular item, 
and this ffi3.k.es consultation of these volumes unnecessarily inefficient. 
Canrrent. The practice of grouping adverbs with their adjectives 
throughout the greater part of the dictionary has been criticized by 
T.V. Zajceva on the grounds that the connections between an adjective 
and a noun derived from it by rreans of the suffix -ost' (analogous to 
"-ness"), or between a verb and its verbal noun in -nie, are just as 
close as those between an adjective and its adve:rb, and further -
this latter remark was based solely on the evidence of volurre IV of 
the dictiona:r:y - that the grouping tempted the corrpilers to ·overlook 
cases where the "adverb" functions as a predicate14 ·(that Russians 
themselves are not always consciously avvare of the distinction is 
shewn by the example of novo quoted above). In reply to this criticism 
one can point to the fact that the derivation of adve:rbs £ran adjectives 
is mo:rphologically far more regular and more predictable than the 
d . ti' fabt t f 'th )!J' • rb 15 d eri va on o s rac nouns rom ei er alcl.J ecti ves or ve _ s ; an 
deficiencies in the semantic treatrrent of adverbs are to be explained 
by deficiencies in the dictionary file rather than by the rrethod of 
listing. It is less easy, havever, to defend the practice of employing 
14 Zajceva, in Ieks~<ografi&skij sbomik, II, 1957, pp.179-180. 
15 See Ju. N. ~vedova (ed.), Gramnatika sovrerrennogo russkogo litera-
turnogo jazyka, Moscav, Nauka, 1970, pp.293-294 , 91-99, 65-76. 
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more than one criterion to determine the position of a word in the 
dictionary: firstly because it makes the lexicographer's task more 
difficult by increasing the proportion of subjective decisions he 
has to face; secondly because it makes the dictionary more difficult 
for the consulter to use. Nevertheless it must be admitted that the 
system that is used throughout the greater part of the dictionary is 
generally satisfactory and is suprerrely better than the derivational 
system of the first three volurres. 
3.3. Other devices. 
The dictionary employs the usual devices of cross-references, 
numbering of horronyms, and provision of guide words to assist the 
user in finding the article he is looking for. 
3.3.1. Cross-references. 
The alphabetical list contains a number of non-canonical fonns 
cross-referenred to the appropriate dictionary articles. They include: 
nominative singulars of gentilics, bot..h masculine and feminine forms 
(negr "N_egro", negritjanka "Negress"), and of sorre other nouns (pika 
"spade (in cards)"); oblique case forms of personal pronouns, including 
all fonns of the first person, all of the third person except the 
variant postprepositional inst.rurrental feminine singular neju;-6 but 
only the_ genitive-accusative singular tebja and the nominative plural 
:!i__ of the second person and the dative-locative sebe of the reflexive 
pronoun; certain other pronc:minal forms, such as all the independent 
oblique case fonns of nikto "no-one", the genitives only of nicto 
16 The cross-references for the third person pronouns reveal a 
change in "canonical" policy - all the neuter and all the plural 
forms, with t..he exreption of the independent geni ti ve-accusati ve 
plural ix "them", are referred to the nominative singular masculine 
on "he, it". 
"nothing" and cto-to 
of ni"&j "nobody's", 
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"sorrething", the nominative singular feminine only 
the 
and the fo:r:ms of koj- series referred to t.he cor-
A --
responding koe- fonns; canparati ves of adjectives and adverbs (saretines 
thus distinguished) fomed according to an -w1productive model, such as 
tver¥e from tverdyj "hard", 1. pro~ from prostoj "simple", 2. pro~ 
from prosto "simply"; perfective infinitives, even when the corresponding 
canonical irrperfective is irmediately adjacent, as it is for rassekretit' 
"disclose ( a secret) " ; W1prefixed simple tense fonns that are suppleti ve 
(¥el, ¥1a, ¥10, ¥1i from idti "go on foot") or otherwise difficult in 
their initial letter (¥°1ju, ~le¥' , ¥1i from slat' "send", ~ljus' , 
¥1e~'sja from slat'sja "be sent") ; and orthographic variants,such as 
itti for idti "go on foot", ¥ljubka for ¥1jupka "boat", bak~a for bax~a 
"rrelonfield", k~pi for kepi "kepi", and kyrgyzy for kirgizy "the 
Kir ghiz" . Verb forms of the type i¥'&i from iskat' "seek" and ljagu 
V fran lee' "lie dc:wn", however, are not listed in alphabetical place, 
nor are participles and verbal adverbs such as ¥ea.¥i j and ¥eali, 
respectively, both from idti "go on foot". 
3. 3 .2. Homonyms. 
All haronymic forms occurrlllg for any reason in the main 
alphabetical list are distinguished by nurrerals, thus: 1. rak "crab", 
2. rak "cancer"; 1. provodit' _"guide", 2. provodit' perfective of 
provo¥at' "see off"; 1. m~' "be able", 2. mo~' 11 strength" ; 1. ¥1i 
fran idti "go on foot" , 2 . ¥ li from slat' 11 send" . Prepositions and 
verbal prefixes that resemble each other are also numbered as homonyms, 
for example 1. pri preposition, 2. pri . . . prefix; and when they are 
spelt with a single letter, the letter is also numbered, thus : 1. u 
the letter, 2. u preposition, 3. u ... prefix, 4. u interjection. 
Otherwise, formants of compoW1d words are not thus distinguished fran 
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17 the entry words they resemble, exarrples being bez ... , vino ... , dcbro ... , 
and kan "ball (of snc:w, grass, etc.)", 1. kom ... = "communist", 2. kom .. . 
= "corrrnand", 3. kan ... = "cormnunal", 1 .... kom = "camnissar, 2 •••• kan = 
"comni. ttee" . 
18 Purely harographic entry words are not numbered because they are 
sufficiently differentiated by the stress marks over the (different) 
ac~ted syllables, as: zamok "castle", zarrok "lock"; propast' "precipice", 
propast' perfective of propadat' "be lost, missing". This practice, carmon 
though it is in Russian lexicography, is not entirely camrendable in a 
dictionary of this size because the horrographic entry forms may be 
separated by a considerable portion of text. This criticism applies 
particularly to those cases where entire paradigms are horrographic, as 
, , 
they are for zamok and zamok, even though standard Russian orthographic 
practice alla.vs marking of the stressed syllable in such cases if the 
written or printed context would otherwise be ambiguous. 
3.3.3. Guide words. 
'Iwo_ guide words, printed in full, are centred at the top of each 
p_age. The first is the head word of the first articl<:= ending on the 
p_age or any word written into the main list if it stands at the top of 
the page; the second is the last word of the main list appearing on the 
page. For exanple: in volurre XVII, the page of colunns 405 and 406 has 
xoro¥ij-xorugv'; in volurre IV, the page of columns 1059 and 1060 has 
zaxlopnut'sja-zaxod; in volume IV, the p_age of columns 1057 and 1058 
has zaxlestyvat' -zaxlopnut' . The first of these examples shews that 
17 Apart £ran the isolated case (in volume I) of 1. blago _"good, weal", 
2. blago ... formant. 
18 An exception occurs in volurre II , viz. : 1. vfu{ta "watch" , 2 . vaxt~ 
"marsh-trefoil, bog-bean" (translation of the latter due to Louis Segal, 
New corrplete Russian-English dictionary (new orthography), 4th ed., 
London, Lund Humphries, 1951, p.58), perhaps due to the (irrplicit) 
uncertainty over the position of the stressed syllable in the second 
word . Cf. e.g. (volurre I) bezobraznyj "hideous" and bez6braznyj 
II fonnleSS II I Which are not distinguished by nurrerals • 
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run-on entries for adverbs are disregarded. The second and the third 
examples shew non-canonical listings used as guide words . Where no 
article begins or ends on a page, the head word of the article to which 
the page is entirely devoted is printed twice at the top of the page, 
thus: in volume XVII, the page of columns 403 and 404 has xoro¥ij-
xoro¥ij. 
The only criticism of this system relates to the choice of the 
first guide word. Since_ guide words should indicate to the consulter 
when to stop turning over the pages (in addition to providing a general 
orientation within the dictionacy), it would be sl_ightly better to use 
as the first guide word the first rrember of the main list to appear on 
the :rage. On the other harid if one is leafing backwards through the 
dictionacy, there may be sane advantage in being told that the desired 
article ccmrences on the p_age imrrediately preceding tb.e one on which the 
guide word appears. 
3. 4 . P lacernen t of multi word uni ts. 
Multiword lexical units and phrasal oonbinations present special 
problems both as to their differentiation fran single words , which is 
primarily a problem of sernantics, 19 and as to their placement in a 
dictionary. The problems of placerrent involve decisions as to: whether 
the item should be placed in the main list or not; which of the words 
in the item it should be located with if not in the main list; whereabouts 
within the chosen article the item should appear; and the order in which 
several items appearing in the sane location should be arranged. In 
addition to these points, and perhaps rrore particularly in relation to 
the last, the precise form in which an item lacking a fixed word order 
is to be listed will also have to be decided. 
19 See Zgusta, pp.142-152. 
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As has already been indicated, the DM3R places ver:y few i terns of 
this kind in the main alphabetical list; and the principles acoording 
to which it does so are not at all clear, al though there is a greater 
tendency tc:wards main list listing in the first three volurres for items 
containing a word not found outside a particular combination. For 
example, in volurre I Avgievy konju¥ni "Augean stables", Buridanov 
osel "Buridan 's ass"; in volurre II Vitova pljaska "St. Vitus' dance"; 
and in volurre III Damoklov rre"3 "sword of Darrocles" are all listed as 
main entries. On the other hand, the follc:wing i terns are listed as 
combinations under the first elerrent, this elerrent being printed as 
an entr:y word without definition: in volurre I Antonov ogon' "St. Anthony's 
fire, _ gangrene"; in volume III elisejskie polja "Elysian fields"; and in 
later volurres Tantalovy muki !!agonies of Tantalus" and (involving, 
hc:wever, more than one canbination) Mafusailov vek, etc. "Methuselan 
years, old age", Fallopiev kanal, Fallopieva truba "Fallopian tube", 
and others. otherwise there appears to be no particular reason why 
to est' "id est" should be allotted a separate article while tak sebe 
11 so-so" (entered under tak) and tak kak "because" (entered under ·kak) 
V . 
should not; or why dolzno byt ' "apparently" should be singled out for 
special treatrrent but not stalo byt' "so, therefore" (treated under 
stat' "begin; becorre" and also listed alphabetically with a cross-
reference to stat' ) • The unit rrozet byt' "perhaps" , treated under 
~· "be able", is, of course, in a different categor:y because its 
rreaning is deducible fran its parts and because the reverse word order 
byt' rn.o¥et is also possible; nevertheless rn.o¥et (without byt') appears 
in the main list with a cross-reference to rn.o~'. 
Multiword units placed within dictionar:y articles are divided 
into three classes distinguished both typographically and by their 
location within the article as follc:ws. The first class is printed 
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.ll1 clear "ranan" 20 (key word spaced and accented) within the paragraph 
for a particular neaning of the key word and under the rrost appropriate 
subneaning, each such i tern being preceded by a white rhorrbus . The 
second class is placed at the end of the paragraph for a particular 
neaning of the key word and printed in semi-bold italics (key word 
accented), a single tilde separating items of this class frcm the 
earlier part of the paragraph. The third class is set in the sarre 
type as the second, but is placed in a separate paragraph (marked by 
a single tilde) at the end of the main part of the article. 
The classes represent increasing idiorratici ty of the i tern both 
as a whole and with respect to the key word. "Any denotative word in 
the item may be a key word. The item is treated (defined and 
illustrated) under the key word that is regarded as being serrantically 
the rrost distinctive; if no key word in a given item can be singled 
out in this way, the i tern is treated under the first key word in it. 21 
In either case the item is listed with cross-references under the other 
key words, where, dependi_ng on its relationship to any given key word, 
it may fall into different classes. For example: &rnoe zoloto "black 
gold (i.e. oil or coal)" is treated as a class two item under zoloto 
"gold" and is listed with cross-reference as a class one i tern under 
Zernyj "black"; pit' nertvuju "drink oneself into a stupor" is treated 
as a class three item under nertvyj "dead" and is listed as a class two 
item under pit' "drink" (rrore precisely under the second neaning of pit ' 
"drink spirits") - the fuller, equivalent expression pit ' mertvuju ZaXu 
20 
"Key word" here neans any entry word under which an i tern is listed -
whether it is defined and illustrated under that word or not. 
21 According to Instrukcija dlja sostavlenija ... , p .48; hcwever, of 
the five relevant examples in paragraphs 9 (v) and ( g) only two - ni 
oxnut' , ni vzdoxnut' (which is not defined) and kak. s gusja voda --
are actually dealt with correctly in the dictionary. 
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is treated 111 the same way under rrertvyj, but is listed elsewhere only 
under &.¥a "goblet" , the shorter fonn under pit' serving as cross-
reference for both forms of the expression as well as for a third 
variant with the object in the instrurrental case pit' nertvoj ~a¥ej 
which receives exactly the sane treat.rrent as the accusative-case vari t; 
ni ryba, ni rnjaso "neither one thing nor the other" is treated under 
ryba "fish" and listed under rnjaso "meat", in either case being regarded 
(rather oddly) as a class two item under the meaning "animal tissue used 
as food". 
Where a number of i terns are located together they are arranged in 
a mixture of letter-by- letter alphabetical order, alphabetical order of 
non- key denotative words, and semantic grouping. The class three list 
for rnertvyj , for example, begins with a letter-by-letter arrangement of 
items in which the adjective (rnertvaja) is coupled with a feminine noun, 
from rrertvaja voda to rnertvaja xvatka, but with rnertvaja natura grouped 
as a variant of rnertvaja priroda "ino_rganic nature; still-life drawing"; 
next cones a solitary item containing a neuter noun, rrertvoe prostranstvo 
"dead ground (i . e . unable to be fired upon)", coupled with a similar item 
containi_ng a masculine noun (rnertvyj sektor "id.") ; the alphabetical list 
of i terns containi_ng masculine nouns then follavs, but is interrupted after 
the first item, rrertvyj zapoj "perpetual drunkenness", by the items 
containing the verb pit' "drink" referred to above - and this interruption 
seems to have caused further trouble with the alphabetical order because 
the next item is rnertvyj son "sound sleep" follaved by spat' rnertvym 
snorn "sleep the sleep of the dead", whereupon the alphabetical order is 
resurred with rrertvyj inventar' and continues nonnally to rrertvyj jakor'; 
the list ends with le¥at' rrertvym gruzorn "lie like a dead weight, remain 
d " . f th f 1 . I rt . V V . unuse , an expression o e same onna type as pit me VOJ caseJ. 
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The word order used for items where this is free is the most 
neutral, that is - subject-verb-object, for exanple: jazyk &¥etsja 
"(one's) tongue itches (i.e. dying to say one's piece)" - the second 
quotation given (volurre XVII, column 2054) shews tl1.e reverse order; 
pakazyvat ' (pokazat' ) nos "make a brief appearance" ( literally, "shew 
one's nose") - the quotation (volurre VII, colurm 1408) contains ne uspel 
nosa pokazat' "did not even make an appearance". There are many excep-
tions, hotJever, particularly with the freer caril:)inations, for exarrple: 
s nosu brat' (polucat', platit' it. p .) "take (receive , pay, etc.) 
(so much) per man" (literally, "per nose") - the quotations (volurre VII, 
colurm 1409) shav the no:rrnal order, for exanple zaplatim vosem' 
~etvertakov s nosu "we'll each pay eight quarters". 
Given the complexity and the inevitable arbitrariness in any system 
of classification of multiword i terns - and the serial rretl1.crl of publica-
tion of the dictionary - a certain proportion of anomalies, or at least 
of disputable decisions, is to be expected. For exanple, the structure 
of ~myj kofe "black (milkless) coffee" woul~ appear to be the sane as 
that of rrertvyj jazyk "dead (no longer ~poken) language"; but the forrrer 
is given class one treat:rrent under &myj , the latter - class three 
treat:rrent under rrertvyj; mre seriously, &myj ~'3aj "black (-leaf) tea" 
is also class one under temyj but zelenyj &j "green tea" is class two 
under zelenyj !'green". The wording of the instruction to compilers 
regarding the treat:rrent of items of the type ni ryba, ni mjaso appears 
to have caused sane difficulties; many i terns of this kind are treated 
under the alphabetically earlier key word rather than under the first . 
in order in the phrase , for exanple: (i) star i mlad "(both) young and 
old, everybody" under mladoj "young"; ni puxa, ni pera "good luck!" under 
pero "feather11 rather than pux "down > l feathers" ; 'Vkri v' i 'Vkos ' "hither 
and thither, in disorder" under vkos' "obliquely" rather than under 
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vkriv' "crookedly". Other Irembers of this class experience difficulties 
in classification: ni ¥iv, ni rrertv "out of one's mind (with fear, 
anxiety)" is class three where it is treated (correctly) under ¥ivoj 
"alive" but class two where it is listed with cross-reference under 
rrertvyj "dead" (perhaps this is due to the subtle logic that only the 
living can feel dead, hence ¥iv has sorre special rreaning in the phrase). 
There are other difficulties with classification and cross-referencing; 
V for exarrple, pcx:lgotavlivat', podgotovit' pocvu "prepare the ground, 
create suitable conditions" is listed as a class three item under the 
aspectual pair podgotavlivat' /podgotovit' "prepare", which has a perfectly 
ordinary rreani_ng in the phrase, but is treated as a class one i tern under 
poba "soil, ground", which has a (to be sure, rather common) figurative 
rreaning in the phrase. There are, of course, occasional examples of 
mistaken cross-referencing such as could occur in any dictionary havever 
simple its rrethods. For exarnpl~: stavi t' to&i na i (nad i) "dot the 
i' sn, treated under the letter i (undotted in Russian Cyrillic since 
1918), is oorrectly cross-referenced from stavit' "put" and to&a "dot", 
though in the latter the i acquires quotation marks; but the per fective 
fo:r:m postavit' tocku nad "i" listed under postavit' "put" is wrongly 
V 
referred to tocka, probably as a result of contamination with the phrase 
i.rmediately precedi_ng it in the article postavit' to~ku "put the finishing 
V touches to", which is correctly referred to tocka. The contamination 
hypothesis is supported by the singular to'3ku since everywhere else in 
the dictionary tb.e phrase is entered with the plural to&i; and of the 
three quotations given in illustration of the phrase (under the letter i) 
two contain the perfective verb and the p lural to&i, one - the imperfec-
tive ve:rb and the singular t~ku. 
On the other hand, the incredible amount of phraseological material 
placed in the dictionary seems to deITBnd sorre attempt at classification. 
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The DMSR makes a special point of indicating and illustrating typical 
ccrnbinations of words in various rreanings, and these typical combinations 
rrerge almost inperceptibly with phrases of class one, the only visible 
differen02 being that the latter are acconpanied by definitions whereas 
the fonrer are not; even so the definition may be more in the nature 
of an explanatory note or gloss restricting the rreaning of the key word 
111 sorre way. A few exarrples will make this clear. Under the first 
rreaning of &rnyj "black" there occur the follc:wing items, each pre02ded 
by a white rhombus: 
>l I V V / 
c ~ r n y j cvet, cto-nibud' c ~ r no go cveta - "black 
colour, sorrething of black colour" - not defined, a synonym 
of &rnyj; · 
~ ~ r n y j - p r e 8 i r n y j • O~n' &rnyj - " • • • very 
black" - a regular formation - the definition indicates 
attributive ·us.age, othenvise it is virtually superfluous; 
C: e r n y m - 8 i r e n ( - 8 e r n a, - 8 e r n 6) • 
o&n' &ren - " • • • very black" - also a regular formation -
the definition indicates that the expression is only used 
predicati vely; 
V nazvanijax rastenij - "in plant narres" - three quotations 
folla.v, each containing one example; 
~ ~ r n y e griby. Griby, temnejusvgie pri su¥ke ••• 
"black mushrooms: mushrooms that darken with dessication ••. " 
- the definition continues with the names of four kinds of 
mushrooms which do this. 
This last item is the first real class one phrase in the list. Sixteen 
IIDre class one phrases folla.v, each provided with either a definition or 
a cross-reference, before a new subrreaning - "dressed in black" - is 
introduced just after the substantized (plural) usage of the first 
subrreaning, narrely "black chess pieces". 
The items listed similarly under petux "cock (erel)" provide a 
contrast to the above. Under the first rreaning, defined as "doma¥njaja 
ptica s krasnym grebnem na golove i ¥porami na nogax; sarrec kuricy" -
'
1fdorrestic bird with a red comb on its head and spurs on its legs; the 
male of the hen", there folla.vs: 
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v sravn. - "in comparisons, similes" - two quotations follow, one 
indicating self-importance, the other - aggressiveness; 
, Xcx:lit', stojat' it. p. pet u x om - "walk, stand, etc. like a 
cockerel" - not defined - the quotations indicate a mixture of 
the rreanings of self-irrportance and aggressiveness, and, except 
for the use of the instrumental case instead of kak with the 
nominative to indicate the canparison, this item resembles the 
previous set and has obviously been treated as a developrrent of 
it by the corrpiler of the article since the basic definition 
quoted above crrlits the cockerel's proverbial qualities; 
Pet' , krilat ' i t. p . p e t u x b m - "sing, crow, etc. like a 
cock" - not defined - the quotations indicate little more than 
actual mimicking of the sound rrade by a cockerel; 
Pervye, vtorye, tret 'i p e t u x i propeli, peli. Ob opredelenii 
vrerreni po troekratnomu v no°3' peniju petuxov (polno°3', vremja 
pered zarej i zarja) - "the first, second, third cocks have 
craved: of reckoning tirre by the th.reef old crowing of cocks 
at night (midnight, the tirre before dawn f and dawn) II• 
The last item is follaved by a new sub:rreaning (plural) "the craving of 
cocks as signifying a particular tirre of day" , to which belong three 
more i terns: 
Do p e t u x o v (pervyx, pozdnix i t. p.) - "until the (first, 
late, etc.) cocks" - not defined - the irrportant words, ha.vever, 
are "pervyx, pozdnix it. p." and the quotations contain these 
two as well as tret' ix "third", but the COJ.;lsulter can only find 
out what they mean, precisely, by referring to the previous 
phraseological item - even then pozdgie petuxi "late cocks" is 
not given , although from the word ve6er "evening" in the 
appropriate quotation the consulter rray deduce thatulate 
cocks" rreans "midnight"; 
S pet U X am i vstavat', prosypat 'sja it. p. ~en' rano 
utran - "get up, awake, etc. with the cocks: very early in 
the rrorning"; 
S , . 1 v. I • I • V I ..J> e t u x a m 1 ozit SJa, zasypat 1 t. p. Ocen rano 
veceran, s zaxcx:ian solnca - "go to bed, go to sleep, etc. 
with the cocks: very early in the evening, at sunset" - in 
this and the previous item the verbs not repeated in the 
definitions should have been enclosed in parentheses,or the 
canponent s petuxami could have been defined sirrply as "earlier, 
or much earlier, than usual" for both. 
At the end of the paragraph, under another subrreaning, corres "Indejskij 
pet u x. Sm. Ind e j ski j" - 11 Indian cock: see Indian". At the 
end of the article there is a class three i tern - morskoj petux 
_"gumard1122 - hardly different in structure from such class two 
22 Trigla hyrax, according to Tolkovyj slovar ' ••• Dalja, tret 'e ••• 
izdanie ••• , III, 1907, col. 1446. 
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expressions as ~m03 zoloto and belyj ugol' "white coal (i.e. hydro-
pot.7er) 11 . 
Further, there are occasional exanples of an item that is treated 
in two places in the dictionary - as a typical combination in one place 
and as a class one phrase in the other. Under ¥izn' "life" we find 
(volurre IV, colunm 142): 
Riskovat ' ¥ i z n ' ju. Podvergat ' sja smertel 'noj opasnosti -
"risk one's life: subject oneself to mortal danger" - defined 
and with two quotations; 
while under the third rreaning of riskovat ' , "podvergat' kogo-, "8to-libo 
risku, opastnosti" - "subject someone, sorrething to risk, danger", there 
is: 
Risko vat' ¥izn ' ju, golovoj - "risk one ' s life, head -
not defined, but with two more quotations for "life" (and one 
for "head") . 
Inconsistencies of this sort are, of course, to be expected in a 
dictionary which is compiled and published serially; nevertheless 
they do indicate the difficulty and arbitrariness of phraseological 
classifications. 
In the first three volurres all multiword units are entered in the 
manner of the class one items of the later volumes. The first i tern in 
a series under the sarre subrreani_ng is often prefixed by "Perenosno" -
"f_iguratively" or "V vyra¥enijax" - "in (the) expressions", or by sare 
other similar expression or a combination of such expressions, or by a 
restrictive label of some kind, such as "Istor." "in history" or "Jurid." 
"in jurisprudence" . The article for dver ' "door" contains a representa-
tive selection of annotations of these kinds. 
Cornrrent. The placing of phraseol_ogical i terns in various parts of 
the dictionary article accordi_ng to a semantic classification - in 
particular the groupi_ng of class three items at the end of the articles -
has been mildly praised by V.V. Vinogradov ("K03-kakie usover¥enstvovanija 
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vvodjatsja •.. " - "Certain improvements are intrcxiuced .•• ") •23 Mild 
praise, hcwever, is all that is due because the practice of entering 
i terns in a non-ide_ographical dictionary acoording to semantic principles 
cannot be defended. Sorre attempt should have been made to dra:w a 
sharper distinction between typical syntactical corribinations and 
semantically distinguished phrasal units containing words whose rreanings 
in the unit are not sufficiently general to warrant their separate 
description; and all such phrasal units should then have been grouped 
at the end of the article. The key words would then have served sirnply 
as fonnal markers for the phrases and the precise key word under which 
the expression was treated would have been imnaterial. It might then 
have been possible to adopt a rrore consistently formal principle for 
locating the definitions (under the first key word in the phrase when 
it is arranged in normal or neutral order, for exarrple), which might 
have saved a good deal of space-consuming cross-referencing and sirnplified 
the consulter' s task at the sane tine. 
The system chosen raised additional difficulties of decision for 
the compilers (in this it resembles the derivational system of the first 
three volurres, of which it may be seen as a kind of rrethcx1ological hang-
over) as well as maki_ng it difficult for them to keep track of material 
that had already been dealt with in ear lier volurres as work proceeded on 
the later volurces. 24 These difficulties occasionally led to_ grotesque 
blunders, such as the treatrrent of the phrase zakon ne pisan "the law 
23 Vinogradov, Voprosy jazykoznanija, 6, 1966, p.7 . 
24 The currently projected Acadert¥ dictionary of Russian is to go to the 
opposite extreme by grouping all multiword lexical units and phraseological 
material together i'n two or three supplementary volurres (V.N. Sergeev, 
"Obsu¥denie Prospekta Novogo akademigeskogo slovarja russkogo jazyka 15-4-71", unpublished report posted on the notice board of the Institute 
of Linguistics, Soviet Acadert¥ of Sciences (Leningrad Di vision) , April -May 1971). 
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was not written for" (i.e. in reference to unusual behaviour) - apart 
from its separate and full treatrren t under zakon "law" - under the 
explicitly intransitive rreani_ng of the verb pisat ' "be a writer", 
pis an being a passive participle. 
The use of subentries rather than main-alphabet listing is 
supported by Russian lexicographical tradition25 (even to the extent 
of making an exception in the case of to est') and there seems to be 
little point in abandoni_ng it - if only because to do so might 
unnecessarily complicate the business of_ grammatical characterization. 
Of less importance is the objection that units consisting of an 
adjective and a feminine noun for exanple would be separated - often 
by several p_ages - f rom the article for the adjective itself if they 
were placed letter-by-letter in the main list. 
Multiword units present the lexic_ographer with a variety of 
difficult problems . Tne D.fxER cannot be said to have approached all 
of these problems in the best possible manner. 
4. Information_ given and rrethods of presentation. 
The inforrration accanpanying each ·entry in the IMSR can be broadly 
classified under three heads : grarrmatical information, semantic in-
formation, and historical information. 
4 .1. Grarrmatical information. 
Granmatical information corrprises information relating to 
orth_ography, orthoepy, rrorphology, and syntax. All categories of 
granmatical information are characterized by the possibility of 
variation. They are also intimately interrelated with each other 
25 Although dictionaries using a letter-by-letter arrangement are not 
unknc:wn ·_ an exarcple being A. V. Mirtov, Donskoj slovar' : materia..ly 
k izuceniju leksiki donskix kazakov, Rostov na Donu, 1929, e.g. on 
p . 49 the folla.ving sequence: vseljakij, vse na svete, vsenas~ava, v. 
vse na cisto, vseJu. 
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(considerations of spelling and pronunciation apply to all rrembers of 
a paradigm; variation of gender in the noun, essentially a syntactical 
phenorrenon, affects each of the other three categories) and with 
sanantics (orthographic and orthoepic variants may differ in their 
connotations; individual di£ ferences in a paradigm may distinguish 
otherwise closely related rreani_ngs; _ governrrent of different cases may 
distinguish different rreanings in verbs and prepositions) . 
4 . 1 . 1. OrthCXJraphy. 
Orthography is indicated by the spelling of the ent:ry words and, 
in the case of inflected words, by the morpholCXJical information. For 
the latter a kno.,vledge of the rules for writing certain morpherres in 
certain positions is assu:rred - for example, £ran the morpholCXJical 
infornation given with pla~ "weeping" and vra~ "physician" the consulter 
is expected to be able to deduce the spellings of the instrurrental 
si_ngulars pla'&m and vra~om, respectively. Rules distinguishing variant 
fo.:r:ms of prepositions are stated for k/ko "tooards" , nad/nado "over, 
above" and pered/peredo "before, in front of", but not for bez/bezo 
"without", v/vo "in, into", ot/oto "from", pod/podo "under", ors/so 
"with, from, e tc . " . 
OrthCXJraphic variants are inevitably divided into preferred and 
non- preferred variants . Non-preferred variants are listed alphabetically 
with a cross-reference to the preferred variant; within the article they 
are further subdivided into those of more or less equal validity with 
the preferred variant and those that are of restricted validity. The 
fo:rrrer subgroup is placed in the lerrma .irnrrediately after the preferred 
variant with i "and" placed between them, for example: 
tsesovskij i esesovskij - "of the Nazi SS", 
and occasionally a mildly restrictive note such as "re¥e 11 - "less often", 
for exarrple: 
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Kegl' i (re¥e) kegel' - "depth of type". 
Non-preferred variants of nore restricted validity are placed in a 
special reference section in smaller type at the end of the article, 
sorretirres with an indication of the nature of the restriction - for 
example, the spelling kelijka for kelejka "monastic cell" is labelled 
ustar . "obsolete" - sorretirres without; as is the case with kek-uok for 
kek- uok "cakewalk dance". 
The orthographical treabtent is generally satisfactory. That sorre 
neologisms have since ac:guired different spellings £ran those given in 
the dictionary - for exarrple, adekvatnyj "adequate", given only as 
adekvatnyj - is no fault of the oorrpilers. 
4.1 . 2 . Orthoepy . 
Indications of pronunciation are limited to: the dieresis mark to 
indicate that the letter e represents a rounded vavel; and the acute 
accent indicating for polysyllabic words the syllable bearing the primary 
stress . These marks are placed over the appropriate vavel-letters of all 
the polysyllabic orthographic fonns not only in the lerrma, but also wherever 
else in the article the entry word is restated for the .purpose of signal-
ling fresh information (syntactical, phraseological, etc.) - in other 
words, all occurrences of the entry word in the article are so marked 
except vi1.ere it appears in actual quotations. Mobility of stress within 
the paradigms of inflected words is suitably catal_ogued in the morphological 
information (the vast majority of extended norphological indications relate 
in fact to stress mobility). In addition, the phonemic values of the 
letters of the alphabet are ~escribed in the articles for each of the 
letters . These descriptions generally treat the sounds represented by the 
letters in isolation and do not constitute a canplete set of rules for 
deriving the pronunciations of Russian words £ran their orthographic 
forms . 
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. . f . . ds26 th . di . For the_ great ma.Jority o native Russian wor ese in cations 
are sufficient to enable anyone familiar with the appropriate rules to 
derive the correct pronunciation from the spelling. The exceptions 
. f h th 1 . d 1 27 relate chie ly to cases were e etter g represents a voice ve ar 
fricative (no.vadays_ generally confined to interjections such as ege-ge, 
. ~, and the like), a number of words in which the phoneme ;¥; is 
represented by orthographic -g (-gto "what, that", sku°&iyj "tedious, 
boring", and others), a number of perfective ver:bs containing the 
(orthographic) root -prjag- for which the pronunciations of relevant 
Irernbers of the paradigms s_uggest orthographic -preg- ( zaprj a-g' "harness" 
and others), and a few compound words containing genitive proncminal 
forms in which the phonerre /v/ is still written g (segodnja "tcx:lay", 
ni~gonedelanie "idleness"). There are also a number of native words 
spelt with doubled consonants that are not geminated in pronunciation 
(russkij "Russian", besstydnyj "sharreless", and others). Many compound 
words are pronounced with secondary stress on a syllable preceding the 
syllable with primary stress (ni&gonedelanie "idleness", mjasozagotovki 
"rreat processing", par(X)braznyj "vaporous", etc.); the dictionary does 
not indicate this feature, except in those cases where the secondarily 
stressed vo.vel happens to be /o/ spelt e: the absence of the stress mark 
in such cases indicates secondary stressing (sarrol~tostr~ie "aircraft 
manufacture", tfunno-kori&evyj "dark bravn"). 
With fore_ign borrowings there are two recurrent difficulties. The 
first is that the letter e is used indiscriminately (to denote the 
phonerre /e/) after both soft and hard consonants (soft in: dernagogija 
26
words of Church Slavonic origin are loosely inc1uded under this 
des_ignation for the purposes ·of this discussion. 
27 R.I. Avanesov and S .I. o¥egov, Russkoe li teraturnoe proizno¥enie 
i udarenie: slovar'-spravo"&·1ik: okolo 52 CXX) slov, Moscow, Gos. izd-vo 
inostr. i nae. slovarej, p.682: all the exarrples for orthoepic cx:ldities 
in this section have been checked against this work. 
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"demagogy", teorija "theory", and others; hard in demarkacija 
"dernarkation", teolog "theologian", and others; either hard or soft 
in integral "integral", and others) . The other difficulty is that 
single consonants are pronolIDced in sane words that are transliterated 
with doubled consonant letters, and geminated consonants in others 
(si_ngle in: alligator "all_igator", depressi\lilyj lldepressed", and others; 
geminated in: alliteracija "alliteration", rnassa "rrass", and others; 
either in depressija "depression", kollizija "collision"). A further 
difficulty, analogous to the problem of secondary stress, is the 
unreduced pronunciation of vavels in m1stressed syllables usual for 
borr0tvings such as kol'e "necklace", kol'dkrem "cold cream", tendencija' 
"tendency", and others. 
Thus there are plenty of words whose spellings are misleading and 
whose pronunciations should have been indicated. The dictionary's 
handling of pronunciation is therefore inadequate. 
A sl_ightly different situation obtains in the first three volumes. 
Arrong the notes on pronunciation in the Intrcduction to the dictionary 
(volurre I, p_age XVII) there are announ~ts to the effect that the 
pronunciations of foreign borr0tvings that have misleading spellings will 
be shewn and that secondary stresses will be marked throughout. The 
second of these two points is observed only in the first two volurres; 
the first point is not ob.~erved at all, except for the word allo "hello", 
which is provided with the note "proiznositsja s polumj_agkim l" -
"pronounced with a half-soft l". A sparse sprinkling of similar notes 
is appended to a number of native forms and coin_ages in the first three 
volun~s, for exarrple there are nearly two lines on the proclitic 
pronunciation of ved' "after all, why" , there are notes on the fricative 
pronunciation of g in interjections such as ge, gej, go! ,go-go!, gap, 
but not for aga, and there are notes on the reading of certain 
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abbreviations, such as VCSPS, v& and GPU. Exarrples of f oreign words in 
the first three volurres whose pronunciation requires corrm211tary are: 
adenit, adept, ambre, antenna, antre, autodafe, ballada, ballast, bebe, 
beze, buxgalterija,_ gabitus, galife, dezinsekcija, dezintegracija, 
detekti v, and detektor . The indications of secondary stress in the 
V 28 
DM3R frequently disagree with the reco:rmendations of Avanesov and Ozegov: 
an examination of 166 words with unambiguous stress-markings in both 
dictionaries shaved agreerrent in only sixty-seven cases; of the remainder 
twenty-four were marked with seoondary stress in the CMSR only, and 
seventy-five - in the pronouncing dictionary only. Exarrples for these 
three groups are: veroispovedanie "rel_igious faith"; vzaimootno¥enie 
"interrelationship"; voronkoobraznyj "funnel-shaped" . Within the DYTSR 
itself there are not a few cases where secondary stresses are marked in 
the alphabetic indexes but not in the body of the dictionary, for exarrple 
vod~isti tel' "water purifier", biodinami&skij "biodyna:mic", and vice 
versa, for exarrple avtostroenie "car manufacture" and vater-klozet 
"water-closet". Occasionally there are disagreerrents within the body 
of the dictionary when words are cite~ with secondary stress in the 
article for a formant but without secondary stress in their o.vn articles, 
exarrples being avtoportret "self-portrait" (compare avto .•. "self-") and 
vodosnab¥enie "water-supply" (compare vodo ... "water-") . The combination 
of deri vational listing and the preoccupation with secondary stress 
produc.:Es quite bizarre results for two words listed under vsemirno ... 
"world-wide-" in which the secondary stress is marked as the primary 
(and only) stress and the correct fonr1S are to be found only in the 
index. 
28 Russkoe li teraturnoe proiznosenie i udarenie ... , passim. 
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Editorial difficulties and inconsistencies such as these -
byproducts of the derivational system of arrangerrent - may have 
influenced the decision to omit orthoepic infonration of this nature 
£ran the later volumes of the dictionary. On the other hand there is 
sorre evidence to shew that the prontmciation norm in cases such as 
these was very much an unkn0vvn quantity at the tine of compilation -
either because it had not been adequately investigated or because it 
had not becorre sufficiently stabilized (this evidence is dealt with 
in Chapter III). 
The only specifically orthoepic variations the dictionary deals 
with are variant stressing and variation involving the phonerres /e/ 
and /o/ after soft consonants. other variations in pronunciation are 
associated with orthographic variation as well. Orthoepic variants are 
treated in the sane way as orthographic variants - in other words 
unrestricted forms are grouped in the lenma and restricted forms are 
placed in the reference section at the end of the article. To avoid 
any arnb_iguity (such as confusion with seconda:r:y stress, f or example) 
the orthographic fonn of the word is repeated for each pronunciation 
variant; and this applies both to canonical forms and to other f orms of 
the paradigm. Where stress variation results in orthographic variation 
in the canonical form, the non-preferred unrestricted form is listed in 
alphabetical place with a cross-reference, for exarrple razv6dnyj for 
razvodnoj "adjustable". Examples of variants listed in the lemma are: 
Kolok, 1 k a i kol6k 1 k a - II thicket - the spaced letters 
representing the genitive singular forms; 
Kolesnik, i kol~snik - "wheelwr_ight"; 
Koll, koli i kol I - II if"; 
and the follc:wing masculine and neuter singular short forms and the 
plural short forms ~f korotkij "short": korotok, korotok, korotko, 
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, , , , f 
korotko, korotko, korotki, korotki, and korotki. Examples of variants 
listed in the reference sections of articles are: the masculine singular 
, r V 
short form (of korotkij) korotok, labelled "obsolete"; inace, labelled 
prostore"8' • ( II familiar") for ina_~ II Otherwise II; and neu¥eli f labelled 
II 1 11 f V 11 • 11 • 11 be th t ? 11 11 f Vli obso ete or neuze i can it rea y , a . . . . , as we as neuz 
V I 
and neuzli "id.", both labelled as "obsolete" and "familiar" pronunciations. 
C t P I Go~eck.iJ' 29 has ti' d th · ty f 1 · omren . . . ..I..' ques one e necessi o p acing 
the stress mark over the symbol ~ because of the small number of words in 
which the symbol denotes secondary stress. This criticism is only valid 
on the grounds of consistency: it would have been better to have marked 
the positions of all seoondary stresses, even where they are optional. 
The inoonsistent treatrrent of hyphenated words results in an occasional 
lacuna: for exarrple the word karrera-obskura "carrera", listed as a multiword 
unit under kamera "carrera box", has stress position indicated only for the 
first elerrent (kamera-); -obskura is listed in alphabetical place without 
stress marking; and the correct stressing can only be_ guessed at fran the 
variant kker-obskura listed overleaf fran karrera in its alphabetical 
place . More seriously, the decision to anit orthoepic information of the 
kind that had been introduced by Grot and developed by u¥akov represents 
a step backwards for Russian lexicography. 
4.1 . 3 . Morphology. 
Inflected words are referred to ITOrphological classes by an 
indication, ger..erally in truncated fonn (and in spaced clear type, 
which is not reproduced in the examples given belcw), of conventionally 
selected rrembers of the paradigm in ad.di tion to the canonical form. 
These additional menlbers are, in general: for nouns - the genitive case 
fonn in the sarre number as the canonical form, for example: 
29 P I Go ~- . . . f . 
. . rec-"'-iJ, Review o vol. I of t he DMSR (entitled "Slovar' 
sovrerrennogo russk_ogo literaturnogo jazyka, t. 1, A- B"), Izvestija 
AN SSSR: OIJa, VIII, 4, 1949, p.388. 
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Pul's, a - "pulse" - genitive singular p{il 'sa, 
I Pr6s'ba, y - "request" - genitive singular pros'by, 
Puty, put - "fetters" - with full genitive plural fom shavn.; 
for adjectives and adjective-like pronouns - the nominative singular 
feminine and neuter attributive forms, thus: 
I Novvj, aJa oe - "new", 
I , ' Bvbi], 'ja, 'e - "of fish", 
ak, . I I T OJ, aJa, oe - "such a"; 
for verbs - the fonns of the first and second persons singular of the 
simple non-past tense of the indicative mood, together with labels 
indicating aspect and transitivity (which relate to IIDrphology insofar 
as they indicate, inter alia, which of the participles may be present 
m the paradigm) : 
V 
Nacionalizirovat', ruju, rues', nesov. i sov., perex. -
"nationalize ••• imperfective and perfective, transitive", 
I I f, TV 1 f ,I I ,V Nastupat, aJu, aes, nesov.; nastupit', stuplJu, stupis', 
sov.; neperex. - "step on". 
Where a paradigm is defective, this is shown and other forms may 
be recorded to indicate the morphological class: 
Pobe¥d~t ', ••• ; pobedit ', 1-e 1. ne upotr., af¥' -
"conquer, first person not used •.. ", 
I ' • 'V . II Xotet sJa, xocetsJa, nesov., bezl. - want 
imperfective, impersonal" - the additional 
third person singular present indicative, 
to ... 
form is the 
p{ityvat' sja, p{ityvalsja, las', los' - "keep on getting 
tangled" - past tense forms (singular) are shown. 
V Pronouns such as etot "this" , ves ' " all" , moj "my" , vas "your" 
are accarpanied by all the fonns for the nominative and genitive cases 
in the singular and the plural. Complete paradigms are given for the 
personal pronouns, for example: 
I I I I I V Ona,~, ej, e~, ej i eju, o nej (s nacal'n. n v kosv. 
pad. s predlogom) - "she/it . . • (with initial-n in oblique 
cases with preposition) " , 
and for certain other pronouns, such as sej "this" and nekij "a certain", 
and for certain nurrerals: 
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• f f 'f k "th II Tri, tr~x, tr~, tremJa, o trex - ree , 
" 
~dcat', rcrl ., dat. i predl. tridcati, tvor. tridcat' j{i -
"thirty, genitive, dative and prepositional ... , instnnrental . . . . 
Fo:rms supplerrentar:y to the indications of :rrorphological class are 
supplied where necessary to indicate any peculiarities of the paradigm. 
These include: suppletive forms: 
d ! V V Jt.l vl vl . V V, ~Y .. I -t;i;., ••• pros . se, s a, so, pric . seu;:,iJ, 
s~dsi - "go on foot ... past ... , participle 
de .v epric. razg. 
... , verbal 
adverb collcquial ... " ; 
special locative case forms : 
Raj, . . . predl. o r~e, v raj{i - "paradise . . . prepositional 
about paradise, in paradise" , 
' ' Les, . . . predl . o, v lese , v lesu - 11 fore st . . . prepositional 
about, in the forest, in the forest", 
Kra j , ... , o kr~e, na kra j {i i ( s oprede leniem) na kr~ -
"edge ... about the edge, on the edge and (with qualifier) 
on the edge"; 
"irregular" naninative plurals : 
, 
Les, ... , im. m. lesa - "forest· . . . ncminati ve p lural ... " , 
' Brus , ... , mn . brus 'j a, 'ev - "beam . . . plural ... " - here 
the genitive plural is indicated as well; 
the presence or absence of fleeting Vc»lels in genitive plurals for 
those combinations of consonants in which they can .occur: 
' Probka, ... , rod. m. bok - "cork ... genitive plural ' probok ' ", 
' Lask od 1 k ll ' ' 1 1 II ===a=, ... , E__· m. as - caress ... genitive p ura ... , 
' ' ' Igla, ... , mn . igly, rod. i gl i i gol - "needle ... plural 
... ' genitive .· .. " - with variant forms f or the genitive plural 
indi.cated (whereas for tumba "kerb-stone" no genitive plural is 
sh0tm because the consonant cluster mb does not penni t the 
insertion of a fleeting vCNJel); 
and the like. 
Short forms of adjectives are indicated in much the same way as 
the long forms: 
' ' Korenastyj, ... ; nast, a, o - "stocky", 
I ob f • Kap e razny1, ... ; zen, zna, o - "spear-shaped". 
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Mobility of stress in the paradigm is indicated by citing the 
conventional key forms to whatever extent is necessary: 
I I I 
Sela, a, mn. s~la, s~l - "village" - the nominative and 
genitive forms for both the singular and plural are sham 
to indicate desinential stress· throughout the singular and 
stem stress throughout the plural; 
I I I I I I Storona, y, vin. storonu, v storonu, na storonu, mn. storony, 
r -r II ·a • 1 -1 II storon, storonam - si e . . . accusative ... , p ura . . . -
forms given for the accusative singular show fullest possible 
stress retraction for that case alone, and the naninati ve, 
genitive, and dative forms shown for the plural enable the 
consulter to deduce the positions of stress in the remaining 
plural cases; 
rv. . V Vt V' 1 V, . Vf "f h" Svezi1, ... ; svez, sveza, svezo, svezi i svezi - res -
with variant stressi_ng sham for the plural short form; 
Obnimat', ... ; obnj~t', ... pro¥. ~bnjal, obn~al~, bbnjalo,, 
~ri~. obnjav¥i~~ aja, -~e, 6~njatyj, aja, oe, ~bnjat, o~n~ata, 
obnJato, deepric. obnJav - embrace ... past ... , participles 
... verbal adverb ... " - where the stressing of the plural 
forms of the past tense and the short past participle passive 
is the sane as that of the corresponding neuter singulars. 
Forms of the corrparative and superlative degrees of adjectives are 
given if they are irregular: 
I - ,, • . I ' V V . V. . . Tou.r...iJ, ... ; sravn. st. ton se, prevosx. st. toncaJSiJ, aJa, 
II ee - "slender ... corrp°arative degree ... ,superlative degree • • • • 
Nouns and adjectives lacking flexions are labelled neskl. 
"indeclinable" and neizm. "uninflected" · respectively. Exan-ples are: 
(for nouns) antraKa "entrechat", kaKne "scarf", and pjure "puree"; and 
(for adjectives) elektrik "electric blue" and netto 11nett". For 
adjectives the label pril. "adjective11 is s0In2t.irres added, as for example 
at fantazi "fantasy (a style of haberdashery)" and osob' "quite another". 
In the first three volurres uninflected adjectives are labelled neskl. 
pril., examples :being bordo "wine-red" and diez "sharp (in music)". 
Variants are dealt with in the sane way as for the preceding two 
categories . Exarrples of variant morphologies given in the lemma are: 
Sk . d , k. ct' , . . , , f ir, a, mn. sir y, ov, m. i skird~, y rm. skirdy, skird, 
d t k . d-r-- V "h -k 1 - . a . s ir am, ~- - aystac ... p ural ... , masculine and 
... plural ... dative ... , feminine" - shaving paradigms 
resembling those of stol "table" and sleza "teardrop" with 
the corresponding gender variation; 
' Xod, a i u, predl . v xode i 
, ' :=..--- ' 
xody, xody i (spec.) xoda -
' ' . ' v xodu, na xode i na xodu, ml. 
"motion, entrance, way , turn, 
' ' etc." - with variants shovm for the genitive (xoda, xodu) 
and locative singular and for the nominative plural, those 
for the latter implying variant stress position throughout 
the plural declension; 
I I • v, . !v rv v, II II Dvigat, aJu, aes i dvizu, dvizes - rrove. 
Exarrples in the reference section are: 
' ( rrecco-tinta, y - for standard, indeclinable rrecco-tinto 
"rrezzo-tinto"; 
min~¥ • - for standard mine¥', infinitive mirnit ' "pass by"; 
Wrona - labelled "obsolete" and "regional" for teml6 from 
tenm.yj "dark" . 
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Neuter nouns ending in -nie/-n'e in the nominative singular (and thus 
having the -i-/-~- variation throughout most of the paradigm) usually 
have the f orm in -nie as the canonical form and the -n' e form sh0tm 
among the inflections, for example: 
Ogor~¥i vanie, 'e, j a - " fencing in" , 
Ogor~ie, 'e, ja - "bitterness", and 
_Ograbl~nie, 'e, ja - "robbery"; 
but occasionally the variant is placed in the reference section, for 
exarrple under rretallovedenie "rretals science". Occasionally a particularly 
conman variant is allotted a separate article, for exarrple: 
' Kofej, ja - with an orth~raphic variant (kofij) in its 
reference section, both being "familiar" fonns for the 
standard, indeclinable kofe "coffee". 
Canrrent. The morphological treatrrent of separate canonical forms 
is generally exhaustive and perfectly satisfactory. The only real weakness 
is the general absence of cross-references between aspectual pairs of verbs 
distinguished by prefixes, by being derived from different roots, and so 
on - that is, those that are placed for any reason in separate articles. 
The fact that each rrernber of such pairs as pisat ' /napisat', stroit/postroit', 
lovi t I /pojrnat I I klast I /polozi t I I polagat I /polozi t I has developed unpaired 
rreanings should not prevent the apprcpriate cross-referencing any rrore 
than it prevented the grouping of the pair svozit'/svesti into a single 
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article. (There are sorre exceptions: strict cross-referencing is 
observed for all verbs derived fran the -xodit' /-jti pair (sxodit' /sojti, 
perexodit' /perejti, and so on) and f rom the - kladyvat '/-lo¥it' pair 
( zakladyvat' /zalo¥i t ' , pcdkladyvat' /podlo'¥i t' , and so on) ; and t.he verb 
skazat ' has references to govori t' and skazyvat' prefixed to various 
rreanings, but the last nvo verbs have no references to skazat' . ) That 
these words form true aspectual pairs30 can be ascertained fairly readily 
from their respective articles, in which, despite differences of arrange-
rrent, corresponding definitions are to be found, often with almost 
identical wordi~g, for example: 
k last' (rreaning 3) : "Nakladyvat' sloj ~go-libo (kraski, rnazi i 
t. p.) na kakuju- libo poverxnost "', 
polo¥it' (rreaning 3, first subrreaning) : "Nalo¥i t' na kak.uju-libo 
poverxnost' sloj &go-libo (kraski, :rrazi, it. pi", 
both definitions rreaning "put a layer of sorrething (paint, oinurent, etc.) 
on sorre surface". 
It should also be noted that morphological features that are by and 
large deducible from the rreanings of nouns, such as declension according 
to an animate or an inanimate model or absence of plural f orms, are not 
marked, although particular rreanings in which t.he otherwise norrral 
plural forms of a word are not used are labelled "Tol ' ko ed."- "singular 
only", for exa:rrple s&t "count, score, bill , etc." (meanings 1 and 2) , 
and collective nouns are usually labelled sobir., f or example listva 
"foliage" and trjap'e "rags". For corrpleteness of the morphological 
record these features should have been explicitly stated in all the 
relevant instances throughout the dictionary. 
30 A.V. Isa&nko (Gramnatigeskij stroj russkogo jazyka v sopostavlenii 
s slovackim: rrorfologija, 6ast' II, Bratislava, Izd-vo Slovackoj 
Akademii Nauk , 1960, pp.137-175) disagrees with the idea that such 
words are aspectual pairs, chiefly because a single perfective verb 
seldom answers to all the rreanings of an unprefixed or supple ti ve 
irrperfecti ve . 
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4.1.4. Syntax. 
Parts-of-speech labels are generally supplied only for uninflected 
words, that is words belonging to rrorphologically neutral parts of 
speech (conjunctions, preposi lions, interjections, and adverbs) , and 
for pronouns and nurrerals. For nouns, adjectives and verbs the 
morphological indications shew the part of speech quite adequately. 
The chief exception to this is found with words that develop uses as 
different parts of speech, for example (under pisat' "write", rreanlllg 5) : 
!V 'V",J.. . .v V ·1 II 'ti' PisusciJ, aJa, ee, pric. v znac. pri . - wri ng ... , 
participle used as an adjective". · 
Pi¥usvgie, ix, rnn., v znac. su~. - "those who write ... , 
used as a noun" . 
Nouns are labelled as to gender; nouns that are pluralia tantum 
are sirrply labelled rnn . "plural"; other nouns that are listed with 
plural canonical forms are labelled similarly and the gender is shewn 
for the singular form in parentheses, for exarrple: 
Piki, pik, rnn . (ed. pika, i, ¥. ) - "spades . . . plural ( singular 
.c .. ) " 
. . . .1-enunine . 
Variation in gender is treated in the same way as the other types 
of variation already discussed; an example of variants treated in the 
lemrra is provided by skird/skirda "haystack" (the first fonn being 
masculine, the second - feminine) ; exarrples treated in the reference 
sections are : sanatorija - feminine, labelled "obsolete" - for (masculine) 
, 
sanatorij "sanatorium" and "kofe,~r." - "coffee, neuter", which is also 
normally masculine. Nouns exhibiting contextually determined gender 
variation (the so-called cormron gender) are labelled "m. i ¥. 11 - "masculine 
and feminine", examples being sirota "orphan", plaksa "cry-baby". 
Occasionally the gender mark is omitted through overs.ight, as it is, 
V for exarrple, at celovek "human bei.ng", which has a particularly detailed 
morphological treatrrent imnediately preceding the place where the gender 
mark would normally be sited. As has already been pointed out, the 
category of animate/inanimate is not specifically marked. 
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Ppart ::ro..--n t1 e note as to transitivity or othen-,-ise, tJ: e lerrma for 
verbs also includes, ,,._ ere necessa_ry, a lat,el indicating inpersonal 
usage - as , for example , at xotet ' sja 1\ ,;ant11 • T: e label nep::rex . 
11 intransitive 11 is applied to all verbs tl at do not govern a direct 
object in the accusative case . Te dictionary indicates t.he rections 
of sue' verbs by r epeating the infinitives together v-ri th suitable pronouns 
ill the appropriate cases at various points throughout the dictionary 
article . For exarrple , i.t--rrrediately after tl e first definition of kazat' sja 
11 appear, seem11 t.here is : 
K a z ~ t ' s j a keiTr, ~ libo - 11 appear to be sorreone, 
sarething 11 - indicating governrrent of noun predicates in 
the instrurrental case (three quotations) ; 
K a z a t ' s ja kakim- libo - indicating govemrnent of 
adjectives in the instrurrental case (t.hree quotations); 
K a z a t ' s ja komy- , ~711.1- libo- '1seem to sareone, 
sareti1ing11 - indicating government of an indirect ob ject 
in the ciati ve case (three quotations, each of \·lhid: also 
contains an instrurren tal preoi. cate) . 
'=his is follo.·.-ed : y a typical com1 ination containi..ng 11 na vid, s vidu, 
i t . p . 11 - 11 to look at, from one ' s appearance, etc. 11 (one quotation); a 
note on the obsolete government of t.he predicate in the naninati ve case 
(b·.o quotations) ; and finally a note on _the use of adverbial expressions 
as predicates (u -o quotations, one of t.hei--n being Ona kazalas' ne v duxe 
11 S e appeared to be out of sorts 11 ) • Similarly, irrrrTediately after the 
first defini lion of ru1<ovcxli t ' 11 nanage, nm , lead, head" governrrent o f 
an object in tile instrurrental case is indica-'-u=d in like fashion . 
Sorretirres rections are given indirectly in the definition itself by 
a definiens governing the same case as the definiendum. For exarrple: 
ovladevat I : ti ZaxvatyVat I ' dooi vat I sja cbladanija cem-libo 11 -
11 seize, gain possession of sorretning11 - sho..v-ing goverrrrrent of 
the object in the instrurrental case ; 
tl ereafter, throug· several manges of rreanlllg and ne 1 definitions, often 
the only indication of bns rection is to be found in tl e illustrative 
quotations. 
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Similar rrethods are used to indicate_ governrrent of prepositional 
objects by verbs, for exanple: 
u p r e k ~ t ' , . u p r e k n u t ' za ~to ili v ~em -
" reproach for sorrethi!lg or with sorrething" • 
The sane methods are used to shew the syntactical properties of 
nouns and adjectives, for exanple: 
u p r i k v ~em ili za cto - "a reproach with sorrething or 
for scrrething"; 
, " up r ~ k komu, cemu - "a reproach to sorreone, to something" -
shewing governrrent of the dative case; 
S k o r b n y j · ~em-libo - "sick in scree (part of the body) -
shavi!lg governrrent of the instrurrental case; 
T o r o p 1 i v y j, t o r o p 1 i v na ~to, v &m - "hasty 
in sorrething, in a hurry for sorrething". 
Cases_ governed by prepositions are shavn rather more simply. Where 
\ 
the preposition_ governs only one case, this is indicated in the lerrrna, e.g.: 
ot, oto; ·predlog. Upotrebljaetsja s ·rod. pad. - "from, . 
. ·p"reposition. , Used with the_ ·genitive case". 
Otherwise each rreaning of the preposition is prefaced by a note as 
to the case it governs in that rreaning. For exarrple the first rreaning 
of ·po "about, along the surface of" begins: 
s dat. upotrebljaetsja pri obozna&nii ••• - "With the ·dative , 
used to denote ••• ", and the lemma contains a summary of all 
the cases with which the preposition may be found. 
In the first three volurres the rreanings of prepositions are grouped 
according to the cases_ governed rather than the kinds of relations 
expressed, and the appropriate case is therefore stated only at the head 
of eac.h group (apart from the su:mrra:ry in the lemma); the only exarrple, 
hewever, is v/vo "in, into". 
Further syntactical infonnation is to be found in the typical word 
conibinatims, which tend to merge, havever, with the class one multiword 
uni ts, as has already been described. 
·eortrtent. The dictionary_ gives a ve:ry full description of the syntactic 
properties of words in intimate association with their rreanings: the 
description_ given above is only intended to be a general indication of 
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the principal features of the scherre that is used. This close attentim 
to semantic detail is responsible for the apparent clumsiness of the 
rrethod of shewing the rections of verbs and other denotative words. 
Although the rrethod - with its repetitions of the entry word (or words) 
in full and in spaced type - is rather wasteful of space, the amount of 
space actually taken up by corrpiler's text is small in canparison with 
that allowed for the illustrative quotations; and the spaced-type 
entries provide the consulter with the necessary visual markers without 
which a longish paragraph might easily be misread. The alternative of 
setti_ng these indications in bold type might have proved confusing because 
in the first three volurres the type that would have been appropriate was 
used for each new entry word within the derivational articles. 
4 .2. Semantic information. 
The semantic, or cormumicati ve, properties of the words and lexical 
units is revealed through definitions of rreaning, stylistic labels, and 
illustrative material. The system is built largely around the definitions 
of meani_ng. Each main rreani_ng is allotted a separate numbered paragraph 
in which are grouped the various subrreanings, or shades of meaning, each 
marked by a parallels sign, but not numbered. (The first definition in 
any par_agraph is usually the rrost general and may therefore be conveniently 
referred to as constituti_ng a main rreaning.) 
The main meaning, and each subrreaning, is defined and illustrated. 
Typical canbinations and other indicators of syntactical properties are 
included with separate illustrative material within main meanings and 
subrreanings wherever appropriate. (Class one multiword uni ts, as has 
already been indicated, are also fitted in at the subrreaning level so 
that to sorre extent they form a part of the semantic treatrrent.) 
Multiword units of all three classes are treated similarly, except that 
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where a multi word unit has several meanings, these rreanings are 
distinguished by serial lettering in lcwer case Cyrillic, for example 
(volurre VI, column 870) : 
r4rtvaja golova . a) ~erep. 
"death's head . a) skull. 
. .. 
. . . 
b) No°&-iaja babo&a ... -
b) nocturnal butterfly ... ". 
Very occasionally, for words with a particularly rich and complex 
senantic developnent, similar lettering systems are used to classify 
subneanings . For example the first rreaning of the ve:rb idti is divided 
into three sections, A, B and V, and the first two of these are further 
subdivided into a) , b ) , and so an, and sorre of these subsections are 
divided still further into subrreani_ngs marked only by parallels. Whether 
these all represent truly different rreanings is debatable : each of the 
subsections under A, for example, is devoted to a particular class of 
words that can function as the subject of the verb (man and animals, 
vehicles, clouds, rivers and waves, heavenly bodies, and so on) . The 
system is not applied with any particular consistency. Thus the A, B, 
and V of idti correspond rrore or less to the meanings "proceed", "depart", 
and "approach", respectively, whereas the A-B-V classification for the 
first rreaning of the senantically related ve:rb xodit' . is devoted entirely 
to differentiating types of subject (A - living creatures, B - means of 
transport, V - miscellaneous), with the first two groups subdivided by 
a ) , b) , and so on, into land animals , fish, and birds , on the one hand, 
and land vehicles, watercraft, and aircraft, on the other, and the third 
. group includes such subjects as heavenly bodies, light and shade, bodies 
of water, granular materials, winds and fogs, and so on. Sorretirres the 
use of this lettering system appears to be superfluous: for exarrple the 
first , third and fifth rreanings of pereletat' /pereletet' "fly across, 
through, or too far" each have the sane A- B-V classification of subjects 
(birds and winged insects, aircraft, miscellaneous), but detailed 
illustration of these various subjects is lacking in the fifth rreaning; 
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further, the simple verbs le tat' and letet' , both of which exhibit the 
sane range of possible subjects, do not have the lettered classification. 
Stylistic labels are placed before the definition or definitions of 
the rreaning or rreanings to which they refer. If all the recorded rreanings 
of a word are qualified by the label, it is placed imrrediately after the 
lerrma before the nurreral for the first definition (if there is such a 
nurreral), for example: 
Tolstopuzyj, aJa, oe; p~z, a, o. Prostore~. 1 .... -
"big-bellied . . . . Familiar 1. . .. ". 
Othe:r:wise the label is placed after the nurreral at the head of the 
whole paragraph to which the label refers, or imrrediately after the 
parallels sign heralding a new submeaning if the label refers only to 
that subrreani_ng, for example: 
Tanit'sja, ... 1 .... II ••. II .•• llustar .... 2. • • . 4. Prostore~. -
"languish ... 1. . .. II Obsolete . . . 4. Familiar II • • • • 
4.2.1. The order of arrangenent of rreanings. 
The dictionary al temates betv.1een bvo basic rrethods of arranging main 
meani_ngs, namely the historical rrethod and the "logical" method. The 
historical rrethod, that is the arrangerrent of rreanings in the chronological 
order of their appearance in the language, is used whenever the appropriate 
chronology is deducible from the available linguistic evidence for 
"modern" Russian. 31 Examples are: 
Starosta 
(1) village elder; 
( 2) monitor, group leader, etc. ; 
Stancija 
(1) post-station for changing horses; 
(2) railway, etc., station; 
(3) a leg of a journey; 
( 4) establishrrent for dispensing some kind of service to the public; 
(5) series of hydrological, rreteorological, etc. observations made for 
seas and other large bodies of water. 
31 I truk . . dl. 1 ' . ns ciJa Ja sostav eniJa ... , p.26 (para. 12 b). 
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The logical rret.hcxi is used wherever the appropriate chronol_ogy is 
not deducible in this manner. The logical rrethod may be broken dc:wn 
into a number of corrponent rret.hods the application of which , either 
singly or in combination, depends on the semantic structure of the 
particular word in question. These rrethcxis may be characterized by two 
features: the manner in which rreanings are_ grouped; and the nature of 
the rreani_ng chosen to head the group. "Where several independent groups 
of rreanings are discernible, these sarre two features may be used to 
describe the arrangerrent of the groups of rreanings . Grouping may be 
in tenTIS of the semantic relationships between the meanings themselves 
or in terms of frequency of occurrence. The first meaning of the group 
may be the dominant sense, the rrost general sense, the most concrete 
sense, or the rrost frequent sense. Current senses having stylistic 
limitations are, in principle, grouped after the unrestricted meanings 
in the follaving order: collcxiuial, familiar, terminological, regional. 
Obsolete rreanings are_ generally placed after the current meanings. These 
rules for the placing of rreanings of restricted currency are subordinated, 
havever, to the requirerrent for shaving the relationships between rreanings . 
Further, there is some attempt at achieving "congruency" of arrangerrent 
for the meanings of various derivatives fran the same root wherever there 
is an observable set of interrelationships between the groups of rreanings . 
'M2anings" that are nothing more than gramn:atical cross-references to 
several meanings of another word are p laced last (chiefly, the notes on 
the passive rreani_ng of reflexive ver:bs - for exarrple, the fifth and last 
meaning of tomi t 'sj a is described as "passive of 'tomi t' ' (rreanings 6-8) ") ; 
other "grammatical" rreanings are arranged in accordance with the usual 
principles. 
Sorre examples illustrating the logical met.hod fo llav; all labels used -
and sorre definitions - are reprcxiuced in translation: 
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Soobra~at'/soobrazit': 
( 1) think over, ponder, decide: 
(2) Transitive. understand, realize; 
(3) Only irrperfecti ve. Intransitive. Coll<:XIW-al. knON a t.hi_ng or two 
about sorrething; 
(4) Only perfective. Familiar. prepare , arrange, organize; 
(5) Transitive. Obsolete. collate, take (a number of factors ) into 
account; 
(6) Transitive. Obsolete. match (one thing to another). 
Sobaka: 
(1). dorrestic dog; 
(2) Transferred. Familiar. cruel, wicked, etc. person; 
(3) Transferred. Familiar. clever person, "wizard" at sorrething; 
( 4) any carnivore of the dCXJ fami 1 y; 
, 
(5) "Morskaj a s o b a k a" - a kind of shark (literally "sea dog" ) ; 
( 6) Regional. "same as ' soba&a' (rreaning 4) " . 
Soba&a: 
( 1) "affectionate diminutive of 'sobaka' (rreaning 1) "; 
(2) trigger of a fireann; 
(3) Technical. pawl; 
(4) Usually plural. folk narre of a nurrber of kinds of plants . 
Tolkun: 
(1) Usually plural. Regional. midges in a swann hanging in the air; 
(2) Obsolete coll<:XIW-al. cravded :rrarket, bazaar. 
1. Pereletat' /pereletet' : 
(1) Intransitive. fly through the air from one place to another; 
(2) Intransitive. Transferred. Coll<:XIW-al. rrove, run very fast from 
one place to another; 
(3) fly by air through sorre obstacle or across sorre space; 
(4) Transferred. Coll<:XIW-al. move, run very fast through sorre obstacle 
or across sorre space; 
(5) fly by air further than necessary. 32 
32 Meanings 1 and 3 appear to be the most frequent (in that order) , 
j~dging by the quantities of illustrative material provided for each 
of them; this example also illustrates the principle of grouping groups 
of rreanings . · · 
Starat'sja: 
(1) show endeavour; 
(2) apply effort; 
(3) Obsolete and familiar . shav concern, anxiety; 
(4) Regional . dig, prospect for gold. 
Staratel': 
(1) Obsolete and familiar. person who shavs concern, anxiety; 
33 (2) . gold- di_gger, gold- prospector. 
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There are, of course, cases where it is difficult to tell whether 
the rreanings have been arranged primarily according to a historical 
scherre or according to a logical one, for example: 
Solnre : 
(1) central bcrly of our solar system (dominant rreaning) ; 
(2) light, heat from this body; 
(3) Transferred. anything that is a source of life, happiness, etc.; 
( 4) central body of any other planetary system (rrost general rreaning) ; 
(5) a gyrnnastics exercise; 
(6) a particular style of skirt. 
1 . Sol': 
(1) comrron salt, sodium ch loride; 
(2) Transferred. the central significance of anything II the best 
representatives of a social class; 
(3) Transferred. wit (in repartee); 
(4) any chemical carpound of an acid radical with a rretal. 
Meanings characteristic of only part of a paradigm are dealt wi th 
on exactly the sane basis as other rreanings, the definitions being 
preceded by the appropriate restriction as has been indicated by the 
examples of soobra¥at ' /soobrazi t' , soba&a, and tolkun above . This 
principle applies even where the rreaning is restricted to a single rrember 
of the paradigm, for example: 
33 This may shav the influence of starat 'sja, but it is probably also the correct historical order. 
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P-ozdat I /rcxlit I: 
(1) give birth to - "of a woman11 ; 
,. I I V ( 2) "R o ¥ d ~ n n y j , a j a, o e, d e n, d e n a, o, pri c. " -
born (the past participle passive) ; 
(3) Transitive . Transferred . give rise to; 
(4) Only irrperfective . Collcx:p.ri_al. yield (so rruch harvest - o f soil, 
fruit trees , and so on) . 
Ispolnjat'/ispolnit': 
(1) carry out (an order) ; 
(2) perfonn (a role, a piece of rrusic); 
(3) "Is p b 1 n en n y j, is po 1 n en" - filled (with particular 
tho:ughts, feelings) (also the past participle passive) . 
The latter of these examples may be conpared with the article for the 
reflexive fonn of the sane verb: 
Ispolnjat'sja/ispolnit'sja: 
(1) be carried out (of an order); 
(2) Irrpersonal. turn, pass - in expressions concerning a person's _age 
or elapsed tirre; 
(3) be perfonned (of a role or a piece of music); 
(4) "Is po 1 n ja t 's ja, is po 1 nit's ja &m-libo" -
Obsolete. be filled with (particular thoughts, feelings ); 
(5) "passive of 'ispolnjat' "'. 
In the first three volurres the logical rrethod alone is used , and 
there are, in principle, sare differences in the ordering of rreanings 
of restricted currency, namely: obsolete rreanings are placed before 
:r:egional rreanings, and scientific and technical rreanings are placed 
34 last. Examples for which a historical rrethod could possibly have 
been applied to produce a different order are: 
Bumaga: 
(1) paper ( the material) ; 
(2) docurrent; 
(3) plural . valuable docurrents (promissory notes, bank cheques, etc.); 
(4) cotton cloth. 
Glagol: 
(1) Linguistics . verb; 
(2) "In poetic and solemn SJ?eech. " word, utterance. 
34 DMSR, vol. I , p.xii . 
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Cornrrent. The orderi!lg of rreanings in a dictionary is one of the 
unresolved problems of lexicography35 and the lJYJSR has, not unnaturally , 
been criticized for its methoo.s . 36 In view of the fact that "regardless 
of the order of listing, anyone using a dictionary must search through 
the listed definitions until he finds the one which fits most harmoniously 
into the word's irnrrediate context1137 the historical method is probably 
the best for a large academy dictionary, even if only because it is the 
most objective :rrethod. 38 And given the inadequate state of Russian 
historical lexicology at the tirre, 39 the conpilers of the DMSR would 
appear to have adopted a sensible cornpranise which enabled them to 
record the results of such investigations into historical lexicology 
as had been made . It is to be regretted, hcwever, that the historically 
arranged articles carry no special indication to this effect: generally 
the only signpost of a historical arrangerrent is the location of an 
obsolete rreaning at the b_eginning of the article. 
35 Peter Alan Taylor, "The problems of the definer", in Wilson et al. 
(eds.), Har:brace guide to dictionaries, p .123 ; Kasares, Vvedenie v 
sovrerrennuju leksikografiju, pp. 80ff.; H~ffer, "Ll.nguistic principles' 
in lexicography", pp.82ff.; Zgusta, pp.2 75ff .; "Jj)gical lexicography", 
. . V . Word ~tudy, XXXIII , 4, April 1957, pp.6-7; Burjacok, "K voprosu o 
razrreievanii zrta-genij ... " , in Barxudarov et al. (eds.) , Problema 
to~(ovanija ... , pp.31-37. 
36 See: E.A. Zemskaja, "O sostojanii raboty nad -getymadcatito:rrnom 
'Slovarem sovrerrennogo russkogo literatumogo jazyka'", Voprosy jazykoznanija, 5, 1956, p.97; Zemskaja and Kovtunova, Voprosy 
jazykoznanija, 2, 1958, p.136; Vinogradov, Voprosy jazykoznanija, 6, 
1966, pp.12-13; V.V. Vinogradov, "O nekotoryx voprosax teorii russkoj 
leksikografii", Voprosy ·j azykoznanij a, 5, 1956, pp. 86-87; Goreckij, 
Izvestija AN SSSR: OLJa, VIII, 4, 1949, p.386. 
37 Sumner Ives, "A review of ' Webster's third new international 
dictionary"', Word study, XXXVII, 2, December 1961, p.7. 
38 St . Lek ik f' V k' . l' l' V . upin, s ogra ices lJ ana iz bo sago tolkovogo slovarJa 
Uebstera 1961 g.: ... , p.12. 
39 Accofding to F.P . Filin (see Kurt Gabka, "O nekotoryx voprosax 
'istoriceskoj perspectivy' v ' Slovare sovrerrennogo russkogo litera-
tumogo jazyka'", Voprosy jazykoznanija, 1, 1959, p.123). 
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4.2.2. Definitions. 
Broadly speaking, the dictionary errploys three kinds of definitions: 
primary descriptive definitions, for example: 
~: "s tarinnoe nazvanie bukvy 'r' " - "forrrer name of the 
letter 'r' " ; 
grarmatical cross-referencing definitions, for example: 
rasxaivat 'sja: "Strad. k rasxaivat'" - "passive of 
'rasxai vat' " ; 
and definition by synonym, for exarrple: 
rasxvastat': "To ¥e, &o rasxvastat' sja" - "the saITe as 
'rasxvastat 'sja 111 • 
The first group is naturally the least harogeneous. Definitions 
of this type may constitute a detailed description of the denotatum, 
for example: 
11 ·,...,.,::i- v v. d v vv vab . ryba: VUUl1oe pozvonocnce zi votnoe, ysa.scee z rarm., 
s kone&.ostjanri. v vide plavnikov, s xolodnoj k.r0JV 1 ju 
' k V . b V .1- ' V V . ' II II • teb t i s ozeJ, o ymo pohrytOJ cesuJeJ - aquatic ver ra e 
anirral breathing by means of gills, having extremities in 
the form of fins, cold blCDd, and a skin usually covered 
in scales", 
or a brief indication of the general class to which the denotatum 
belongs, for example: 
pal~-gka-vyru-g~lo&a: "Nazvar:iie detsko~ igry; ~~-:-l~o 
precnret (palocka, do~&a, it. p .), ispol'zuJUSClJSJa 
v etoj igre" - "narre of a children's gaITe; any object 
(stick, · small plank, etc.) used in this gane" - bNo 
separate definitions are presented here· but the nature 
of the garre remains unclear. 
Political and historical terminology is generally conspicuous 
as a class for the detail of its definitions, for example: 
kontrrevo~~ucija: "Bor'ba reakcionnyx klassov protiv 
narasta~-Gr ej revoljucii s eel' ju ~crlavlenija ee i proti v 
pobedivsej revoljucii s cel'ju unicto¥enija ee zavcevanij 
i vosstanovlenija svcego gospcrlstva i dorevoljucionnyx 
porj adkov" - "campaign conducted by the reactionary classes 
against an :inminent revolution with the aim of crushing it 
and against an accarplished revolution with the aim of 
annihilating its gains and reestablishing their suprenacy 
and the pre-revolutionary order"; 
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opri&ina: "Sistema -grezvy-gajnyx rreroprijatij, osu~estvlennyx 
carem Ivanom IV (Groznym) dlja ukreplenija Russkog-o centralizo-
vannog-o gosudarstva i razgrana bojarsko-knja¥eskoj oppozicii" -
"a system of extraordinary rreasures put into effect by the czar 
Ivan IV (the Terrible) in order to strengthen the centralized 
Russian State and srra.sh the opposition of the princes and boyars". 
In particular, the word klass "class" is unusual in having as its 
first definition a quotation from V .I. Lenin occupying ten lines of print. 
Many definitions of the first kind consist of more than one phrase 
or of a phrase supported by a synonym. Often a separate and more exact 
synonym is appended to the definition after a semi -colon. For exarrple: 
peCal'nik: "Tot, kto pe&tsja, zabotitsja o kom-, &m-libo, 
dejstvuet v -g'ju-libo pol'zu; zastupnik" - "he who worries, 
cares about sorreone, sanething, acts in sorreone' s favour; 
intercessor"; · 
pe&.lovat'r=,ja: "Predavat'sja pe°3ali, grustit'; pe~alit'sja (v 1-m znac.)" - "resign oneself to sadness, be sorre»1ful; 
pe"8ali t 's j a' (rreaning 1) " . 
Antonyms are occasionally cited, for example: 
stro"8:noj : "Oby&oj veli~iny, ne bol '¥oj (proti vopol. propisnoj) . 
0 bukvax" - "of usual size, not large (antonym: capital). Of 
alphabetic letters" . · 
Naires of plants and animals are defined by descriptive definitions 
which detail the salient features of the species that is (or are) denoted 
na.me 
by the narre and which generally contain the Russian of the family or 
. A 
the subfamily to which the species belongs (or belong-); t..he scientific 
latinate norrenclature is not used; 40 for example: 
jastreb: "Xi¥&aja ptica s korotkim krjuZkovatym kljuvom, 
ostrymi zagnutymi kogtjami, korotkimi zakruglennymi kryl'jami 
i dlinnym xvostom" - "a bird of prey with a short hooked bill, 
sharp curled clavvs, short rounded wings , and a long tail" (hawk); 
orel: 11 Xi¥&~a sil 'naja ptica s izognutym kljuvom iz sem. jastrebinyx, zivu~aja v goristyx ili stepnyx mesmostjax" -
"a pa,verful bird of prey with a curved bill of tb.e hawk family 
inhabiti_ng mountainous or steppe regions" (e_agle); 
40 Th def. . . f V . e imtion or agnec neporocnyJ 
Agnus Castus; ina&: Avraarrovo derevo" 
exceptional. 
(vol. I, col. 45) - "Ierevo 
("The t ") . ree . . . - is 
kanjy)(: 11 Xi¥&iaja ptica, poxo°¥aja na jastreba, iz pcxisem. 
sa:ry6evyx, krik kotoroj napominaet pla~" - "a bi rd of prey 
resernbl.mg the hawk, of the buzzard ~y.b family, with a c:ry 
reminiscent of weeping" (brcwn 0tvl); 
jasen': "Ierevo sem. rnasl.mnyx s peristymi list' jami i plotnoj drevesinoj, idus~j na razli&ye izdelija" - "a 
tree of the olive family with feathery leaves and dense 
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wood used for making a variety of artifacts" (monn.i ain ash) ; 
jablonja: "Plodovoe derevo sem. rozocvetnyx" - "a f ruit tree 
of the family Rosaceae" (apple tree) . 
From the point of view of structure the definitions reveal little 
conscious attempt to conform to the convention of the endocentric phrase -
that is, the convention that the definition should be syntactically 
e::ruivalent to the definiendum. 42 The predominant tendency in the D.MSR 
of centri_ng definitions of nouns on nouns, adjectives on adjectives or 
participles, and verbs on verbs - even to the extent of matching the 
aspects of definiendum and definiens - is, of course, in conf ormity with 
the convention; but at the same tine it also constitutes the rrost 
natural use of language. The most frequent violations of the convention 
are: the inclusion of various indefinite pronominal ob jects in the 
definition (see the example of pe~al 'nik above); and the use of the 
formula " (said) of ... " in the definitions of transferred meanings, 
for example: 
petux (second rreaning) : "O zadomcm, zanos~i vom ~eloveke, 
zabijake" - "of a provocative, arrogant person, a bully". 
The descriptions of the functions and s_ignif ications of, and relations 
expressed by, non-denotative words may be regarded as definitions of the 
41 The translation "brcwn owl" is due to Segal, p.283. 42 Th' . . d ,-is convention is supporte, ror example, by T:rygve Knudsen and Alf Samerfelt ("Principles of unilingual dictionary definitions", Proceedings of the VIII International Congress of Linguists, Oslo, I I I 
. 1958, pp.94-95), Laszlo Orszagh (L. Orsag, "Nekoto:rye prob lemy 
sostavlenija slovarja vengerskogo jazyka", Leksikografi &skij 
sbornik, V, Mosc0tv, In- t jazykoznanija Al."\J SSSR, 1962, p .142), and Stavrou ("Present status and present prob lems of Spanish monolingual lexicography" , p. 70) ; but has been attacked as invalid by ElSvvorth ("Primary and secondary definitions in monolingual French lexicography", pp.19-21) - probably rightly so since it attempts to inpose syntactical 
restrictions on what should be primarily a semantic description. 
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first kind insofar as they describe in detail the contribution of such 
words to the rreaning of an utterance. Such definitions are of necessity 
corrpletely divorced from any notions of the endocentric phrase, for 
exanple: 
k/ko (first meaning): "Dlja vyra¥enija .. ,Prostranstvennyx 
otno¥enij . Upotrebljaetsja pri oboznacenii predrreta ili 
lica kak rresta, predela, kone&ogo punkta, v storonu kotorogo 
napravleno dejstvie - dvi°¥enie" - "for expressing spatial 
relations . Used in denoting an object or a person as the 
place, limit, end point towards which action or rrotion is 
directed"; 
fu (second rreaning): "Upotrebljaetsja dlja vyra¥enija 
prezrenija, dosady, otvra~nija it. p." - "used for 
expressing contempt, irritation, disgust, etc.". 
For the purpose of this discussion definitions that contain a 
word etymologically related to the definiendum but are nevertheless 
descriptive in character are included in the first class (although 
1 rth ld d ibe th d def . . . 43) E swo wou escr em as secon ary imtions • Such 
definitions occasionally suffer £ran unnecessary objectionable 
circularity . For exanple: 
kustar' "Tot, kto zanimaetsja kustarnym trudom, proizvodstvan 
na darru; rerreslennik" - "he who is engaged in 'kustarnyj' 
labour, production at home; crafts:rran"·, 
while for kustarnyj (first horronym) the first meaning · is defined by a 
definition of the second kind: 
Otrlosjas~ijsja k kustarjam, prinadlezas~ij im - "relating to 
'kustar 's ' , belonging to them" 
and has a submeaning defined by a definition of the first kind: 
Proizvod.i.reyj doma¥nim, ne fabri&ym sposobom - "produced 
by a danestic process, rather than a factory one; 
the situation is only resolved by the quotations under t.he first meaning 
of kustarnyj which indicate sarething of the range of activities of a 
"kustar' " . 
43 Cf. : "paginer: nurneroter les pages d'un livre", which Elsworth so 
describes (see Elsworth, p.28) . 
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A further subclass of defini lions of the first kind corrprises 
defini lions that consist of a series of synonyms, for exarrple: 
nestojkij: "Nepro"&-iyj, neustoj~i-vyj" - "unenduring, unstable". 
Definitions of this type are rather vague and are not much used by the 
dictionary, although the definitions of certain simple words denoting 
states of mind and noods and so on are thinly disguised representatives 
of the type, for example: 
grust ': 11&vstvo pe~ali; toska, unynie" - "a feeling of sadnessj longing, melancholy", 
which distinguishes "grust'" as a feeling rather than, say, a condition, 
but simply uses synonyms to indicate what the feeling is. 
Definitions of the seoond kind are widely used in the dictionary 
for derivatives and form a well- defined group. Examples of the various 
types are: 
pereder°¥atel' : "Tot, kto pereder°¥i vaet (pereder¥i vat' 
v 4-m znat.)" - "he who harbours a refugee ( 'pereder¥ivat' ', 
meaning 4) " ; 
peredoverie: "Dejstvie po 1-mu zna-g. glag. peredoverjat', 
peredoverit'" - "action acoording to ·the first meaning of 
the verb ... " ; · 
peredoj : "Dejstvie po zna~. glag. peredai vat' , peredoi t' ; 
sostojanie po zna-g. glag. peredaivat'sja" - "action according 
to the meaning of the verb ..• ; state according to the rreaning 
of the verb ... "; 
peredni-gek: "Urren' i. - lask . k perednik" - "affectionate diminutive 
of 'perednik' "; 
peredovitost': "Svojstvo peredovogo (v 5-m zna-g.)" - "quality 
of one who is 'peredovoj ' (rreaning 5) " ; 
samouglublennost': "Sostojanie samouglublennogo" - "condition 
of one who is 'samouglublennyj'"; 
rabotnica: "~ensk. k rabotnik (v 1-m i 3-m zna-g.)" - "feminine 
of 'rabotnik ' (rreanings 1 and 3) "; 
palliativnyj: "Javljajusvgijsja palliativom" - "being a 
' palliativ ' "; 
palomniQ3skij: "otnosjasvgijsja k palanniku, palomnikam i 
palomnifustvu" - "relating to a pilgrim, to pilgrims and to pilgrimage"; 
. V "P . d1 V vv. . . V II "bel . . II inzenerov: rina ezasciJ inzeneru - onging to an engineer; 
izmenni&skij: "Svoistvennyj izrrenniku; predatel' skij" -
"characteristic of a traitor; treacherous"; 
xa¥i vat' : "Mnogokr . k xodi t' (v 1-m, 9-m i 10-m zna-g.) -
"iterative of 'xodit'' (rreanings 1, 9 and 10) "; 
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xvatnut' : "Odnokr . k xvatat' " - 11 semelfacti ve of 'xvatat' ' " ; 
xvaj;at' sj a ( fourth rreaning) : "Strad. k xvatat' (v 1-4-m 
zna6. ) " - "passive of 'xvatat' ' (rreanings 1-4) "; 
zastavljat ' sja (second rreaning) : "Vozvr. k 1. Zastavljat', 
zastavit' (vo 2- rn zna-g. ) 11 - "reflexive of '1. Zastavljat', 
zastavi t ' ' (n-eaning 2) " . 
The last of these represents a little-used type, reflexive rrearungs 
generally havi_ng definitions of the first kind and often closely parallel 
to the correspondi_ng definition for the transitive verb, for exarrple: 
spasat ' sja: "Izbavljat' sja ot srrerti, gibeli, uni-gto'¥enija 
i t. p . ; uberegat'sja ot kogo-, '&go-libo, ugro'¥aju~ego 
SITert I ju, gibel I jU i t. p. ·11 - 11 Sa\7e oneself from death, 
destruction, annihilation, etc . ; preserve oneself from 
sorreone, somethi_ng threatening death, destruction, etc." 
which may be compared with: 
spasat': 11Izbavljat' ot srrerti, gibeli, unicto'¥enija, i t. p.; 
uberegat' ot kogo-, &go-libo, ugro'¥ajusvgego srrert' ju, gibel' ju 
i t • p • II - II save from death I destruction I annihilation I etc• ; 
preserve £ran sorreone, sorrething threatening death, destruc-
tion, etc . " . 
Definitions of the second kind are sorretiires allowed to form 
sequences which the consulter must traverse on his way to finding a 
descriptive definition . In such cases the semantic treaurent of words 
standing at the head of the sequence appears to be over-formalized, 
for example : 
zarro~ennyj: "Podvergnutyj zamo~eniju" - "that has been 
subjected to 'zano¥V°cenie', 
zamo¥&nie: 11Dejstvie po zna'3. glag. zanostit' ", 
zanos tit ' : "Sm. Z a m a ~ i v a t ' 11 - 0 See ... " - a 
plain cross-reference, 
zama.¥8i vat' : "Pok:ryvat' karnnem, brus-gatk.oj i t. p. " -
11 cover with stones, paving stones, etc. " -
the verbal noun is not referred directly to this last infinitive because 
there exists another, "irrperfective", verbal noun zamas"-givanie; neither 
of these verbal nouns lS accompanied in the dictionary by 
quotations so that it lS irrrpossible for the consulter to 
there is any real difference in their us_age (this may be 
the exanple of zamazka given below, p . 124). Occasionally 
reference is not sufficiently explicit, for exanple: 
zakroj: "Spec . Dejstvie po zna-g. glag. zakroit'", 
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genuine 
tell whether 
oompared with 
the cross-
2. zakroi t' : "Razg . Na°8at' kroi t "' - "Collc:quial. begin to 
cut (according to pattern)", 
whereas at 1. zakroit' the consulter is referred to: 
zakrai vat I : II Spec . Vykrai vat I , kroi t I cto-libo II - II Technical. 
cut out, cut sorrething (according to pattern) 11 , 
which latter, judging by the labels, -.~s the verb intended (here again 
there is a second verbal noun: zakraivanie). 
A rrore general criticism of definitions of the second kind is that 
they are frequently a blanket indication of a variety of :rreanings, for 
exanple the single definition of xvatnut' refers to thirteen of the 
fifteen main rreanings that the dictionary distinguishes for xvatat' -
that is, all but rreanings 2 and 3 which are labelled Nesov. "irrperfeotive". 
This rreans that definitions of this kind tend to errphasize the grarnrratical 
relationships of their definienda to the primary words at the expense of 
the precise lexical meanings . That many of the lexical meanings 
apparently ascribed to the words so defined - and a goodly proportion 
of the grarnrratical relationships as well - are potential, rather than 
actually attested, is evidenced by the frequent lack of genuine illustra-
tive material - as is the case, for example, with zakrutka (first 
meaning), zakru~ivanie, zakru~ivat 'sja (second rreani_ng) and zakryvanie, 
each of which encompasses several meanings but is illustrated only by 
one or two ma.de-up phrases and by the occasional total absence of 
illustration, examples being zalgat', spasat ' sja (third :rreaning) and 
sbornost'. 
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D::finitions of the third kind are chiefly used for non-preferred 
lexical variants of the definiens, which is comrronly introduced by the 
formula "To ¥e, cto ... " - "the sarre as ... " , for example: 
petardovyj : "To ¥e, -gto petardnyj" ; 
petljastyj: "Razg. To ¥e, -gto petlistyj" - "CollCXJUial. 
&dik: "Pros tore~. To ¥e, ~to &dak" - "Familiar. . .. " ; 
II • 
• • • I 
¥lendra: "Gruba prostore-g. To ¥e, -gto ¥1enda" - "Coarsely 
familiar • • • •II ; 
2. kapot: "Spec. To ¥e, ~to kapotirovanie, kapota¥11 - 11 
"Technical. . .. " ; 
ru~ 'evina: "Obl. 1. To ¥e, ~to ru~ej" - "Regional. 
"Us tar. To ¥e , ~to pe¥exod" - "Obsolete . . .. " . 
II • 
. . . , 
The formula is sorretimes orni tted for words of more restricted currency, 
particularly for "familiar" i terns, for exanple: 
peun: "Obl . Petux"; 
:rybar' : "Us tar. Rybak" ; 
kaplju¥ka: "Prostore~. 1. Kapel ' ka"; 
V V V pexan, pexturoj and pesedralom, each: "Prostorec. Peskom". 
The synonym or variant may be a multiword unit, for exanple: 
kapitalovlo¥enija: "To ¥e, ~to kapital'nye vlo¥enija"; 
tolku&a: "Razg. . . . 2 . To ¥e , -gto tolku~i j rynok 11 ; 
tolkun: "2. Ustar. razg. Tolku~ij rynok. 
There are occasional examples of purely synonymic definitions: 
pe°&no&uca: "Pereleska"; 
ru-g I it I s j a: II s trui t I s j a II • 
Iefinitions of this kind are also open to the sarre general criticism 
as those of the second kind, except that their purpos e is more clearly 
oriented away £ran semantic analysis and tCM?ards simply naming the items 
so defined as lexical variants. This fact virtually precludes the 
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possibility of their fanning part of a circular chain of definitions, 
but not of their heading a sequence of non- primary definitions, as 
happens, for exanple, with petardovyj, ¥lendra, and (partly) kapot. 
Where verbal nouns foJ:JrEd from both :rrembers of an aspectual pair exist, 
there seems to be little to choose between definitions of the second 
and third kinds so far as the "perfective" noun is concerned, for 
example: 
zamazka: "To ¥e, tto zamazyvanie", 
which may be corrpared with 
V pristavka: "Dejstvie po znac. glag . pristavi t 111 
and 
pristavlenie - "Dejstvie po zna-g. glag. pristavljat', pristavit'". 
A corrpletely ananalous treatrrent occurs with nedostavka - "Nedostavlenie 
kuda-libo, komu-libo" - since nedostavlenie "non- delivery" is not an 
entry in the dictionary (it should have been the next entry after 
nedostavka). 
Where a word or a rrearung is restricted in its appearance or 
application to a particular sphere of activity or branch of kncwledge, 
the definition begins with a gloss indicating the nature of the 
restriction. The use of such_ glosses is conditioned by the nature 
and purpose of the system of labelling (see below) . Glosses are used 
with definitions of the first and third kinds, for exa:rrple: 
status-kvo: "V rne¥dunaroonom prave - fakti~skoe ili pravovoe 
polo¥enie, su¥&stvuju~ee ili su¥&stvovav¥ee v kakoj-libo 
opredelennyj maTent" - "In international law - a de facto or 
de jure situation which exists or existed at some particular 
rron-ent; 
pe-gatat' : 11 6. V fotografii - de lat' otpe-gatok s negati va na 
special'noj bumage" - "In photography - make a print fran a 
negative on special paper"; · 
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statut: "2. V nekotoryx stranax Z~adnoj Evropy XIV- XVII vv. -
zakon, pravi tel' stvennoe rasporj azenie ili sbomik zakonov 
gosudarstva" - "In certain countries of Western Europe from 
the fourteenth to the seventeenth centuries - a law, a 
governrrental decree or a collection of the laws of the state" ; 
Pet 'ka: "V russkix naroonyx skazkax i basnjax. To ¥e, ~to 
Petja" - "In Russian folk tales and fables . The sane as Petja"; 
Petja: "V russkix naroonyx skazkax - petux" - "In Russian folk 
tales - a cockerel" . 
Usually the gloss provided at the primary word is regarded as sufficient 
indication of a limitation that may also apply to a derivative defined 
by a definition of the second kind, for example: 
statutnyj: "otnosj~ijsja k statutu" - "relating to a 'statut'"; 
but in cases where it was felt desirable to repeat the gloss a definition 
of the first kind appears instead of ti.11e otherwise expected definition of 
the second kind, for exanple: 
and 
solidamost' : "2. V jurisprudencii - sovrrestnaj a otvetstvennost' " -
"In jurisprudence - joint responsibility" 
solidamyj: "2 . V jurispruden.cii - nesu~ij sovrrestnuju 
s kem-libo otvetstvennost'" - "In jurispruden02 - bearing a joint responsibility with sorrebcx:ly" . 
· 
Adverbs entered at the end of the article for the corresponding 
adjective are generally not provided with separate definitions but are 
sirrply labelled nare~. "adverb", examples being solidarno under solidamyj, 
izrrenni°&ski under izrrenni°&skij, and elegantno under elegantrlyj. This 
practice may be regarded as a natural extension of the principle of 
definitions of the second kind . Occasionally a truncated definition 
of the second kind is provided if it is ne02ssary to specify which rreaning 
of the adjective the rreaning of the adverb corresponds to, for example: 
ekstraordinamo: "Nare~. po 1-mu zna~. " - "adverb corresponding 
to the first rreaning" -- i.e. of ekstraordinamyj. 
Where necessary or appropriate, subentry adverbs may be provided with 
other kinds of defini lions, for example: 
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po-francuzski: "1. Tak, kak vo Francii . . . . 2 . Na francuzskom j azyke" - "1. as is done in France . . . . 2. in French" (under 
francuzski j ) ; 
xuliganski: "Kak svojstvenno xuliganu" - "as is characteristic 
of a hooligan" (under xuliganskij); 
po-xuliganski: "To ¥e, -gto xuliganski" - "the sarre as 'xuliganski '" (also under xuliganskij). · 
The sane three basic kinds of definitions are found in the first 
three volurres of the dictionary (with certain differences in the kinds 
of glosses and labels used) , for exarrple: 
golovastik: "Li-ginka ljag-uXki, °¥aby i drugix zermovcxlnyx" -
"larva of the frog, the toad and other arrphibians" (volurre III, 
colurrn1. 222); 
golovnoj: "1. Otnosjasv-gijsja k golove (v 1-m zna-g.)" - "relating 
'golova' (meaning 1)" (ibidem); 
. glava: "l. To ¥ev -gto golova v 1-m zna~. (v poeti"&skoj i 
stilizovannoj reci)" - "the sane as ' golova' in the first 
meaning (in poetic and stylized spee.ch)" (volurre III, colurm 112) . 
The proportion of d.efini tions of the second . ( grammatical) kind is, 
ccnsiderqbly reduced, havever, by virtue of the deri vational grouping 
system, many words having no definition at all, such as, for exarrple, 
golovonogij, golovoreznyj, _ golovotjapstvo (all in volume III, colurm 226), 
or havi_ng only an abbreviated label to indicate their relationship to 
the primary word, sometimes with differentiation of senses, for exarrple: 
golovu¥ka: "lask. Po 1-mu zna~ .... •Po 2-mu zna~." -
"affectionate. corresponding to the first meaning ... 
•corresponding to the second meaning" (volurre III, column 221) ; 
V golovenka: "urren' s. i lask. " - "diminutive and a ffectionate" (sane location) ; 
golovon' ka: "lask. V prostore~ii i obl." - "affectionate. 
In familiar speech and regional" (same location) . 
Comrent. The classification of definitions used in the above 
description is felt to be a truer one for definitions per se than that 
proposed by Casares - into real, nominal, genetic , teleological, and 
44 
so on - which appears to be a classification of designata, on the 
44 Kasares, pp .174-175. 
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one hand, and a discussion of whether the definition should be 
orientated tcwards the des_ignatum or the denotatum, on the other. 
The difficulty of writing definitions (and the still greater 
difficulties of disti?guishing and determining the rreanings they are 
intended to reflect) makes them an easy prey for the critic; and of 
critics there has been no shortage. Definitions of the second kind 
have been attacked by 0.G. Poroxova, 45 A.P. Evgen'eva, 46 T.V. Zajceva47 
and A.A. Burja&k, 48 chiefly for their failure to distinguish different 
rrearungs. B.A. Serebrennikov has criticized the semantic treatment of 
technical, regional, and "farniliar" words and rreanings. 49 The accuracy 
of definitions of the first kind has been challenged by P.Ja. ~ernyx 
(writing on the first volurre) 50 and by E.A. Zemskaja and I.I. Kovl.-unova 
(on volurres V and VI) ; 51 the last two writers have also criticized t he 
errotive language of certain definitions - those for the second rreanings 
of each of ljubit' and ljubov' "love" (verb and noun respectively) , 52 
for exarrple - and have charged that the dictionary is characterized 
by definitions that are complicated to the point where they cannot be 
45 I.I. Kovtut).ova,"Obsu~denie IV toma rslovarja sovrerreru1ogo russkogo 
literatumogo jazyka'", Voprosy jazykoznanija, 5, 1956, p.105. 
46 Ibid. , p .104 • 
47 Zajceva, I.eksikografi&skij sbornik, II, 1957, p.186. 
48 Burja&k, in Barxudarov et al. (eds.), Problema tolkovanija ••• , p .34. 
49 Zemskaja, Voprosy jazykoznanija, 5, 1956, p.100. 
50 P. Ja. ~ernyx, Revi0,,11 of vol. I of the DM3R (entitled "Slovar' 
sovrerrennogo russkogo li teraturnogo j azyka, Tom 1-j ") , Sovetskaj a kniga, 7,· 1949, p.112. · 
51 Zemskaja and Kovtunova, Voprosy jazykoznanija, 2, 1958, pp .139-l-40 . 52 Ibid. 
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53 ( . h . thi . te ' ti' 54) understood whic, in s wri rs view, is an exaggera on • 
A rrore interesting cormrent from the sarre two writers records their 
condermation of the fact that the definitions of terms relating to a 
number of rroverrents, schools, and theories of Western arts and sciences 
indicate little more than the official disapproval with which these 
things were r _egarded at the time. 55 
The tendentiousness of the dictionary in these areas is certainly 
one of its sadder features - the more so since certain terms, such as 
. gen "gene" and rrendelizm "Mendelian genetics", condermed by it as 
"idealistic" (that is, anti-scientific) are no.-vadays accepted by Soviet 
scientists as fundarrental to their science. 56 
A.P. Vlasto has criticized the a:nission of the scientific nomenclature 
fran the defini lions for the narres of plants and animals, apparently on 
the basis that this would be the only kind of information for which the 
average reader would consult a dictionary article on a well-kncwn narre 
V 57 such as lartdys "lily of the valley". This position seems to be 
generally supported by Western lexicographers58 but is rejected by 
Soviet lexicographers on the_ grounds that such distinctly scientific 
53 Ibid. 
54 For instance, of the four exarrples cited from volume V in support 
of this charge - v __ kavy-gkax, krug v dokazatel' stve (col. 1711) , klepsidra, ·and kli¥e - only the first has a definition that is 
in any way obscure, and this is because it is defined as if it 
were an adjective, whereas a formula of the type"used to indicate 
••• " (upotrebljaetsja dlja obozna-genija ••• ) would probably have been more appropriate; the other three definitions oould be irrproved by changes in word order or punctuation but are in any case perfectly intelligible. 
55 Z k . d - ,,-r4--. 
' k . . 2 1958 136 138 ems aJa an Kov L.unova, Voprosy Jazy ozrianiJa, , , pp. - • 56 Cf. N.P. Dubinin, "Genetika", in Keldyi et al. (eds.), ·oktjabr' i V . 2 naucnyJ progress, II, 60. 
57 A.P. Vlasto, "Russian studies: language", The year's work in :rrodem language studies, XXVII (1965), Leeds, The Moo.em Humanities Research Association, 1966, pp.634-635 ("Dictionaries and lexicography"). 58 Stavrou, p.28; Taylor, "The problems of the definer", in Wilson 
et al. (eds.), Harbrace guide to dictionaries, p.122. 
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tenninology has little to do with the standard language 59 or is 
encyclopedic. 60 r-evertheless the use of the latinate norrenclature for 
flora and fauna is not unknavn in Soviet bilingual lexicography (it is 
used, for example, in the Chinese-Russian dictionary edited by 
V . 61 d th . di . di d 1 • I.M. 0sanin an e Ge:rrn.an-Russian ctiona:ry e te oy A. A. Leping 
and N.P. Straxova62); and it is primarily for the purposes of constructing 
bilingual dictionaries that the scientific ncrrenclature would be useful 
lll a rronolingual dictiona:ry. 
Soviet lexicographers make a distinction between philological and 
1 di a f . · · 63 d tend t a te th · 1 · f encyc ope c e initions an o epreca e inc usion o 
1 di a f . . . . 1 di . . 64 encyc ope c e initions in genera ctionaries. The difficulty 
of drawing such a distinction is well kncwn; 65 but the terms in which 
it is frequently described - narrely, that encyclopedias describe objects 
whereas dictionaries describe the rreanings of words66 -, useful though 
they may be for distinguishing encyclopedias fran dictionaries, are, in 
this writer's opinion, unsatisfacto:ry when applied to dictiona:ry 
definitions in isolation because most dictionary definitions do in fact 
59 
m5erba, · ••• izbrannye raboty ~ •• , p. 68. 
60 Evgen'eva, in Barxudarov et al (eds.), Problema tolkovanija -~ •• , p .15. 
61 Kitajsko-russkij slovar', Moscav, Gos. izd-vo inostr. i nae. slovarej, 
1952; examples are (p. 777) : " ~ i!, xuanljfui' bot. • • • (Coptis japonica) "; 
11 
"t ~ xuansu zool. • • • (Chinchilla lanigera) .. -. -
62 Nerred<o-russkij slovar', 2nd ed., MoscON, Gos. izd-vo inostr. i nae. 
slovarej, 1962, I, 8. 
63 D."\1SR, vol. I, p.iii. 
64 Stupin, pp.12-13; P.K. Dale, "0 kratkix i podrobnyx BPredelenijax 
zna"8"enij slov v slovarjax filologi~skogo i enciklopediceskogo tipov", 
in Barxudarov et al. (eds.), Problema tolkovanija ~ •. , pp .153-154. 
65 JaITes Sledd, "The lexicographer's uneasy chair", in Gray (ed.) , 
ords , words , and words about dictionaries, p .117; Dale, in Barxudarov 
et al. (eds.), Problema tolkovanija ••. , p.153. 
66 Adler, in Gray (ed.) , Words, words, ~ .• , p . 60 ; Stupin, p .13. 
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describe the objects (in the widest sense) to which the words may refer, 
or at least the salient features of those objects. The lexicographer 
tries "to s_uggest, within the available space, as many aspects of the 
~g defined as will recall it to the reader or will allav him to form 
. de f . . hi . d 1167 an 1 a o it in s nun • The altemati ves explicit in this staterrent 
may imply a choice for the lexicographer as to whether his definitions -
or any particular definition - should be "concept-recalling" or "concept-
fonni!1,g"; and the latter will tend to be rrore detailed, 9r "encyclopedic", 
than the fonner. The "Instructions to Conpilers1168 for the DMSR takes 
this into account in allowipg explanatory notes to be added to definitions 
where necessary. And no review has been found in which the dictionary as 
a whole is accused of encyclopedism. 
Finally, the writer I.ev Uspenskij 69 has praised the DMSR for the 
simplicity of its definitions. 
4.2. 3. Stylistic labels. 
The dictionary en-ploys a sinple system of restrictive labels whose 
function is regarded as primarily stylistic. 70 The principal categories 
chosen are, on the synchronic plane "collmi,i al" "familiar" "technical" , '""'1~ , . , . , 
and "regional", and on the diachronic plane - "obsolete" (the labels 
-
beipg, respectively; ·razg. ~ ·prostore~. ~ ·spec.~ ·obl., ?ffid ·ustar.). (Exarrples 
of the use of each of these labels have been_ given above with the descrip-
tion of definitions of the third kind. ) To these may be added the minor 
cai::8go:ry of "foJk-poetic" (narodno-p~t.), for exarrple: 
· · stekol' ~aty~: · "Razg. i ·narodrt~poot. ,, • 
67 David B. Guralnik, "Connotation in dictionary definition", in Wilson 
et al. (eds.), Harbrace guide to ·dictionaries, p.124. 
68 
·rnstrukcija ·dlja sostavlertii ·~ •• , ·Po 31 (para. 19); the "IntroductionJI 
(Vvedenie) to this work also allavs encyclopedic definitions for technical 
tenninology (ibid., p.5). 
69 u ki. . . spens J, LiteratumaJa gazeta, March 18, 1970, p.7o 
7o I truk . . dl . 1 ' . ns ciJa Ja sostav eniJa ••• , p. 40 (para. 1). 
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Where it is desired to specify the connotation of a word or meaning 
more precisely the following labels are superirrposed on the basic system: 
· ·¥utl. "jocular", ·prenebr. or ·prertebre¥. , or occasionally ·Urti-gi¥. , 
"contemptuous" ·branno "abusive" and ·iron. "ironic". Examples are: I . I . 
· ·¥raprtel': "2~ ·prastore-g~ -· ¥utl."; 
· ·¥arkotrtja: ·11 Prostorei'.5~ ·prenebr •. "; 
·¥antrapa: "Prostore-g.-,· Prenebre¥."; 
· ·¥koljar: , "Ustar. i ·razg. · ••• 2~ ·um-gi¥. !'; 
· ·¥kurexa: "Grtlbo ·prostorec~ ,· Branno"; 
·¥i¥ka: "Prostore~~ ·rron." 
Further restrictive and connotational informa.tion is found in sorre 
definitions and in the_ glosses to definitions, for example: 
· · ¥pak: "V dorevoljucionnorn voennan ¥argone - prezri tel' noe 
nazvanie ¥tatskogo °&loveka" - "In pre-revolutionary arrey-
slang - contemp.tuous way of referring to a civilian"; 
·¥paler: "V ¥argone ugolovnikov - " - "In unde:rwor ld slang - " , 
particularly in definitions of pejorative and a ffectionate derivatives, 
· ·¥ineli¥ka: · "Razg. Uni~i¥. k ¥inel'"; 
· ·¥irtel 'ka: · "Razg. Urren' ¥.-lask. k ¥inel' ". 
A slightly different principle is adopted for labelling multiword 
lexical uni ts and phraseological materiai. Since the 9-reater part of 
such material is considered to be characteristic of the spoken language 
only, 71 the label ·razg. is not used. 72 This procedure would be all very 
well if neutral and "bookish" phrases such as ·postavit' ·to&u ·naa/ i7~ had 
been specially labelled. 
In the first three volumes a more diffuse system is used. Instead 
of the single label ·spec. there is a variety of labels referring words 
and ireanings to various f i elds of humar1 endeavour f such as . telm. I 
"8!1ginee~ing"; ·rred. , "iredicine"; ·rrcrsk. "rnari tirre, naval, etc."; 
71 Ibid., p.44 (para.9). 
72 Phrases labelled razg. under fufu (vol. XVI) are exceptions o 
73 
~scribed as "booki.sh" in ·rrtstrukcija ·dlja ·sostavlenija,· ~ •• , 1 p . 47 (para. 4). 
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zool., "zoology", rnuz. "music", · fiz. "physics", and the like. Examples 
of words so labelled are: voooiz:rreri tel' "water-rreter"; ·vodooojazn' , 
"hydrophobia", yaxta "watch", Vcrloplavajus"3ij "swinmi:ng (bird) ", . 
do "doh", yatt , "watt". Sane attenpt was made to distinguish "archaic" 
£ran "obsolete" , for example: 
_, 
· · vkupe : "Star. . i . Sutl. " - . "Armai c . and jocular" , 
as _against 
·vkrute: ·11ustar., y prostore~ii i ·obl." - ·11obsolete, · in familiar 
speech and ·regiortal". 
This last example also shaivs that the restriction "familiar" was noted by 
~ gloss rather than a label. Similarly,. glosses were used for "bookish" 
non-technical words, for examp_le: 
· ·vla.dy(;i_ca, (volurre II, oolu:mn 434) .: · "Ustar. , (Upotr. 
preirrn.i¥~stvenno v kri.i¥nom i p~ti&skom j azyke) " - 1 
·"obsolete (chiefly used in bookish and pretic lc3!19U:age) ". 
· Canrtent. , There is ample testirrony to the difficulties of stylistic 
characterization.; 74 and the emb:ryonic state of investigations in this 
field for Russian has been admitted, 75 the DJYER itself providing el<XIUent 
evidence of the latter fact in what appears to be a change of heart that 
took place between volurres XI and 20J with regard to th~ precise s_ignificance 
of the label "coll(XJUial11 • 76 It is hardly surprising, then, that the 
... . ... .. 
I , f f 
74 Cf.: ~imanskaja, in Iz opyta ·prepooavanija,· russkogo 'jazyka,·nerusskim, , 
••• , vyp. 2 , p .183; "Ot redakcii" ; I.eksikograficeski j , · sbomik ·, I , 195 7, 
p.6; Kasares, pp.136-138, 280-281; Bulaxovskij; ·vvedertie ·v ,· jazykoznartie -, , 
II, 146; Philip B. Gove, "To the editors of 'The New York Tines'", .j.n 
Gray (ed.) ; ·~ords, words; .. ~ •• , , Po 81; Austin Cp [X)bbins, "The language 
of the cultivated", in Wilson et al. (eds.); ·Harbrace 'guide ,· t0 , ·, · 
dictiortaries, · pp.142-144. 
75 F.Po Filin, ~'Nauka o russkom ja%ke"; ·RliSskij ,'jazyk: zar' rube¥otn, , ~, . 
1970, p.66; I.N.· ~leva, "Stilisticeskie sdvigi v leksike sovrerrennogo 
russkogo li teratumogo j azyka (po materialam pis' rrennyx istofuikov f 
tolko'vyx slovarej) 11 · , in ·No~ ·sovrerrertrtogo ·russkog-o ·literatumogo,, 
slovoupotreblertija, ~oscx:w-I.eningrad, Nauka, 1966, p.:24. 
76 The editorial to volurre XI (p.iv) classes "coll(XJUial" as nonstandard 
(nenonnati "Vrlyj) : but a l(X)se card inserted in volurre 20J enquires whether 
the consulter regards the "coll(XJUial" label as a prohibition or as a 
reccmrendation ·to use the word in conversation. 
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. , 77 , dictionary has been criticized for inaccurate labelli:ng. A.P. E:vgen eva 
has chall8:11ged the use of the si:ngle label ·spec. , as an alternative to 
separate labels for the various disciplines on tlle_ grounds that the 
procedure: involves longer definitions; is _against all lexi~ographic 
tradition; and - if the discipline is not sh0tvn- does not enable the 
consulter to jD:dge the relative abstruseness of the term, sane disciplines 
being more abstruse than other~ o 78 The last of these objections is the· 
only C:O<Jent one · (for a l~ge dictionary) insofar as it relates to the 
stylistic value of the label - -although its validity de}?ell.ds upon the 
extent to which the abstruseness of a discipline correlates with the 
abstruseness of its tenninology. 
In an early article V.V. Vinogradov criticized the dictionary for 
avoidi_ng any treatrrent of historical stylistics. 79 Later Vin_ogradov 
realized the historical implications of the double labels and attacked 
them for their arrbiguity. 80 E.A. Zemskaja and I.I.· Kovtunova have 
criticized the sparseness of the labelling in volune V and called for 
. 81 
rrore double and even triple labels. Ju.s. Sorokin has pointed out 
the ambiguity inherent in the label ·ustar. , (obsolete, obsolesCEnt, or 
archaic) and has criticized the dropping of the label ·krtl.¥n. , "bookish", 
which would have fo:r:ned a suitable counterpoise to ·:taz;. ~2 s ·.I·. o¥egov 
has advocated the abandoning of any atterrpt at stylistic characterization 
I I f f f ( 
77
' By: ~leva, in ·Norrey- · ~ ~ ~ : slovoupot:teblenija, , pp. 30-32'; Vinogradov, 
Voprosy'jazykoznart.ija, 9, 1966, p.22; . A.M. Babkin, "Leksikografi'&skie 
zarretki"; ·voprosy'jazykoznanija·, 2, 1955, p.95. 
78 A.P. Evgen'eva, "O nekoto:ryx leksikografi'&skix voprosax, svjazannyx 
s izdaniem bol1 ¥ogo Slovarja sovrerrennogo russkogo literatumogo jazyka 
AN" SSSR, µ1 Lek.s.ikograficeskij ,· soorrtik, II, Mos·ccw, In-t1 j azykoznanij a 
AN" SSSR, ~957, p.174. 
· 
79 v· a · k · · 5 1956 92 ~ogra ov; ·yoprosy ·jazy ·oznaru:.Ja, ,. , , p •• 
80 Vinogradov; ·voprosy 'jazykozn·anija, 9, 1966, pp.;6-7. 
81 Zemskaja and Kovtunova; ·voprosy ·jazykozrtartija, , 2, ~958, p.136. 
82
. Ju.s. Sorokin, "O normativno-stilisti'&skom slovare sovrerrennogo 
russkogo jazyka"; ·yoprosy'jacykoznartija, 5, 1967, p.30. · 
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ll1 a large Academy dictionary because of the carplications engendered 
· · 1 ti' of such a dicti'onary. 83184 by the historica perspec ve 
4.2.4. Illustrative material. 
The general principle follCNved by the dictionary is to give b.vo or 
three quotations taken frorn actual published speech for each subrreaning 
it distinguishes and for each syntactical, typical, and phraseological 
combination it records. The quantity of illustrative material given 
for kazat'sja (see 4.1.4 above) is quite typical. The notable exceptions 
are rare words and technical terms, which are either not illustrated at 
all (for example epifora "epiphora", erg "erg") or are simply provided 
with phrases made up by the corrpilers, for example: 
erozijnyj: "Erozijnyj process" - "erosion process"; 
• 
epoletnyj: "Epoletnaja baxrana" - "epaulette fringe". 
JY".1ade-up phrases may also be inserted before the regular quotations ll1 
order to provide fuller illustration; for exanple the quotations for 
zadiranie "breaking" and platinovyj "of platinum" are preceded, 
respectively, by the follaving phrases: 
Pri tupom rubanke proizxodit zadiranie volokon ·dereva -
"with a blunt plane breaking of the wood fibres occurs"; 
Brillianty v platinovoj ·oprave - "gems in a platinum 
setting". 
Sorretirres the made-up phrases inserted in this fashion are close to 
being multiword lexical units; for example the illustrative material 
for the first meaning of ugol' "coal" opens with such i terns as karrennyj 
ugol' "mineral coal" and drevesnyj ugol' "wood charcoal" • 
83 
o¥egov, Voprosy jazykoznanija, 2, 1952, p.102. 
84 On the rapidity with which the stylistic qualifications of words change 
cf.: ~anskij, Leksikologija ••• , pp.114-115; Srreleva, in No:rIT¥ ••• 
slovoupotreblenija, pp.24-42; Orsag, in Leksikografi~eskij sbomik, V, 1962, p.153; Valgina et al., s·ovrerrennyj russkij jazyk, p.56; Sazonova, 
Leksika i frazeologija ••• , pp.120-123; Bergen Evans, "But what's a dictionary for?", in Wilson et al. (eds.), Hamrace guide to dictionaries, p.202. 
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Quotations are given in the fo:r:m of full grarnrratical sentences with 
emissions of inessential material and additions of explanatory matter 
(in square brackets) where appropriate; and the quotation may constitute 
a single sentence or several sentences. Exanples shewing these features, 
as well as indicating the range of typical lengths of quotations, are: 
epoleta (variant of epolet "epaulette") : "[Anatol'] byl teper' 
v ad"jutantskan mundire s odnoj ·epoletoj ·i aksel'barttan" -
"[Anatole] was new wearing the unifo:r:m of an adjutant with a 
single epaulette and a shoulder-knot") ; 
epi-geskij "epic" (Ireaning 1, second subireaning) :"Epi'&skanu 
stixotvorcu nadobrio vse ispytat', •• podobrto ·'ras~u ·..;. ·1jubit1 
i stradat' vsem serdcem, podobno Kartl0ensu ·...;. ·srafat1s'a za 
ote estvo" - "The epic poet must experience everything, •• like 
Tasso he must love and suffer with all his heart; like Cam:Ses 
he must fight for his country"; 
(sane location) : ":Mnogo govorili oT~nastQj~em ·russkom ·stixe. 
A.X. Vostokov o~edelil egoT~s ·bol '~oj ·u&nostiju ·i ·smetlivostiju. , 
Verojatno, budus6ij na.¥ epiceskij·: poet izberet ·ego i ·sdelaet 
·narodnym" . - "There was a good deal of taJk about what constituted 
real Russian verse. A.X. Vostokov gave a most scholarly and 
sagacious definition for it. It seems likely that our budding 
epic poet will take it and develop it into a national fo:r:m"'; · 
(sarre location, third subireaning): ·11 r ·vat rta'8'alas' QeSprimgrna.ja , 
· ·v istorii epi'8'eskaja bor'ba gorsti ·srrelyx ljudej ·s ·fudovi~1:em , 
[sarroder~aviem]" - "And so there began the epic struggle - a 
struggle without parallel in the history of mankind - of a 
han.dful of brave men .against the monster [ t.he autocracy] ". 
As the above exanples shew, quotations usually shew the entry word 
in an ordinary context to which it contributes its share of rreaning. 
Sorretiires, hewever, - particularly for words of a te:r:minological flavour -
a quotation is chosen which functions very much as an extension of the 
definition rather than as an illustration of rreaning; for exanple: 
• 
~poxa · "epoch" (rreaning 2 - "in geology"): ":e;ra delitsja na 
periody, periody - na epoxi, · epoxi ._ · rta ·veka , · Pol 1 zuj as 1 
raznyrni okarrenelostjami, ·9eola9i sostaVili ·o&m' ·podrobnuju 
xrortologiju Zemli" - "An era is divided into periods, periods 
into epochs, epochs into ages. By making use of various fossils, 
. geologists have ccmpiled a detailed chronology of the Earth". 
This can be carried to extrerres, as it is for the pronoun nikotoryj , "Not 
one", for which the material introduced in the guise of a quotation is 
not in the remotest sense illustrative, narrely: 
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1. SlovQ - nikotoryj ne zna~it ni j;ot, ni drugoj; ono mo¥et 
etQ zna6it' tol 'ko toqda, kogda rei¾' idet o dvux, a nikotoryj 
rrozgt otnosit' sja kHkakanu ugodno tislu. 2. Nikotoryj ne 
zn§!ci t nikakoj , znafun,ie - nikoto:ryj est' zrtafunie ne , 
ka6estvennoe, no kolicestvennoe - "l'. The word ·rtlkotoryj 
does not rrean 'neither one nor the other' - it can only 
rrean that when two things form the subject of discourse; 
otherwise nikotoryj rray refer to any number of tilings. 
2. Nikotoryj , does not have the sane meaning as nikakoj; 
the meaning of nikotoryj is not qualitative, but quantitative". 
Verse quotations may be used for words typically found in poetry 
or to indicate (variant) stress position, for exarrple: 
• • Eros/Erot "Eros": "Odna u sonnyx vod, V lesax ona tai tsja, 
Is neju tam Erot" - "Alone by sleepy waters And in the 
wcxxis she hides, And with her there is Eros" ; 
rninut' (meaning 1 "pass by"): "Igraj ¥e s slabymi ~erdcarni. 
No znaj: pitcnec jasnyx dum Tebja rninet, sverknuv Ocarni" -
"So, play with feeble hearts. But kn0t1: The foster-child of 
lirrpid thoughts Will pass you by with flashing eyes" -
non-preferred variant stress (rnin~t) , 
which is foll0t1ed by: 
(sarre location) : "Ty mine¥' more goluboo, V morj a zelenye 
vojde¥1 " - "The blue sea thou wilt leave behind And into 
green seas thou wilt enter" - standard stress (mfrte¥1 ). 
Where several quotations occur in the sane place in the dictionary 
they are arranged in chronological order; for exarrple the basic rreaning 
of ¥&1ka "chink, crack" is illustrated by quotations from N. V. Gogol', 
M.E. Saltykov (N. ~edrin), and I.A. Bunin, in that order. Volurres X[ 
to XVII, h0t1ever, differ slightly from the earlier volurres in that 
quotations containing non-preferred variants are placed after the 
quotations for the standard forms, from which they are separated by 
the relevant variant preceded by a white rectangle. Examples are to 
be found for the form.s prolub' (labelled "obsolete and familiar") and 
&nnarka (labelled "regional") - also &rnerka (not labelled) - under 
prorub' "ice-hole" and &rrarka "kind of jacket", respectively. 
A full description of the sources of quotations for the dictionary 
is beyond the scope of this discussion. Generally, any publication in 
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Russian that is officially available for mass consurrption within the 
Soviet Union, with the exception of newspapers, magazines, and similar 
ephemera, is eligible for quotation. The list includes both works of 
fiction by the greater and lesser professional creative writers of the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries (novelists, poets, playwrights, and 
so forth) and non-fictional i terns such as textbooks, letters (not 
necessarily by professional writers), popular science books, political 
and philosophical tracts -(including translated material - chiefly, and 
probably exclusively, that of Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels) , . govemrrent 
decrees, and the like. E~les of these various categories (follcwed 
by a word in the dictionary under which such an example may be found, in 
parentheses) are: creative writers - L.N. Tolstoj, S.T. Aksakov, 
I. S. ~genev, A. S. Griboedov, M. S. Zverev ( all under pr.irrtanka) , 
I.I. La.¥°e&ikov, V.K. Ketlinskaja (under pr.imart~ivyj), A.S. Pu.¥kin 
(:~ros); A.A. Blok, S.A. Esenin (prirrectat'sja), v.v. iY".Lajakovskij 
(zlobodnevnost'), A.N. Ostrovskij (prirremyj); critics - V.G. Belinskij 
(prirreritel'nyj), A.I. Gercen (prirnirjat'), v.v. E:rmilov (prirniritel'); 
textbooks - "Betextin. Kurs rnineral_ogii" 85 · (pr.imazka) ; letters -
P.I. ~ajkovskij (primadonna), A.S. Pu.¥kin, A.N. Ostrovskij (primolkat'), 
A.P. &xov (karnaval); popular science - "Ivanov. Do~ogi k zvezdam" 
(reflektor) , "V. Aleksandrov, Aeroplany" (1. kapot) ; political, etc. -
Ienin, Marx (kapital), Engels · (materializm), Stalin (zver'e), "KPSS v 
rezoljucijax" (primiren"&stvo), "Rezoljucija XX s"ezda KPSS po ot~. 
dokladu CK KPSS" (kapitalisti"&skij), "Direktivy XX s"ezda KPSS po 
¥estomu pjatiletn. planu •• na 1956-1960 gody" · (kapital 'nye vlo¥enija 
under kapi tal' nyj) , "Kr. bi_ogr. V. I. Lenina" (prinadle¥at' ) • Fran the 
85 As cited (less chapter reference) in the DM3R: it has not been 
crnsid.ered necessary to discover the precise bibliographical details of the work. The sarre applies to other matter enclosed within quotation marks in this paragraph. 
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above list it is evident that no distinction is made between writers 
living at the tirre of publication (M.S. Zverev, V.K. Ketlinskaja, and 
others) and those long since dead (L.N. Tolstoj, A.S. Griboedov, and 
many others); nor are writers of the wrong political colour necessarily 
excluded, such as F.M. Dostoevskij (prirremo) and B.K. Zajcev 
(kapkovyj ) • 86 
The quotations ill the first three volurres of the dictionary are 
selected on much the sarre basis, except that material from newspapers 
and magazines is used, for exanple quotations from Pravda appear under 
aercrlrom (volurre I), vnezapnost' . (volurre II, column 468), and from 
Pravda and Bol' ~evik under ·dennkratija (volurre III, colurnn 691), and 
e_ighteenth century writers are quoted, such as A.D. Kantemir (blagorodie, 
volurre I, column 4911 M.V. I.orronosov (Velelepyj, volurre II, column 135) 
and D.I. Fonvizin (delikamyj, volurre III, column 671); the early volurres 
are also distinguished by a relatively high proportion of material written 
by and about I.V. Stalin (for exanple, under vo¥d 1 , vosstanavlivat', 
vosstanovlenie, gospodstvo ,_ gosudarstvo, GPU,_ · grarnrnatika·, grammaticeski j, 
gran, deklarativnyj, deklaracija, and demokratija). The arrangerrent of 
quotations follONs a reverse chronol~gical order in the first three 
volurres, for example, (under davat' , volurre III, column 517, after the 
first black rhcrobus) B.N. Polevoj, A.P. &xov, and I.A. K:rylov are quoted 
in that order; quotations from political leaders, hcwever, precede later 
materials, for exanple, (under dek.abr') V.I. Lenin, B.N. Polevoj, (and 
I.A. Gon&rov) are quoted in that order. (That this latter principle 
86 The full citation in the DM3R is: "Zajcev i Skul'skij, V dalek.. gavani". Confirmation that the first author is B.K. Zajcev was obtained from Dizionaro universale della letteratura conterrporanea, IV, Verona, Arnoldo Mondadori Editore, 1962, p.1218. · V dalek.oj ·gavani was published in Moscnv in 1954 (ibid.). 
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was abandoned in later volurnes may be seen £ran the exarrple of 
revoljucionarizm, where A.I. Gercen is quoted before V.I. Lenin.) 
Citations for quotations are given with different degrees of 
detail in different parts of the dictionaJ:Y. In volurnes IV to IX 
inclusive, citations are_ generally limited to author and title, 
the reason given for this being that further detail would burden the 
· 1 87 text unnecessari y. The decision may also have been influenced, 
ho.vever, by the tendency of chapter and scene numbers in the long 
continuous par_agraphs of the first three volurnes to obscure the 
distinctiveness of the (semi-bold) rreaning numbers and thus to irrpede 
the consulter in his efforts to obtain a conspectus of the article. 
That this difficulty would have disappeared anyway with the more 
sensible arrangerrent adopted £ran volurre IV onwards must have been 
realized later, because nore detailed citations are found in volurnes X 
to XVII, though in a briefer, nore conventionalized fonn than those in 
the first three volumes. These differences may be exerrplified by the 
follo.ving three references to M.A. goloxov' s ·Tixij ,·Don ("And quiet 
£lo.vs the Don"): (under ·vixrit 1·sja, volurre II, column 403): 
E3olox. Tixij Don, kn. I, -g_ III, gl; 8; 
(peIVorodnyj , volurre IX) : 
golox. Tix. Don; 
(pobi vat' , volurre X). 
E3olox. Tix. Don, II, 15. 
Exceptional are citations to standard edi lions of works of political 
irrportance, which are_ given throughout the dictionaJ:Y to the page, for 
exarrple: · (denbkrati&skij, volurne III, column 691) : 
Molotov, Tridcatiletie Vel. 0kt. soc. revol. , s. 26; 
87 DMSR, vol. IV, p.Vl. 
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(karmunisti°&skij, volurre V, colurrn 1248) : 
Lenin, t. 27, s. 103, 
Kirov, St. i re~i 1934, s. 50, 
50 let KPSS, s. 24; 
(revoljucija, voll..lIIE XII, column 1098) : 
Polit. ~onomija, s. 275, 
Dokum. sove~. predstavitelej kornm. 1 rabo-g. partij, s. 18, 
Kr. bi_ogr. V.I. I.enina, s. 172. 
Camrent. , The most frequent criticisms of the quotations are that 
88 89 there are too many and that they are generally too long. It is true 
that exceptionally long quotations are characteristic for political 
terminology, for exarrple: 
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· kapital: ".· .·kapital - eto ne ve~' ~ a opredelenrtoe; ·· R-q¥gestverm.oe ·, 
·prinadle¥ahl5~e · oprede1ennoj · · istori&skoj , · fo:tmacii · · ob$~Stva, 
proizvodstvenrtoe ·otrto¥ertie; ,.kotoroe . redstavlerio ·v ·vesci ,' i , ridaet, ' 
· etoj ·vesci specificeskij obs ·stveririyj ·xarakter~ ,. Kapital rte , est-' , , 
· ·surrroa rnateria)/nyx ·i proizvederiri)?t ·sredstv ·proizvoostva~ ,· ,·Kopital , -
eto ·prevrati~iesja v ·kapital ·$redstva· proizvoostva,; ,·kotorye , sami 
· ·po sebe ·tak ie :he Slit' kapitar; 'kak · zoloto ·ili ·serebro sarni ·po 
· · sebe rte · slit' ·den' gi" · - " •• capital is not a concrete thing, but 
a particular, social relationship of production belonging to a 
particular historical formation of society - a relation.ship that 
is represented by a concrete thing .and irrparts to that concrete 
thing a specific social characte·r. Capital is not the sum of the 
material and the manufactured rreans of production. Capital is 
the rreans of production that have been transfonred into capital, 
but which, of themselves, no more constitute capital than do gold 
and silver, of themselves, constitute money" · 
anneksija: "Pod anrtek.siej ili zaxvatom ·&¥ix · zerrel' pravi tel' stva [Sovetskoe] ·poriir[Jflet ·soobrazrio · pravovbmli sozrtariij-q·· derrokratii 
voob~ i trudj~ixsja klassov v osobenrtosti ·vsjakoe 'I):tisoedirtenie 
k 'bol'sami ili sil'ncmu goslidar?.tvu maloj ·11i ·slabo~ ·narodnosti bez 
·to'&io; jasrto i dobrovol'no -vyra~ertrtago ·soglasija ·i ·ielanija etoj , 
·narodnosti, nezavisimo ot ·· togo; kogda ·eto ·nasil' stvertrtoe prisoedinenie 
soverseno; nezavisimo takze ot togo; · naskol' ko razvi toj · ili · otstaloj 
Goreckij, Izvestija ·AN SSSR: ·oIJa, VIII, 4, 1949, p.386 (on voll..lIIE I 
of the DMSR); Evgen'eva, in Leksikografi~skij sborrtik, II, 1957, p.177. 
89 Go cki' ' , I re J; IzvestiJa ·AN ·ssSR: ·owa, VIII, 4, 1949, p.386; Evgen eva, 
in LeksikOgrafi&skij ·· stomik, II, 1957, p.177; Vlasto, in ·The ·year's , 
work ••• , XXVII (1965), 1966, p.634. 
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javl · aets · a nasil' stvenno prisredinjaernaja ili ·nasil' stvenno 
uder · vaemaja v granicax danncgo gosudarstva nacija. · ·Nezavisimo, 
nak<?1:ecV, ot togo, V Evrope i~ V dalekix . za<?keariSk.ixr Str~ax,· eta 
naciJa zivet" - "By 'annexation', or the seizure of foreign lands, 
the [Soviet] Governrrent understands, in confonnity with the legal 
consciousness of derrocracy in general and of the toiling clas.ses 
in particular, any appropriation of a small or weak nation to a 
large or pa.verful state without the precisely, clearly and freely 
expressed consent and desire of such nation and without regard to 
the tine when such forced appropriation is effected or to the 
degree to which the nation that is being appropriated by force 
or detained within the borders of the ·said state by force is 
well developed or underdeveloped, and, finally, without regard 
to whether such nation be living in Europe or in distant countries 
beyond the oceans". 
But in general, and nore particularly in the later volurres of the 
dictionary, the length and the quantity of the quotations seems to be 
in keep~g with the stated aim90 of providing not only illustration but 
also justification of the serrantic and stylistic information smimarized 
in the dictionary text. Moreover excessive length in quotations is less 
f th . b . 91 o a vice an excessive revity. 
T.V. Zajceva discusses sone disputable quotations_ given under ve:r:bs 
havi!)-g the prefix za-. 92 Individual mismatches can be found - for example 
trillion is defined as "~islo, ravnre tysja°3e rnilliardov", that is, 
1012 , whereas the first quotation equates 1015 tons with sixty trillion 
poods, giving a value of 1015 for ·trillion. ?3 There are a few quotations 
that contain words not listed and defined in the dictionary, such as 
the word ftizis "phthisis", for example, which occurs in the first 
quotation under erotizm. But individual cxldi ties such as these detract 
90 S I truk . . dl . 1 . . ( ee ns ciJa Ja sostav eniJa ••• , pp.51-52 para. 2). 
91 Cf. Sledd and Kolb, Dr Johnson's "Dictionary" : · ••• , p. 42. 
92 Zajceva, in Leksikcgrafi°3eskij sbornik, II, 1957, pp.183-185. 
93 . 12 A value wat belo!)-gS neither to the French ( 10 ) nor to the 
British ( 10 ) sys tern for naming large nurrbers ; 1 ton equals 6 2 pocx:1s 
(A. Aleksandrov, Po1nyj russko-anglijskij ·s1ovar 1 , 5th rev. ed., 
Petrcgrad, Vrennaja Tipografija Inperatricy Ekateriny Velikoj, 
1915., p. 6 89) • . 
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but little from the richness of docurrentation that is a principal 
f . di . 94 feature o this ctionary. 
Tne made-up phrases (in volurres IV-VI) have been attacked as being 
unnecessary, 95 valueless, 96 and illiterate. 97 And in the later volurres 
there is an observably greater freedan in entering certain classes of 
derivatives without illustration: conpare, for exarrple; ·zapuxartie, , 
zapu~it', zapu~it'sja (but ·zapy¥it'sja, without illustration) in volurre IV 
with ·perebeljat' sja; perebesedovat' ,; ,. perebirttovyv-artie , (but ·perebi~ik, , 
illustrated) in volurre IX. Moreover it is asserted that made-up phrases 
in later volumes are adapted from existi:ri-g quotations and used in cases 
(such as technical terns , for exarnple} where the full quotation would be 
• • .i- 98 inapproprial..e. 
(Pictorial illustration is not resorted ro, except for certain 
punctuation marks, such as to&a "full stop" and .tire "dash", but not 
for zapjataja, !'ccrnma".) 
4.2.5. Historical information. 
Apa_r:t from the label ·ustar. "obsolete" and the glosses and other 
indications within definitions shewing when the thing d~oted by a word 
was a living reality, for example: 
·provincija "province": "1. V D:tevnem Rime II ... - "In An ' t n, II II 2 • • cien .['\,are - • • • , . • • • • v Rossii XVIII II v. . . . -II • • h-'- th • II • • • in e_ig L.een century Russia • • • , 
94 Cf.: Eikobava, in Leksikografi&skij ·sborrtik ·, · I, 1957, p .66; Uspenskij, Literaturrtaja gazeta, March 18, 1970, p. 7; Kovtun, in Axmanova et al. (eds.), Sovrerrennaja ·russkaja leksikologija, p .6. 95 In Zemskaja and Kovtunova; ·voprosy 'jazykoznartija, , 2, ;l.958, p. 136; cf. also Zeniskaja; ·voprosy'jacykozrtartija, 5, 1956, p.99. 96 In Zajceva, in ·I.eksikografi'&skij sbomik, , II, 1957, p. 187. 97 In Evgen 'eva, in I.eksikografi&skij ·sborrtik ·, · II, 1957, pp.172-173; cf. also Kovtunova, Voprosy 'jazykozrtartija, 5, 1956, p.104. 98 In Instruk.cija dlja sostavlenija ·~ •• , p .56 (para. 6, note). 
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the dictionary also_ gives, in the reference section at the end of the 
article, a skeleton history of the word in the Russian lan~age by 
citing various earlier dictionaries in which the word is recorded 
together with the recorded fonn. These citations are chosen in such 
a way as to shew the earliest dictionary (the oldest used being that 
of Pamva Berynda, 1627) in which the word appears at all, the first to 
shew its pronunciation, and then the first to record any subsequent 
changes in orth_ography or pronunciation (that _is, stress position). 
This strictly chronological list is preceded where possible by a 
reference to I.I. Sreznevskij 's Materialy dlja ·s1ovarja ·arevrterusskogo 
j azyka po pis 'nennym pamj atnikam . ( 189 3-1912) ( "Materials for a 
dictionary of Old Russian based on the written monuments"), to indicate 
the presence of the word in Old Russian texts. Exarrples (not repro-
ducing the spaced type of the quoted fonns) are: 
· ·pud: "Sreznevskij: pud"; Berynda, Leks. 1627: pud""; 
· ·pudovoj/pu.doVyj ·: "Sreznevskij: pudovyi; Nordstet, Slav. 1782: 
pudovyj ·; Dal' , S lov. : pud6vyj , pudovoj ·; o¥eg-ov, s lov. 19 49 : 
pudov6j"; 
· -pugo¥skij ,: "Slav. Akad. 184 7: pljdostkij karren' ; B. enc. 
Juzakova: pudo¥skij karren'". 
Sorretirres a reference is given that is superfluous in that it reveals rrore 
about Russian lexicographical histo:ry (changes in canonical fonns) than 
about the word itself, for exarrple: 
provozv~,lqat' /provozvesti t' : "Sreznevski j : prov" zv¥sti ti , 
prov" zvMcati; Polikarpov, Leks. 1704: provozvWcaju; 
Nordstet, Slav. 1782: provozve¥3at'; Slav. Akad. 1789: I provozvesti t' " , . 
where the reference to Nordstet is superfluous (the apparent orthographical 
change of ¥ to e reveals nothing more than the standard transcription 
practice adopted for the DMSR99). 
99 See ibid., p.81 (para. 4 a). 
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The shONi!ig of detailed semantic developrrent is not arrong the 
purposes of these references. Nevertheless, where the rreaning given 
in an early dictionary differs fran the rrodern standard rreaning or 
rreanings, the recorded rreaning is indicated, for exarrple: 
1. tok "current, stream": "Sreznevskij: tok"; Berynda, I.eks. 
1627: tbk" (truba); Polikarpov, Le.ks. 1704: tbk" " - ·truba, 
rreaning "pipe, tube". 
Similar principles are found in the first three volurres, except 
that the oldest work contained in the list of sources is the ·I.eksikon , 
of Polikarpov (1704) - and the quotations from this and Sreznevskij 
are_ given in Old Cyrillic type. lOO In the first two volurres only, 
the references to Sreznevskij are classified into Old Russian ("Dr.-russk. ") 
and Middle Russian ("Sr.-russk. "), the latter being accanpanied by 
approxima.te dates, for exanple: 
bedro: "Dr.-russk.: bedra; ¥.; sr.-russk. (XVII v.): 
bedrO i • • • 11 - Where ¥ • ITeanS II feminine 11 1 the WOrd nOtJ' 
bei!lg of neuter gender, and "v." rreans "century". 
Since the historical references take care of the entire word stock of 
an article in a single sweep, they tend to present a rather kaleidos(X)pic 
appearance, for exarrple: 
dobyvat' : "Sreznevskij: dobyvati, dobyti, dobyt"k", 
dobyvatisja, dobytisja, dobyvanie; Polikarpov, Le.ks. 1704: 
dob¥O-e (ko;yst'); Ross. Cellarius 1771, sv 31: dob~t', . 
dobvt', dobyca; Nordstet, Slov. 1780: dobycnyj, dobyv~ie, 
d -'TV tV -ob¥cka; Slov. Akad. 1789: dobycno; Slov. Akad. 180%: 
dobytok, dobyvat' s j a, d~by~li vyj ; Dal I , s lov. : dobycirik; 
Slov. Akad. 1895: dobytcik." 
Allied to this kind of historical informa.tion is the etymological 
information given throughout the dictionary for words of fore_ign origin 
borrONed canparatively recently (for exanple, no etymology is_ given for 
100 There is, havever, a reference to Berynda' s Leksikon under ·bukva 
"alphabetic letter" and the quotation is given in modern Cyrillic 
type. 
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10¥ad' "horse", ultimately derived from Turkic101) and for international 
terminology. This information is placed at the end of the reference 
section of the article. Exarrples are: 
lejtenant: "Franc. lieutenant"; 
lejb-: "Nern. leib - tel011 ; 
· · 1ejkana: "Gre~. XE.u I J p.ot.. , ot AtVKO<;' - belyj"; 
lejkocity ~·ot gre~. Af:VJ.<O<; - belyj i KUTO<; - sosud"; 
lejoorist · "Angl. labourites, ot nazvanija Labour Party -
partija truda"; 
lejdenskij , "Po irreni goll. gorcx1a lejden (leiden)" - "Fran 
the narre of the Dutch tOtJn of leiden"; 
2. · lejka "Nern. leika - sc:kras~enie slova leitzkarrera, po 
nazvaniju fir.TI¥ lei tz" - "German I.eika - abbreviation of 
the word lei tzkarrera, from the narre of the finn Leitz" • 
Normally only one rrember of a group of derivatives is provided with an 
etyrrol_ogy; thus · lejtertantskij ; -· lejb-qvardija; · lejkoci toz; ·,· lejborizm, , _ 
are without etyrrological information. 
Etyrrons from languages not nonnally written in a Cyrillic or a 
Latin or the Greek alphabet are_ given in Latin transliteration or 
transcription. The forms_ given appear to have been culled from various 
sources with little attempt at reducing them to a coherent system. For 
exarrple: the (Chinese) etyrrons of ¥en 1 ¥en 1 l!ginseng" and ·Xl.inXU.z "hunhuse" 
are_ given as "jenshfui" and "honghuzi", the first being in Wade 
. . b t th d 102 th ( ab. ) f 1 -,..;."h. transcription ut no e secon ; e Ar ic etymons o · · a · gt:.0ra, , . 
dragoman; d¥inny "the jinns", and ire~et' "rrosque" reveal the follaving 
- V V V rredley of transliterations of the Arabic letter ·jim:_ g, z, d~, and J. 
lOl N.M. ~anskij, v. v. Ivanov, and T. Vo ~anskaja; ·Kratkij -~timologi&skij 
·slovar' russkogo jazyka: ·posobi§t~dlja ·u~itelja, 2nd rev. ed., ed. 
S.G. Barxudarov, Moscav, Prosvescenie, 1971, p.247. 
102 But the etymon of d¥onka "Chinese junk" is given in a Cyrillic 
adZ}Ptation of what appears to have been a French transcription, viz. : 
"tSU6111 - the normal Cyrillic transcription of ~a is &tan' (cf. o¥anin (ed.), p.136). 
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Additionally, in the first uvo volumes only, the reference sections 
for many native words contain etyrrological notes and cross-references, 
for example: 
vvivat': "Sr.: vit' - "conpare 'vit""; 
·vi t' : "Sr. : vvi vat' , vyvi vat' , dovi vat' , zavi vat' , izvi vat' , 
navi vat' , obvi vat' , otvi vat' , perevi vat' , povi vat' , . podvi vat' , pri vi vat' , razvi vat' , svi vat' , uvi vat' " ; 
·vtoropjax: "Sr.: dr.-russk. torop" - pospe¥nost', spe¥ka" -
"carpare Old Russian 'torop"' - haste, hurry". 
Cortnent. , Sare critics have seen fit to draw attention to the very 
obvious fact that the earliest lexiCXXJraphical record of a word often 
occurs considerably later than its first attestation in a manuscript. 103 
On the other hand, the method adopted does_ give sorre idea of hON long 
the word has been com:ronly accepted in the langu_age ( al tho_ugh the value 
of quoting £ran Be:rynda' s work is doubtful because of the latter's small 
size), particularly for later arrivals; and the absence of any historical 
information in the reference section of an article provides a rough_ guide 
as to whether the word may be regarded as a neologism ( the label ·Nov. is 
used in the first two volu:rres only, for exanple at vik "executive committee 
of a volost' ") • More precise indications of first appearances will not be 
possible until Russian possesses a dictionary of the type of The ·axford, 
·English 'Dictiortar:y. Indeed there is even evidence of sone haste in 
gatheri:ng the references to the earlier Russian dictionaries: for example 
under rnanat' j~ the DM3R quotes man.at' ja from ·u¥akov, which latter dictionary, 
hCWeVer I has the COITected form martat I j El. in the list Of errata in the 
seoond volurre; and the first record of ~- (prefix) is_ given as occurring 
in u¥akov, whereas it is to be found at least as early as Dal' (where it is 
thrust into the middle of the article ort · za, preposition). 
I I I r ' 
103 Gabka, Voprosy j azykoznarti j a, 1, 19 5 9 , p .12 4; Vinogradov; voprosy jazykoznanija, 6, 1966, pp.18-19. 
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5. Conclusion. 
In this description it has not been possible to deal with more 
abstract matters such as the successfulness, or otherwise, of the semantic 
treatrren t of words 104 or with the correctness or validity of the infonna-
tion presented in the dictionary in general. Nor has it been possible 
to trace in detail the ch~ges in the quality of the lexic_ography from 
volurre to volurre. 
A large proportion of the kinds of infonnation (stress position, 
rrorphology, ety.rrologies of loanwords, and so on) and the rrethcds of 
presentation (of morphology, rreaning, and so on) may be considered to 
be inherited from Russian lexi~ographical tradition. The changes in 
principles of compilation adopted at various tirres are a matter of 
history and were_ generally for the better, though the dictionary is to 
be criticized for its refusal to deal with pronunciation in more detail; 
for its rejection of universal cross-referencing for aspectual pairs of 
verbs; for its lack of a sinple, central, coherent system on which to 
base its syntactic infonnation; and for its occasional lapses into the 
kind of tendentiousness that condemns without explaining. The occasional 
haphazardness of the subsystems used for nurrbering rreanings cannot be 
regarded as detracting seriously from the dictionary's usefulness or 
readability;_ greater facility in cross-referencing, havever, could have 
been achieved by numbering (or lettering) all subrreanings instead of 
sinply marking them with parallels. 
Anong the positive contributions that tl1.e dictionary makes to 
Russian lexi~ographical practice are the streamlined and purposeful 
104 Cf.: Vinogradov; Voprosy jazykozrtartija, 6, 1966, p. 7; Vinogradov, . 
Voprosy jazykoznanija, 5, 1956, pp. 80-94; Zemskaja; ·voprosy 'jazykozrtartija, 
5, 1956, p. 99; Zeniskaja and Kovtunova, Voprosy ·jazykozrtaniJa, 2, 1958, . 
p.140. 
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system of stylistic labelling and the separation of all subsidiary 
info:r:mation not connected with the actual functioning of a word in 
speech into a separate reference section set in smaller type at the 
end of each article. The historical infonnation included in this section 
is also a new departure in Russian lexic_ography, al though the fonn in 
which it is_ given may be superseded when more precise information on 
the occurrences of words in earlier texts is available. 
But what distinguishes this dictionary from any other Russian 
dictionary before or since ( apart from its large, selected word list) , 
and probably from many other large dictionaries of living languages, _ 
is the fineness of detail in its semantic treatrrent and the wealth of 
illustrative material that supports it. 105 And it is this (together 
with the phraseol_ogical material incorporated within the articles) that 
is largely responsible for the apparently disproportionately large bulk 
of the dictionary in carparison with its stated word list. 
lOS Babkin, "I.eksikografija", in Filin (ed.) ; ·Teoreti~skie ·problert¥ , 
sovetskogo jazykoznartija, p.284. 
a-IAPI'ER THREE 
THE HISTORY OF CDMPILATION OF THE "DIYER 
1. Introduction. 
In this chapter the history of compilation of the IMSR is presented 
both for its intrinsic interest and for the contribution it makes to an 
understanffi.!lg of the s_ignificance of the D."VlSR in Russian lexicographic 
theory and practice. 
Since it has long been recognized, havever, that an adequate 
collection of li_nguistic evidence is an essential prerequisite to the 
carpilation of any dictionary of quality, 1 it is convenient to begin with 
a discussion of the file upon which the IMSR is based. 
2. The dictionary file. 
The Soviet Acadefi¥' s . "Dictionary file of .Modem Standard Russian" 
(Slovamaj a kartoteka sovrerrenn_ogo russkogo li teratum_ogo j azyka) , 2 . which 
. . . . ' ' 
' 
1 
. Cf. : "For ye better attayning to the kno.vledge of words, I went not to 
the conman Dictionaries only,· but also to the· Authors themselves ••• and 
finally I wrate not in the whole Booke one quyre, without perusinge and 
conference of many Authors" (John Higgins, "Introduction" to Richard 
Huloet (or Ho.vlet) ; ·Abecedarium anglico · 1atirtum; ·pro ·Tyrurtculis, , 2nd ed., 
1572, quoted in Mitford M. Mathews; ·A ·survey ·of ,·Ertglish ·mctiortaries , · . 
(first published: London, Oxford University Press, 1933t, New Y<:rk~ 
Russell and Russellv 1966, p.13). See also: V.I. ~emysev, "Principy 
postroenija akademi.ceskogo Slovarja sovrerrennogo russkogo literatumogo jazyka"; ·Russkij jazyk .-v skole, , 2, 1939, p.51; "Sokrovi~cnica russkix 
slov", _(signed "R.R.") , Russkaja re~', . 5, 1970, p.18; K. A. Timofeev, . 
F.P. Fil.in, and A.M. Babkin (eds.); ·Irtstrukcija ·dlja ·vyborID5ikov, . (above title: AN SSSR, Institut jazykoznanija, Slovar' sovremennogo 
russkogo literatumogo jazyka), Moscav, 1955, p~4; "The Merriam-Webster 
story", ·word study, XJCTX, 4, April 1954, p. 7; Stupin; T.eksikog-rafi°&skij · 
an3 liz ••• , pp. 7-8; A.M. Babkin, "Novyj ak.ademi&skij slovar'"; ·Rlisskaja 
·re6•, 5, 1970, p.38; Babkin, in Barxudarov et al. (eds'.); ·problema ., 
· ·tolkovanija · ~ •• , p. 39; Babkin, in ·voprosy jazykomarrija, 2, 1955, p.91. 
2 Title used by N.Z. Kotelova, A.V. Serrerikov, and T.A. Dal'gren in 
Lingvisti°&skie isto&iki: fondy Instituta ·russkOgo ·jazyka, Moscav, 
Nauka, 1967, p.10. 
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fo:r:rred the basic stock of li_nguistic evidence both for the DMSR and for 
the Acad.al¥' s four-volurre Slovar' russkCXJo · j azyka, is located in the 
Dictionary Sector of the Le.n.i!}grad Division of the Acade.It¥'s Institute 
of Russian. In addition to this the Dictionary Sector has about twenty 
other filed collections and many other assorted collections of linguistic 
. al 3 materi • 
Sorre idea of the size of the file may be_ gained from the fact that 
upon corrpletion of the DMSR the file contained sorre six million quotation 
slips4 distributed ~ng approximately 450,CIXJ distinct words, 5_of which 
number the D.M3R includes a little over one quarter. 
A general description and .evaluation of the file will follav a 
brief history of its accumulation. 
2.1. History of the file. 
The file is_ generally considered to have been founded by Ja. K. Grot 
in 18866 because at that tirre the Acadeit¥'s collection arrounted to only 
two or three thousand quotation slips. 7 At first the collecting process 
proceeded in a haphazard manner - for exarrple, detailed references to 
sources were not sham on the slips - ·until Grot intrc:rluced a systematic 
8 P:t:CXJrarnrre in 1888. The sources used by Grot and his assistants - young 
f I ' ' f 
3 Cf. ibid., pp.41-46, 301-316, 318-319. 
4 N.Z. Kotelova, A.V. Serrerikov, and T.A. Dal'gren, "Slovarnaja kartoteka 
sovrerrennogo russkCXJO li tematomCXJo jazyka" ,· ibid. , p.18. 
5 See A. V. Serrerikov, "Iz istorii. ak.ademi-geskoj slavamoj kartoteki", 
ibid., p.300, ~ccording to whan by 1967 sorre 30,CIXJ words had been 
added to the 1954 total of 416,CIXJ. 
6 Ru§.skaja re-g', . 5, 1970, p.20; Kotelova et al., in ·Lirtgvisti~eskie ,, 
·isto&riki ••• , p.10. 
' 
7 Serrerikov, in Lingvisti&skie isto&ri.ki · ~ •• ·, pp.281-282. 
8 Kotelova et al. , in LingVisti&skie isto&.iki · ~ •• , , p.10. 
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f b . . 9 graduates o St Peters ~g Uru. versi ty - were entirely literary10 and 
11 extended to a modest total of 149 authors. 
Under A.A. Efaxmatov the range of source materials was considerably 
broadened by the introduction of ethn_ographical writings , pcpular science 
books, secondary school textbooks, and scientific handbooks , as well as 
new literary works,12 and the rate of collection was increased by 
recruiti_ng numbers of voluntary contributors. 13 So much so t.hat Efaxmatov 
has been regarded by sorre as the father of the AcadeTI¥ file in its present 
form. 14 By 1917, when it was evacuated from Petrograd to Saratov, 15 the 
file contained a little over 800,CXX) quotation slips. 16 
Collecti_ng began _again in 1922 with the file back in Petrograd and 
continued at a gentle pace until 1927 (with a total addition during 
those years of only 60,CXX) slips17). In that year a new intensive 
oollecti!lg prograrnrre was introduced18 so that by 1936 the file held 
about two million quotation slips. 19 It was at about this time that 
the chrono~ogical range of sources was narr0t-1ed to concentrate on the 
standard language of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries because the 
file had been found to contain a preponderance of material from the 
e_ighteenth and early nineteenth centuries·.-20 
........ 
' ' 
9 Ibid. 
10
·RUsskaja ·re8•, 5, 1970, p.20. 
11 Kotelova et al., irt .Lirtgvisti°3eskie ·isto&iki -~ •• , · p.11. 
12 Ibid.; Russkaja re8•, 5, 1970, p.20. 
13 Kotelova · et al., in Tj_ngvisti8eskie ·isto&.iki · ••• ·, p.11. 
14 Kogotkova! _Russkaja re~', 5, 1970, p.37. 
15 
n,,,.. .k ' . . . VI 5 1970 20 L\.U.::>S aJa rec , , , p. • 
16 Babkin; ·Leksikografi°&skij sbomik, , IV, 1960, p.5. 
17 Ibid. 
18 Russkaja re8 1 , 5, 1970, p-. 21. 
19 E.S. Istrina and I.A. Falev; Slovar' ·russkogo 'jazyka: ·instrukcija 
dlja vybor¥'3ikov, Moscav-Leningrad, AN SSSR, 1936, p.3. 
20 Russkaja rei•, 5, 1970, p.21; Babkin; Leksikografi~skij ·sborrtik, , IV, 
1960, p.5; Istrin; Izvestija ·Akademii nauk ·sssR, 6-ja serija, 18, 1927, 
p.1665. 
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In 1937 the file was purged of ideol~gically unacceptable material; 21 
nevertheless by the end of the year - when preparatory work on the DMSR 
was already under way - its stock of slips had gravn to nigh on three 
million. 22 In 1938 S.F. Beljaev remarked that the works of Marx and 
Engels had hardly been excerpted for the file at a1123 - a situation 
. h b. l b 'f' d · 24 which as o vious y een recti ie since. 
So far the collectors had concentrated on the first half of the 
alphabet only, 25 and only the first few letters were arranged in 
alphabetical order. 26 The task of systerratizing the material was begun 
in 193827 when a special staff consisting of a director and two scientific 
advisers was appointed to supervise work on the file. 2 8 This work was 
interrupted in 1941 by the Second World War and the consequent evacuation 
of the file from I..eningrad29 and was not resurred until 1948 when work 
on adding to the file was b_egun _again. 30 The rearrcl!lging of the file 
was finally conpleted in June 1954, 31 by which ti.Ire the first three volurres 
21 tel 1 . . . ,V k' . Vik' 14 Ko ova et a • , in Lingvistices ie istocrt · i · ~ •• , , p. • 22 b'd k . v, 19 21 Ii.; Russ aJa rec, 5, 70, p •• 2 3 S. F. Bel j aev, "Uroki pro¥ logo" , in Proekt s lovarj ~ · sovrerrennogo , russkogo li~eraturnogo jazyka; sostavlen Slovatnym otdelo:m ·rrtstituta 
'jazyka 'i ·It¥sleriija 'irreni akad. N~ Ja. , Matta 'AN 'SSSR, , J:Vnscav-Leningrad, 1938, p.7. 
24 See also Kotelova et al., in ·Lingvisti&skie ·isto&'iiki ·~ •• , p.22. Al tho_ugh I. I. Sreznevskij . (0bozrenie . zarre&.tel I rtejsix . iz sovrerrennyx slova.rej, St Petersburg, 1854, p. 40) ridiculed Bescherelle a century earlier for including quotations from translated works in his (French) dictionary, it must be admitted that for the proper treatrrent of political terminology by a Soviet dictionary the materials gleaned from translations of Marx ·and Engels would be virtually essential ~ and, as has already been indicated, the DMSR quotes them (and other political writers) for the purpose of arrplifying definitions rather than for illustrating usage. 25 . . 
- . . Kotelova et al., in ·Lirtgvisti&skie ,· isto&iiki · ~ •• , p.14. 26
· S rik ib'd 2 erre ov, i • , p. 9 7. 
27. b'd I l ., p.299. 
28 Kotelova et al., ibid., p.15. 
29 Ibid., p.16; Serrerikov, ibid., p.299. 
30 V Kotelova et al., ibid., p.16; ·RUsskaja ·rec', 5, 1970, p.21. 31 Serrerikov, in Lingvisti~skie isto&.iki ·~ •• , p.299. 
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of the DM3R had already been published. A count of t..he distinct entry 
words contained in the file at this tirre shaved a total of 416,CXX) wordso 32 
With the renewal of work on the file in 1948 conCEm was expressed 
that each word should be provided with roughly the sarre number of 
quotations, and to this end a count both of the total number of 
quotations and of the number of "m::x:lem" quotations was made for each 
word :r:ight thr~ugh the file. 33 Later, in 1955, ~.M. Babkin developed 
this therre a s-f=:age further when he drew attention to the unevenness of 
the numbers of quotations for different rreanings of the sarre word. 34 
JD:dgi_ng from Babkin' s exanple 35 this state of affairs could well have 
its roots in the policy of urg~g the excerptors to copy out anything 
al . . 'di . 36 unusu , interesting, or i osyncratic. 
The year 1952 saw the beginning of another period of intense 
collecti!).g activity when a resolution of the Presidium of the Acaderey' 
in July of that year noted that the file was not truly adequate to the 
needs of an Acadert¥ dictionary. 37 With the assistance of the State 
Fore_ign and National Dictionaries Publishing House ( Gosudarstvenn0= 
izdatel'stvo inostrannyx i nacional'nyx slovarej) 38 the file underwent 
32 Ibid., p.300. 
33 Russkaja ·reZ•, 5, 1970, p.21. 
34 Babkin; ·voprosy ·jazykoznartija, 2, 1955, p. 93. 
35 Narrely ·¥uxlyj "(1) stale, dull; (2) stiff, dried out": the file had 
twenty quotations for the first rreaning, none for the second. The DMSR has no quotations illustrating the use of the word as an epithet of paint 
or leather - which is apparently its rrost usual "rreaning" (cf. Babkin, 
· ·voprosy 'jazykozrtanija, 2, 1955, pp. 92-93). · 
36 . d 1 Istrina an Fa ev, p. 8. 
37 See "Postanovlenie Prezidiurna AN SSSR ot 4 ijulja 1952 g. No. 391, g. Moskva, o rabote Slovamogo sektora Instituta jazykoznanija Al.'\J SSSR", Izvestija Akademii nauk -sss·R: otdelertie · literatw:y ·i 'jazyka·, · XI, 6, 
November-Decerrber, 1952, p.572. 
38 Russkaja reZ•, 5, 1970, p.22. 
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a dramatic increase in size from its pre-war total of 3,632,(XX) 
quotation slips39 to sorre 5,7~7,axJ by 1960. 40 Much of this increase 
was devoted to the latter half of the alphabet, which had until then 
41 been poorly represented. The five million mark had been reached by 
about 195742 when the period of systematic collection cane to an end. 43 
Thereafter the collectors concentrated on a smaller nurriber of sources 
that were regarded as being of particular irnportance. 44 
This short history may rrost fittingly be closed by a note on the 
up-to-dateness of the file and the rreasures that may be taken for its 
irnproverrent in this :r:egard. In 1961 A.M. Babkin instanced a nurrber of 
words ani tted £ran the DI'1SR - arro!lg them buxartka, ~· loaf of bread" , , 
·beresklet "prick.wood", 45 · akselerator, "accelerator"; ·kartistra, "fuel drum", 
·idiortati"&iost' , ''idicmaticity", and ·bole1 1·¥'8ik · "sports fan" (which last 
is, };la-vever, in the dictionary - in volt.me I, column 559) - and ascribed 
their omission to deficiencies in the file caused by the excerptors' 
. 46 failure to folla-v the pulse of the language. In 1966 , ~fter the DMSR 
had been corrpleted, K.S. Go:rba&vi-g corrplained that the file did not 
. 1 h . 1 f 1 · ·47 contain near y enoug rnateria rom newspapers and popu ar magazines. 
39 Kotelova et al. , in Lirtgvisti&skie · ist~i · ~ •• ·, , p .•. 15; the estimate 
of four million slips in 1939 given by ckmy~ev . (RU.Sskij 'jazyk ·v , ¥kole, , 2, 1939, p.51) appears to be a little high. 
· 
4° Cf. Kotelova et al., irt 'Lirtgvisti&skie ·isto&ii.k.i -~ •• , , p.18. 41
·Russkaja re~', 5, 1970, p.22. 
42 According to 0bnorskij et al. (eds.); ·rrtstrukcija ·dlja ·sostavlertija,, 
· · ~ •• , this ·figure was reached in 1957-1958; acoording to Timofeev et al. (eds.), Ins.trukcija dlja vyborrc5ikov, , -:- in 1955. · 43 Kotelova et al., irt .Lirtgvisti°&skie ·isto&.iki -~ •• , p.18. 44 Ibid. 
45 Translation due to Segal; New corrplete ·Russiart...;.Eriglish ,· dictiortctty,· ••• ·, p.27. 
. 
46 Babkin, in Barxudarov et al. (eds.); ·problema ·tolkovanija · ~ •• , · . pp. 39-40. 
47 Gorba&vi-g, ·Russkij ·'jazyk ·v ·naciortal •·noj ·¥kole, , 1, 1966, p·. 8. 
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(Presumably excerption of newspapers had ceased earlier with the decision 
not to use newspaper quotations in the D.MSR.) In 1965, however, a 
cartographic and bibli_ographic_ group had been established within the 
Dictionary Sector for the purpose of recorffi!lg the latest developrrents 
in the vocabulary by concentrating on the principal newspapers, 
magazines, and publicist and popular scientific writings, the resulting 
collection being kept apart from the main file. 48 The first fruits of 
this collection - the book Novye slova ·i zrta&mija ("New words and 
:rreanings") - appeared in 1971. Since it is proposed to issue 
lexic_ographic supplerrents of this kind at periodic intervals ( every 
six to e_ight years) , 49 it seems reasonable to expect that upon 
publication of each supplerrent the file material that it represented 
would be relocated with the main dictionary file. Such a procedure 
would assist in making good the deficiencies referred to above. 
The ma.in points that errerge from this historical sketch are as 
follows. Firstly, the file was not cormenced specifically with the 
I:MSR in mind but was to sorre extent already at hand when compilation 
of the dictionary b_egan. On the other hand it was at that tine by no 
rreans "complete" - half the "alphabet" was virtually unrecorded so that, 
secondly, basic collecting of linguistic evidence had to proceed hand 
in hand with compilation of the dictionary. From these considerations, 
together with the fact that the two unfinished Acadert¥ dictionaries 
i.rmediately preceding the D.MSR (the ~axrnatov dictionary and the "seventh 
edition") both differed from it considerably in scope and intention, it 
may be concluded that the materials in the latter portion of the file 
would be nore appropriate to the needs of the D.MSR, whereas the earlier 
48 Kotelova et al. , in Lingvisti~skie isto&iki · ••• ·, p.19. 49 Kotelova and Sorokin (eds.), Novye slova i zna&mija ••• ·, p. 3. 
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part would tend to be burdened with a s _ignificant proportion of 
. abl . 1 50 unsui t e rnateria • 
2.2 Iescription and evaluation of the file. 
The quality of a dictionary file depends on the rrethods used for 
collecti:11-g material. 'Ihey comprise the rrethcxis of excerption and the 
actual infonnation recorded on the quotation slips. 
Various sources51 give slightly differing accounts of the various 
excerption pr_ogramres used. Essentially they may be divided into those 
whose object is simply the registration of words and those that are 
des_igned to provide quotations suitable for use in a dictionary and for 
generally investigating the characteristics of words. The first group 
comprises: the exhaustive or full excerption applied to the best works 
of literature and aiming_ generally at a concordance of the work in 
question ( tho_ugh often with certain prearranged lirni tations such as 
the omission of certain auxiliary verbs or econany in the registration 
of words occurring repeatedly with the sane rreaning and in the same 
syntactical environrrent); excerptions concentrating on words with certain 
initial letters (when compilation of a ·dictionary is .proceeding neck and 
neck with the filling out of the file) ; h_ighly selective hunts for rare 
words; and specialist excerptions concentrating on words and works of 
a specialized nature, such as technical words from technical articles or 
dialect words from dialect dictionaries and other writings characterized 
by a high proportion of dialect vocabulary. Any of these rrethods may 
tum up_ good lexi~raphical quotations as well as material for studying 
morphol_CXJY and syntax, but in addition special excerptions are also 
' ' .. . ... . 
' 
50 This contention may be illustrated, rather than confimed, by the fact that a count made in 1970 shaved that the file contained 13,291 distinct words under the letter A · (Russkaja ·re~', 5, 1970, p.19). Of these the DMSR records less than one fifth - 2,273 (D.MSR, vol.I, p. 767) - which proportion is considerably laver than the ratio of the total nlllllber of words in the dictionary to the total nunber of words in the file. 51 Istrina and Falev, pp.6-8; Timofeev et al. (eds.), pp.5-6; Kotelova et al. (eds.), pp.7-11. 
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illldertaken with vrri tings of a particular thematic orientation with the 
errphasis placed squarely on the quality of the quotations (the extent 
to which they shav the rreaning of a word) ; and at the sarre tine the 
52 excerptors are urged to be on the lookout 1 for as many different case 
and tense forms as possible, and for variants, l.ll1usual concords and 
rections, fixed phrases, cliches, figurative uses, and so forth. Such 
a variety of excerption methods is in accordance with widely accepted 
1 · hi ct· 53 d th £ b ·a d d exicograp c pra ice an may ere ore e consi ere soun • 
As far as possible the text of the quotations copied out on to 
the slips is self-contained and aims at showing both the rreaning and 
the connotation of the target word. In addition explanatory notes 
clarifying the surrounding context (tirre and place of action, arrplifica-
tion of pronoillls and nicknarres) and any relevfil?.t footnotes contained in 
th . th li 54 h 
. t e source are_ given on es p w erever necessary or appropria e. 
Omissions of material from within a quotation are_ generally discouraged 
(not rrore than one anission from any quotation is penni tted) and are 
categorically forbidden where standard materials of political importance 
are concerned, such as the works of Lenin and (presi..;i:mably forrrerly ) 
Stalin,_ governrrent edicts, resolutions, laws and so on. Quotations are 
accompanied by detailed citations, often including the date of publica-
tion of the source, and, for the benefit of future lexicographers lacking 
detailed literary knavle_dge, verse quotations are disti!-1guished by a 
special mark. From about 1953 onwards the year in which the slip was made 
out is also shavn together with (£rem a slightly earlier date) the narre 
52 Timofeeva et al. (eds.), pp.7-11. 
53 Cf. Zgusta; Manual of lexicography, pp.231-232. 
54 An exanple (from The Oxford English ·dictionary) of the sort of 
misilllderstanding that can arise in the absence of infomation about 
the context in which a quotation is located is discussed in _Zgusta, p. 299 . 
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of the excerptor who made it. At about the sane time greater pains 
began to be taken to make the excerpts easier to read - either by 
haVl.!lg them typed or by careful hand-printing (numbers of much older 
slips are barely legible) • 55 The information given on the quotation 
slips is thus adequate even though the techno~ogy of excerption l .ags 
sarewhat behind that of certain Arrerican dictionary conpanies. 56 The 
ideological bias associated with the objections to omissions can do 
little hann D.!lguistically. 
In addition to quotation slips the file contains a large proportion 
of slips referri.ng to various alphabetized reference works. These 
include full, verbatim quotations of the dictionary articles from all 
the earlier Academy dictionaries, including those of Grot and ~axmatov 
and the "seventh edition", and numbers of dialect dictionaries, such as 
A.V. Mirtov•s ·Doriskoj ·s1ovar 1 (1929) and the Acaderey productions of 1852 
and 1858. Other slips rrerely indicate the presence of a word in an 
edition of Dal' 's dictionary or in various. general and specialist 
encyclopedias, such as ·Bol' ¥aja sovetskaja ~riciklopedija, ("L~ge Soviet 
encyclopedia", 1926-1947) on the one hand, and Texru&skaja. ·6i.ciklopedija 
("Technical encyclopedia", 1927-1947) on the other. 
The facility with which a file can be used depends to sare extent on 
the way it is arranged. The Acaderey's Modem Russian file is arranged, 
at the macro-level, in alphabetical order of canonical forms in much the 
sane way as the DMSR itself and with the sarre sanctions applying to 
aspectual pairs and adverbs. Hyphenated conpounds. generally, ~d multi word 
units invariably, are not allotted separate places but are included under 
each of their canponents. Horronyms are allotted separate blocks in the 
55 The material of this and subsequent paragraphs is based on personal observation aided by the staff responsible for maintaining the file -together with, for this paragraph, Timofeev et al., pp.12-18. 5
.
6 Such as Merriam-Webster .(see Word study, XXIX, 4, April 1954, p.4). 
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file. Sorre, but not all, words existing in different parts of speech 
(such as rabo-gij "worki_ng" and "worker", but not · slepoj "blind" or "blind 
man") 57 are_ given horronyrnic treatment in the file. Each block of slips 
is preceded by a word-divider card bearing . the appropriate canonical 
form. Similar cards bearing non-canonical infinitives and suppleti ve 
fonns58 are inserted into the file in alphabetic place for cross-
reference purposes. 
Within each block of slips the material is arranged into the 
follcwing: groups in order: standard reference works,_ general literature, 
technical literature, dialect reference works. Within these groups 
(rrore particularly the first two) the material is placed in chronol_ogical 
order. 59 No atterrpt is made to keep the material grouped accordi!)g to 
rreanings, nor are the quotations for multi word uni ts ordered into distinct 
groups: this is probably a wise procedure (and appears, at least in part, 
to be standard practice 60) because it makes for some measure of independence 
in the senantic analyses perfonred by successive_ generations of dictionary 
makers. 
The kinds of materials used as sources for the file have been 
broadly indicated in the precedi!)g paragraph - and also in the preceding 
chapter, since the sources of quotations for the dictionary naturally 
correspond to, or at least are contained within, the sources used for 
r r , , 1 
57 Kotelova et al., irt T~ngvisti°&skie ·istob"iiki · ~ •• , pp. 31-34. 
58 Ibid. 
59 The file contains a rroderate proportion of duplicate slips. Judging 
by the figures given in the index to the file (completed as far as the 
letter A by early 1971) , hcwever, these duplicates are set aside when 
counts of the file's contents are made. 
6° Cf. Hoffer, unpublished Ph.D. thesis, p.52. 
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the file. 61 Sare idea of the enphasis placed on various kinds of sources 
may be_ gained from an analysis that was made for a total of 1,749,474 
quotation slips collected during the decade 1946-1956. The results of 
this analysis are reproduced here with the absolute numbers of slips per 
"genre" given in the or_iginal 62 converted into percentages of the total: 
Creative writing: Soviet 
Pre-Soviet 
Memoirs, letters, writings on art 
Literary criticism 
Scientific writi_ngs: Secondary school texts 
Other 
Industrial and technical writings 
Poli ti cal writings 
Newspapers 
Reference works and dictionaries 
iVliscellaneous 
42.3% 
26.7% 
4.1% 
0.07% 
1.2% 
5.7% 
2.0% 
, 7.3% 
L1 6~ 
-'-0 0 
5.1% 
0.8% 
Generally this appears to represent a balanced nucleus of sources upon 
which to base~ general dictionary. The "other" under "scientific 
writings", for exarrple, may be taken to refer broadly to works of popular 
exposition and popular science magazines, which rreans that in the realm 
of scientific termino~ogy the dictionary is unlikely to encroach on the 
preserves of the specialist. The sources are also rather staid: only 
printed matter was used and the errphasis was heavily on the side of the 
"perman~..nt" - newspapers and magazines, for exarrple, were used only 
sparingly63 and at one st_age were dropped altCXJether. Sources of a 
still more fleeting character, such as rnenus64 and radio or television 
broadcasts, 65 were entirely dis:i;egarded. 
I I r , I r 
61 A fairly detailed description of the sources is given in Kotelova 
et al., in Lirtgvisti-geskie ·isto&.iki · ~ •• , pp.21-3iL, where it is also pointed out that the lists of sources given in the ·front matter of the DMSR itself represent only a fraction of the whole corpus. 62 Kotelova et al., irt Tj_ngvisti&skie istoct'iiki · ~ •·• -, · p.18. 63 Ib'd 26 l ., p •• 
64 Cf. Word studx, XXIX, 4, April 1954, pp.3-4. 
65 Cf. Taylor, in Wilson et al. (eds.), Ha:r:brace guide to dictionaries, Po95. 
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The deficiencies of the file may be explained in part by certain 
indications pointing to the fact that, despite ~axmatov's rigorous 
insistence on docurrentation of linguistic facts, Russian ( or Soviet) 
lexicographers were slew to realize the cardinal inportance of the 
file to the carpilation of a dictionary. An examination of the· section 
of the AcadSI¥'s Report (Ot-get) for 1934 concerning the progress of the 
"seventh edition" reveals that henceforth the file was no longer to be 
regarded sirrply as a source of quotations to fill out preexisting 
skeletons of dictionary articles. 66 And yet the 1936 "Instruction 
for Exce:r:ptors" stated explicitly that the file was to be constituted 
in such a way that word lists and definitions could be based on reference 
sources ( dictionaries and encyclopedias) with the li tera:ry material 
being used chiefly for providi_ng examples - the only exceptions to this 
bei!1g, firstly, that good examples might sorretirres be found in old 
dictionaries and, secondly, that useful definitions, particularly for 
technical te:rms, might sorretirres be found in non-reference sources. 67 
Much the sarre position is reaffirrred in the 1955 "Instruction for 
Excerptors". 68 But even as this latter "Instruction:' was going to 
press, A.M. Babkin was arguing that the li tera:ry quotations in the file 
should be used as the basis for determining all the information to be 
ente~ed lll. the dicti' o:na:ry. 69 Babk' ' 1 did f 11 . 1 -'- :u ins .pea not a entire yon 
deaf ears: at a meeti_ng held in April of the follcwing year (1956) in 
Leningrad to discuss the progress of the DMSR G.A. Ka°&vskaj a complained 
that volurre VII of the dictionary was typified by poor use of the file, 70 
66 Kotelova et al., in Lingvisti&skie isto&uki · ~ •• , , pp.13-14 (footnote). 67 Istrina and Falev, pp.3-6. 
68 
. f 1 ( ds ) Tl!ro eev et a. e • , p.5. 
69 abk' . k .. B in, Voprosy Jazy oznaniJa, 2, 1955, pp.90-97. 70 Z k . · ' k .. ems aJ a, Voprosy J azy oznaniJa, 5, 1956, p. 100. 
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and V.D. Levin was more explicit in claiming that the old method of 
simply using the file to illustrate infonnation copied out from previous 
dictionaries was still being errployed for the DMSR. 71 Nevertheless t.he 
idea that the file should be used for original research seems to have 
been slav to gain wide practical acceptance, for Babkin returned to it 
_again in 1961, quoting fresh exa:rrples of the errors to be found in old 
di . . 72 ctionaries. In view of this_ general situation the circumstance that 
sone 30,CXX) slips for words beginning with the letter K were lost both to 
the file and to the Acadeny from no later than 1938 until after the 
relevant volurre . (volurre V) of the DJ.VSR had been published (in 1956) 73 
is probably of less crucial significance than it might othe:rwise have 
been. 
As regards the size of the file, it is of interest to note that the 
:t:igures of three and six million slips at the b_eginning and the end, 
respectively, of the process of corrpilation of the DMSR corrpare favourably 
with those of "over four rnillion1174 for The ·0xford English ·dictionary , 1 
and about ten rnillion75 for ·webster's ·third· - both dictionaries with word 
lists about four ti.Ires as large as that of the DMSR. 
3. The history of corrpilation. 
The rrost critical event that occurred during corrpilation of the 
DM.SR was the linguistic controversy of 1950 over the teachings of 
N. Ja. Marr. This event, and its s_ignificance for the DMSR, forms the 
chief focus of the history of corrpilation presented here. 
. . . . . . . 
' 
71 Ibid., p.99. 
72 Babkin, in Barxudarov et al. (eds.); ·Prciblema ·toikovartija · ~ •• ·, pp.39-42. 
7 3 S ik . . . . V k . . "SL~ 1' • 2 9 8 errer ov, in Lingvistices ·1e istdu.LLJ..l · ~ •• , p. • 74 Ives, Word study, XXXVII, 2, December 1961, p.3. 75 Stupin, Teksikografi°8eskij analiz ~ •• , p. 8. 
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Since the decision to begin conpilation of the DY.JSR was a direct 
result of the suspension of work on the "seventh edition" (as the 
atterrpted new-orthography rework of the unfinished ~axmatov dictionary 
will be referred to in the follaving p_ages) , it is appropriate to begin 
by examining in sorre detail the reascns for the failure of the latter 
dictionary. 
3.1 • The failure of the "seventh edition". 
The first published indication that work on the "seventh edi lion" 
was not proceeCll!lg satisfactorily carre but a few short months before 
the actual suspension of work on the dictionary was officially announced. 
It was contained in an article placed in the AcadeTI¥'s Vestnik , by 
S.F. Beljaev76 which took the form of a blistering attack on the 
dictionary and on practically everyone associated with its conpilation. 
The speed with which the AcadeTI¥ reacted to this attack, t _ogether with 
certain indications in the article itself to the effect that Stalin and 
. 77 the Party had already intervened, . suggests - as does also the article 1 s 
intenperate abandon (even allaving for its conscientiously correct 
political orientation) 78 - that the de~ision to suspend publication of 
the dictionary had in fact been taken sorrewhat earlier. 
This article (and the rrore rroderate version of it entitled "Uroki 
V proslogo" (The Lessons of the Past) prefaced to the Draft Instruction 
r • r r f 
76 Viz.: S.F. Beljaev, "' Akademi'3eskij' slovar'"; vestnik ,· Akademii ·rtauk , SSSR, 4-5, 1937, pp.37-42. 
,77 . Ibid., p.42. 
, 
78 The article opens, for exanple, with a resu.TIJ of the "unfortunate" history of Russian lexicography and continues with the extravagant staterrent that after 150 years of lexicographical activity and the publication of sixty-six parts of dicti.onaries the end is still not in sight and the Russian people still lacks a decent, large, up-to-date dictionary (pp.37-38); further on it accuses the Academy of harbouring 
"Trotskyites and other agents of fascism and enemies of the people" · within its walls (p. 42)°. 
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for the canpilation of the D.MSR) 79 may therefore be reliably regarded 
as an authoritative source £rem which the official reasons for scrapping 
the "seventh edition" may be_ gathered. These reasons were broadly as 
80 follc:ws: the dictionary was too l~ge and would take too long to complete; 
its word list was faulty, in that it included popular mispronunciations 
such as ·1evoljucija and legulirovat' (for ·revoljucija "revolution" and 
· ·regulirovat' "regulate", respectively), ~d out of date, .j.n that it 
concentrated too much on Church Slavonic and obsolete e_ighteenth-century 
material and excluded Soviet terms such as kolxoz "collective farrn.11 ; 81 
sorre of its definitions revealed the cornpilers' _ignorance, such as that 
for legkaja ·literatura-"light reading11 ; 82 and the quotations chosen as 
illustrative exanples were ideo~ogically unsuitable. This last forrred 
the centre-piece of Belj aev' s attack. He accused the editors of quoting 
Marx, Lenin and Stalin alongside enemies of the people (Buxarin, Radek, 
and others) and of _ignoring the_ great classics (Turgenev, Lerrrontov, . 
Gon~arov, Tolstoj) and good Soviet writers · (?oloxov, ~r'kij) in favour 
of "sickening stuff" by Esenin and Mere¥kovskij. 83 He lashed out at the 
quotations themselves for their frivolity and for containing thieves' 
~got, for concentrating on newspa..i_oer accounts of terrporary difficulties 
encountered by the Soviet :r:egirre and for distorting the utterances of 
revolutionary writers so as to make them appear counter~revolutionary. 84 
' ' ' 
' 
79 That is, in ·proekt slovarja ~ •• ·, pp. 3-8. 
8° Cf.: Beljaev, Vestnik Akadernii ·nauk 'SSSR, 4-5, 1937, pp. 37-38; Proekt ·slovarja ·~ •• , 1938, p.9. 
81 Cf.: Beljaev, ·vestnik Akadernii nauk ·sssR, 4-5, 1937, p.41; F.P. Filin, 
"Z~tki ~ leksikol?Jii i leks~_ografii (nekoto:rye VOJ?rosy p~or~ . s lov dlJa bol' sago SlovarJa russkogo Jazyka AN SSSR) "; ·Leksik.ografi&skiJ , 
·sbomik, r·, Moscc:w, 1957, p;36. 
82 Beljaev; Vestnik Akademii nauk ·sssR, 4-5, 1937, p. 40. 83 Ibid., pp.40-41. 
84 Ibid., pp.39-40; this theme is treated at greater length with exarrples from A. I. Gercen in Belj aev, in Proekt . slovarj a ~ •• , , p. ·5. 
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The blarre for this sorry state of affairs lay, according to Beljaev, 
in the political and scientific inadequacy of the cadres of excerptors 
who were deliberately offeri_ng to the editors material of inappropriate 
quality, ~uch as IErevnju Mi¥utino Rogovskoj ·oolasti ·bog spas ·ot, 
bol' ¥evizrna i komsorrolosti "God had saved the village of Misutino in 
the Rogovsk district from bolshevism and komsorrolism" (for ·bol 1¥evizm) 
and ·u ·rtertja ot ·· gazetov ·vse ·· v ·nutre °f>erevora-givaetsja "Newspapers quite 
turn It¥ stanach" (for: ·gazeta "newspaper", with the nonstandard form 
·gazetov) , both from ~oloxov' s ·poortjataja: celina, ("Vi_rgin soil upturned") '. 85 
(It was this, apparently, that prcrnpted the purging of the dictionacy 
file in 1937.) 
Beljaev's chief conclusions, then, were that the dictionacy 
represented a distortion rather than a reflection of the language and 
was ideo~ogically very harmful. 86 In addition he criticized the absence 
of historical and derivational information and the "formalism" of the 
dictionacy articles;87 especially in definitions of the type neiZbe¥nost' ·: 
· ·svojstvo ·neizbe¥nogo ("inevitability: property of that which is 
inevitable".) 88 and the lavish treatrrent of religious terms · (altar' , 
·amin'; , masonstvo; -· 1arnajstvo) in comparison with that rreted out to more 
relevant words such as ·marksizm. 89 
Much the sarre position was taken in an article published in the 
follavi!lg year by A.S. Orlov90 heralding and explaining the purpose 
85 Beljaev; ·vestrtik ·Akadernii ·nauk ·sssR, 4-5, 1937, pp. 41-412. 86 Ibid., p. 41. 
87 Ibid. 
88 Beljaev, in Proekt slovarja ,. ~ •• , p.5. 
89 Ibid. , p. 7. 
90 A.S. Orlov, "O slovare sovrerrennogo russkogo jazyka"; ·vestnik 
·Akademii nauk SSSR, 4, 1938, pp.40-.44. . 
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of the DM3R. 0rlov also noted that the all-inclusive principle of the 
"seventh edition" was "based on a formal Indo-European net.hod which 
_ignored such achieverrents in Soviet linguistics as the teaching of 
N. Ja .. Marr1191 and that the definitions it contained were politically 
faulty. 92 (In his earlier article Beljaev, outlining the requirerrents 
of~ gocx:1 dictionary, had already rerrarked on the necessity of basing 
the work on Marr' s teachi_ng. 93) 
94 Later comrentators havever, are inclined to gloss over the 
ideological objections and concentrate on the proposed size of the 
dictionary95 and the tirre it would have taken to cornplete. 96 Possibly 
this change of errphasis is sirrply in line with the latterday tendency 
to treat with disdain any ideo~ogical irrpeachrrent of scholarship 
emanating from the Stalinist era. On the other hand, 9-espite the 
apparent validity of Beljaev's . argwrents, the veherrence of his earlier 
article and its specific exoneration of senior Acade!'f¥ personnel £ran 
direct responsibility for the dictionary's erroneousness97 certainly 
91 Ib'd 40 l ., p . • 
92 Ibid., p.43. 
93 1 · tnik Ak ...::i • • uk 4 1 3 38 Be Jaev i ·ves auerru.1 na ·sssR, . -5, 9 7, p. • 
94 Such as: Barxudarov, Voprosy jazykoznanija, 5, 1957, p.37; Cejtlin, 
Kratkij 002rk istorii ·russkoj ·1eksikografii · ~ •• , p.108; A.M. Babkin, 
personal interviews, 9 April and 14 May 19 71. 
95 Estimates are: fifty-six volurres (Proek.t slovarja ~ •• , · p. 9); rrore 
than ten tirres as many words as the 1847 dictionary (Kogotkova; Russkaja 
re~1 , 5, 1970, p.36) - that is, rrore than one million words. 
96 The other corollary of size - inac02ssibility to the cormon man (cf. ·Proek.t ·s1ovarja · ~ •• , p.9) - can hardly be maintained" as a serious 
objection in view of the smallness of the edition~i;he DMSR . (13,600 
complete sets). Also Babkin Is claim . (Iek:Sikajraficeskij t' sbornik, IV, 
1960, p.5) that the "seventh edition" prevented work on any other 
dictionary from being started appears to be ill-founded because the 
Academy was at that tine also engaged in collecting material for dialect, 
historical, and technical dicti"onaries (Barxudarov; voprosy , jazykozrtanija, 
5, 1957, p. 36) and production of the u¥akov dictionary was well under way (first volurre published in 1935). 
97 Beljaev, Vestnik Akadernii nauk SSSR, 4-5, 1937, p.41. 
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s_uggest that the dictionary's ideol_ogical questionableness was seized 
upon as a convenient instrurrent for transferring to an anonymous group 
of excerptors the blarre for sorrething that had suddenly cone to be 
regarded as a huge waste of the Acadert¥' s tine. 9 8 The solution that 
suggests itself is that it had taken the "seventh edition" about seven 
years to demonstrate to the Acaderey the futility of trying to proo.uce 
an all-inclusive up-to-date dictionary in any circumstances, let alone 
ll1 the absence of proper plans and adequate prepara±iona 99 
3.2. The need for a new large Russian dictionary. 
If there were compelling reasons for dropping the "seventh edition", 
it is pertinent to ask whether - in view of the successful progress of 
the u¥akov dictionary - the reasons for starting work on another large 
dictionary were equally compelling. Firstly it must be rerrembered that 
the u¥akov dictionary was not intended to be an exhaustive account of 
the standard language: it was compiled on the basi~ of the sarre limited 
98 l' I • • • 1 f th • f th di • • Even Be Jaev s ll1itia re erence to e size o e ctionary is ambiguous: that is, even if the dictionary were to be corrpleted, it would prove unsuitable and the Russian .people would still lack ••• and so on (see footnote 78 above). 99 A new plan had appeared in 19 36: S. P. Obnorski j , · Slovar 1 · russkogo jazyka: instrukcija dlja redaktorov (instrukcija ·po redaktirovartiju slovarja, vyborke i raskladke ·rnaterialov ·dlja kartoteki), Moscow-Ieningrad, 1936. Beljaev's .and other (see Chapter II) references to historical perspective suggest that the Acaderey may have been haunted by the spectre of the re·cently carpleted Oxford English dictionary (1928, reissued with supplement in 1933) , the publication of which had been preceded by rrore than twenty-five years of well-planned preparation on a large scale (cf. Aarsleff, Bulletin of the New York Public Library, 66 ,· 1962, f>,P• 417-439) • The ten years of limited preparation that preceded ~axmatov's decision to proceed with an all-inclusive dictionary and the ensuing thirty years up to 1928 which were interrupted by nearly a decade of war and indecision -with collecting of material proceeding concurrently with carpilation of the dictionary - hardly bears corrparison. In 1928 the number of quotations in the Acaderey' s dictionary file would just about have reached the one million mark. 
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materials as the "seventh edition" (and is new said to have been destined 
to date very rapidly as a consequence100). Secondly, it was not the sort 
of dictionary that could be seriously corrpared with the various l~ge-
scale lexicographic projects, either corrpleted or in progress, in other 
· lOl 't t ~ di . d. h dl European countries; i was no an Acauert¥ ctionary an is av y 
. d . f th . . 102 
. th d ~ d rnentione in any o e writings conterrporary wi an uevote to 
the_ genesis of the DMSR. But in addition to lexic_ographic nationalism 
and sheer Academic inertia there were indications that the DMSR was 
conceived as a dictionary of a substantially different type fran that 
of u¥akov ( or any other Russian dictionary to date) in that illustrative 
quotations were to assurre a fundarrental role in the presentation of the 
. 1103 d h. . f ds be h 104 h . rnateria an istories o wor were to s cwn. Te irrportance 
of the latter point is largely esoteric and was to becorre the subject of 
sorre dispute (and, as we have seen, it was_ given only the barest treatrrent 
in the DMSR) ; 105 but that standard Russian stood in need of and was ready 
for a really large dictionary that would contain the fullest possible 
semantic description - and in which the language would :be allcwed to speak 
for itself - seems to have been appreciated, if but dimly, at the tirre 
when the decision to IPak.e the DMSR was taken. And this in itself would 
be adequate justification for the project. 
lOO Sorokin; Voprosy · jazykoznartija, 5, 1967, p. 24. 
lOl See Chapter I; large dictionaries of Dutch, Danish, and Swedish were also in preparation (see: Zgusta, p. 349; Aarsleff, Bulletin ·of ·me ·New 
·York 'Public TJ.brary, 66, 1962, p. 418) • 
102 That is, those of: S.F. Beljaev · (Vestnik ·Akademii rtauk ·sssR, , 4-5, 1937, pp. 37-42 and in ·Proek.t slovarja · ~ •• , pp. 3-8) ; A.S. 0rlov · (Vestrtik , Ak~demii nauk SSSR, 4, 1938, pp. 40-44); and v.r. ~emy¥ev · (Russkij jazyk, v ·skole, 2, 1939, pp.50-55). 
103 0rlov, ·vestnik ·Akademii nauk 'SSSR, 4, 1938, p. 44. 104 Ibid., p.40; Beljaev; ·vestnik Ak.ademii nauk SSSR, 4-5, 1937, p.38; Beljaev, in Proekt slovarja ·~ •• , ·p.4. 105 v t th. . 1 . d 
. 
ie is rnateria is reek.one to be extrerrely useful by the corrpilers of the Russian etyrrolCXJical dictionary (1963- ) currently in prCXJress at Mosccw State Uni versfty under the editorship of N .M. ~anskij (Roza Kimj _agarova, personal interview, 3 March 19 71) • 
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3. 3. Publication of the first volurre and its reception. 
The Draft Instruction for the IMSR (Proekt s lovarj a · ~ •• ) , corrprising 
separate sets of instructions for editing the dictionary, for excerpting 
material for the dictionary file, and for arranging the file and drawing 
up a word list, was published in 1938. By 1941 the first four volurres 
. 1 d d th f. b . di d l06 1 I had been corrpi e an e irst two were eing e te • Vo ume 
would have appeared at the end of 1941 but for the Second World War and 
the blockade of I.eningrad. Work on the dictionary was resurred in 19 45 
with the re-editing of volurre 1107 and in 1948 a preliminary edition of 
3 ,CXX) copies of this volurre (without the alphabetic index) was made. 
. ed b p I Go ck .. 108 d p J C 109 7\.....,,.._ It was review y • • re iJ an • a. emyx. 1""11Lung 
other things, Goreckij criticized the inclusion of certain technical 
110th . al f h f . li 111 th . . f terms , e canonic orms c osen or genti cs , e OITllssion o 
. h 112 th di ib . f ·11 . . 113 certain p rases, e uneven str ution o i ustrative quotations, 
d f th 1 · 1 · .c . 114 . d th 1 . 1 an sc:xre o e etymo ogica in.1.onnation. He praise e etyrro _ogica 
arrangenent, 115 although later in his review he attacked a number of 
features - such as the corrplexity of certain articles116 and the absence 
of definitions for some words117 - matters which cannot be entirely 
divorced from the rrethcx:1 of arrangerrent. 
' ' ' 
106 Vinogradov; ·voprosy "ja.zykozrtartija, , 6, 1966, p. 3. 
107 1\/l"C' l I ... D~.oR, VO. 1 p.iii. 
108 Goreckij, ·rzvestija ·Akademii ·nauk -SSSR: ·otdeleriie ·litera.tury i 
·jazyka.; VIII,' 4, 1949, pp.382-288. 
109 
'&myx, Sovetskaja kniga, 7, 1949, pp.108-113. 110 Goreckij; ·rzvestija ·Akademii ·nauk SSSR: 0tdelenie litera.tw:y i ·, ja.zyka, VIII, 4, 1949, p.384. 
lll Ibid., p.387 0 
112 Ibid. 
113 Ibid., pp.385-386. 
114 Ibid., pp.384-385. 
115 Ibid., p.383. 
116 Ibid., p.386. 
117 Ibid., p.387. 
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c3'emyx widened the attack on the word list by criticizing the 
emission of a nurrber of corrmon words (mostly words that had been 
. d b th ) 118 te di . 1 f th def. . ti' 119 popularize y e War. He wro sparaging yo e llll ons, 
of the relatively_ great _age of much of the illustrative material, which 
was made all the more eviden_t by the reverse chronol_ogical order, 120 
and of what he considered to be the haphazard and scanty dispersal of 
1 · al . f . 121 . . h. k abo etym::> _ogic in ormation. More interesting were is remar s ut 
the etyrrol_ogical m2thod of arrangem2nt which he described as a step 
backwards from uiakov tavards Dal' and attacked for its ami trariness 
and irr~gularity and its consequent unpredictability from the point of 
view of the mnsulter. 122 
In answer to this last comrent by ~emyx an alphabetical index was 
added to the volurre. 123 Few changes were made to the text. The volurre 
was approved for printing on the 12th of Decerrber 19 49 and a modest 
edition of 25 ,CfXJ mpies appeared in the follaving year. The publication 
of the a.ER had begun. 
Even at this point, ho.vever, there was evidence that the Draft 
Instruction was not bei_ng follo.ved in all points - in other words, that 
it was not entirely suitable. Goreckij drew attention to this by 
indicating certain contradictions between the text of the dictionary 
and the examples_ given in its Introduction124 and by questioning the 
validity of certain proposals contained in the Introduction for shavi_ng 
118&myx; 'Sovetskaja kniga, 
119 Ibid., p.112. 
120 Ibid., pp.109-111. 
121 Ibid., p.113. 
122 Ibid., p.109. 
7, 1949, pp.111-112. 
123 Unbegaun; ·A bibliographical ·guide ·~ •• , p.128. 124 Goreckij; ·rzvestija ·Akademii rtauk 'SSSR: ·0tdelertie ·1iteratuty, i , jazyka, VIII, 4, 1949, p.385. 
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125 features of orthCXJraphy, rrorpholCXJY, and so on. Arrong the abandoned 
stipulations of the Draft Instruction that Goreckij does not rrention are: 
that head words were to be printed in full capitals (rather than s.irrply 
with capital initials) and that the provenance of dialect words was to 
be shavn (corrpare, for exarrple; batyr') 126 -- neither of which are 
rrentioned in the Introduction -- and that detailed orthoepic information 
was to be given wherever necessary, 127 which the Introduction does cover. 
The first of these points is, of course, of minor irrportance. But 
not so the other two: they shaw hav the material of the file was not 
always able to :rreet the demands made upon it by the planners of the 
dictionary - which indicates the planners' . general unfamiliarity with 
the file and provides the first clue to what the real significance of 
the DM3R to Russian lexicCXJraphic practice was to be. And while the 
failure to specify localities for dialect words can be successfully 
rationalized 'i3-S havi_ng little to do with a dictionary of the standard 
lc3!1guage (and may be co:rrpared with the later decision to specify 
disciplines for technical words only in the rrost clear-cut cases) , the 
failure to give an adequate treatrrent of pronunciation cannot. 
The obvious reason for this latter failure is that insufficient 
investigation of Russian pronunciation had been carried out by the tine 
of publication - a conclusion which is confirrred by a note in the pro-
nouncing dictionary of Avanesov and o¥egov indicati!lg that the available 
knavle_dge of Russian orthoepy was not wholly adequate even as late as 
1952. 128 At a conference (sove~anie) on descriptive grammar, lexicography 
125 Ibid., pp.387-388. 
126 Proekt slovarja ~ •• , p.49. 
127 Ibid., pp.47-48. 
128 V . ~ Avanesov and Ozegov, ·Russkoe literaturrtoe ·proizrtosertie · ••• -, , . p. 5 (footnote). 
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and dialectolCXJY held in May 195 3 S. G. Banrudarov, in his paper on the 
proposed three-volurre AcadeTI¥ dictionary (later issued in four volurres, 
1957-1961), specifically included arrong the kinds of information required 
in a norrrative dictionary the placerrent of stress (rasstanovka udarenija), 
. d . . 129 but orm.tte pronunciation. Possibly the norm had not stabilized in 
certain respects by the tirre the first volurre of t.he DMSR was. going to 
press (which would help to explain the lack, or rather the inconclusive-
ness, of any investigation) for; in a b(X)klet published in 1948, 
S.P. Obnorskij drew attention to incorrect pronunciations involving a 
choice between hard and soft consonants preceding the phoneme /e/, 
written e, in foreign loanwords, citing as exanples such words as 'terra r r 
"therre"; ·ideja "idea" (requiring soft consonants) ; ·tertdertcija "tendency" 
and ·arttenna (requiring hard consonants). 130 In the light of Obnorskij's 
rerrarks and the fact that in both the Introduction to the D.f:J.LSR and its 
Draft Instruction the only exarrple rrentioned in connection with this 
particular problem is ·pjure , "pur~e", which belongs to the class of 
indeclinable end-stressed nouns in ·-e borrowed from French in which 
the hardness of the consonant is entirely predictable (except for /1'/, 
which is always soft), it is tempting to wonder - even though u¥akov had 
already dealt with the pronunciation of words of the tertdertcija type -
whether the planners of the DMSR appreciated the full ~gnitude of the 
problem. The truth seems to have dawned at scree tirre between the 8th of 
February 1952, when the old "etymological" version of volurre IV was ready 
to be sent to the printers, 131 and the 14th of December 1955, when the 
129 S A B . v "S VV . 
. l' . tik. • • urnaseva, . ovescanie po voprosam opisate noJ grarrma 1, leksikografii i dialektologii"; ·yoprosy 'jaZykoznartija, , 5·, 1953, p.125. 130 S.P. Obnorskij; )<ul' tura ·russkogo ·jazyka, Mosccw-Leningrad, Izd-vo Al.~ SSSR, 1948, p.22. 
131 Kovtunova; ·voprosy 'jazykoznarrija, 5, 1956, p.102 (reporti:ng a speech by A.M. Babkin) • 
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present version of volu:rre IV was authorized for publication, 132 - and 
probably sorrewhere near the tiITe of the above-rrentioned conference. 
But the decision to drop the finer points of orth03py was only one 
of a nurrber of chcl!lges that were to be in traduced in to the DM3R' s 
principles of compilation during this period - ostensLbly in connection 
with the discrediting of N. Ja. Marr. 
3.4. The Soviet linguistic controversy of 1950 and its significance for the DM.SR. 
The controversy that developed in the first half of 1950 over the 
teachings of N. Ja. Marr was brought to an end by I. V. Stalin's "On 
M:::,-v-v-;sm and li · ti' 11133 ubli h d · P d th 2oth f J 1950 u..L~ _nguis cs p s e in · rav; a on e o une • 
Six nonths later the second volu.rre of the DM.SR was authorized for publi-
cation. Neither its preface nor its text contained any hint of the 
ch~ges that were to cone. 
In mid-April 1952 - nearly two years after Marr' s fall fran grace -
a lexicographic conference134 was called to discuss among other things 
132 This and other dates presented without further corrment are abstracted from the publication details contained in the relevant volune of the di~ooary. 
· 
. 133 Translated title taken from The Soviet ·1inguistic ·controversy, ,. trans. (£ran the Soviet Press) John V. Murra, Robert M. Hankin, and Fred Holling, (Columbia University Slavic Studies, general ed. Ernest J. Simrons), New York, Morningside Heights, King's Cravn Press, 1951, p.70. In addition to this source book (in translation), accounts of the controversy and its aftermath are given in W.K. Matthews, "The Soviet contribution to linguistic thought" , ·Archi vum lirtguisticum, , II, 1-2, Glasgc:w, 1950, pp.°114-121 and W.K. Matthews, "Levelopments in Soviet linguistics since the crisis of 1950"; The Slavonic ·and East European· review, XXXIV (1955-1956), London, 1957, pp.123-130. All of these contain material on Marr' s . teaching, which receives a thorough and critical treatnent in Lawrence 1.e·slie Thanas, ·The lirtguisti·c ·theories of N. Ja. Marr, _(California University publications on linguistics, 
vol. XIV), Berkeley, University of California Press, 195?°; conterrporary Soviet surrrrnaries are to be found in I. Me¥Zaninov, VVedertie v ·jafetidologi.ju, Leningrad, Nau&o-issledovatel'skij in-t sravnitel'noj istorii literatur i jazykov, ;1929 and V.A. Mixankova, Nikolaj Jakovlevi~ Marr: ·o°&rk ·ego ·¥izni i nau&oj dejatel 'nosti, Moscav-Leningrad, Izd-vo AN SSSR, 1948 (3rd rev. ed., 1949). 
134 The first of its kind, according to V. V. Vinogradov (speech reported in Il'inskaja, Voprosy jazykoznanija, 4, 1952, p.118). 
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problerrs discovered during the compilation of the I1'1SR. In his opening 
address V. V. Vin_ogradov stressed the need to expunge the traces of Marr' s 
anti-scientific theories from the first two volumes of the dictionary; 
he itemized (apparently without any specific exarrples) features of Marxist 
teaching that had had a detrirrental effect on Soviet lexicographic 
theory and practice and charged that Marr's negligent attitude to.vards 
lexi~aphy had been responsible for the absence of a secure rrethodolCXJical 
basis for lexicographic activity and for the failure to train adequate 
cadres of lexi~graphers. 135 S.G. Barxudarov, in his paper "O zada-gax 
Slovarja sovrerrenn_ogo russk_CXJO jazyka" (sic) 136 ("On the tasks facing the 
·nictionacy of Modern Russian"), revealed that the nesting system of 
arr~gerrent had been abandoned in favour of the alphabetic. 137 A certain 
Syromjatnikov of the Eastern Studies Institute delivered a sharp attack on 
the illustrative material in the ·Tolko-yyj slovar' ·sov.tertertriogo ·russkogo · 
jazyka AN SSSR (sic) 138 ("Explanatory dictionary of Modern Russian"), 
corrplaining of the archaisms, dialectisrns and other nonstandard words 
the quotations contained - to which A.M. Babkin replied (or added) that 
Marr's teaching on the class nature of ·language had had a pernicious 
(:ragubnyj) effect on the preparation of quotation rraterials, "for exarrple 
the quotation from Neverov 'Miron 1e¥a1, zadrav n_ogi, na gumne' [Miron 
lay dying on the threshing-floor] was provided with a note in the 
dictionary to the effect that Miron was a poor peasant being exploited 
by a kulak. 11139 
The frivolousness of this exarrple (apart from the f act that the 
offenffi!lg quotation appears to have been rerroved from the dictionary 
135 Ibid., p.114. 
136 Ibid., p .115. 
137 Ib'd 117 l • , p . • 
138 Ibid. 
139 Ibid. 
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before publication) and the long delay between Stalin's denunciation of 
Marr and the holding of the lexicographic conference are pc:werful 
arguments for Marr' s irrelevance to the dictionary's shortcomings. 
th ~ d 1 . 140 . h'ch Nevertheless e con.Lerence man_age to pass a reso ution in w i 
it stated that Marr' s teaching on the superstructural nature of langu_age, 
his confusion of semantics with the public world-view and ideology, and 
his anti-historical approach to the history of a word and its rreanings 
had had a serious effect on the structuring of dictionary articles, on 
the order of arrcl!lgerrent of rreanings, and on the selection and arrange-
rrent of illustrative quotations. 141 The resolution further inplied that 
Marr had been to blaire for "vulgarly sociological and inaccurate" 
definitions. 142 At the sane tine it exonerated him from responsibility 
for the idea o~ giving detailed orthoepic infonnation since it cal)-ed 
for "the detennination and unification of ••• pronunciation and 
1 • 1 II 143 Th • d • ,::i ted • accento _ogica norms. e seven-point recormen ation auop in 
the resolution ma.de no rrention of the D.MSR but was directed rrore_ generally 
at inproving the status and coordination of lexicographic activities 
throughout the Soviet Union and increasing the numbers of trained, 
~ . 1 1 . h . . f th . . . 144 pro.Lessiona exicograp ers issuing ran e universities. 
A fortnight later Ll.tera.tumaja gazeta printed an attack by v. Vsevolod, 
M. Zarva and K. Bylinskij 145 on the first two volumes of the dictionary. 
140 
"Rezoljucija leksikografi~skogo sove~anija pri Institute jazykoznanija AN SSSR (15-16/IV 1952_ g.) "; ·voprosy 'jazykoznartija·, , . 4, 1952, pp.118-120. 
141 Ibid., p.118. 
142 Ibid., p.119. 
143 Ibid. 
144 Ibid., pp.119-120. 
145 V. Vsevolcxi, M. Zarva, and K. Bylinskij, "0 slovare sovrerrennogo 
russk_ogo jazyka: pi 'no v redakciju"; ·IJ.tera.turrtaja ·gazeta, 29 April 1952, p. 3. 
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The rrost cogent point in the article - and the only one to draw conment 
£rem the editors of the newspaper - was the inconvenience of the 
etyrrD~ogical arrangerrent to the consulter, which was not rruch relieved 
by the alphabetical indexes. 146 The editorial comrent is interesting 
because it draws attention to and criticizes the decision then in force 
to issue, not only the third, but also the fourth volwre of the dictionary 
in its etymol_ogical format. Marr' s narre was not :rrentioned. 
The task of involvi!lg Marr in responsibility for the DMSR' s failings 
was left to the professional linguists. For example, in an article 
published in the March-April issue of ·voprosy jazykozrtartija, , 1952, 
(presumably issued late March/early April and therefore accessible to 
. V 147 the participants at the lexioographic oonference), s.r. Ozegov refers 
to the serious condition in which theoretical and practical lexicography 
navv found itself as a result of Marr's despotism and neglect - "contrary 
to the specific stipulations of I.enin11148 - and deals with sorre specific 
points: first, in reference to a dictionary of Old Russian then in process 
of compilation but shortly to be suspended (see bela.v), that the class-
language theo:r:y had led to a splitti_ng up of Old Russian vocabulary into 
' f f , 
146 Other points were generally dealt with at a superficial level: as 
regards the word list, the writers' objections to the inclusion of certain obsolete words and a nunber of dialect words "long rejected by both dialects and slangs (¥argony) alike" were accorrpanied by exhortations to the com-pilers ... lovingly to develop and enrich" the language; the incxlemi ty of the dictiana:t:y was assailed on the grounds that current periodical and publicist literature was not :rrentioned in the lists of sources contained in the dictionary's front matter - and yet there is, for example, a quotation from ·Pravda dated 8 January 1947 under ballotirovat'sja, "stand for election" (D.M3R, vol. I, col. 258); the dictionary's registration of 
"incorrect" orthographic and gender variants was also criticized. 147 s.r. o¥egov , · '.'O trex tip.ax tolkovyx slovarej sovrerrennogo russkogo jazyka", Voprosy jazykoznartija, 2, 1952, pp.85-1O3. · 148 Ibid., pp.86-87. 
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a number of groups that included, inter alia, "carpenters' words" and 
149 
"cobblers' words"; and secondly, in referen02 to the DMSR and with 
quotations £ran the relevant portions of Beljaev' s "Uroki pro¥logo" 
and the Draft Instruction urging the need for Marr's teachings to be 
reflected in the dictionary, that old lexicographic rrethods and principles 
such as etymol_ogical grouping, reverse order of rreanings, "and much rrore 
besides" had been revived in Marrist colours ("proizvodilos' podkraXivanie 
pod 'novae u~enie' tex prierrov i rretodov ••• "). 150 
en the 4th of July 1952 the Presidium of the Acadert¥ of Sciences 
passed a Resolution151 which contained the first reasonably detailed 
staterrent of policy ~egarding the IMSR and sorre other dictionaries as well. 
It noted that the third volurre of the dictionary, then at the printers, 
had been purged of many of the Marrist rrethodological errors that 
characterized the first two volurres, though it was still arranged in 
etyrrological groups, and accepted v.v. Vinogradov's . assuran02 that the 
alphabetic rearrangerrent of these three volurres would be undertaken upon 
corrpletion of the fourteenth (at this stage the last) volurre. 152 It 
recormended that the DMSR be corrpleted as far as volurre V by the end of 
1952 and that the whole work be finished no later than 1958. 153 To this 
I I 
149 Ibid., p·. 87 0 Nevertheless in the preface to volurre IV (p.iv) of the DM.SR the decision to drop discipline labels in favour of the single ·spec. is explained as being sirrply due to the fact that it is frequently difficult to assign a term to a single discipline - in other words, there is no 
reference to Marr in thfs connection. 
150 
o¥egov; Voprosy 'jazykozrtartija, , 2, 1952, p.87. 
151 
"Postanovlenie Prezidiuma AN SSSR ot 4 ijulja 1952 g. No. 391, g. Moskva, o rabote slovarnogo sektora Instituta jazykoznanija AN SSSR", 
. I zvesti j a Akadernii rtauk SSSR: · 0tdelertie · li teratlify , · i · j aeyka, , XI , 6 , 19 5 2 , pp.S 72-.5 73. 
152 According to Viktor Va~daev ("'Akademi~skoe' ravnodu.¥ie i ¥ivoe delo", 
·Literatumaja ·ga.Zeta, r 3 April 1956, p.'2) the size of the dictionary had been changed from fifteen to fourteen volurres in order to ac02lerate publication. (The proposal to reissue the first three volurres was never put into effect. ) 
153 
va¥daev, hONever, alleged that within the Acadert¥'s Depart:rrent of Llterature and Language and its Institute of Linguistics it was thought that the D:M3R would be ccnpleted by 1960 and that the dictionary's ·chief 
editor (F.P. Filin) put the corrpletion date - rrore realistically - at 1962 (ibid.). 
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end, apparently, the Resolution advised the terrporary suspension of the 
dictionary of Old Russian - but in the sarre breath it called for a 
three-volurre dictionary of m:xlem standard Russian to be beg1m in the 
follcwi!lg year and corrpleted by 19560 The Resolution concluded with 
detailed specifications of the increases in staffing and financial 
allocations required to enable the Dictionary Sector to fulfil this 
prograrrrre. 
These brave hopes received a setback right at the outset: so far 
from the fifth volurre of the dictionary's bei!lg ready by the end of 1952, 
near 1 y tvvo years were to pass before the third volurre was finally 
authorized for publication in April 19540 Acoording to v. va¥daev the 
reason for this long delay lay in the poor state of the original manuscript, 
itself a result of primitive rrethods of work (kustar¥3ina) which prevented 
younger lexic.ographers from benefiting from the experience of older 
rrerrbers: sorre two and a half years were spent correcting the volume 
"under the pretext of enlarging" it, during which tirre five or six 
successive sets of proofs (korrektury) of the volume were nade; at one 
stage N.Z. Kotelova, the publishing editor (herself a post-graduate student . 
' 
. 
at the tirre) made 500 remarks on a total of fifty galley proofs, ninety 
f hich d f . 15 4 percent o w were accepte or correction. Since it appears both 
from Va~daev's account and from the preface to the volurre itself155 that 
a goodly portion of the volurre was eventually reset, it is unfortunate 
that a rrore thorough estimate of the work that was. going to be involved 
was not made in tine for a carplete reset with an alphabetic arrangerrent. 
At all events it is difficult to escape the inpression of hollcwness in 
the excuse - that the volurre was prepared before the 1950 controversy, . 
. . . 
, 
154 Ibid. 
155 DMSR, vol. III, p.iii. 
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that is, sare four years before it was published - given ill the preface 
156 to the volurre for the retention of the etyrrological system. 
157 The list of changes made in volurre III and noted in its preface -
the need for all of which was apparently to be attributed to Marr' s 
influence - rorrprised: the restructuring of articles, the refonnulation 
of definitions, the deletion of plainly obsolete words ("javno ustarelye 
slova" - referring presumably to words obsolete by the tirre of P'uXkin, 
limited quantities of which had been recormended for inclusion by the 
1938 Draft Instruction158), replacerrent of sorre quotations with others, 
the shortening of excessively long quotations, the standardization 
(unifikacija) as far as possible of orth_ography an~ grammatical 
characteristics, and the deletion of obvious elerrents of encyclopedism. 
Cha_nges announced for incorporation in the next volurre - apparently, once 
_again, for the sarre reason - were to be made in: the rrethod of arranging 
words, the order in which rreanings, quotations and phrases were to be 
listed, and the system of stylistic labels. 159 A hint of the more 
detailed reasons for the ch<3!1ges was presented in the fonn of certain 
findings of the Learned Council (U°&nyj Sovet) of the Institute of 
f , / I ( 
156 Ibid. 
157 Ibid. 
158 Proekt slovarja · ~ •• , · pp.11-12. This change probably aved more to 
Stalin's intervention, in a direct sense, than it did to the discrediting 
of Marr - cf. o¥egov' s remarks on this point: " ••• until the appearance· of 
Stalin's works on questions of linguistics • • • Our lexicographic practice 
associated the boundaries of the :rncrlem language with the· narre of Pu¼kin , 
but generally crossed these boundaries with e·ase if beyond them there 
were to be found phenarena that could still be enoountered in the present 
day" (Voprosy ·jazykozrtartlja, , ~, 1952, p. 92). Indeed, Marr' s stadial theory 
of linguistic change might have been expected to lead his disciples to 
suppose that pre-· and post-PuXkin Russian would be such entirely different 
languages as to disoourage them from seeking, or even seeing, any 
phenorrena conman to both. (An exanple of Marr-inspired re·asoning of 
this kind is described (and rejected) in Babkin; T.eksikografiZe·skij , 
·sbornik., -~v, 1960, p.9.) 
159 IM.SR, vol. III, p.iii. 
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Linguistics: that the etymol_QCJical grouping system was based on historico-
semantic principles (rreaning, presu:rrably, a mixture of historical and 
semantic principles - otherwise the staterrent would .be in rather strong 
contrast with the charge of anti-historicism levelled at the dictionary 
in CX)nnection with Marr sare few years ear lier160) ; that there was a 
confusi_ng of historical and nonnative purposes in the characterising 
of rrodem Russian, and of philo~ogical and encyclopedic principles in 
the writing of definitions, "and so on11 • 161 But the introduction of two 
new signs into the text of the volurre162 - the large, boldface asterisk 
heraldi_ng a quotation illustrating a f _igurati ve us_age (as in colmnn 220, 
for exarrple) and the tilde preceding certain multiword units (not actually 
used until volune IV) - was apparently due solely to the resourcefulness 
of the conpilers. 
Volurre IV appeared in December 1955. Its preface opened with a brief 
account of the two previous occasions in Russian lexicography (the first 
Academy dictionary and the Dal' dictionary) when etymolQCJical order had 
proved unsatisfactory and follaved this with the lane assertion that the 
reversion to such a system in the present century could be understood in 
relation to and explained by the confusion and muddle ( "putanicej i 
nerazberixoj") into which linguistics had been thravn by Marr's . teachings~63 
More specific causes for the reversed chronolQCJical order of quotations 
were to be found, havever, in such Marrist ideas as the superstructural 
164 and class nature of l~guage. 
r f I f I I 
160 In, e.g.: "Postanovlenie ••• "; ·Izvestija ,·Ak.ademii ·rtauk. ,-SSSR: , 
·otdelenie· literatury ·i jazyka, , XI, 6, 1952, p.572; Ozegov; ·voprosy 
· 'jazykozrtartija, 2, 1952, p.,87. 
161 DMSR, vol. III, p.iii. 
162 Ibid. 
16 3 0 ,1\IIC' 1 ... roR, VO. IV, p.lll. 
164 Ib'd 1 ., p.iv. 
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February 1956 was marked by the denunciation of Stalin's "personality 
cult" at the Twentieth Party Congress165 and the appointrrent of a 
. . . . te k th .1\/IC'R 166 N. d bef th Camussion to investiga wor on e D1·.o • ine ays ore e 
mid-April rreeti_ng at which the Carrnission' s findings were presented 
and discussed167 v. va¥daev published an article irt ·Literaturnaja ·gazeta , 
entitled "Akadenri.~skoe ravnodu¥ie i ¥ivoe delo" (" ' Academic' indifferen02 
and a live issue") • 16 8 va¥daev had nothing specific to say about the DMSR 
itself - apart fromwonderi:ng airily why the corrpilers had chosen to i gnore 
the experiences of the past when they decided upon the etyrrological 
groupi:ng system for the first few volurres - but concentrated his attack 
on the rrethods and ~rganization of work on the dictionary, and on the 
qualifications and devotion to duty of those taking part. In his openi_ng 
address to the April rreeting169 v.v. Vinogradov, whom va¥daev had accused 
of not attending more than one rreeti:ng of the Dictionary Sector in three 
,170 years, . ~gan the session by dealing with this article - he comrended 
his critic's awareness of the cultural, social and .scientific irrportance 
of lexicography, answered a few of the points raised in the article, and 
finally dismissed it with a jibe at its author's youthfulness - and then 
proceeded in a similarly preerrptive fashion to read a paper of his ONn on 
the dictionary's faults (thereby validating the substance of va¥daev's 
criticism, it would seem, ~in02 V~ogradov's nane appears alongside those 
f ' I I I I f 
165 B.A. Vvedenskij ~t al. (eds.); ~M.alaja · sovetskaja ·enciklopedija, , IV, (no place) , Gos. naucn. izd-vo "BSE", 1959, cols. 1077-1078. 
166 Zemskaja, yoprosy jazykoznanija, 5, 1956, p. 95. 
167 Ibid. 
16 8 
va¥daev, Li teraturnaj a gazeta, 3 April 1956, p. 2. 
169 The account of the rreeting, including that of the Corrmission's report, 
which here follo.vs is based on Zemskaja; ·yoprosy ·jaZykOZnartija, , ?, 1956 , . pp.95-lOla 
170 V Vazdaev, Literatllrrlaja gazeta, 3 April 1956, p .2. 
of other rrembers of the editorial board in every volurre of the 
dictionary). 
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The report, which was read to the neeting by the president of the 
Corrmission, E.A. Bokarev, took issue with the dictionary -- including 
even the unpublished fifth, sixth, seventh and e_ighth volurres, the last 
two of which had been rejected by the Learned Council as unsatisfactory 
at the end of the prece~g year, 171 -- on the follCM~g ten points: 
(1) the file was not being used properly for investigating senantic and 
grammatical characteristics; (2) the word list was not being worked out 
prior to detailed carpilation; (3) the historical aspect of the dictionary 
suffered through uneven distribution of Soviet and pre-Soviet quotations , 
inconsistencies in the order of listing neani_ngs, and errors and omissions 
(especially ·of sorre needed definitions) in the reference sections; 
. (4) grammatical characteristics were often omitted, sonetirres incorrect, 
and not always supported by quotations; (5) relationships between gram-
matical ca~gory (nurrber, case, rrood, aspect, and so on) and rreani:ng were 
often not stated clearly but were shavn by rreans of typical ronstructions; 
(6) sone definitions were unsuccessful or inaccurate, or were accarpanied 
by quotations illustrati_ng a different neani_ng; (7) placerrent of multi-
word units was occasionally haphazard; ('8) great and inexplicable variety 
was observable fran volu:rre to voltme, and e\i'ell within the limits of a 
s~gle volu:rre, in the treatrrent of non-denotative words; (9) quotations 
did not always bear out the stylistic labels; and (10) made-up illustrative 
phrases were often unsuccessful. The report ooncluded by remarking with 
concern. the absence of any s_ignificant differences between the plans for 
the DMSR and those for the Acadert¥' s smaller dictionary (eventually 
published in four volu:rres). 
171 Zemskaja; Voprosy "jazykoznanija, 5, 1956, p. 95. The seventh volurre had been rejected on 23 Iecerrber 1955 (va¥daev; ·Literatumaja ·gazeta, , . 3 April 1956, p.2). 
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After the report had been read, other Corrmission :rrenbers were 
allc:wed to make independent submissions, tjle rnost original of -which was 
that of the director of the Institute of Linguistics, V. I. Borkovskij , 
who spoke of organizational difficulties - such as changes in the 
rrerribership of the editorial board, the lack of traini!1g facilities 
within the Dictionary Sector for new staff, the lack of direction and 
evaluation of the corrpilers' work by the editors, the lack of an 
officially approved Instruction, and the preferenre of the leadership 
of the Sector for quantity of output rather than quality. Borkovskij 
attributed the dictionary's poor quality not only to the compilers' lack 
of qualifications but also to the carelessness of their work. 
B.V. To~evskij, supported by G.P. Blok, recomrrended the study of 
fore_ign dictionaries as a rreans to irrproving Soviet lexic_ography and 
called for rrore precise treatrrent of word histories in the DMSR by 
abandoning the references to previous dictionaries in f amur of the 
earliest instanres of usage recorded in the file. In the debate on 
historicism that ensued the rreeting appeared to be more or less evenly 
divided on the desirability and feasibility of combining historical 
matter with the normative approach that new seerred to sorre to be the 
dictionary's main purpose. 
Members of Dictionary Sector staff present at the rreeting spoke 
briefly, addi!1g further criticism and recormendations touching the 
~rganization of work on the dictionary, ~d criticizing certain features 
of the Commission's report and its rrethods of invest_igation. In particu-
lar, N. Z. Kotelova pointed out that a corrparati ve evaluation of the 
various volurres would have been useful to the corrpilers, -who felt that 
the eighth volurre (despite its recent rejection) was in many respects the 
best to date because it represented the first occasion on which corrpilers 
and editors had coordinated their efforts. 
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The mnn points in V. V. Vin_ogradov 1 s surmung up were: that work 
th 11 rlnn,,;7 di ti' d th p vk. dicti' 172 on the D.M3R, . e srna er Acauci,2' c onar:y an e us 1.11 onar:y 
should be coordinated; that the_ grammatical training of the corrpilers 
needed to be irrproved; that the historical principles adopted for the 
DMSR to date should be retained and that efforts should be made to 
irrprove the CX)nsistency of their realization in the dictionary text; 
and that rrore attention should be paid to detennining the proper functions 
of corrpilers and editors and the proper division of tasks between them. 
In connection with the third (historical) point Vir1:ogradov echoed the 
wa.nll!lg voiced at the rreeti!}g by L.S. Kovtun _against recbrmending such 
drastic ch~ges in the D.MSR 1 s principles of CX)!Tpilation that the die- ' 
tionary would have to be scrapped; and in connection with the last he 
observed that the editors' function should be to unify the work of 
several canpilers rather than sirrply to CX)ITect the work of each of 
them in isolation from the others. 
This :rreeti!)-g is notable for the total absence - as far as can be 
,173 j~dged from Zemskaja's . report - of any reference to either Stalin or 
Marr: presumably because at this early ·stage silence was the safest 
policy. (On the other hand Vinogradov was probably ~ight in saying in 
his opening address that hitherto there had been no serious evaluation 
of the dictionary 1 s quality.) 
The air had cleared considerably by the 9th of Jlme, when much the 
sane group of people rret again - this tine to discuss volume IV only - ,i . . 
and continued to do so as the discussion progressed.:r 74 '. A. V. Avrorin, . 
. . . . . . . . . 
I I I 
172 v.v. Vinogradov et al. (eds.); Slovar' jazyka ·pu¥kina, , 4 vols. plus Appendices, Mosco.v, Gos. izd-vo inostr. i nae. slovarej, 1956-1961. 173 Zemskaja, Voprosy jazykoznanija, 5, 1956, pp.95-101. 
174 The account of the rreeting which follows is based generally on Kovtrnova; Voprosy jacykoznartija, , 5, 1956, pp.102-106. 
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opell.!1g the ~eting, noted the principal features distinguishing the 
fourth volurre from its predecessors - alphabetical arrangerrent of words 
and chronol_ogical order of quotations - without rrentioning any reasons 
for their intrc:rluction. A.M. Babkin follcwed with a sketch of the 
history of oonpilation of the volurre in whic_h he made a guarded reference 
to the Resolution of July 1952. After Babkin' s paper (which dealt, of 
course, with many other topics besides) V. V. Vinogradov presented a 
· 
175 de d .. 11 f 'lin . detailed account vote prl!1cipa y to ai . gs ll1 semantic 
de . . . l din th ti' f h 176 11 f 1 scription, .;i..nc u . g e ques on o orronyrns , in a our vo urres 
of the dictionary then published. Vinogradov found conclusive evidence 
of an anti-historical approach to the question of homonYJI¥ in - , 
specifically - volurre IV of the ™SR and in a fascicle published in 
1907 of the ?axmatov dictiona:t:y177 - a barely di.sguised tilt at the 
notion of Marrist responsibility for the "anti-historicism" of the inter-
vening volurres. A little further on we read: "In the Academy Dictionary, 
and, incidentally, in its fourth volurre as well, the business of de- 1 
lineati!].g and separati_ng homonyms is dealt with unsatisfactorily • .J-78 
. . . . .. 
( , ( ( ( ( 
175 This was published separately in full: v.v. Vinogradov, . 
"0 nekotoryx voprosax teorii russkoj leksik_ografii".i ·voprosy , jazykoznanija, 5, 1956, pp. 80-94. 
176 The subject of homonYJI¥ had at this tirre a peculiar fascination for Russian lexicographers, who appeared to be unable to distinguish between the theoretical problem of defining homonYJI¥ ( a task, surely, for the lexicologists) and the practical °lexicographic problem of hew to deal most effectively with complexes of grammatical, semantic, ~d historical (including etyrrological) differences associated with an 
orthographically single canonical form (cf., e.g., Vinogradov, Voprosy , jazykoznartija, 5, 1956 ,~P· 88-90 and "Diskussi'ja po voprosam omonimii 
na otkrytom zasedanii Ucenogo soveta Leningradskogo otdelenija Instituta jazykoznanija AN SSSR"; T,eksikografi°&ski'j ·sborrtik , · IV, 1960, pp.35-92, being a verbatim report of a conference held in December 1957). 177 Vinogradov, ·voprosy ·jazykoznanija, 5, ~956, pp.87-88. 178 Ib'd 88 i • I p. • 
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The next to take the floor was A.P. Evgen'eva. She was more direct. 179 
In her opinion, "the condemnation of the etyrrol_ogical grouping system as 
a lexicographically reactionary system connected with the 'new teaching 
on l~guage' of N. Ja. Marr - as expressed in the prefaCE to volurre IV -
was too severe. 11180 And she supported this contention by instancing a 
number of dictionaries, such as m5erba's Russian-French dictionary and 
o¥egov's Russian dictionary, in which a grouping system had been used to 
advantage • 
. E_vgen' eva continued with the worthwhile sllggestion that the fo:r:ner 
precision of the citations accompanying illustrative material should be 
restored in the succeeding volumes and justly cri ticiized both the exCEssi ve 
length of the made-up phrases in the fourth volume and the policy of 
tryi!1g to provide every neaning for which no suitable quotation could 
be found with such a phrase. This last point was anplified by K.P. Avdeev 
(who also called for the introduction of frequency labels, perhaps not 
realizing that the omission of inappropriate illustrative material that 
he was advocati_ng would in itself constitute a cornrrent on the rarity of 
any word so affected181) and objected to ·by G.A. Ka°&vskaja on the 
(mi_sguided) . grounds that in the absenCE of quotations and made-up phrases 
a word had no right to be in the dictionary in the first place. Ka&vskaja 
follaved up this odd staterrent (which was intended as a counter to Avdeev's 
contention that words classified as "familiar" could only be admitted to 
( ( ( ( 
'
179 It is characteristic that Evgen' eva' s . article "K voprosu o tipe odnotom_ogo slovarja russk~go j ·azyka sovetskoj ~poxi"; ·voprosy r" jacykornartija, , . 3, 1953, pp.48-68, published just after Stalin's death, .j_s devoid of any reference to either Stalin or Marr whereas V. V. Vinogradov' s . "Osnovnye tipy leksi°&skix zna-genij slova", Voprosy jazykoznanija, 5, 1953, pp~3-29, published a few rronths later, opens with a mildly grateful referenCE to Stalin's excursion into linguistics. 
· 180 Kovtunova; yoprosy jazykoznartija, 5, 1956, p.103. 181 Cf. E_vgen'eva; ·Leksikografi°3eskij ·sbonrik, , II, 1957, p .173; also _Zgusta, pp.271-272 (footnote 156). 
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the dictionary if they were supported by quotations) with a rrore subtle 
piece of confusion: that the excessively nonnative approach (that is, 
not the deficiencies of the file - which perhaps could be overcorre by 
a sufficiently imaginative carpiler) was responsible for the omission 
of many "familiar" (in the stylistic sense) words from the fourth volurre, 
exarrples bei!1g ·zazrja "to no purpose"; ·zadarma .i'gratis", . and ·zabrjuxatet,1 , 
"becorre pregnant". To give her her due, havever, Ka&vskaja also drew 
attention to the untidiness of the dictionary's presentation of verbal 
rections, for which she blarred the labels l'.lerex. and neperex. , recormending 
that they be dropped in favour of the system of interrogative pronouns 
. V V 182 used by Usakov and O~egov. 
The c~ of the rreeting was reached when N. Z. Kotelova prefaced 
h k 183 . th th . . th er remar. s wi e opinion at 
although the fourth volurre oontained a nurrber of praiseworthy features (more rigorous selection of material, absence of the 
excessive encyclopedism that was characteristic of the third 
volt.me, and so on) , it was inferior to the third volurre as a lexicographic type: the third volurre bore a rrore Academic stallp.184 . 
Thereafter the rreeting continued placidly to its endQ L.S. Kovtun 
camended the_ general simplicity of the stylistic labelling system because 
it answered best to the dictionary's historical requirements (in this she 
was later supported by F.P. Filin who considered that a rrore corrplex 
system might lure the conpilers into subjective evaluations) and 
. . . . 
' 
182 The four-volurre dictionary (Slovar' russkogo jazyka, 1957-1961) 
ccrnbines the two systems (rejecting the redundant neperex.) and thus 
avoids the genitive-accusative arnbigu.i.ty of a lone kogo denoting a personal object, but at the sarre t 'irre fails to indicate whether a direct object is personal or impersonal or both. A more advanced discussion of the problem is given in s.x. Ioffe and LQPo Stupin, 
"Problema pakaza distribucii zna~enija v tolkovom slovare (na materiale 
russkogo glagol -) ", in B.A. Larin and P.A. Imitriev (edso); ·o&rki ·po·, 
slovoobrazovaniju i slovoupotreblertiju, Ieningrad, Izd-vo I.GU, 1965, pp.82-86. 
183 On the absence of stylistic labelling for multiword lexical ill1its. 184 Kovtunova, yoprosy jazykoznanija, 5·, 1956, p. 105. 
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recormended that the experience_ gained from work on the fourth volurre 
be used to irrprove certain chapters of the Instruction. O.G. Poroxova 
criticized the formalism of the referential definitions for adjectives 
derived from nouns and st1ggested that the appropriate sections of the 
Instruction be arrended. I.K. Zborovskij, apart £ran proposi_ng that the 
DMSR include and cornrrent on cornrron mistakes in speech, considered that 
the etyrrological grouping system had had ItU1ch to offer in terms of 
convenience but that "the chief task for the D.MSR nav, havever, was to 
perfect the alphabetic system that had been adopted" 185 - apparently 
missing the point of E_vgen' eva' s defence of the forrrer as a lexicographic 
technique that was valid in the appropriate circumstances·. Filin observed 
that the more substantial of the dictiona:cy' s shortcomings, particularly 
as ~egards the historical rratter, were unavoidable_ given the current state 
of linguistic science - a view that was shared by A.M. Babkin - , and the 
neeil!lg was brought to a close by V.A. Avrorin, who emphasized its_ great 
irrportance to the furtherance of the project. 
Evgen'eva's "severity" therre was taken up again in the follaving 
year in an article irt Teksikografi~skij sbomik-by To v. Zajceva186 in 
which the writer asserted - directly contradicting a stat.errent in the 
Resolution of July 1952187 - that the_ great virtue of etymological 
groupi!1g was that it revealed the relationships between words, without 
an understanding of which any notion of system in the lexicon would be 
incorrplete, ?ffid then proceeded to shav that the irrproverrents in semantic 
treatrrent that had been promised with the ch~ge to alphabetical 
185 Ibid., p.106. 
186 T.V. Zajceva, "'Slovar' sovrerrennogo russkogo literatumogo jazyka' (t. IV ~-z, Institut jazykoznanija AN SSSR, M.-L., 1955) ", ·_ Teksikografi&skij sborrtik, II, 1957, pp.179. 
187 
"Postanovlenie ••• ", Izvestija ·Akaden'lii ·nauk , SSSR: ·otdelertie , literab.1:ty ·i jaZyka, XI, 6, 1952, p.572. 
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arrcl!lgerrent ha~ generally failed to materialize. 188 But the novelty 
of such sport was already wearing off: in a searching article published 
in the sarre issue of ·I.eksikografi&skij sborrtik.189 Evgen'eva herself 
barely ffi3.kes even passing reference to the conflicting statements of 
the past190 in developi!1g her analysis of substantial changes introduced 
unannounced in the IMSR' s . fourth volurre. And in the September-October 
issue of Voprosy 'jazykoznartija of the sarre year S.G. Barxudarov, 
recounting the histo:cy of Soviet academic lexicography, ~as able to 
refer freely to the . "vulgar sociol.ogism" of the original Draft Instruction 
and to draw attention to an announcerrent made as far back as May 1939 by 
the then chief editor of the DM.SR, V. I. C:emy¥ev, concerning the. great 
trouble to which the editors had been put to purge the first volurre of 
th ff f · . . . fl 191 da th . di e e ects o its pernicious in uence; Barxu rov en m cates 
that corrplete success in this direction was not achieved, hc:wever, until 
the publication of volurre IV. 192 Finally, in 1960, A.M. Babkin,193 
taking a more critically reasoned view of the errors of the recent past, 
te f th " fus · f li · · · · th · a 1 "19 4 d wro o e con ion o nguistic semantics wi i eo .ogy an 
shewed that the "vulgar sociologism" of .which this confusion was 
syrrptornatic had continued to obtrude long after the linguistic controversy 
of 1950 - and in certain quarters until at least as late as 1957. 195 
, ' ' ' , 
188 Zajceva~ I.eksikografi~skij ,·sborrtik, , II, 1957, pp.179-180, 183-184. 189 A.P. Evgen'eva, "O nekotoryx leksikografi&skix voprosax, svjazannyx s izdanierri bol' ¥ogo Slovarj a sovrerrennogo russkog0- .literaturnogo j azyka AN SSSR"; 'I.ekSikOgrafi~eskij ,·sbomik, , 'rI, J-957,· ppo167-177. . 
l 90 E .• g. ibid., pp.168, 170. 
191 S.G. Barxudarov, "Russkaja sovetskaja leksikografija za·. 40 let", . 
· ·voprosy 'jazykozrtartija, , 5, 1957, p. 38. 
192 Ibid. 
193 A.M. Babkin, "Po voprosam russkoj leksikol.ogii i leksikografii", 
· ·I.eksikografi°&skij ·sborrtik, IV, 1960, pp.3-14. 
194 Ib'd 9 i • , p •• 
19 5 Ibid. Babkin' s exarrple refers to the spurious claim made by one A.N. Ko¥in to the effect that words such as ·c_rvardija "the Guard"; ·oficer 
"officer" , and · soldat "soldier" a<XIUired new lexical rreanings during the Second World War. 
· 
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The wheel had thus corre full circle - and even a little beyond. 
Any atterrpt to evaluate the precise role that Marr 1 s theories 
played in the restructuring of the DJYER should be based on the 
. . de . . th . 1 196 th t . . d follavi:ng consi rations. First, e artic es a anticipate 
and heralded the DJYER and, rrore particularly, the or_iginal Draft 
Instructions197 all made~ great deal of the irrportance of having 
Marr's teachl:ngs reflected in the new dictionary - indeed, as we have 
seen, tjle earlier n_eglect of these teachings was advanced as a reason 
for discontinui:ng the "seventh edition". Therefore, secondly, it was 
perhaps to be expected that sare changes would eventually have to be made 
in what was the si:ngle nos~ grandiose "Marrist" project in Soviet 
li · ti' 19 8 Thi dl l 19 49 unk. d k h d b ngms cs. r y, as ear y as . in rernar s a een 
made about such t.ltl:ngs as the layout of the dictionary articles (by 
Goreckij), the re-verse chronol_ogical order of quotations and the 
etymol_ogical arrangerrent (by &rnyx). But, fourthly, if it is true 
that Soviet linguistics found itself in the grip of a despotic regirre 
(of which Marr would presumably have been the figurehead rather than the 
author), then it is not difficult to appreciate that little could be 
done to alter the format of the dictionary unless reasons rather rrore 
conpelling than the convenience of either consulters or conpilers were 
forthcoming. To these may be added: the total failure of Soviet linguists 
to prcrluce anythi:ng rrore convincing than vague_ generalizations regarding 
( ( I t ( f f 
196 Beljaev; ·yestnik ,. Akademii : r1aUk -SSSR·,· 4-5, 1937, p.38; 0rlov; ·yestrrik 
·Akademii ·nauk ·sssR, · 4, 1938, p.43. 
197 Proekt ·slovarja ,. ~ •• ·, p.26 (and also Beljaev, ibid., p.4). 198 W.K. Matthews (The Slavonic and ·East ·European ·review, XXXCV (1955-1956), 1957, pp.128-129) argues that the 1950 controversy had little actual effect on the content of gramrars and bilingual dictionaries -but his article does not rrention the IMSR. . 
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the actual d~ge done to the dictionary by Marr's teachings}99 (and 
this despite) the l~gth of tine that elapsed between the disrremberrrent 
of Marr and the publishing of intentions to restructure the dictionary; 
and the later willi_ngness of Soviet li:nguists to discount Marr' s 
"carplicity" in the affair. Also to be considered, in the light of 
Marr's all~ged scorn and neglect of lexicography, are, on the one hand, 
the flcxxl of lexicographic discussion and publication that follaved 
Marr's davnfall (or perhaps, to be rrore precise - Stalin's davnfall) and, 
on the other,-:- the obvious philological diffidence that greeted Ienin's 
enthusiastic urgings for a compact Russian dictionary in 1920,200 at which 
tine Marr can hardly be said to have held absolute sway in Soviet 
Jin . ti' 201 . guis cs. 
The paradoxical conclusion to be drawn from these considerations is 
that Marr, through his di_sgrace, perfonred a tirrely, if posthurrous, 
service for the lexi~ography he supposedly despised by providing it 
( ( , , f 
199 Many echoes of Marr's . teaching can be discovered, of course, in the 
early volu:rres. For exarrple: the definitions for .·araJtejcyr ~'the Ararraeans" 
and ·araby "the Arabs" (both in vol. I) both refer to peoples speaking languages of the Semitic ·system· ,(sistema) rather than the Semitic · 
· ·family (sem' ja); the definition for ·arijcy "the Aryans" (vol. I) refers to a conventional tenn for Indo-Iranians "extended by bourgeois scholars to include all peoples that ever spoke Indo-European languages" and is 
supJ?Orted by a quotation from Marr himself; the correct (I.celandic) 
etyrrolCXJY of gej zer "geyser" . (vol. III) has fancifully appended to it "German ·heiss - hot" - an error which can hardly be due to the fact that Cyrillic g frequently transliterates Latirt .h; and the variety of transli terati.ons for the Arabic letter · jim {see Chapter II) may well derive ultimately from Marr' s ccnparative rrethods. An exanple of the 
alleged purging of volu:rre III is possibly to be found in the omission 
of ·a linguistics rreaning of ·gibrid "hybrid" which is given in u¥ak.ov 
with a quotation from Marr; (It may also be of inte.rest to record a 
remnant of Marrist tenninology that has escaped the vigilance of the 
staff of the Ienin Library Ill Mos<X:MT, narrely section ta6 designated: 
"The Inda-European · system of languages" • ) 
· 200 Cf. Lenin's correspondence .on .the subject quoted in Barxudarov, 
·voprosy ·jazykozrtanija, s, 1957, pp.39-40. 
201 Cf. Mixankova, esp. pp.249, 261, 290-293. 
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simultaneously with both the stimulus and the necessary scapegoat not 
only for rerredy~g certain of the Dr.ER' s deficiencies, but also - and 
this is rrore irrportant - for re-activating Soviet lexic_ographic tho:ught 
in sufficient tine for the IMSR to take its rightful place in the 
developrrent of Soviet lexic_ographic tradition. 'Ihe real villain of 
the piece, 9f course, _(I. V. Stalin) manipulating his marionettes alrrost 
at will, };lardly requires further specification. 
3.5. The final stages. 
The pericrl of crisis was past. 'Ihere were to be no further changes 
to the dictionary's . overall structure. Henceforth publication of the 
dictionary was to proceed ~egularly to its conclusion with the remaining 
volurres appearing at intervals of r~ughly eight to ten rronths. 
'Ihere were, of course, a nurriber of proposals for fresh changes, few 
of which were accepted. Apparently in answer to conplaints that the 
dictionary should reflect the rarer flights of Russian literary fancy 
L.S. Kovtun published a l~gthy article in 1957, misleadingly entitled 
"On the construction of the dictionary article11 , 202 the purpose of which 
was to explain that a general dictionary is des_igned to indicate that 
which is typical of the language - and to give the . seal of approval to 
the DMSR'.'s .perfo:rmance in this respect. E.A. Zemskaja and I.I. Kovtunova, 
reviewi_ng the fifth and sixth volurres · in the follavi!)-g year, 2?3 hc:wever, 
criticized the dictionary for basing its definitions of words and its 
choice of phraseological combinations on the us_age of individual writers 
. umb f . 204 th . . f . 1 ll1 an er o ll1Stances; eir review also advocated the use o tripe 
202 L.S. Kovtun, "0 postroonii slovamoj stat'i. (0tbor slovamogo 
rnate~iala, opre~lenie zna~nija i upotreblenija ~lova v_~rak~e bol' s_ogo SlovarJa russk_ogo Jazyka AN SSSR) "; ·LeJ<:sik<DgraficeSk1..~ , , 
· sbonrik, I, ;I.957, pp. 68-97. 
203 Zemskaja and Kovtunova, ·v0prosy "jaeykozrtartija, 2, 1958, pp.135-140. 
204 Ibid., p.140. 
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stylistic labels,205 as has been indicated (Chapter II), ~d ref)eated 
Kotelova's remark on the absence of labelling for phraseological rnateria1206 
and E:vgen'eva's comrent on the non-necessity of illustrating rarely used 
words with made-up phrases. 207 
The first of these points is, of course ~ general lexicographic truth 
for any dictionary that purports to shun nonce us.ages; the difficulty of 
its realization in practice, however, is also well knavn, as has been 
indicated in the Intrcduction to this thesis. The second and third 
points (on labelling) seem never to have been taken seriously - unlike 
the fourth (on illustration), the effects of which appear to becare 
gradually nore marked in the later volurres of the dictionary. It is 
difficult to detennine, however, -:- without an extrerrely detailed study - r 
at what stage deletion of unsuitable material fran an already prepared 
manuscript gave way to or_iginal care in the use and composition of made- 1 
up phrases in all parts of the dictionary. In volurre .IV the principle of 
"illustration of .eve~g at all costs" was not applied· universally 
(see chapter 2) ; by volurre VI a policy of non-illustration of the passive 
meanings of -sja verbs seems to be well established; yet as late as 
volurre IX one finds, after a perfectly adequate definition for the first 
rreani:ng of ·pereseivat' "re-sieve", -:- · "Pereseivat' ,·ploxo ·prosejarmuju· , 
·rnuku" ("re-sieve badly sieved flour"), and, after a similarly adequate 
definition of the second rreaning of the sa:rre verb ( an extensive rreaning 
associated with a notion of quantity in the object) - ·11Peresejat,1 , 
· · neskol' ko ·rre¥kov ·rrruki" ("sieve several sacks of flour") • In view of the 
205 A label such as · "Ustar~ prostore-g.-, i · obl. ~·, for exarrple, rreaning 
"once general in familiar Sf)eech but new regionally restricted", i ·s 
theoretically possible; but the insertion ·of a comna bebtleen the first 
two elerrents (as at ·Vkrute in volurre II) makes the third elerrent 
redundant, to say the least, because the label then rreans "forrrerly 
in neutral Sf)eech, :i;icw only in familiar Sf)eech and in regional dialects". 206 
. Zemskaja and Kovtunova, ·y0prosy ·ja~kozrtartija, , ~, 1958, p.137. 207 Ibid., p.136. 
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next point (see belcw) it is tenpting to associate the decisive change 
. 
. 
in this r:egard with volurre X, although even here we find such things as - r 
· "Pookraxmalivariie ·rel 1· ja" ("the starching of linen", -µnder the first word) 
and the sort of repetitiveness that E:vgen' eva attack~d208 under ·podkurivat,' , , 
"srroke out" and its verbal nouns ·podkur and ·podkurivanie, , all three of 
which are illustrated (in addition to quotations in sorre cases) by a 
phrase consisti_ng of the head word plus p~l " ( of) bees". 
E_vgen' eva' s reqi.:est that citations for illustrative quotations be 
rrore detailed was not acreded to until volurre X, presumably simply because 
the conpilation of this volurre - as _against that of vol1.me IX - had not 
proreeded very far by 1956. 209 But Evgen'eva's .doubts as to the wisdom 
of usi?g the tilde as a separation mark210 and the desirability of treating 
prepositions in "grarrmatical" rather than "lexicographical" articles211 
went virtually unnotired. 
In 1959 Kurt Gabka returned to the therre of historical perspective,212 
inspired, ?f)parently, by G. Hfittl-Worth's study of Russian lexical 
borrawi_ng in the e_ighteenth rentury213 and by the request for critical 
remarks contained in the preface to the fifth volume of the a-1SR (both 
published in 1956), and expressed the hope that future volurres of the 
dictionary would take advantage of works such as Hflttl-Worth' s and provide 
more accurate inforrration on first recorded occurrences. 214 With the 
dictionary already more than half finished (volurre IX was sent to the 
' I f ( 
208 E_vgen' eva; Leksikcgrafi&ski j · sborrri.,~, II , 19 5 7, p .17 3. 
209 Cf. zemskaja; ·voprosy"jaeykozrtanija, s, 1956, p.95. 
210 Evgen'eva; T.eksikografi°&sk.ij ·sbomik, · II, 1957, pp· •. 173-174. 
211 Ibid., PPol75-176. 
212 Kurt Gabka, "0 nekotoryx voprosax 'istori3eskoj perspek.tivy' 
v 'S lovare sovrerrenncgo russkcgo li teratumcgo j azyka' " ; voprosy 
"jazykozriartija, 1, 19·59, pp.12.3-126. · 
213 G. Htlttl-Wort.r.L; ·Die ·:serei.clierurtg ·aes ·russisdiert ·wortschatzes , , 
· · im ·XVIII~ , · J ahrhurtdert, , Vienna, 19 56. 
214 Gabka; ·yaprosy ·jazykozri'artija, 1, 1959, p. 1~6. 
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printers in January 1959), this s_uggestion was 1.iJ5:ewise rejected almost 
befo~e i· t was published. 215 M th ''I ~Y"'l,c+- · f r th .l.. oreover, . e new ns-1..-1- u. \,..ion o e 
Canpilation of the DM3R", 216 which had been drafted in 1952, ~d revised 
in 1956 on the basis of experience gained during the compilation of 
volurre rv, 2~7 was already at the printers in October 1957 and was 
published early in the follc::wing year. It contains218 a note on the 
decision to restore detailed citations b_eg~g with the tenth vol-urre, 
which, in view of the fact that the manuscript of the ninth volune 
reached the printer a year later, provides a further insight into the 
tine that was spent on editing a corrpleted manuscript volurre. 
Nevertheless one further chc3!1ge was incorporated before work on the 
dictionary reached its corrpletion. This was the practice of separating 
"non-preferred" £ran "standard" quotations which was introduced with 
volurre XI, and of which there is no hint in the 1958 Instruction. 219 
There had been sare l.Illcertainty over the eventual size of the 
dictionary. By 195 7 the proposed number of volurres had been restored 
th . . 1 fi f f' f 220 196 ab1~..: • • to e origina . gure o i teen. In O A.M. B cl\...Ln was writing 
f th II d di ti' f • ' ' h 1 II 221 o e Aca ~ c onary o Russian in eig teen vo urres. But on 
the 28th of May 1965 the seventeenth and last volurre was authorized for 
publication, ~d the_ great task was conpleted. 
r t I f ( ( 
215 The editors of the journal in which Gabka' s . article was published 
inserted a curt reminder (ibid. , p.125 (focrmote 1)) that the 
dictionary I s policy with regard to historical information was 
clearly stated in the preface to volurre VI. 
216 Obnorskij et al. (eds.) ; ·Instrlikcija ·a1ja · sostavlenija.1• ~ •• ,, , • 
Mos CON-I.effi!1grad, 19 5 8. 
217 Ib'd 3 i ., p • • 
218 Ib. d 6 ( 2 ) i ., Po O para. O. 
219 Cf. ibid., pp.51-61 and p.64 (para. 10), where an appropriate 
announcerrent might have been expected to appear. 
220 See, e_.g. ,· Filin; T.eksikografi°3eskij ·sbo:triik, I, ~957, p. 36. 
221 Babkin; µ:?.ksikCXJrafi&skij ·sborrtik, IV, ~960, p.13. 
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There was a gratifying sequel for those who had survived the long 
years of arduous toil and the bitter attacks of their critics: in 1970 
rrerrbers of the editorial board still living - A.M. Babkin, S.G. Barxudarov, 
F.P. Filin, ~.P. Obnorskij, V.I. femy¥ev and E.S. Istrina - becarre 
laureates of the 1970 Jubilee Lenin Prize which was awarded to the IMSR 
f th . ub'l 222 on the eve o e Lenin J 1 ee. 
4. Conclusions. 
The histo:ry of corrpilation of the :avJSR has little to offer in the 
way o~ general lexicographic ins_ights because the genesis of and the 
early work on the dictionary took place in an atmosphere of urgency 
generated by the Soviet insistence on the Plan and the ideological 
hysteria characteristic of Stalinist Russia from the ·earlythirties to 
the mid-fifties. It was largely this atm::>sphere that ~gendered' the 
scholarly short-s_ightedness that resulted in the early difficulties. 
Nevertheless, despite Beljaev' s . "Lessons _of the past", it appears that 
the only lesson learned fra.n the experience of the "seventh edition" was 
the absolute necessity, for a rrodern dictionary, of planning for a 
:r::igorously selective word list, and consequently that the D.M.SR was 
instrurrental in proviffi!lg Soviet lexicographers with the experience that 
they so badly needed in al.m:>st eve:ry aspect of large :rronolingual dictionary 
construction - for prior to the D.M.SR Soviet lexicography had been chiefly 
concerned with bilingual dictionaries. The ll!gent atrrosphere served, of 
course, to underline this lack of experience. Other large dictionaries 
have been constructed by "inexperienced" lexicographers without falling 
prey to the sarre disruptions and changes of plan presumably because the 
lexi~raphers have been able to conduct a reasonably thorough survey of 
r r , 
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"Bo1 1¥oj akademi°3eskij", _(editorial article in)' ·Russkaja,·re~i' , ' 5, ~970, p~ 3; "' Slovar' sovrerrennogo russkogo j azyka' v ,17 tornax"; · F,u.sskij ,· j a.zyk , 
·za ·rube¥om, , ~, ;1970, p.6·8. · 
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their materials and establish sufficiently sound principles before 
beginni!1g work on the actual conpilation. A large part of the DMSR, 
by contrast, can be considered to have been in process of conpilation 
(and nn.1ch of it already published) while the equivalent of such a survey 
was still in progress. 
It is perhaps instructive to examine the tirre taken to produce the 
IM.SR. Allaving four years for the War and two years' real delay between 
publication of the second and third volurres, the twenty-e_ight years that 
elapsed between the abandofil!lg of the "seventh edition" and the corrpletion 
of work on the DMSR reduces to twenty-two years of actual prcducti ve effort. 
To this should be added a ~igure of sorre fifty years for the collecting of 
file material £ran 1886 to 1937; but in view of the fact that two million 
of the three million quotations in the file in 1937 had been collected in 
the ten years irmediately precedi_ng, it seems more realistic to think in 
terms of an effective period of fifteen years spent on preparatory collec-
tion. Using this latter figure, we obtain an effective total expenditure 
of tine on the DMSR of thirty-seven years. This total does not seem to 
corrpare particularly favourably with the -seventy-odd years that were 
required for ·The ·axford ,·Eriglish ,.Dictionary, , ?l- work of probably sorrethi!'lg 
like three tines the oorrpass of the DMSR in terms of lexical material -
and sorrewhat rrore in terms of chronological range - and including such 
original additional _inforrnational types as detailed pronunciations, . 
etyrrologies and word histories throughout. 
In terms of the ratio between actual and planned duration of publica-
tion, havever, the DMSR fares rather better in carrparison with other large 
dictionaries. 223 J. Casares' s . ~igures, quoted by L. _Zgusta, shav that 
publication of the Dutch ·woorderiboek ,· der ·Nederlartdsehe ·Taal · took over 
three and a h alf tines as long as was o:r:iginally planned; ·The ,·0xford,, 
, , , r r r r 
223 
_Zgusta, p.349. 
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·English Dictionary and the Danish ·ordbog:over ·det Danske Sprog· about 
four tines as long each, and the Swedish Ordbok ~ver Svenska Spraket -
nearly six and a half tines as long. The most optimistic planned 
corrpletion date for the DMSR (1958) _ gives a planned publication interval 
of e_ight years, as _against the actual ~igure of fifteen years, which is 
less than twice as l~ng and corrpares favourably with the ratios for the 
other dictionaries. 
That the dictionary was actually carpleted at all in spite of the 
early difficulties is perhaps sorre cause for jubilation. Certainly its 
performance in this regard is far superior to that of the Acaderey's 
previous efforts - the ~axrnatov dictionary and the "seventh edition". 
Possibly it is this that led the writer Lev Uspenskij to remark that 
. v. the DMSR had been produced in a corrparatively short tine ·("vo scitannye 
od ") 224 g y • 
r I ( ( ( f 
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uspenskij; ·uteratumaja ·gaz~ta, , ;18 March 1970, p. 7. 
CHAPrER FDUR 
THE WORD LIST OF THE 'DMSR 
1. Introductiono 
At the end of Chapter I it was indicated that, prior at least to the 
IMSR, ~sian lexi~raphy had possibly never corre up with a satisfacto:ry 
approach to the word list of the large acadert¥ dictiona:ry. In this 
chapter we present an analysis of the DMSR's .word list as a first step 
in attenpting to evaluate the success with which the I1'1SR may be said 
to have "solved" this problem. 
2. Preliminaries. 
Before proceeffi!1g to the analysis proper it will be necessa:ry to 
deal briefly with the ooncept of the "word" as a lexicographic ent:ry 
unit and the reasons why selected word lists are unavoidable for 
dictionaries of living lcl!lguages. 
Doubt as to the validity of the "word" as a unit for the purposes of 
linguistic investigation was adequately dispelled by Edward Sapir as long 
_ago as 1921. 1 Yet Soviet linguists have ccnparat:.ively recently found it 
necessary to ~9'1-E in sorre detail in support of Sapir's . thesis. Further, 
the questiol'! of what is the most suitable ent:ry unit for lexicographic 
purposes appears to be ~egarded as an open one in scrre quarters. 3 
f I ' f r f r 
l Edward Sapir; 'Language: ·an ·irttroductiort ,· to ·me ·study ·of ,·speech~ ,New York, Harcourt-Brace-World, 1949 (first published 1921), pp.33-35. 2 
o.s. Axmanova, "Kakaja ja~kovaja edinica javljaetsja osnovnoj nositel'nicej jazykovogo znacenija", in o.s. Axmanova; ·o~rki l><YOb¥&j ,, i ·russkoj ·1eksikologii, Moscav, u°8pedgiz, 1957, p.,57; Axrnanova et al., 
"O nekoto:ryx voprosax i zadacax ••• 11 ' ; ·vo~rosy · jacykozrtartija, , 3, ;1956, p~ 3; Levkovskaja; ·Teorija ·slOVa . ~ •• , passim; anskij; ·~sikologija . ~•• ·, , pp. 8-10. 3 Cf. Hoffer, (unpublished Ph.D. thesis), pp.40-47. 
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Ladislav Zgusta, however, asserting that the :rrajority of entries in a 
dictionary will take the form of lexical uni ts, has produced the sober 
evaluation that "the most usual lexical units of the Inda-European and 
many other languages are the words as they are constituted both by the 
facts of the respective languages and by their eventual linguistic 
(above all orthographical) traditions". 4 _Zgusta continues with the 
opinion that "apart from sorre border line cases which are present in 
every language115 the decision as to what is to be considered a word in 
any given l~guage should not cause any major difficulties. 6 And he 
points out that there is nothing to prevent a dictionary from recording 
other linguistic units besides words and multiword lexical units, such 
as morpherres. 7 Many general monolingual dictionaries do, of course, 
include in addition to lexical units not only various kinds of rrorpherres, 8 
but also word combinations and constructions that fall outside the class 
of the multiword lexical unit - and, as has been indicated in Chapter II, 
the DMSR is a typical example. 9 _Zgusta also discusses the problem of the 
paradigm as it relates to the word10 and points out once again that for 
languages with a long lexicographic tradition the question of which 
paradigmatic forms are to be regarded as varieties of the sane word 
. . 
o I f r f 
4 Zgusta, Manual of lexicography, p.240. 
S Ibid. , p. 241. 
6 Ibid. 
7 Ibid., pp.241-242. 
8 Cf. Stavrou, (unpublished Ph.D. thesis), pp.38-39. 9 In section 3.2.t of Chapter II it was implied that the DMSR (in comron with other Soviet Russian dictionaries) excludes deri vational suffixes. It does this presumably because in contrast to deri vational prefixes they do not contribute to lexical rreaning and do not form a compact and well defined group. Moreover, sorre suffixes have no sinple orthographical representation: for example, the adjective-forming rrorpherre in 'tybij , "of a fish" or rredve¥i~ "of a bear" consists of a cons·onant alternation (/b/-/b' /, /d' /-/z/) plus the suffix /j/, which is indicated orthographically throughout most of the paradigm by various pre-jotated vavel letters preceded by I (the 11 SOft Sign") I together With the paradigmatic peculiarity that all thefonns for the· naninative and accusative cases are, morphologi-cally speaking, short forms. 10 . 
_Zgusta, pp.119-127. 
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scarcely arises. 11 And since Russian lexicography has an Academic 
tradition of rrore than a century and a half, there can be no serious 
objection to the use of words as the basic entry uni ts in Russian 
dictionaries. 
"It would be a mistake to think that a big academic dictionary 
lists 'everything' • "12 The reasons for this - apart from sheer overs.ight 
on the part of the lexic~graphers - are largely utilitarian. They relate 
to the size of the dictionary and the practical resources available for 
its corrpilation, and to its usefulness to the consulter. It would be 
impractical, for exanple, to atterrpt to include in a general dictionary 
the entire terminologies of the arts and sciences for the sirrple reason 
that these tenninologies are so huge: 13 the editorial resources that 
would be required to do justice to such material would be out of all 
proportion to its usefulness to the aver.age consulter of a dictionary. 
The proper place for the lexicographic treat:rrent of entire terminologies 
is a series of separate termine>logical dictionaries. Nevertheless numbers 
of technical tenrJS do penetrate into the. general vocabulary: the lexico-
grapher has to decide which terms have done this so that he can include 
them in his dictionary. Much the sane considerations apply to other 
lexical cat.egories - though with possibly less drastically corrpelling 
force-, such as 1:,egional dialect, 14 various kinds of slang, and 
ll Ibid., p.126. 
12 Ibid., p.246. 
13 For exanple, "the total number of all possible chemical names in 
E.nglish would arrount to millions" (Hoffer, p.41). Cf. also: Zgusta, p.244; 
Friend, in Encyclopedia britarmica, , 1969, VII, 388; Filin, "Zarretki po 
leksikol~gii i leksik.ografii ••• "; ·Leksikografigeskij ·sborrtik, I, 1957, 
p.43; F.P. Sorokoletov, "0 rreste proizvodstvennoj terminologii v toJkovom 
slovare russk.ogo jazyka"; Leksikografi°&skij ·soornik, I, 1957, p.121. 
14 F.P. Filin estimates the total regional vocabulary of Russian at 
300,CXX) words ("Nauka o russkan jazyke"; ·Russkij 'jaeyk ·za ·n.1be¥om, , 3, 
1970, p. 66). 
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occasional or nonce words. A rrore philosophical justification for 
selected vocabularies in dictionaries may be seen in the fact that the 
vocabulary of a l~guage_ grc:ws continually: even while a dictionary is 
being printed new words will have appeared which the dictionary inevitably 
. l ,.:J 15 cannot inc uue. This is why "only a dictionary of a dead language can 
be corrplete as far as the repertory of the lexical uni ts recorded in the 
preserved texts_ goes": 16 a dead language is one whose vocabulary has 
ceased to grew. 
The necessity of selecting the word list of a dictionary is related 
to the question of the standard vocabulary: although_ general dictionaries 
contain a proportion of nonstandard material, a large Acadert¥ dictionary 
may be regarded as a corrplete record (and definition) of the vocabulary 
17 of the standard language. V'Jhen concern for the standard language is 
blended with a li_nguistic nationalism that sees a peculiar excellence in 
the lexicographer's native language, the natural desire to exclude words 
that sorrehc:w seem to detract from this excellence becomes a major 
. f th 1 . 18 preoccupation o e se ection process. Selection of a word list 
remains, hc:wever, a delicate task which permits of various degrees of 
15 Martin Tolchi~, "About: new words", in Wilson et al. (eds.); 'f-Iatbrace , , guide to dictionaries, p. 97; Babkin, 11Leksikografi~eskie zanetki", . Voprosy'jazykoznartija, · 2, 1955, p.91; "Logical lexic_ography"; Word,, study, XX2ITII, 4, April 1957, p.2; Donald J. Lloyd and Harry R. Warfel, 
"The developrrent of the Arrerican dictionary", in Wilson et al. (eds.), Harbrace guide to dictionaries ·, p.-12. 
16 Zgusta, p.246. Cf. also: Babkin, "Po voprosam russkoj leksikologii i leksik9$':"fii";. ~sik:>9"rafi~~kij. sborrtik,r~
1IV, 19?0, p. 5; ~erba, "Opyt obsceJ teor11 leksikograf11", in ·L. V. 'Seema: izbranrtye ·raboty . ~ •• , I, 1958, pp. 75-76; Kenneth Whittaker; ·oictionaries, Sydney, Bennett, 1966, p. 9; Larin, "0snovnye principy ••• ", in 'Slovoupotreblertie · i · stil' · M~ ·Gor'kogo, 1962, p.3; 0bnorskij; ·Kul'tura russkogo jazyka, p.5. 17 Cf. Hoffer, p.19; Larin, in Slovoupotreblertie -~-~ Gor'kogo, p. 7. 18 See, e_.g. Kasares; ·vvedertie ·v ·sovrerrennuju ·1eksikegrafiju,J?P-30, 247, and the opposing view tendered in Sreznevskij; ·Obozrertie · zartecatel' nejsix iz ·sovrerrenrtyx slovarej, (first published in ·Izvestija Irrperatorskoj · Akademii ·Nauk ·po ·otdkleniju ·Russkogo ·jazyka. ·i slovesnosti, III), 1854, pp.21-22. 
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flexibility because there are no generally accepted scientific criteria 
. 1 . h f · dan 19 to which the exicograp er can tllITl or gw.. ce. 
Selection relates not only to individual words as isolated sequences 
of phonerres an~ grapherres, but also to the meanings of words and to 
their phraseol_ogical corrbinations. 20 However, in the discussion that 
follavs the chief emphasis is placed on the principles of selection of 
individual words. 
3. Previous studies of the DM3R' s word list. 
The rrost solid article devoted to the DMSR's word list published to 
date is that by F.P. Filin: "Zanetki po leksikologii i leksikografii 
(nekotorye voprosy podbora slov dlja bol' ¥_ago Slovarja russkogo jazyka 
AN SSSR) ". 21 Filin' s article appeared when the dictionary was still in 
process of corrpilation and is con03rned chiefly with setting davn general 
principles of word selection for an Acadeif¥ dictionary of Standard Russian. 
At the sane tine it also refers critically to the work that had already 
been done on the DMSR, approving the eventual choice of the PuXkin era 
as the tenninus post quem22 and cri ticizi_ng the inclusion in the 
dictionary, on the basis of inadequate · or nonexistent evidence, of 
archaisms obsolete before the ·termirtu.s ·post quem, 23 rare words, 24 
19 See: Zgusta, pp.243, 246-247; Filin; Leksikografi°&sk.ij -· soorrtik, -
I , 19 5 7 , p. 45 • 
20 
m5erba, irt ••• izbrartrtye raboty --~-•• , pp.69-73; 0bnorskij et al. 
(eds.) ; Instrukcija dlja sostavlenija · ••• , p. 21; Larrport, "Dictionaries: 
our language right or wrong" , in Gray ( ed. ) , ·words, words ; and ·words 
about ·dictionaries, p.65;· 0rsag, "Nekotorye problel'f¥ sostavlenija 
slovarja vengerskogo jazyka"; Teksikografi°3eskij ·sborrtik, v, 1962, pl49. 
21 In I.eksikografi~skij sborrrik, I, 1957, pp.36-57. 
22 Ibid., pp.36-37. 
23 Ibid., pp.42-43; exanple - aba "coarse woollen cloth". 
24 Ibid., pp.46-47: exanples - bontonno "in a refined manner", 
vasisdas "windON vent". 
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. . d chni 1 . 1 25 d . 1 dial 26 highly specialize te ca temu.no _ogy, an regiona ect. 
The discussion of regional dialect occupies approxirrately one half of 
the article27 and is devoted chiefly to criticism of the definition of 
~egional dialect enployed both by the oorrpilers of the DMSR and by those 
of other Soviet dictionaries of Russian. Filin' s article does not deal, 
hONever, with certain lexical categories, such as abbreviations and 
proper narres, nor, of course, is it in a position to give an overall 
evaluation of the success with which its principles were incorporated 
in the dictionary. 
Many other camentators and reviewers of the dictionary have made 
sate reference to its word list. Thus in their reviews of volurre I: 
· " tur· n" 
P.I. Goreck.ij criticizes the inclusion of words such as ·avarttjurin aven i 
ad"ektivnyj "adjectival", and ak.kolada "acoolade", on the ground that 
they are too highly specialized, 28 and the exclusion of certain "essential" 
phraseol_ogical material such as appetit prixodit vo -· vremja ·edy "appetite 
• th • II 29 d \[ 
..:J 1 1 gth • th th cones wi eating ; an P. Ja. cemyx uea s at greater en w1 e 
inclusion of highly specialized technical ter:ms, such as ·apoxromat 
"apochrornatic lens" and .babbit "babbit" 1 at the expense of well-knONn 
Service ter:ms, such as ·barra¥irovat' "loiter in defence (used of 
fighter aircraft) " , and with the anission of a number of gen ti lies, 
such as · andaluzec "Andalusian", proper narres used in transferred senses, 
such as Arktika "the Arctic", abbreviations, such as 'ADD ,{aviacija dal'nego 
dejstvija) "long-range aviation", and many common words of the day, such 
25 Ibid. , p. 48: exarrple - bakaut- "type of Volga barge". 26 Ibid., p.55: exarrples ..:. 'babka "stook"; bajdak "kind of Dnieper and Black Sea trading vessel". 
27 Ibid., pp.48-57. 
28 Go ck' . I ti' . Ak ,:J • • uk d 1 . 1· re iJ, zves Ja auernii na SSSR: ·ot e enie · iteratury i · jazyka, VIII, 4, 1949, p.384. 
29 Ibid., p.387. 
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as agrobiologija "_agricultural biology", · akkordeon "accordion", atans~ik 
"nuclear warmonger" , bezdar' "a rrediocri ty" , brucell~z "brucellosis" , and 
bu~nnovec "soldier who served under Bu~yj", - and with the inconsistent 
treatrrent accorded 11PuXkin" words, such as breget "pocket alarm clock" 
(included in the dictionary) and bolivar "kind of top-hat" (omitted). 30 
At the first of the rreetings held in 1956 ,to discuss the progress of 
the DivJSR B.A. Serebrennikov clairred that the dictionary included non-
existent words - that is the idiolect of indi vi.dual writers . - and 
K.P. Avdeev criticized the exclusion of rare words from the dictionary. 31 
G.A. Ka&vskaja's comrrent, made at the second 1956 rreeting, on the 
prescripti vi.st exclusion of stylistically "familiar". .-vocabulary from 
volurre IV has already been rrentioned in the previous chapter. 
T.V. Zajceva, in her review of the fourth \tOlurre, corrpares portions 
of the D!vJSR's word list under~ and Z with those of the dictionaries of 
u¥akov and ~axmatov and lists a number of words to be found in these 
dictionaries which were not - but should have been - included in the 
LMSR, such as ¥aanjuga "avaricious person", ¥aktovec "manager of a rented 
accornrrodation cooperative", and ·¥arik.ardist "pattern-loom operator" (from 
u¥akov) , and many words having the prefix ~-, such as · zaborartivanie 
"finishing off the preparation of defences" ; zale¥en' "herd of seal or 
walrus", and zabrortzirovat' "plate with bronze" (from ~axmatov). 32 
F ~ p ', Sorokoletov, in atterrpting to set do.,m principles for the 
selection of industrial terminology, wrote approvingly of the DMSR' s 
inclusion of terms that are widely used, tjlat denote_ generic concepts, 
that corrprise corrpounds whose rreaning is predictable from their separate 
30 &myx, Sovetskaja ·kniga, 7, 1949, pp.111-112. 31 Zemskaja, "0 sostojanii raboty nad ~etymadcatitorm.om 'Slovare Voprosy jazykoznanija, 5, 1956, p.100. 32 Zajceva, "'Slovar' sovrerrennogo russkogo lite.ratumogo jazyka' I.eksikografi&skij sbomik, II, 1957, pp.178-179. 
I II 
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elerrents, or that are derived by a sirrple norphol_ogical process from 
an ordinary word; and disapproved of the inclusion of terrrs that are 
at once highly s:pecialized, are not used in the general language, and 
are not found in creative writing - such as · abak ( a) "abacus 11 ; · abduktor 
"abductor", and ·aplanat 11 aplanat11 • 33 
I.I. Matveev, praising generally the achieverrent of Soviet Russian 
dictionaries lll the ~egistration of neol_ogisms, noted, hc:wever, that a 
small nurrber of corrpounds irt vodo- · "water-" and ·leso- "forest-, timber-" 
occurri!}g in a decree of 1917 entitled "O zemle" ("On land") were not 
to be found in any Russian nonoli!).gual dictionaries even though sane 
of them figured in the Russian section of the Ukrainian Academy's 
Ukrainian-Russian dictionary . (vol. I, 1953) • 34 At the tine these rernarks 
ap:peared they constituted a criticism of volurre II of the IJ!,.1SR. 
In their review of volurres V and VI E~A~ Zernskaja and I.I. Kovtunova 
expressed the opinion that the "reference" (reader's) status of the DJ'.VJSR 
should make for the inclusion of nore rare and "hard" words and criticized 
the exclusion of technical tenr1S , such as · iod.izm, "iodine poisoning" and 
ioga "y_oga" and regional words used in creative wri ti_ng, such as · izgolovok , 
"head of bed" and ·izrrolot "threshed grain yield", fixed expressions, such 
as ·s kartdiboberom "excellently, wonderfully" and words used in definitions, 
such as ·is'&sat'sja _"give oneself a good scratch" - definiens of 
izzudit' sja "id.". 35 On the other hand, altho_ugh they praised the 
33 Sorokoletov, Leksikog-rafi'&skij sbomik, I, 1957, pp.131-132. The translations of the last two terms are due to V .K. Mjuller; ·Angl~russkij · 
·s1ovar': 70 CXX) slov i vyra¥enij, 15th ed., Moscc:w, Izd-vo "Sovetskaja enciklopedija", 1970, p.16 and A.E. C:emuxin (ed.); RUSsk~artglijskij texni'&skij slovar': 80 CXX) tenninov, Moscav, Voennoe izd-vo Ministerstvo oborony SSSR, 1971, p. 31, res:pectively. 
34 Matveev, "Ob otstavanii v registracii novyx slov -••• 11 , 'I.eksikog-rafi"8eskij , sbomik, II, 1957, pp.165-166. · 
35 Zemskaja and Kovtunova; Voprosy jazykozrtartija, 2, 1958, p.135. 
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richness and newness of the phrasal material in the volurres, Zernskaj a 
and Kovtunova found that a number of word combinations, such as 
izlagat' teoriju, filosofiju "expound a theory, a philosophy" and others, 
had been included without any apparent reason and that a s_ignificant 
proportion of the verbal nouns in iz- listed in the dictionary were 
only potential rrerribers of the vocabulary. 36 
L.P. Stupin has made the_ general statement that apart from the 
four-volurre AcadeJt¥ dictionary Soviet dictionaries have neither graphical 
nor literal-lexical abbreviations either in the main list or in an 
appendix, but only apocopated and corrpound abbreviations, such as 
partbilet, "Party rrembership card" and ·komsorrol "Communist Youth League". 37 
rrhis is only partially true: _ graphical abbreviations of the type ·sm, 1 
"centirretre" or n.e. "anno domini" are ~igidly excluded from Soviet 
monoli:11gual Russian dictionaries; but exarrples of literal-lexical 
abbreviations recorded in the first three volurres of the DIYSR have 
already been given in Chapter II - and further exarrples, entered in 
the dictionary in alphabetical place, may be cited for the later volurres, 
such as KPSS "Comnunist Party of the Soviet Union" and OON "United Nations 
Organization". 
A.M. Babkin was an early critic of the practice of using existing 
dictionaries as the basis of the word list of the D.MSR and pointed out 
that such a practice oould lead both to the inclusion of unnecessary 
obsolete material and to the exclusion of neol_ogisms - even those that 
had becare well established in the language long before the dictionary 
·1 d 38 was carpi e • 
36 Ibid. 
Later, Babkin was to object to the inclusion of a number 
37 L.P. Stupin, "Abbreviat1-!)'.Y i problema ix vklju&nija v tolkovye 
slovari (na materiale Bol 1 ¥ogo tolkovogo slovarja U~stera 1961 g.)", in P.A. Dmitriev and Ju. s. Maslov (e·ds.); ·voprosy ·teorii ·i ·istorii 
"j azyka: · sbornik v ~est I prof. B. A. Larina, Leningrad, I zd-vo I.GU, 1963, p.297 (fCDtnote 16). 
38 See Babkin, Voprosy jazykoznartija, 2, 1955, pp.90-91. 
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of foreign words in volurre VI (words b_eginni!)-g with ~-: rnaki "French 
39 partisans", niangry "niangroves", and others) and, in reply to the 
(mi_sguided) complaint of L. Gal' di that the D.M3R omits words found in 
the authors it quotes (fuirstvo "bourgeois self-indt~lgence" and others), 
defenili!1g their omission on the_ grounds of obsoleteness, nevertheless 
admits that the principles of selection are so shaky that such a 
criticism cannot easily be dealt with. 40 Babkin again remarked on 
the "large lacunae" to be found in the D.MSR' s word list 41 and, after 
corrpletion of the dictionary, clairred that approximately half the 
vocabulary that ~ght have been included in it on the basis_ of its 
programre had in fact been left out42 - in other words the word list 
could easily have been twice as great as it is. 43 
V. V. Vin_ogradov, in his article summarizing the achievement of 
the IMSR, makes reference to a number of points which have sorre bearing 
on the word list, 44 but none of them are particularly o~iginal or 
illuminating. 
L. S. Kovtun has pointed out that al though the JJivJSR contains a 
considerable nuTlber of words labelled "collCXJ:uial" or "familiar" and 
gives adequate treat:rrents of various kinds of oollCXJ:uial material, its 
record of the spoken, as opposed to the written, language is based 
entirely on the evidence of dialogue in creative written literature. 45 
I I r { f f 
39 Babkin, Teksikografi&skij ·sborrtik, · IV, 1960, pp. 10-11. 
4o Ibid., p.11. 
41 Ibid., p.13. 
42 Babkin, "I.eksikografija", in Filin (ed.); ·Teoreti°3eskie ·problemy 
· ·sovetskogo jazykoznartija, p.284. 
43 Cf. also Babkin's assertion that bilingual dictionaries of Russian 
published after the DM.SR have Russian word lists from one and a half 
tirres to twice as large as that of the DM.SR ("Novyj akademiieskij slovar'", 
·Russkaja ·rei• , · s, 19.70, p.39). 
44 See Vinogradov, "Semnadcatitormyj akademi°3eskij Slovar' ••• ", 
Voprosy - j~zykoznarrija, · 6, 1966, pp.3-4, 6, 8. 
45 Kovtun, "I.eksi°&skie norrt¥ russkogo jazyka i razgovomaja rei111 , in 
Axmanova et al. (eds.) ; -sovrerrertrtaj·a russkaja · 1eksikologija, ( pp. 4-6. 
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N.Z. Kotelova, A.V. Sernerikov, and T.A. Dal'gren have observed 
that there are differences in the principles of word selection used 
for different volurres of the dictionary and found that the word list of 
the DMSR is distinguished from those of the btJ'o four-volurre Soviet 
dictionaries of Russian (U¥°akov and the Acadeiey''s) chiefly by the 
greater number of obsolete words it cnntains. 46 
Ju. s. Sorokin, in formulating lessons for the future on the basis 
of the experience represented by the IMSR, has inplied that the Drv:LSR 
did not solve the problem of the canposi tion and boundaries of the 
d li . th th de f . d flexibi' lity. 47 wo~ st wi e necessary . grees o consistency an 
Sorokin's only specific criticism was that rrore attention should be paid 
. '48 to neologisms. Sorokin felt that argurrents about the chronological 
limits of a dictionary were largely irrelevant: so long as the present 
. 
' 
norms could be detected and described, the quotations used to illustrate 
these norms could be of any _age 49 ( this appears to be a thravvback to the 
notion that dictionaries can be conpiled in the absence or in _ignorance 
of the appropriate evidence). The synchronic limits of the word list 
should, according to Sorokin,be wide enough to include deviations from 
the norm and sho.v fluctuations of the norm: a more conpact dictionary 
should be made, but with a word list conparable in size to that of the 
D.MSRSO -- which s:uggests, in contradiction of Babkin' s opinion, that 
the DMSR's .word list is of about the right size. 
I.N. Srreleva, in her paper on stylistic shifts in the vocabulary 
of nod.em Russian, deals with a number of words originating mostly in 
f I I r 
46 Kotelova et al., "Slovarnaja kartoteka sovrerrennogo russkogo 
literatumogo jazyka", irt ·Lirtgv:tsti"3eskie ·· isto&rikf, , p.40. · 
47 Sorokin, "0 normativno-stilisti~skan slovare ••• "; ·voprosyr 1 
· ·jazykozrtanija, , 5, 1967, p.27. 
48 Ibid., p.29. 
49 Ib'd 27 i • , p. • 
SO Ibid., p.28. 
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collcquial speech, such as ·beskul' tur'e "lav level of culture", ·vzaxleb 
"at a gulp, hurriedly" and ·bobo&a "short-sleeved silk shirt", which, she 
notes, are anitted from the DMSR. 51 
The studies described in outline above range from camients on the 
anission or inclusion of isolated words (Zajceva, grreleva), sorretirres 
with reference to sorre underly~g principle (Gal'di, .?\Vdeev), to 
examinations of general principles of selection - usually in relation 
to a s~gle lexical ca-f::ego:ry (Kovtun, Sorokoletov), but occasionally in 
relation to rrore than one (Filin) ; and sorre co:rnrrentators Itlake broad 
staterrents about the overall principles of selection and the actual size 
of the word list (Babkin, Sorokin). Many of the studies were made before 
the dictionary was conpleted ( all those treated before Babkin in the 
above sequence). A number of them are due to editors of the dictionary 
(Filin, Sorokoletov, Babkin, VD1:ogradov, Kovtun, Sorokin, grreleva, Kotelova, 
Ka°&vskaj a) • Other materials relating to the WISR' s word list, such as the 
matter contained in the Pr~t of 1938,52 in the Instrukcija of 1958,5~ 
in the front matter of the WISR itself, and in the articles anticipating 
the dictionary - particularly those by A.S. Orlov54 and V.I.- ~emy¥ev55 - , 
deal with proposals rather than with their fulfilment. It is evident 
therefore that there is anple scope for rrore detailed study of the 
conposi tion and the principles of selection of the I:MSR' s word list. 
f , I I 
51 See grreleva, "Stilisti&skie sdvigi ••• ", in ·No:rrf¥ · sovre.rrert:rtogo 
·russkogo literatumQCJo slovoupotreblertija, ·pp.28-33. 
52 
·Proekt slovarja sovrerrennogo russkogo · literatu.rrtogo "jaeyka · ~ •• , 1 . pp.11-18. 
53 Obnorskij et al. (eds.) ; -~rtstrukcija ,· a1ja,· sostavlertija ·~ •• , , pp. 7, 10-17. 
54 See Orlov, '.'O slovare sovrerrennexJo russkQCJo jazyka", ·vestrtik , , 
· ·Akademii ·rtauk. SSSR, 4, 1938, pp. 41-42. . 
55 See &my¥ev, "Principy postroenija Akadenu&skogo Slovarja ••• ", 
·Russkij jazyk v ¥kole, 2, 1939, pp.52-54. · 
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4. The analysis. 
The aim of this analysis is to determine and examine the principles 
of selection of the word list of the DM.SR, rather than to criticize the 
anission or inclusion of particular individual words. The approach to 
establishing principles of selection is made along bvo fronts, the first 
dealing with the diachronic, the second with the synchronic extent of 
the word list. Consideration of the first detennines the dictionary's . 
chronol_ogical limits - the ·termini post:quem and · ad:quo, - and the approach 
to lexical categories whose specificity is dependent on changes in the 
vocabulary with tirre, narrely archaic and obsolete words on the one hand 
and neologisms on the other. Consideration of the second detennines the 
dictionary's . approach to peripheral lexical categories: fore_ign words, 
technical terms, regional dialect, proper narres, and abbreviations. 
Within the latter classification it is also useful to examine the approach 
to the various layers of the spoken language, from the more or less neutral 
collCX!llial to the so-called d:>scene vocabulary. The analysis is presented 
therefore in te:rms of these categories. 
Within each ca~gory the follONing -rrethod was adopted. First, an 
estimate of the proportion of the word list devoted to the particular 
lexical category was detennined. 56 Secondly, a selection of words 
bel~ng~g to certain lexical categories was abstracted from works on 
Russian lexicol~gy, and the file material for these words was examined 
with a view to detennini!lg the relationship bebveen material held and 
inclusion or exclusion of the term. To facilitate the latter investigation 
a general examination of file material selected at random was made for 
purposes of conparison. 
I I 
56 Ietails of hew these estimates were obtained are given in 
Appendix I. 
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The analysis is presented in accordance with the above programre. 
The discussion for each category opens with the necessary theoretical 
introduction. The analysis as a whole begins with the general 
examination of the file. 
4.1. General examination of the file. 
In order to ascertain whether there was in general any observable 
correlation between the quantity of file rnaterial held for a word and 
the inclusion of that word in the dictionary, the file material for 
sequences of words selected at randan under various letters of the 
alphabet was examined. 57 Originally it was intended that altogether 
approximately one percent of the entire file should be examined in this 
way with sequences of material spread more or less evenly throughout the 
whole of the alphabet. However, cwing to the exigencies of tine such a 
programre could only be pursued systematically for the first eight letters 
of the alphabet: the latter part of the alphabet is represented therefore 
V only by selections from the letters P and c. Nevertheless the properties 
of this latter portion of the sarrple appear to be similar to those of the 
earlier portion. For exarrple, the proportions of regional dialect words 
attested in the sample other than by a single reference to the dictionary 
of Dal' are: for the letter A - seventeen percent (thirteen dialect words 
out of a total of seventy-seven words); for the letters B to E inclusive -
V e_ighteen and one half percent (seventy-seven out of 416) ; for ..9.. and ..9.. 
V together - seventeen percent (twenty-two out of 132); and for P and C 
t _ogether - twenty percent ( twenty-e_ight out of 139) • 5 8 
57 The materials covered in this examination are given in Appendix II. 58 These figures are interesting because it might have been expected that the ear lie·r portions of the fi°le, wQi-ch contain all the material_ gathered specifically for the all-inclusive Saxrnatov dictionary, would shew a higher proportion of regional dialect words. (The overall proportion for the letters A to Z inclusive is eighteen percent.) 
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The material in the file consists of reference material (abstracted 
from previous dictionaries and encyclopedias) and quotation material. 
The reference material may be of sorre importance for writing defini lions 
but should have little bearing on word selection because it will generally 
59 reflect an older stage of the language. 
The quotation materials in the file fall into four classes: those 
from general works ostensibly and chiefly in the standard language; those 
from specialist (technical) works, including textbooks; those from 
regional (oral) literature, such as folk songs and ballads (byliny); 
and those that are actually transcriptions of utterances gathered live 
by invest_igators of regional dialects. The last two classes should be 
of little interest to the co:rrpilers of a standard dictionary. Specialist 
quotations that are sirrply definitions of the head word may also be 
discounted for selection purposes because they do not shew the word in 
actual use. The material that is chiefly of interest, then, corrprises 
the quotations from general works in the standard l~gtiage and those 
quotations ·from specialist works that shew the word in actual context. 
Both the number of quotations held _against a particular word60 and 
the rr3!1ge of sources (authors, publications, and so on) 61 from which they 
oorre may be expected to play a part in dete.rmining whether the word should 
be included in the dictionary. 62 'As a first step t<J'i..vards examining the 
influence of these factors on word selection the words in the sarrple taken 
£ran the file have been grouped in Appendix II according to the number of 
59 Cf. Babkin' s criticisms referred to above. 
60 Taylor, "Selection of entries", in Wilson et al. (eds.), ·Harbrace · · guide to dictionaries, p.95. 
61 Larrport, in Gray (ed.); Words, words ·~ •• , p.65. 
62 It has also been asserted that "the number of tirres a word is looked 
up in the dictionary is fully as irrportant" ("Logical lexicography", Word study, XXXIII, 4, 1957, p.2), which is doubtless true ·_ except that infornation of this sort is not always available to the lexic_ographer. 
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relevant quotations held _against them in the file, and these groups have 
been further subdivided according to whether or not the words are included 
in the dictionary. Secondly, where the nilltlber of sources is less than 
the number of quotations indicated for the_ group, the range (nunber of 
sources) has been indicated in parentheses after the word. The results 
of this grouping are surmarized in the follaving two tables: Table I 
relati_ng to the nurrber of quotations, and Table II to the range. (The 
percent_ages shown are based on the totals in the second column of each 
table.) 
Number of 
quotations 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
·8 ·or rrore 
Totals 
Nurrber of 
sources 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 or nore 
Totals 
Total 
-·words 
398 
144 
54 
21 
19 
18 
7 
6 
·97 · 
,-, 764 · ,· 
Total 
words 
398 
153 
56 
19 
20 
14 
4 
4 
96 
764 
I f I f I TABLE I . , 
, , , , , , 
·Included ·iri ·D.M.SR · ·Excluded ,- from ·DMSR · Number -· ·,-Percentage · ·Number 
34 
30 
22 
9 
12 
13 
5 
3 
·95 · 
·223 ., 
9% 
21% 
41% 
43% 
63% 
72% 
71% 
50% 
,- 98% · ,- .· 
"29% ·" 
364 
114 
32 
12 
7 
5 
2 
3 
·2 . . ' 
·541 · , 
·percentage ,-, 
91% 
79% 
59% 
57% 
37% 
28% 
29% 
50% 
. -- 2% . 
·,-,,- 71% ,-,· 
f I r t f I ( f f I I TABLE .II 
, , 
·Included ·in ·DM:>R · , · ,-Excluded ·from ·o.JYSR,· ,-Number 
34 
34 
19 
10 
15 
10 
4 
3 
·94 
223 · 
9% 
22% 
34% 
53% 
75% 
71% 
100% 
75% 
98% 
(29%} 
364 
119 
;37 
9 
5 
l 4 
0 
1 
·2 . 
541 · 
·percentage · 
91% 
78% 
66% 
47% 
25% 
29% 
0% 
25% 
... ·2Q . 
' I I 'b 
. (71%) ,· , , , 
Conparison of these two tables does not reveal any appreciable difference 
between the two criteria of nurrber and range of quotations. It will be 
observed, hc:wever, by examining the words in Appendix II for which there 
are two or more quotations in the file, that of the 159 words included in 
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the dictionary only fourteen (or nine percent) have a range smaller than 
the number of quotations - as against nineteen of the sixty-three words 
( that is, thirty percentj excluded from the dictionary - which indicates 
that range was of sare inportance in deciding which words to include. 
The follavi_p.g points erre_rge from the tables. Firstly, - assuming 
the sanple to be reasonably representative of the file as a whole 63 -
sorrething like one half of the words contained in the file are not 
supported by a si_ngle relevant quotation; and about one in ten of such 
words is included in the dictionary. This means that the presence or 
absence of quotations was not absolutely critical in deciding whether 
or not a word should be included. Secondly, there appears to be quite 
~ gocxl correlation nevertheless between the probability of a word's 
inclusion in the dictionary and the quantity and range of the relevant 
evidence (the_ generally steady increase in the probability of inclusion 
found in both tables for the evidence values three to six inclusive is, 
of course, - in view of the small numbers of words involved in each 
group - probably accidental; nevertheless the general tendency is 
probably indicated correctly by these figures) • The ronclusion to be 
drawn thus far is that although the probability of inclusion of a word 
is linked to the quantity, and rrore so to the range, of the available 
evidence, the concrete evidence is not of exclusive irrportance and 
th f . 1 d 64 o er actors are invo ve. 
63 A sinple check on this is provided by a corrparison of the proportion 
of words in the sanple that are included in the DMSR and the overall 
proportion for the whole file. Of the approximately 450,CXX) words in 
the file (Chapter III) the figure of 120,480 words in the D.MSR (Chapter II) represents twenty-seven percent, which appears to be 
in good _agreerrent with the value of twenty-nine percent obtained for 
the sanple. 
64 The futility of trying to apply a rigid nurrerical criterion in terms 
of the number of sources attesting a word in a dictionary file is 
discussed in relation to the experience of the Spanish Academy by 
Julio Casares (see Kasares, p. 30) . 
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4. 2. Diachronic extent of the word list. 
'Ille vocabulary of a lan9U:age undergces a process of constant change. 
New words are constantly being invented to cater for new situations and 
concepts. At the sane tirre sane already exisO-!"lg words_ gradually becorre 
less well knavn and pass out of rrerro:ry of the speakers of the lan~ge -
and thus disappear from the lan90:age itself - either because they are 
replaced by other words that have corre to denote the same concepts or 
because the realia they denote becare obsolete. 65 
This fact of constant change forces dictionary compilers to state 
the chronological limits of the dictionary. These limits may be imposed 
on the lexicCXJrapher by external circumstances such as the availability 
of texts or they may be deliberately chosen. For a dictionary of a 
nod.em language the end of the tirre span the dictionary is intended to 
cover, or ·termirtus ,· aa ·quo, · is_ generally the date of publication - or 
as near to it as can be_ got,_ given the unavoidable tirre l _ag involved 
in collecting the evidence and assembling the dictiona:ry. 66 It is 
usual, h0,,vever, for dictionaries of languages with a long-standing 
literary tradition to choose a specific point in tirre as the beginning 
of the tirre span, or termirtus ·post ·quem. 67 
'Ille selection of a suitable ·termirtUS ·'f>C>St ,· guem· is not always an 
easy natter. A cornrronly advanced criterion is the reading habits of 
th 1 ubli h 1 th di . . . d d t d 6 8 e_ genera p c w ose anguage e ctionary is inten e o recor • 
Such a criterion is obviously correct only for a dictionary whose primary 
( f ( I ( I 
65 V Cf. , e_. g., ::;anskij; Lek.sikologija ~ •• , · pp.140-160. 
66 Sorretirres, h0,,vever, the picture is complicated by other considerations. 
For example, the Spanish Acadert¥ excludes all living writers from the 
sources for its prescriptive dictionary out of con.sideration for living 
writers it might othexwise overlook or be obliged to omit (see Kasares, p.275). . 
. 
67 
. Cf. Taylor, in Wilson et al. (eds.) , Harbrace ·guide to dictionaries, 
p.93. 
6 8 
~ema, · ~ •·• izbrannye raboty · ~ •• , p. 59. 
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purpose is to serve the reading public as a kind of literary ccxrpanion. 69 
If the purpose of the dictionary is very different, different criteria 
will have to be considered. 
The terminus ad quo chosen for the IlvJSR is the date of publication 
of the dictionary. This calls for little connent except that it extends 
over a period of sane fifteen years and consequently, as has already 
been remarked, a supplerrent might have been expected to have follaved 
the rrain alphabetical list. 
The terminus post quern is stated in_ general ter:ms as the age of 
vk. 70 . umabl · . 18 . 71 . . 11 't . d d Pus in, rreaning, pres y, · circa, 00. 0rigina y i was in ten e 
that a nore flexible policy should be adopted such as would allav the 
inclusion of rertain words no longer current by this tirre if they were 
nevertheless used in literary works of the period to convey an archaic 
impression 72 or if they were widely current anong writers inmediately 
preceding Pu.¥kin (Radi~ev, Der¥avin, Kapnist, Kostrov, Lononosov, and 
Sumarokov) ; 73 in addition it was proposed to include rreanings obsolete 
by the tine of Pu¥kin if they assisted the description of the rreanings of 
th ds . th vk. . 74 e sane wor current in e post-Pus · in era. (This policy was applied 
to the first three volurres only.) 
The choice of the advent of Pu¥°kin as the · terminus · post · quern is well 
justified on bt.Jo counts. Firstly, the narre of Pu.¥kin is_ generally 
associated with the unification and stabilization of the linguistic nonn 
69 And even then, as Ph. B. Gove points out ("Telling the truth about 
words", Word study, XLIII, 4, 1968, pp.1-2), the reading habits of the general public can be detennined only approximately. · 
70 0bnorskij et al. (eds.) , Instrtikcija dlja ·sostavleriija · ~ •• , p.10. 
71, 
· Krylov, for exarrple, oontinues to figure anong the dictionary's sources. See e.g~ lgmi "liar" in volurre VI. 
72 [l,'JSR, vol. I, p. V. 
73 Proekt ••• , p.11. 
74 Ibid. 
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that took p lace in the early nineteenth century, as has already been 
pointed out in Chapter r. 75 Secondly , the golden or "classi cal" age 
of Russian literature opens more or less with P~kin, and Pu¥kin and hi s 
contenporaries, such as Krylov, Le:r:montov, and Gogol' , are the earli est 
. 1 l d. th . . 76 Russian writers still popu ar y rea in e Soviet Union. This rreans 
that Pu¥kin forms a suitable starting point both for an explanatory 
reader's dictionary and for a nor:mative writer's dictionary (provided, 
of course, that the inevitable shifts in the no:r:m that have taken p lace 
since Pu¥kin 's time are suitably noted - as they are in the DivJSR) . 
Tne original plan to extend the tirre scale of the dictionary 
backwards in partial fashion to about the middle of the eighteenth century 
would have irrparted to the dictionary a more historical or "scholarly " 
quality because it would have provided the consulter with certain ins i ghts 
into the serrantic developrrent of certain words . But the decision to 
include not only very old rreanings but also very old words on the basis 
of their occurrence in texts would have brought the work closer to the 
type of the reader' s dictionary again - and perhaps a sarewhat unreliable 
one as far as the pre-P~kin writers were concerned because it appears 
that the principles of selection of words from their writings were to be 
rather more r _igorous than those for writings of the post-P~kin era. 
The irrplerrentation of a double set of selection principles would also 
have rreant additional co:rrplications for the co:rrpilers. 
Possibly the original plan to include sarething of the language of 
Lcm:>nosov was connected with the fact that the dictionaries of both Grot 
75 Cf. also: S.I. o¥egov, "Voprosy leksikologii i leksikografii" ; Trudy 
Ins ti tut.a j azyka i ii teratw:y Akadernii nauk· Latvi j skoj 'SSR, , 2 , 19 5 3 , p .120; 
Barxudarov, "Russkaja leksikol_ogija", in Filin (ed.); Sovetsk~ ·jazykozrtanie 
za 50 let, p. 30. 
76 Scerba, ~ •• izbrannye raboty · ••• , p .60; Filin; T.e ks ikograf i-geskij 
sbornik, I, 1957, pp.36-37. 
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and Saxmatov had taken Iornonosov as their terminus post quern. 77 
The elimination of this part of the plan coincides with the general 
revision of the IJYER's principles that took place after the linguistic 
controversy of 1950 and may have been conditioned to sane extent by the 
haunting prospect of yet another unfinished Academy dictionary. On the 
whole it was a wise move - both for the considerations of principle 
outlined above and for the fact that it decreased the amount of naterial 
to be considered by the conpilers and resulted in a principle that was 
neater and easier to apply and whose application should have been less 
ub . ub. . . ,:J • 78 s Ject to s Jective consiuerations. 
On the other hand all the smaller Soviet dictionaries of Russian 
also take P~kin as their starting point. The next large Russian 
dictionary planned by the Soviet Acadert¥ of Sciences is to do likewise. 79 
And since the most recent, completed dictionary for e.ighteenth century 
Russian is over one hundred years old, it might be regretted that the 
DM3R declined to deal with this period to the fullest extent possible. 
The e.ighteenth century represents, havever, a difficult period in the 
history of the language in which rival theoreticians, such as Lornonosov 
and Trediakovski j and others, so.ught to extract principles according to 
which a standard - or a series of standards - could be defined. 80 The 
proper description of e.ighteenth century Russian vocabulary is therefore 
probably best left to fonn the subject of a separate dictionary. 
It is to be concluded therefore that the chronol.ogical limits for 
the dictionary have been chosen correctly. 
77 
~erba, ••• izbrannye raboty · ••• , pp. 59-60; Sirnanskaja{
1 
"O sostave slovnika v 'Slovare russkogo jazyka' pod redakciej A.A. Saxmatova", in I z opyta prepodavani j a russkogo · j azyka · nerusskim ~ •• , p .189. 78 Cf., havever, Filin, Leksikografi~skij sbomik, I, 1957, p.42. 79 Babkin, Russkaja re~', 5, 1970, p.39. 80 See Matthews, Russian historical grammar, pp.278-281. 
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The chronological limits relate,. of course, to the determination 
of sources rather than to the selection of words as such. It is 
therefore appropriate to examine at this stage the principles of 
selection of words that are no longer generally current, on the one 
hand, and of those that have only recently appeared in the language, 
on the other. 
4.2.1. Outrrcded words. 
Words that are no longer generally current are of several kinds. 
For Russian the follaving classification81 appears to be suitable. 
First there is the class of words that are not used at all in present-day 
speech, either oral or written: these may conveniently be terned obsolete 
words. And seoondly there is the class of words that are used in 
:rocx:lern speech - but only in special contexts. These words may be 
grouped into those that are only used for stylistic purposes - to impart 
an antique flavour to a piece of writing, for example - and those that 
are used as a matter of necessity in historical writings. These_ groups 
may conveniently be referred to as archaisms and historicisms, 
respectively. The precise reasons as to why words becorre outm:xled are 
irrelevant to this classification. Historicisrns will always denote 
vanished concepts; archaisms may be generally taken to be words that 
82 have been supplanted by synonyms; and obsolete words may 0-ile their 
obsolescence to either cause. To these classes may be added the 
transitional class of obsolescent words - those that appear to be on 
the way to becoming outm:xled. Further classifications are possible in 
terms of the etymological or derivational relationships between an 
oubnoded word and its current synonym or other current words83 and in 
81 Based on Efanskij, pp.142-156 and Filin, I.eksikografi&skij ·sborrrik, 
I, 1957, pp.39-40. • 
82 Valgina et al. (Sovrerrennyj russkij jazyk, pp.38-39) use these causes 
as de.finitions of historicisms and archaisms, respectively. 
83 See ?anskij, pp.143-149. 
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te:r:rns of whether all or only so:rre of the meanings of a word have becone 
oubroded. 84 Of these only the latter will be of any relevance to this 
discussion. 
The labelling errployed in the LMSR indicates a classification of 
outmoded words into two_ groups. The first_ group cons~sts of words 
labelled Ustar. (incluffi?g the double label Ustar. · pc:et.); the second 
consists of words whose definitions contain sore indication, sarreti:rres 
in the form of a gloss, of antiquity, such as the adjective ·starinrtyj 
"old-fashioned, ancient" and the references to various historical epochs -
"in the e_ighteenth century", "in the Petrine era", "in Ancient Rus'", 
and so on. To the second group also belong: a marginal class of words 
labelled Ustar. byt. ; and words in the first three volumes labelled Star. 
and DQrevol. Examination of the dictionary's marking of a series of words 
given in exerrplary lists in Russian lexicolCXJical handb(X)ks85 confinns 
that the second group consists of historicisrns. A similar examination 86 -
taken in conjunction with F.P. Filin's notes 87 and the remarks of 
k . 88 · di th th f' . ob 1 Ju. s. Soro in - in cates at e irst group contains so ete 
words and archaisms. Since it is not proposed here to atterrpt a 
distinction which the editors of the dictionary were unwilling or unable 
to rnak.e, 89 the remainder of the discussion will be in te:r:ms of these two 
groups - obsolete and archaic words on the one hand and historicisrns on 
the other. 
84 Including those "words" that are nON found only in idiomatic 
construct1ons (see ibid., p.143). 
85 Viz.: ibid., pp.146-147, 155; Valgina et al., pp.38,57; Golovin, 
Vvedenie v jazykoznanie, p.92. · 
86 Based on: ~anskij, pp.143, 146-147, 163; Valgina et al., p.39; Golovin, p.92. 
87 F' li Lek ik f' V k' ' 1,...,.,....,_rnik i n, s o:Jra ices iJ su0 , I, 1957, pp.39-42. 88 Sorokin, Voprosy jazykoznanija, 5, 1967, p.30. 
89 The failure of the D.MSR to distinguish between obsolete words and 
archaisms is probably due to the conparati've smallness of the dictionary's 
chronological range and the difficulty of arriving at a suitable definition 
of "cur.rent usage" against which the available evidence could be conpared 
objectively. · 
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The proportion of obsolete and archaic words in the DMSR is 
calculated to be between five and nine percent; the overall proportion 
of obsolete and archaic material, based on an examination of individual 
:rreanings and sub:rreanings is found to be much the same - between five 
and one half and nine and one half percent. The corresponding propor-
tions for his toricisms are rather smaller, both 1 ying in the range frcm 
one half to so:rre-what less than three percent. An additional investiga-
tion was conducted to determine the proportion of words in the dictionary 
which have at least one historical :rreaning in addition to their generally 
current senses: the proportion turned out to be vecy low - between 0.2 
and 1. 4 percent. 
A precise basis for an evaluation of these proportions is to be 
found in the figures corrpiled by P.N. Denisov and V.G. Kostanarov90 for 
the 1953 edition of the o¥egov dictionary (51,533 words). According to 
these figures the o¥egov dictionary contains 1229 words labelled ·ustar., 
representi_ng 2. 39 percent of the word list of that dictionary, and 267, 
or 0.518 percent, labelled Star. · The rather larger proportion of archaic 
and obsolete words ill the DMSR, a dictionary with a word list nearly btlo 
' 1' and one half ti:rres as large, - representing a total of bebtleen 6 ,CXJJ and 
11,CXX) - is to so:rre extent to be expected since the difference in the word 
lists of the two dictionaries is due alrrost entirely to differences in the 
approach to the periphery of the vocabulary. But in conparison with the 
rather similar proportions of historicisms in both dictionaries it is 
tho.n Ozegov 
evident that the DMSR adopted a much less restrictive policy in the 1, 
selection of archaic and obsolete words, a policy more or less in keeping 
with the dictionary's aim of providing a full record of nineteenth century 
vocabulary. 
P,N. Denisov and V.C. Kostornarov, "Stilisti°&skaja differenciacija leksiki i problerna razgovomoj re~i (po dannym 'S lovarj a russkogo j azyka' S.I. o¥egova, izd. 3. M., 1953)", in P.N. Denisov and L.A. Novikov (eds.), Voprosy u&bnoj leksikografii, MoscON, Izd-vo Moskovsk. Un-ta, 1969, p.110 (Table 2) • 
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An examination of the materials held in . the file against the 
follc:wing archaisms, all of which are in the dictionary, - piit "pcet", 
pii ta "id.", perst "finger", pone¥e "because", ve°¥:da "eyelid", ·bude "if", 
bradobrej "barber", lukavstvovat' "act cunningly"; ·1artity "cheeks", 
nezapnyj "sudden", nau¥8at' /naustit' "incite"; fortecija , "fortress", . 
samcxlovol' stvie "complacency"; ·satisfakcija "satisfaction"; ·oko "eye", 
°3ado "child", and &10 "forehead" - reveals that each of them is well 
supplied with literary quotations. Bradobrej; ,.piita·; fortecija, , and 
lukavstvovat' have nine, ten, fifteen, and seventeen quotations, 
respectively; the remainder have over twenty each and the last three 
- several hundred quotations each. Of the two .archaisms that were 
examined but are not in the DM3R ...;, gost 1·ba "trade" and ·korron' "steed" -
only the first has a respectable number of standard quotations in the 
file (narrely, seven), but they are distributed over at least three 
distinct rreanings: the three that contain the rreaning "trade" are all 
drawn from histories and two of them simply contain the word as an 
aside, indicating that it is an ancient term ( and therefore perhaps a 
historicism). The exclusion of this word from t.he dictionary affords 
an illustration of the application of the principle of not including 
peripheral vocabulary if its rreaning is explained wherever it occurs ll1 
91 texts. Konon' has only one literary quotation, although it is 
supported by twenty-one references to folk-songs and byliny - materials 
that are obviously not regarded as sufficient justification for the 
inclusion of a word in a standard dictionary. From this examination it 
appears that the compilers were faced with few difficulties of decision 
in the selection of archaic words, but that where the evidence was not 
adequate they adopted a rigorous stance in exclu<li!lg inadequately supported 
words from the dictionary. 
91 Filin, _Lek_s_ik_· _ogr ____ af_i_~_s_ki_. J ..... · _s_bo_m_ik_, I, 1957, p. 43. 
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A similar examination was :perfonred for ~e follo.-ving historicisms: 
gorodovoj "policeman", ·d 1 jak "secretary", kaftan !' (a ganrent) ", 
kol 1 &ga "chain-mail", pi~al' "arquebus", bw:rnistr "bailiff"; ·ve& 
"council", sarropal "arquebus", soxa " (a land rreasure)", · sokol' ni~ij 
"falconer", strelec "streli tz", stol' nik "butler", ve'.BVoda "anny 
comnander, provincial governor" ; & lobi t' e , "petition" ; · &1obi tnaj a · "id. " 
All these words are entered in the DJY"SR. Most of them are supported in 
the file by upwards of twenty quotations from general literature and 
about half of them, for example ·d 1 jak; ·kaftan, · and ve&, have references 
to histories as well. But the three words ·soxa· (3~soxi in the file), 
sokol 1 ni'8ij, and °&lobit'e are poorly represented: ·soxa has a total of 
three quotations - two from histories, one from a historical novel; 
sokol'rti-gij has five - two from literary works, two from histories, and 
one from an ornithological work; ·&1obit'e is accorrpanied only by a 
reference tD the variants &lobitna and ·'8elobitnja and a cross-reference 
to what appears to be the preferred variant · ~elobi trtaj a ·, · which is 
represented by two literary quotations and six quotations from histories. 
From these facts it appears that the DM,SR adopted a more all-inclusive 
policy to.-vards historicisrns, a policy that may be justified by the 
supposition that such words would be corrnronplace in school histories. 
Such a view is supported by the possible similarity between the nunbers 
of historicisIDS present in the DMSR and in the much smaller o¥egov 
dictionary: both dictionaries appear to have pursued a sorrewhat similar, 
open-door policy to.-vards this small class of words. 
It is to be concluded, then, that the D.vISR is characterized by a 
generous approach to outmcxled words. Obsolete and archaic words current 
within the dictionary's tine span ap:pear to be either well represented in 
the file - in which case they are automatically included in the dictionary -
or hardly represented at all, in which case they are automatically excluded. 
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Historicisms are included as fully as possible even in cases where the 
file material appears to be totally inadequate. 
4.2.2. Neologisms. 
Neologisms are words that have appeared in a language in connection 
with new phenarena, new concepts, new qualities, and so on, but which 
have not yet entered into the active vocabularies of a significant 
92 proportion of the native speakers of the language. They are generally , 
b · 1 f t . . 93 ut not necessari y, o recen origll1. True neologisms are to be 
sharply distinguished from occasional or nonce words, which are invented 
for the purposes of a particular context but do not refer to any 
substantially new concept. 94 They are also to be distinguished from 
epherreral words, words that experience an extrerrel y short period of 
popularity only to disappear from the language as suddenly as they 
arose.
95 
Ideally, a general dictionary should include all neologisms 
occurri_ng within its tirre span and exclude all occasional words. 96 
Strictly speaking, epherreral words occurring within the period covered 
by the dictionary should also be included on the Sarrl.$ basis as other 
words that have formed part of the_ general vocabulary within this 
period - altho_ugh lexic_ographic opinion is generally opposed to such 
97 
a course. Such distinctions are difficult to make in practice, 
92 
~anskij, p.156; Valgina et al., p.39. 
93 N. I. Fel' dman, "Okkazional' nye slova i leksik_ografij a", Voprosy 
jazykoznanija, 4, 1957, p.64. 
94 Ibid., p.72; ganskij, p.160. 
95 
o¥egov, "O trex tipax ••• "; Voprosy jazykoznanija, 2, 1952, p . 98. 
96 Cf.: Fel'drnan, Ve.prosy jazykoznanija, 4, 1957, pp.72, 67; Gove, 
Word study, XLIII, 4, 1968, p.4; Larrport, in Gray (ed.); ·words, 
words · ••• , p.66. 
97 V Ozegov, Voprosy j azykoznani j a, 2 , 19 5 2 , p . 9 8; Stupin, T.eksiko-
grafi&ski j analiz ••• , p . 9; Unbegaun; ·A bibliographical ·gmde · ~ •• , p .131; 
Babkin, Voprosy jazykoznanija, 2, 1955, p .91. 
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hcwever, because the materials in a dictionary file will frequently not 
enable the lexico:Jrapher to differentiate objectively between neologisms 
of extrenely recent origin, occasional words occurring in recent texts, 
and current epherreral words. The lexicographer is therefore forced to 
use an intuitive approach based on his knew le_dge of the language and on 
the properties of the words and the contexts in which they occur.-98 
Further, recent neologisms worthy of inclusion in a dictionary may be 
omitted through sheer overs_ight. 
The_ general policy proposed for the IMSR was to include neologisms, 
but to exclude occasional words and obsolete epheneral words. 99 Such a 
policy should have l _ightened the canpilers' task so:rrewhat by eliminating 
the necessity for distinguishi_ng between neologisms and current epheneral 
words. 
To deal first briefly with the supposedly excluded categories: of 
the words described in the course of an article by N.I. Fel'dman as 
occasional, 100 including the word duxopcrl"emnyj "uplifting to the spirit(?)" 
coined by Lenin, only ru"8• it' sja· "trickle" appears in the dictionary -
where it is acconpanied by a quotation from ~oloxov and a reference to 
the 1847 Academy dictionary, whereas Fel' drnan quotes K.I. &kovskij as 
ascribing its invention to De°¥zavin. This word appears therefore to have 
relinquished its occasional status, and the dictionary's . treat:rrent of 
occasional words seems to be in accordance with the editors' programre. 
The situation with regard to ephemeral words is rrore conplicated 
because of the difficulty of defining the length of life that confers 
98 See Fel' drnan; Voprosy 'j azykoznarti j a, · 4, 19 5 7, p. 72. 99 Obnorskij et al. (eds.); ·rnstrlikcija ·dlja ·sostavlertija ·~ •• , · pp.10-11. 
loo Fel' drnan; Voprosy · j azykozrtartij a, 4, 195 7, pp. 65-6 8 ( the remainder of the article deals with words culled from newspapers, which were not used as sources of quotations) • 
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upon a word epherreral status. Of a group of four words described by 
V 101 Ozegov as epherreral two - ~a "ladies' boot" and arrerikanka 
"buffet, stand-up cafe" - are included in the dictionary and two -
tat'janka "type of hat" (not "type of dress", which is included) and 
profitka "slo.v-burning candle" - are not. A nurrber of words described 
as obsolete neologisms by ~anskij 102 and Valgina and others, 103 which 
may presumably be classed as epherreral words, turn out to be chiefly 
obsolete Soviet adrninistrati ve terms and are therefore inextricably 
bound up with the history of the Soviet Union and likely to be V'.7idely 
represented in earlier Soviet literature. Most of them - for exarrple, 
narkom "People's comnissar"; ·narkomat , "People's corrmissariat"; ·nep , "New 
Econanic Policy", riep:man "NEP trader"; ·ms "machine and tractor station", 
'krasnoarrteec "Red Arn¥ soldier"; ·prodrialog, , "produce tax"; ·pramfirtplan , 
"industrial expenditure plan" - are included in the dictionary without 
comrent, though scxre - such as ·narkomat and ·proortalog, - are acconpanied 
by the date at which they ceased to apply. Of the words in the list only 
three - profintem "Labour Union International"~ "Workers' and Peasants' 
Inspection11 , 104 and ·voenspec "military specialist" - are omitted from the 
dicticnary. From this it is apparent that epherreral words are admitted 
into the dictionary on much the sarre basis as other words. 
The DMSR uses a special label · (Nov.) for neologisms in the first two 
volurres only. Elsewhere the only indication that a word may be a neologism 
is the absence of references to other dictionaries in the reference section. 
The absence of a word from earlier dictionaries is not, of course, an 
101 V 
. Oz~gov, Voprosy ·jazykoZrtarrija, , 2, 1952, p.98. 102 
~anskij, p.157. 
103 l . 1-Va gina et a., pp.39, 57. 
104 Translation due to Segal; New conplete Russian-English dictionary, p. 738. 
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infallible_ guide to neologistic status; nor need neologisms be totally 
absent from earlier dictionaries. For exanple, the follONing words 
. >I k. . be. 1 1 . l0S h += described by ::;ans iJ as i _ng no onger neo _ogisms ave no re.1..erence 
to previous dictionaries in the Dlf.lSR: · akrreizm "aareism", · antenna 
"antenna", aspirin "aspirin", ·angar "h~gar"; ·ajsberg "ic:ebe_rg", 
avtobUS 11bUS II 1 bolel I· hl5ik II Sports fan II 1 and . Vf"a_ta_r I U goalkeeper" 
(admittedly, all these exanples are from the first two volmres and 
bolel 1 hl5ik is labelled Nov. , - Sanskij was published in 1964). And 
the follONi_ng words described as neol_ogisms have a reference to the 
1960 edition of o¥egov: stiljaga l!gilded youth, rrod, rocker"; sovnarxoz , 
"People's econanic council", and celinnik, "pioneer worker". But since, 
firstly, the absence of any previous lexicographic record would be 
bound to encourage the corrpilers to suspect that they were dealing with 
a neologism (if not an occasional or epherreral word) and, secondly, it 
is hardly conceivable that the corrpilers would deliberately omit words 
entered in a dictionary the size of o¥egov, it was decided that the 
sirrplest and most reliable approach to an analysis of the proportion 
of neologisms in the D~1SR would be to count as a neo~ogism any word in 
the dictionary not found in earlier dictionaries. In the· interests of 
consistency the sane principle was applied to the first two volmres and 
the label Nov. was generally _ignored. A count made on this basis will 
inevitably include a number of words that are not neol_ogisms; but at 
the sane tirre it will exclude such neologisms as have been entered in 
other recent dictionaries. And these two sources of error will be to 
sorre extent corrpensatory. 
The proportion of neologisms in the Dlf.lSR was found on this basis to 
lie between nine and one half and fifteen and one half percent, 
W5 >I These and the next_ group of exanples are taken from ::;anskij, 
pp.156-159 
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representing between 11,0CXJ and 19,0CXJ words. If these figures may 
be regarded as representing_ generally the increase in recorded 
vocabulary since the publication of u¥ak.ov, the average publication 
date of which preceded that of the DMSR by alnost exactly twenty years, 
d . f th d . th th 3,500-oddl06 ds . N 1 an 1 ey are corrpare wi e wor in o-vye · · s ova 
i znacenija, a work based on materials published up to ten years (1968) 107 
after the average publication date of the DJYlSR, then it becorres evident 
that they are by no neans insubstantial. And yet the fact that a 
proportion of the words in Novye slova ·i ·zrta&riija-were culled from 
periodicals published up to two years before the Dlf.!SR was corrpleted 
indicates that the proportion could have been greater had newspapers 
and ~gazines been retained in greater quantity as sources for the 
dictionary. 
In the opening remarks to this section it was indicated that the 
conclusions to be drawn from the file material on neo~ogisms was likely 
to be irrpressionistic. Moreover the validity of examples of neologisms 
in lexicological writings is bound to be closely tied to their date of 
publication. Consequently it was decided not to conduct a special 
invest:igation of file materials for neologisms. Sorre isolated pointers 
to the difficulties faced by the compilers occur, h0t1ever, in the 
general sample of the file material. For example, the inclusion of the 
word vibrirovartie "vibration" on the basis of one quotation, later 
"justified" by the addition to the file of four more quotations after 
the relevant volurre of the dictionary had been published, may be contrasted 
with the exclusion of ·rezusado~yj , "nonshrinking" (a concreting tenn) 
despite two quotations held in the file at the tine of conpilation and 
106 Kotelova and Sorokin (eds.); Novye slova i ·zrta&rtlja ·~ •• , p.2. 
l07 Ibi'd., 7 14 pp. , • 
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the subsequent addition of five rrore after publication; and both of these 
may be corrpared with a totally successful piece of prediction on the part 
of the compilers in includi!lg \Ti.bra.tor "vibrator, oscillator" on the basis 
of three quotations - after publication sorrething like thirty or forty rrore 
quotations containi_ng this word were added to the file. 
It may be concluded, then, that despite the subjectivism involved in 
the selection of neologisms the DMSR contains a substantial proportion of 
words of this category co:mrrensurate with a sensible approach by the 
corrpilers to the source rnaterials placed at their disposal. The proportion 
could have be~ greater, and the dictionary thus made rrore representative 
of present-day Russian, had periodical publications not been excluded from 
arro!lg these sources. This conclusion accords with the s_uggestion made by 
Ju. s. Sorokin that in the next Acad.ert¥ dictionary more attention should 
be . d di 1 . 108 pai to reco~ _ng neo _ogisms. 
4.3. Synchronic extent of the word list. 
Whereas the diachronic extent of the word list is defined by stating 
the chronol_ogical limits of the dictionary and considering the treatrrent 
accorded to words in their relation to those chronolog~cal limits, the 
determination of the synchronic extent of the word list of a general 
dictionary is essentially bound up with the task of defining the 
vocabulary of the standard language. This rreans that it has to deal 
with a nurrber of subsets of the total lexicon that are in principle not 
related to each other and to develop criteria for deciding hew much and 
which rrembers of each subset should be regarded as fall~g within the 
orbit of the standard language. These subsets include principally: 
technical terminol_ogy, fore_ign irrportations into the vocabulary, and 
the various layers of the collCXIUial language. Further, in the interests 
r r 
108 Sorokin, Voprosy jazykoznanija, ;5, 1967, p.29. 
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of econ~ and usefulness special approaches may be adopted for certain 
productive classes of derivatives not necessarily falling within any of 
the principle subsets of the lexicon. There are yet other categories, 
such as proper narres and abbreviations, whose inclusion in a dictionary 
may rest on theoretical considerations as to whether they can properly 
be regarded as words. Finally, a reader's dictionary will_ generally 
contain sorre obviously nonstandard material in the fonn of words 
occurring naturally only in regional dialects. 
The presentation of the discussion of these lexical categories is 
in the follcwing order: fore_ign words, technical terms, regional dialect, 
proper narres, abbreviations, and collc:quial words and their various layers. 
Cerivatives are not discussed, hcwever, as it is felt that an adequate 
treabn2nt of derivatives is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
4.3.1. Foreign words. 
The attitude of lexi~aphers to the presence of foreign words in 
their langu_age has often been one of disapproval. The histo:r:y of this 
disapproval on the part of Russian lexicographers has been indicated in 
Chapter I. It persists to sorre extent to the present . day. Thus, for 
exarnple, S.I. O~egov corrplained in 1953 that Soviet rronolingual 
dictionaries were irrrroderately littered with foreign words because 
there had been no investigation of fore_ign words on a sound rrethodological 
b . 109 asis. 
The Russians have not been alone in their disapproval, of course~ 
Early Rournanian practice has also been indicated in Chapter I and 
examples may be cited for the lexicographies of other languages, such 
as French, Italian, and Gennan in the nineteenth century110 and Spanish 
109 
o¥egov; Trudy Irtsti tu.ta j azyka i li teratury · Akademii rtauk 
Latvijskoj SSR, 2, 1953, p.120. 
110 s k'. b . reznevs iJ, 0 ozrenie · ••• , pp.18-21. 
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in the btlentieth. 111 And to these may be added the linguistic purism 
that erre_rged in England in the sixteenth century. 112 
The borraving of words £ran other languages is recognized as a 
natural accorrpanirrent to cultural contacts bei:vveen linguistically 
different corrmunities. 113 The terrn "foreign words" does not necessarily 
apply to all words borrcwed £ran fore_ign Languages. Many borrowings 
eventually become assimilated to the borrcwing lc3!1guage to such an 
extent that the fact of their ultimately foreign or_igin can only be 
uncovered by etyrnol_ogical research; these words, despite carping by 
A.A. Refor:TIE.tskij, 114 may conveniently be te:r:rred loanwords. · The terrn 
"fore_ign words" then applies to words not assimilated, that is to words 
whose fore_ign origin is still felt by the speakers of the borrcwing 
l~guage. 115 It is words of this latter kind that are of interest in 
the present discussion. (This rreans that borravings from Church Slavonic 
and calques, or loan translations, "'.'" which present no problems of 
assimilation and sirrply represent attempts to replace fore_ign or loanwords 
with native equivalents - are automatically excluded from the discussion.) 
The D.MSR marks fore_ign words by ind;i.cating their etymologies in the 
~ 
. 116 re.1..erence sections. The proportion of such words in the dictiona:r:y is 
found to lie bebtleen seven and one half and thirteen and one half percent, 
representi_ng bebtleen 9 ,CIXJ and 16 ,CIXJ words. These ~igures may be 
conpared with the word lists of the Russian dictiona:r:y of foreign words, 
. .. .. . . . 
( , f ( ( , ( 
111 See Kasares, pp.294-298. 
112 See Mathews, A survey of English ·mctionaries, , pp.14-18. 113 ganskij, p.85; C:emy¥ev; ·Rl.lsskij ,· jazyk ·v -¥kole, 2, 1939, p.53; V~gina et al., p.24. 
114 Refor:ma.tskij, ·vvedenie v jazykovedenie, p.135 (footnote). 115 Stu · T~l, ik f.v k' · li ,, f ls v k' · 95 pin, ·.u:::.r..s ogra ices iJ ·ana z ·~ •• , , p • .LO. C. a o: bans iJ, p. ; Bulaxovskij, Vvedenie ·v j azykozrtarrie, · II, p.129. 116 Obnorskij et al. (eds.), Instruk.cija ·dlja sostavlenija ·~ •• , , pp.5-6. 
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Slovar' inostrannyx slov, of which the third edition edited' by I. V. Wxin 
117 and F.N. Petrov, Moscx:J/.7, 1949 contains 20,CXX) words and the sixth 
edition by I.V. Wxin and others, Moscav, 1964 oontains 23,CXD. 118 
Corrparison of the words in the IM.SR sample with these editions of the 
foreign words dictionary shavs that the approach to what oonstitutes a 
foreign word is more or less the sane for each, the fore_ign words 
dictionary ha"fil!lg a sl_ightly_ greater tendency to include derivatives 
of the type ·konspirativrtyj , "conspiratorial" and ·territorial 'rtyj , · 
"territorial" which the Il'-1.SR does not regard as foreign. Thus both 
dictionaries include "international" words such as ·kosrrologija, "cosrrology" 
arabizm "arabism", and ·religija "religion" in the category of fore_ign 
words as well as the more obviously foreign terms, such as ·table ,•·oot, r 
"table d' hote" ; ·p1 j a¥ "beach" , and ·git "heat ( of a race) " • Havever, 9f 
the 132 words in the DMSR sample thirty-three (or exactly · one quarter) 
are omitted from the fore_ign words dictionary - words such as ·aga, l'Aga", 
arabist "arabist" · · ararreJ· cy l'the Ararnaeans" · ·buran "blizzard" · ·burda 1 ' , . , . '--·--
"muddy drink"; ·dezodorirovat-' "dead.our"; ·kvartira, "flat"; ·karey:¥° "reed", 
and ·pros ti tliirovat' "p:rosti tute". Against this the fore_ign words 
dictionary contains about two dozen other fore_ign words (not being 
derivatives of those in the DMSR) which would have appeared in the 
DMSR sanple had they been included in the latter dictionary. Admittedly , d ic..tiona.ry 
the fore_ign words Apursues a sonewhat encyclopedic_ goal in corrparison with 
the DMSR; nevertheless it appears from these f_igures that the DMSR has 
been rather conservative in its approach to fore_ign words o 
( I f I f I ( 
117 I. V. Wxin and F .N. Petrov (eds.); .$lovar•· ·mostrarmyx,· s1ov1, 1 3rd rev. ed., I1oscoJ11 , Gos . izd-vo inostr. i nae. slovarej, ~949, p. 5. 118 I. v. Wxin et al. (eds. f; -Slovar•· ·irtostrarmyx ·slov, , 6th rev. ed., • ---~--=-:-~=---~-e-----,,,- . Moscav, ~zd-vo 11Sovetskaja Enciklopedija", 1964, p.5. 
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An examination of the file materials for 127 foreign words drawn 
variously from Refor:matskij ("barbarisms"), 119 ~anskij ("exotic words " 
and "fo:rrrer barbarisms"), 120 and Valgina and others ("recent borrc:wings 11 ) 121 
shews that nost of ninety-seven words included in the dictionary are 
fairly well supported, having 11pvvards of five quotations fran dif ferent 
sources. Sane of those included have very little ma.terial: attrakcion 
11 attraction", a II recent borrc:wing", seems to have had no ma.terial in 
the file at the tine of carrpilation; pens "penny", sol'do "soldo" 
(sol'di in the file), and farting "farthing", all "exotic" words, were 
admitted on the basis of a single quotation, as were the "barbarisms" 
gol ' f !'golf", frau "Frau", and torrero "torrero" (the last having in 
addition one quotation for each of the variants torreros and torer). 
Sorre of the words anitted fran the dictionary are, on the other hand, 
rather well docurrented in the file, for example: aeroport "airport" 
(sixteen quotations from the 1930's and earlier), biznes "business" 
(five quotations ranging from the 19 20' s up to 19 4 8) , biznesm2n 
"businessman" (seven quotations from the 1930's), and bul'dozer 
"bulldozer" (three quotations from btvo sources - abou~ forty quotations 
added to the file after publication) from among the "recent borrc:wi!lgs"; 
aperitiva "aperitif" (five quotations from three authors), grejpfrut 
"grapefruit" (nine quotations), and ¥ucrran "Protector(?)" (five quotations, 
all devoted, hc:wever, to fore_i gn therres) from anong the "barbarisms 11 • 
Most of the other anitted words boasted at least one quotation at the 
tine of corrpilation, such as astronavtika "astronautics", boss "boss", 
kaniksy "comic papers", pecconi "pezzoni (a fish)", banren "barman" , 
and ek&lenca "Eccellenza". This exarrd.nation tends to confirm the notion 
119 Refor:matskij, p.139. 
120 
~anskij, pp.134-136. 
121 Hal ' t 1 55 v, glila e a . , p. . 
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that the cacpilers were_ generally conservative in their approach to 
foreign words and to indicate that they did not rely exclusively on 
the rna.terial in the file and were inclined to be suspicious of any 
words not kno.vn to them personally. 
The conclusion to be drawn, then, is that in spite of the moderately 
substantial proportion of fore_ign words it contains the DMSR maintained 
on the whole a conservative approach to foreign words. 
4.3.2. Technical terminology. 
Technical terminol_ogy consists of a number of subsets of the lexicon 
each of which belongs primarily to a specific field of human activity and 
endeavour, narrel y the various arts and sciences, branches of technology . 
and industry, and the like. 122 Owing to the rapid progress that has taken 
place in science and technol_ogy in the twentieth century the nurnbers of 
technical terms within certain of these subsets has_ gro.vn to staggering 
proportions. 123 At the sane tine the_ general raising of educational 
standards has rreant that a greater proportion of the existing technical 
terms are likely to be encountered by more people - in other words, a 
greater proportion must be regarded as belonging to the_ general standard 
lan~age. 124 The difficult task of deciding which terms do belong in a 
_ general dictionary - allied perhaps to the fact that the ordinary linguist 
cannot be expected to have e2<pert kncwledge outside his o.vn domain - is 
frequently regarded as one of the foremost problems of nod.em lexic_ography~5 
122 b'd 32 I l • , p. . 123 See: Taylor, in Wilson et al. (eds.), Harbrace guide to dictionaries, p. 9 5; Evgen' eva, 11 K voprosu o tipe odnotomnog-o tolkovogo s lovarj a ••• 11 , Voprosy jazykoznanija, 3, 1953, p.52; and especially Kasares, pp.295-300. 124 Cf.: Evgen'eva, Voprosy jazykoznanija, 3, 1953, p.52; "Ot redakcii", Leksikografi-geskij sbornik, I, 1957, p.4; Sorokoletov, Leksikografi°&skij 
sbornik, I, 1957, p.133. 
125 Cf Babki Lek ~,, f' V k' . b rnik 196 9 ., e.g.: n, S..1.Aogra ices lJ so , IV, O, p. ; Babkin, Voprosy jazykoznanija, 2, 1955, p.96; Filin, I.eksikografi°&skij 
sbomik, I, 1957, p.47; _Zgusta, p.244. 
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Generally this problem appears to be approached by determin~g the 
degree of abstruseness of the sources upon which the selection of 
technical terms is to be based. 126 Then, since it is unlikely that 
technical terms would be used in technical writings in. a deliberately 
occasional manner, it would generally be sound policy to aim at 
conplete registration of the terms occurring in the selected sources -
provided, of course, that rarely occurr~g terms are first vetted by 
specialists in the appropriate fields. 127 
This apr;ears to have been the procedure adopted for the DMSR -
with the additional proviso that terms acconpanied by explanations of 
their m2aning wherever they occur in the sources are anitted. 128 An 
examination of the file materials for thirty-nine words described by 
Valgina and others as 11?-ghly specialized (uzkospecial'nyj) , 129 and of 
which all but four apr;ear in the IMSR, bears this out. Most of the words 
have rroderate numbers of quotations rrore or less evenly divided between 
general literature and various kinds of popular specialist literature: 
six words have nineteen or rrore quotations, the waxirnum being about 
fifty for dissonans "dissonance"; twelve have between e_ight and sixteen 
quotations; five between three and six (three of the quotations for the 
12 6 Cf. : Zgus ta, p. 2 45 ; Sorok.oletov, leksikografi '3eski j sbomik, I , 
1957, p.131. 
127 u Cf. Zgusta, p.245. Such was the procedure adopted by A.A. t>axmatov 
at the end of the nineteenth century - but apparently without the advice 
of specialists because the value of many of the tent1S gathered in this 
way for the ?axmatov dictionary has been severely criticized (?imanskaja, in Iz opyta prepodavanija russkogo jazyka rierusskim · ~ •• ·, p.188). 128 See: Proekt ••• , pp.14-15; femy¥ev, Russkij jazyk v ¥kale, 2, 1939, pp.53-54; Orlov, Vestnik Akademii nauk SSSR, 4, 1938, p.41; DlYlSR, vol. I, p.41; DMSR, vol. I, p.vi. Cf. also: Filin; T.eksikografi:geskij ·soornik·, I, 1957, p.43; Babkin, Voprosy jazykoznanija, 2, 1955, p .96. 
129 Valgina et al., p. 33 (two of the words listed here ..;. · antinUklon 
"antinucleon" and tropy "tropes" - were anitted from the examination 
through oversight) • · 
. 
. 
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one word - binan "bincrnial" - with six quotations are taken from the 
sarre textbook of physics) ; and three - one of which (bertollidy 
"berthollides 11 ) is omitted from the dictionary - have two quotations 
each (those for bertollidy have practically identical wording). Six 
words are admitted to the dictionary on the basis of a single quotation 
from a technical work: konsonans "consonance" (in addition to the 
musical :rreaning the LMSR has the prosodic :rreanipg for which there is 
no quotation), laringoskopija "laryngoscopy", limfadenit "lyrrphadenitis", 
okkul'tizm "occultism" (the quotation is from a history), parabioz 
"parabiosis", and paradigma "paradigm". A bias tavards the humanities 
(notably linguistics) is apparent in the selection of words lackipg 
quotations: included are - affrikata "affricate", rroderato "rroderato", 
proklitika "proclitic", and fonerna "phonerre"; omitted are - algoritm 
"algorithm", kvaziuprugost' "quasi-elasticity", and pletizrrograf 
"plethysrrographer". None of these facts argues _against the proposition 
that technical writings of a particular level of abstruseness were 
searched for technical terms and the ma.jority of terms discovered were 
included in the dictionary. 130 That the consultation of specialists was 
not _ignored is attested to by the lists of specialists and specialist 
institutes_ given in the preface to each volume of the dictionary. 
The proportion of technical terms in the D.rf.lSR was found to lie 
between five and eleven percent of the word list, representing between 
6 ,CXD and 13 ,CXD words. The total number of terminological uses 
(subrreani!lgs) of words was found to be betvveen 10,(X)() and 20,(XX), or 
from four and one half to ten percent of the total number of sub:rreani!).gs 
130 The only anomalous result is for ferrit "ferrite", for which the 
LMSR gives only the rretallurgical rreaning (supported in the file by 
ten quotations); the physics :rreaning (despite eight quotations - four 
from non-physics texts) and the mineralogical rreaning (one technical 
quotation) being ani tted. · · 
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treated in the dictionary. If these figures are corrpared with the 
correspon~g f_igures of twenty-three to twenty-seven percent ( of the 
total word list) . given by L.P. Stupin for Webster's third, 131 represent-
ing sarethi!)-g in excess of 100,CIXJ terms, it is obvious - assuming that 
the oornrrn.mities for which the two dictionaries cater do not differ 
vastly in their concern with matters technical - that either one or 
both of these dictionaries has_ grossly miscalculated its requirerrents. 
Stupin was severely critical of the h_ugeness of the technical vocabulary 
I thi d 132 1 dd ' ' , 1 , , , th of Webster s · · r ; Jarres H. S e , answering sllfil. ar criticism on e 
hone front, described it as "no plethora at all but only a comfortable 
supply for the scientist and technol_ogist, \"lho seem well pleased with 
the dictionary's . coverage of their fields 11 ; 133 Surmer Ives pointed out 
that the _"general policy [for Webster's ,· third] , has been to include those 
134 terms which are errployed in academic fields up to the_ graduate level." 
This last observation_ goes a long way tcwards explaining the discrepancy 
between the two dictionaries: for the DMSR's technical sources are 
oriented tcwards popular-scientific and general-educational material. 135 
Such an approach to the sources of technical terms may have been 
justifiable at the ti.Ire when the DMSR was being projected; but by the 
tirre the dictionary was carpleted the assessrrent of the_ general Soviet 
level of education that it reflected was very much out of date. A 
further bar to the dictionary's adequate handling of ter:minolcxJY, 
particularly in the less "scientific" fields, may be seen in the 
hesitant use of newspapers as sources. These conclusions appear to 
..... . .. 
I 
131 Stupin; T.eksikografi&skij ,- arta.liz · ~ .-• , , p.-10. 
132 Ibid., pp.10-11. 
133 Sledd, "The lexicographer's uneasy chair", in Gray (ed.) ; ·words, , . 
words ••• , p.124. 
134 Ives, "A review of Webster's Third New International Dictionary", Word study, XXXVII, 2, 1961, p.6. 
135 Cbnorskij et al. (eds.), Instrukcija ·a1ja ·sostavlenija ·~ •• , , p.14 (para. 12). 
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be justified by Blin I s remark that biD-!1gual dictionaries of Russian 
/I 
published since the IMSR contain at least twice as many technical 
tenns136 - a rema.rk which contrasts stro!lgly with the extrerre caution 
that was being urged by L. V. ~erba in 1939, 137 and with the apologetic 
tone of the preface to the D.M3R's fifth volurre. 138 
It is evident, then, that the DMSR's approach to technical 
terminology is inadequate to the needs of the second half of the 
twentieth century, chiefly because it is based on an insufficiently 
arnbi tious selection of source materials. 
4.3.3. ~gional dialect. 
Fran the classification of regional dialect vocabulary given by 
31 k · · 139 . . 1 th . 1 dial b ded ::;ans lJ it is c ear at regiona ects are to e regar as a 
series of lan~ages closely related to each other and to a standard 
lcl?~age developed from one of them. Each has its ONI1 vocabulary, ~ch 
of which is shared in corrmon with the others and with the· standard 
lan~ge, but some of which is peculiar to a particular dialect or 
group of dialects and may be used to denote either realia comrron to 
the_ greater linguistic community or purely local phenorrena. The term 
"regional dialect vocabulary" applies for the purposes of this discussion 
to the latter classes of words that ·are not present in the standard 
140 language. 
The unrestricted inclusion of regional dialect vocabulary is held 
b t be. . ti' f. abl f h. . 1 di . 141 h · 1 · y some o JUS i e or a istorica ctionary. T e inc usion 
, , ' I r , 
136 V Babkin; ·Ru.Sskaja ,. rec' , . 5, 1970, p. 39. 
137 
s~erba, ~ •• izbrannye raboty ·~ •• , p.76. 
138 DMSR, vol. V, p. v (reasons for the large number of technical tenns 
entered in the volurre are given). 
139 
~anskij, pp.117-119 • . 
l 40 Ibid. , p·.-115. 
141 h ~ di . . . . f T e ::;axmatov ctionacy may be cited as a case in point. C • also 
Kasares, pp. 303-304. 
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of nonstandard material in an ordinary dictionary ostensibly of a 
standard language is justifiable only in tems of its function as a 
reader's dictionary: writers writing: generally in the standard language 
on local subjects may use local words either to give their narrative 
local colour or as a matter of necessity - as the most convenient way 
of referring to local phenorrena. In this way a small nurriber of local 
words may be found to occur sufficiently frequently in works written 
in the standard language to warrant their inclusion for infonnative 
purposes in a standard dictionary. This is really the only satisfacto:r:y 
. f th . 1 . f . 1 ds . d d di · 142 basis or e inc usion o regiona wor in a stan ar ctiona:r:y. 
The o:r:iginal plans for the D.MSR aiired, however, at a more 
"democratic" principle according to which dialect words were to be 
included if they were widely represented both in standard literature 
and in the . various dialects thernsel ves; in addition, dialect words 
denoting realia irrportant to peasant life were to be included - regardless, 
143 apparently, of whether they had been used by standard authors or not. 
It appears that the editors of the dictiona:r:y failed to realize that such 
a policy inplies dialectol.ogical research on the sane scale as that 
required for the ~axmatov dictionary, quite apart · from the confusion 
of philological and ethnographical principles which it involves and for 
hich . h be . . . d b . ,:J 144 d . 1 · 145 w it as en criticize y V.V. Vinograuov an F.P. Fi m. 
To what extent this policy was put into practice is difficult to judge: 
in the µ_ght of it, havever, it is odd that the word berezrii&k "birch 
copse" - supported by four li tera:r:y quotations, e.ight quotations from 
142 Cf.: Stupin, Ieksikografi~eskij artaliz •.. , p.10; Refonnatskij, pp.148-149. 
-
143 See: Orlov, Vestriik Akademii nauk SSSR, 4, 1938, p.41; Proekt ... , pp.13-14; DM3R, vol. I, pp.v-vi. 
144 V. d ' 7 · • k . . 6 19 6 6 4 inogra ov, voprosy Jazy oznaniJa, , , p .. 
145 
'li Lek ik ·f' V . k' . born.ik 1957 55 Fi n, s ogra ices lJ s , I, , p. . 
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folk-songs, and references to four or five dialects - was omitted from 
the first volurre of the dictionary. 
With the reorganization of the dictionary's structure after the 
Marr episode, hCMTever, the criterion of occurrence lil standard writings 
,:J d th 1 . . 1 146 was auopte as e so e prlilClp.Le. 
The small proportion of ~egional dialect words (fran two to four 
percent, or between 2 , (XX) and 5 , (XX) words) and us_ages ( 2 , 500 to 6 , 500 
subrreanings) seems to testify to the correctness of this policy. 147 
It way therefore be concluded that the DMSR successfully solved 
the problem of selecti:1,g regional dialect vocabulary for a standard 
dictionary, despite the early terrptation to be lured into allrost the 
sane errors as had contributed to the davnfall of its predecessor. 
4.3.4. Proper nolfils. 
Two main classes of proper nouns need to be considered: first, 
those that always refer to a particular abject - lilless they develop 
an apellative rreaning - such as the narres of historical, IT!Ythol_ogical, 
and literary figures, and of ge_ographical features; and secondly, those 
that may be applied to any of a nurrber of similar abjects, such as the 
conman personal narres and the nicknarres for animals. There is sorre 
difference of opinion arrong lexi~ographers as to hav these words should 
be approached by a general dictionary. Thus Charles Stavrou believes 
th t f th f . t 1 b 1 . ch di . 148 L P St . a narres o e irs c ass e ong lil su a ctionary; . . upin 
146 Cbnorskij et al. (eds.), Instrukcija dlja sostavlenija ... , 
pp.12-13 (paras. 8-9). 
147 Cf. the ~igures Of three to five percent for Webster's third (Stupin, ·I.ek.sikog-raficeskij ,· artaliz · ~ , .. ,, p .10) and 217 words, or 
0.42 percent, ;for Ozegov (Denisov and Kostanarov, .j_n Denisov and 
Novikov (eds.) , p.110) • 
148 Stavrou, p. 42. 
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149 extends the argurrent to include narres of the second class, a position 
vv 150 , . , , supported by L. v. bceJ::ba. Laszlo 0rs_agh would exclude them all on the 
ground that they have no rreaning. 151 The dispute as to whether proper 
· 
152 
· 1 l . 1 1 . h be nouns have rreanl!lg is ~ge y irre evant to exic_ograp y cause 
dictionaries deal with other li!lguistic matters beside rreaning. And 
it must be conceded nevertheless that proper narres are not nonsense 
words and that they do have limited referents which may or may not be 
contextually determined. Ladislav _Zgusta s~s up the question of 
proper nouns in dictionaries as "a minor but irri tati~g problem" 153 and 
adds that proper narres that have developed apellative rreanings should, 
hONever, be included in general dictionaries. 
Sorre dictionaries do contain proper narres of both classes. 154 
The DM3R does not; instead it follONs the dictum of _Zgusta in listing, 
apart from ethnic narres . (gentilics), 9nly those proper names that have 
developed apellative functions or figure in idiomatic phrases, such as 
Evropa, "Europe"; ·Arrerika !'Arrerica", and -~uba, l'Hecuba". 
Since the proportion of proper narres in the dictionary is so small 
155 
anyway, . there hardly seems to be any point in castigating the 
dictionary' s . editors for adopti_ng a principle that many support. 
Naturally the dictionary would have_ given a rrore corrplete picture of 
' ( 
149 Stupin, ·Leksikografi&skij , artaliz ••• , pp.9-10. 
150 
~rba; · ~ •• 'izbrannye ·raboty ,· ~ •• ·, pp.67-68. See also R.H. Hendrickson, 
"The dictionary as encyclopedia", in Wilson et al. (eds.); Hatbrace ·guide , 
to ,· dictionaries, p.164. 
151 0rsag; · Leksikografi&ski j · · sborrtik, V, 1962, p.140. 
p.61; Levkovskaja, pp.173-180. 152 See: Reforrratskij, 153 
-
_Zgusta, p. 245. 
154 Mathews; ·A ·survey ·~ •• , p. 38; IoP. Gal 'perin and A.M. Fi tenran, Review 
of The 'Random House dictionary of~~the ·Eriglish ,. lartguage: ·the ·oooorirlged,, 
edition, New York, 1967; Filologiceskie ·rtauki, · 4, 1969, p.119. 
155 The sarrple of 1290 words taken from the dictionary contained only three proper narres. 
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Russian li_nguistic habits and increased its inf o:r:mati ve paver had it 
included the more usual ge_CXJraphical and personal na:rres. 
4.3.5. Abbreviations. 
Abbreviations may be classified as_: graphical abbreviations - those 
that simply represent a shortcut in writing and ~e usually read as the 
full word they stand for; and lexical abbreviations - those whose pro- ( 
nunciation is intimately bound up with their orthcx:Jraphic form and that 
function essentially as new words in the language. lexical abbreviations 
may be further subdivided according to their structure or rrethod of 
fo:r:mation into: literal - those that consist of the initial letters of 
the conponents of a multiword lexical unit; apocopated - forned by 
deletion of part of a single word; corrpound apocopated - fo:rrned by 
conpoundi_ng apocopated forms; conpound mixed - forned by ccmpounding 
156 literal with apocopated forrrs. Russian exarrples of these kinds of 
abbreviations are:_ graphical ..;. ·t.e. "that is"; literal ..;. ·cK "Central 
Carmi.ttee"; ·vuz "higher educational establishrrent"; apocopated ..;. · zav 
"director"; corrpound apocopated ..;. ·kolxoz , "collective farm"; corrpound 
mixed - ·AzsSR "Azerbaidjanian Soviet Socialist Republic". In addition 
there are subsidiary types such as: transliterated or respelt foreign 
abbreviations ..;. ·FIAT; ·Bi..;.bi..;.si , "BBC"; corrpound abbreviations containing 
a full word instead of an apocopated one ..;. ·Rewoertsovet, l'Revolutiona:r:y 
lflilita.ry Council"; and abbreviations containl.!lg nurrerals ..;. ·.MIG-3. 
Literal abbreviations can be further subdivided accordi_ng to -whether 
they are pronounced as a series of narres of letters, as ·CK, , 9r as the 
series of phonerres represented by the letters, as ·ooN "United Nations 
(?rganization"; and the latter group can be further subdivided according 
( ' ( I f I 
156 This classification is based on Stupin, in Dmitriev and Maslov (eds.), yoprosy teorij._ i ·istorii jazyka ~ •• , pp .290-294 and D.I. Alekseev 
et al., -Slovar 1 ·sokr~genij ·russkogo jazyka: · 12 ·soo ·sokra.¥&mij , , JY.Ioscav, 
Gos. izd-vo inostr. i nae. slovarej, 1963, p .11. 
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• to orthography - ~s "hydroelectric station" · (gidroelektrostancija) as 
opposed to vuz. Finally all abbreviations may be classified according 
• to whether they are proper or corrmon nouns (OON versus ·GEs) or adjectives, 
such as KV "short-wave" (also a noun - "short waves"). 
The r:MSR omits_ graphical abbreviations altogether, but it includes 
in its main list most of the above classes of lexical abbreviations. 
For example: ·oRUD "Departrrent for Regulating Road Traffic"; ·zags , "registry 
office"; ·ooN "United Nations Organization"; ·vcsPS , "All-Union Central 
Council of Trade Unions"; ·CK and ·ceka "Central Canmittee"; ·I1 "Ilyushin 
(aeroplane)"; · ~av "director"; · ~am \'deputy"; ·Rabkrin , ''Workers' and Peasants 11 
Inspection"; ·Revvoertsovet "Revolutionary Military Council"; ·osvod-"Life-
savers' .Association", ·Goelro "State Corrmission for the Electrification 
of Russia" ; · SOS ~·SOS" • 
The number of abbreviations listed in the IMSR is very small -
possibly of the order of one or two hundred. 157 Many of them, as the 
above examples shON, are proper nouns. There is sare evidence to show 
that the approach to abbreviations was not well thought out beforehand 
and was based on insecure principles. · For exanple, the 1938 ·pr()ekt,, 
expressly states that abbreviations that are proper nouns will not be 
- 158 represented in the dictionary and actually cites ·oRUD as an exarrple. 
The definition of ·ceka, in the Div.SR refers to "!<PSS , ''Corrmunist Party of 
the Soviet Union" and ·VLKSM "All-Union Leninist Communist Union of Youth", 
only the first of which is listed in the dictionary. An examination of 
the file material for forty-six abbreviations of different kinds159 
. .... .. .. . 
, 
157 The sample of 1290 words taken £ran the DMSR contained only three 
abbreviations. In addition, of the 184 abbreviations appended to -Slovar' 
·russkogo ·ja.Zyka, IV, 1961, (pp.1081-1083) only thirty-e_ight appear in 
the DM3R. 
158
-Proekt ••• , p.18. 
159 Selected from ·s1ovar' ru.sskogo ·jazyka, IV, 1961, pp.1081-1083. 
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revealed that twenty-four of them were canpletely unrepresented in the 
file. In 1963 the Soviet dictionary of abbreviations was published with 
a word list of 12,500 abbre~i.ations ~ 160 the_ greater part of which are 
proper nouns. 
It appears that the editors of the D.MSR discovered a little late 
that the majority of abbreviations are proper nouns and then, ?eeing 
the arrount of research that would have to be done before the abbreviations 
s_egrrent of the dictionary could be made consistently representative, they 
decided to opt for an extrerrely restrictive approach to . this lexical 
catego:ry, justifyi_ng this approach by speaking of the epherreral or 
chn . 1 f th . . f abb · · 161 te ica nature o e maJority o reviations. 
The DMSR thus abdicates the responsibility for dealing with a 
162 lexical catego:ry that is becaning a s_ignificant feature of the language .. 
4.3.6. The spoken language. 
The difficulties of providing a faithful representation of the 
spoken l~guage in a dictionary rest ultimately on the difficulty of 
obtaini_ng accurate data. Ideally the lexicographer should aim to collect 
live conversational material 
Sare attempts have been made 
163 as it cones from . the ·. lips of the speakers. 
to do this, 1~4 bul: generally the lexicogr apher 
has been forced to rely on printed sources for the bulk of his material. 165 
r f r ( ( ( I 
160 Alekseev et al. , p. l. 
161 See 0bnorskij et al. (eds.) ; Instrtikcija dlja ·sostavlenija · ~ • • , ,. p.15 (para. 22) • 
16 2 Alexander Rosenberg; Russian ·abbreviations: · a ·selective ,· list , 1 2nd rev. 
ed., Washington, Library of Congress Reference Department, 1957, p .iii; D.I. Alekseev, "Abbreviatu:ry kak novyj tip slov", in ·Ra.zvi.tie ·slovo-
·obrazovanija sovrertenncqo russkogo 'jazyka-, MosCON, Nauka, 1966, p . 37. 163 Kovtun, in Axmanova et al. (eds.); ·sovrerrermaja ·russkaja , leksikologija, p.14. 
164 Ibid., pp.17-19. 
165 Ibid., p. 4; Lloyd and Warfel, in Wilson et al. (eds.); 'Ha.rbrace , gliide ·to dictionaries, p.12. 
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The d~gers of this procedure are firstly that much of the spoken word 
never actually_ gets into print, 166 and secondly that the dialogue put 
by writers into the mouths of their characters may not be a particularly 
faithful reflection of current collcquial speech. 167 
These difficulties with sources apply in full measure to the DMSR, 
the sources for which are perhaps unusually staid. Consequently the 
words labelled "colloquial" and "familiar" in the dictionary cannot be 
expected to give a truly representative picture of collcquial Russian 
vocabulary. Nevertheless it is possible to obtain an assessID2nt of the 
compilers' approach to the lexical material contained in literary 
dialogues and to examine the attitude of the compilers towards words 
that are not considered to be ll1: general use in ordinary written speech. 
And the most direct way of doing this is simply to consider the pro-
portion of material in the dictionary that the compilers regard as 
bel~nging exclusively to the spoken language. 
The total proportion of words labelled "collcquial" and "familiar" 
is found to lie betvveen nine and fourteen percent, that is betvveen 
11,CXD and ,17 ,CXD words. The total number of subrreanings reckoned to 
belong exclusively to the spoken language is betvveen 33,CXD and 44,CXD, 
representing betvveen fifteen and twenty-two percent of the us_ages 
described in the dictionary. Even allav~g for the fact that the latter 
figures may be sl_ightly inflated by the inclusion of unlabelled multi- , 
word lexical and phraseological units, sorre of which may be equally at 
horre in the standard written language, it must nevertheless be admitted 
that these ~igures represent a substantial proportion of the materials 
treated in the dictionary. 
166 Taylor, 
167 K ... ...1-0v L-un 1 
p.16. 
in Wilson et al. (eds.) ; )-Iarbrace ,. guide to ·mctiortaries, 1 p . 94. 
in Axmanova et al. (eds.) ; ·sovrertertrtaja ·russkaja · 1e1<:sikologija, 
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Of the total of exclusively spoken material presented in the 
dictionary sorrewhat less than half the words and about one third of 
the subrreani_ngs are assigned to the "familiar" layer of the vocabulary, 
the latter figure once _again being liable to be sorrewhat distorted for 
the reason discussed above (multiword units). 
These figures may be conpared with those_ given for the o¥egov 
dictionary168 of 3225 "colloquial" and lCXX) "familiar" words, representi_ng 
altogether 8.2 percent of the total word list. 
Finally, it may be noted that the DIY.ISR, in corrrnon with other Soviet 
general dictionaries, omits the entire "obscene" vocabulary, including 
such seemingly hannless tentl.S as perdet,' , ~· fart" and ·pysat,• , !'piss". The 
reason given for this primness is that all the words in the dictionary 
must ·be suitable for use in ordinary public discourse and that indecent 
169 words lie beyond the bounds of the standard language. The sarre primness 
extends only partially to the file: such words as ·blj ad~ r ~'whore", , 
·vybljadok , l'whoreson"; · $sat-' !'piss"; ·¥opa· "arse"; ·perdeti' , !'fart", and 
· ·bardak. , "whorehouse" are all present - many with respectable numbers of 
quotations; sterner words, such as ·xuj ,-~'cock", and others, · ?,re absent. 
The figures_ given above do not prove, of course, that the DIYJSR 
faithfully reflects the spoken language. They sinply demonstrate that 
the canpilers' approach to the materials at their disposal purporting to 
represent the spoken language was generally satisfactory. 
168 
r::enisov and Kostanarov, in Denisov and Novikov (eds.), p.110. 
169 A.M. Babkin, personal interview, 14 May 1971. Cf. also: Orlov; Vestnik Akademii nauk. ·sssR, 4, 1938, p. 42; ·proekt,· ~ •• , , p.14. 
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5. Conclusion. 
Fran the analysis given in this chapter it appears that the DMSR 
contains a generally well-balanced selection of words belonging to a 
nurrber of lexical categories and extending over a suitable chronological 
range. Further research is still required to determine the dictionary's 
handli_ng of productively forned derivatives and derivational series. 
Sorre categories - notably neologisms and technical te:r:minology - are 
not as well represented as they should have been, largely because the 
rcl!lge of relevant sources was not made sufficiently wide. Other 
categories - chiefly abbreviations and (if the dictionary is to satisfy 
the avante_-garde of lexicographic thought) proper names - were severely 
limited by basic editorial policy. The category of fore_ign words could 
have been slightly larger had the co:rrpilers approached the task of 
their selection with greater boldness. 
It will be noted that two changes were made in the principles of 
selection as part of the re~rganization that follaved in the wake of 
the Marr controversy, both of which - the hardeni_ng of the · termirtus , , 
·post ·quern, and the adoption of a realistic attitude to regional dialect -
promised to diminish the word list. The latter of these changes, and 
also the decision to limit the use of newspapers and periodicals as 
source materials, would have materially reduced the amount of research 
that the exce:r:ptors for the file would have had to undertake. 
In the light of all these considerations - and in view of 
A.M. Babkin' s . latterday renE.rks on the diminutiveness of the DMSR' s . 
word list - it is tempti_ng to conclude that the Soviet AcadertW" over- r 
reacted to the prospect of the DMSR's . foundering at the tirre of the Marr 
controversy and took all possible rreasures to restrict the dictionary's 
word list in order to ensure its oo:rrpletion before so:rre new crisis 
loorred over the horizon. 
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Be that as it may, there can be little doubt that in spite of its 
lirni tations the IXYlSR' s word list has successfully bri_dged a gap of about 
one hundred years in Russian Academic lexicography and provided a 
reasonably sure foundation upon which the new Acacien¥ dictionary can 
build - it is to be hoped in the not too distant future. 
A final note on the carparati ve size of the DMSR' s word list is 
perhaps in order before this chapter closes. Faced with repeated 
assertions as to the extraordinary richness of the Russian vocabulary,170 
it is perhaps a little surprisi!lg to find that the DM.SR contains only 
120,4~0 words as _against the half-million-strong word lists of so:rre of 
th · ab · a d di ti' · 171 d · be .,..,. ....... ,..,. ....... i-... d e Arrerican un ri ge c onaries. An yet it rrust re.m.:::.1uuere 
that a part of these huge word lists is due to the inclusion of two-word 
lexical units in the alphabetic lists and another part - as L.P. Stupin 
has shewn, ~ ve:ry substantial part - to the freedcm with which these 
dictionaries admit technical terminology. In carparison with certain 
other European Acaderf¥ dictionaries - such as the Hungarian (60,CXX) 
. ) '172 th . h (73 . ) '173 d th ch (3 entries , . e Sparus , . ,CJXJ entries , . an e Fren 7 ,CXJJ 
entries) 174 - the :cMSR buJks rather large • 
. . . . . . . . 
f f ( I ' I 
170
o¥egov; ·yoprosy jazykoznanija, , 2, 1952, p.95; Babkin; ·voprosy, 
jazykoznanija, · 2, 1955, p.91; Filin, I.eksikografi~skij ·soorrtikwI, 
1957, p. 36; Sazonova, LeksjJ{a ·i frazeologija · & •• , , p. 3; "Sokroviscnica 
russkix slov"; 'Russkaja ·rec', 5, 1970, p.18. 
17l Lloyd and Warfel, in Wilson et al. (eds.); liarbrace ·guiae ·to 
dictionaries , pp. 8-9. 
172 0rsag; ·Leksikografi~skij ·sborrtik, v, ~962, p.135. 
173 . 
Kasares, p.33. 
174 Ibid. 
OJNCLUSIONS 
The conclusions to be drawn from this work relate firstly to 
the IMSR as a dictionary in its a,.m right, secondly to its place 
in Soviet Russian lexicCXJraphy, and thirdly to the lessons that 
may be extracted for lexic_ography in_ general. Naturally a full 
evaluation of these points would require a complete lexicographic 
analysis of the dictionary - which has not been the aim of this 
thesis. Further, an accurate appreciation of the_ general 
lexicographic lessons to be learned from the DM.SR presupposes a 
conprehensive comparative analysis of a number of general 
monoli_ngual dictionaries of other languages. The conclusions 
presented here will therefore be necessarily limited in scope. 
The dictionary provides a conpetent description of modern 
Russian usage from the points of view of orthCXJraphy, norpholCXJY, 
syntax, and semantics, but does not deal satisfactorily with 
orthoepy. The syntactic properties of words are shewn in_ great 
detail, but the rrethod of indicating rections is not as 
strcl?--ghtforward and as consistent as it might have been. The 
semantic treatrrent is very full, though it suffers occasionally 
from inconsistencies in analysis and rrethods of presentation. 
The definitions of some classes of words (chiefly technical terms 
and the like) seem to be affected by the b_ogey of encyclopedism; 
in particular, concepts that are, or were, officially disapproved 
of tend not to be explained but rrerely condem.i.ed. As ~egards the 
words selected for description by the dictionary, it has been 
found that the DMSR presents a balanced view of rrodern Russian 
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vocabulary insofar as there appears to have been no conscious attenpt 
to channel the developrrent of the lexicon in any particular direction. 
On the other hand certain lexical categories - narrely neologisms, 
fore_ign words, technical terms, and abbreviations - are not represented 
as fully as they should have been; and this is generally the result 
of editorial short-s_ightedness either in the selection of source 
materials or in anticipating certain trends in the vocabulary of 
modem Russian. In spite of these faults the DMSR remains the rrost 
comprehensive si_ngle compendium of information on modem Russian 
vocabulary. 
The DMSR represents the first Soviet attempt at a large Acadei""t¥ 
dictionary ( the ground work for its unfinished predecessor was laid 
well before the Revolution of 1917). It was conceived in an atrrosphere 
of ideo~ogical fervour that could hardly bode well for its future. 
These two factors, together with the revisions that the dictionary 
underwent during conpilation, have been taken into account in assessing 
the DMSR' s place in Soviet lexicography. Not only has the dictionary 
provided Russian lexicographers with capital, and ~uch-needed, . 
experience in the business of large-scale dictionary-waking, it has 
also ma.de clear to them the inadvisability of trying to combine 
several dictionary types within the covers of a single book. 1 And 
in addition to providing basic lexicographic experience the Dr-1.SR was 
associated with a raisi_ng of the status of lexicography within the 
Soviet Union and was instrurrental in indicating and maki!lg provision 
for the nt.mber of specially trained linguists appropriate to an 
undertaki!lg of this ~gni tude. The full s_ignificance of the DMSR 
1see, e_.g.: Sorokin, 110 nonnativno-stilisti&skom slovare ••• 11 , 
Vopros~azykoznanija, 5-, 1967, pp. 24-25; Vinogradov, 11 Semnadcatitamnyj 
akaderni skij slovar' ' ••• 11 ; Voprosy jazykozn~ij~, 6, 1966, p. 20; 
Babkin, 11 Ieksikografija11 , in Filin (ed.) ; ·Teoreti&skie ·problerey ~ •• , p. 282. 
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to Soviet Russian lexico:Jraphy will probably only becare clear, 
havever, yvhen the Academy's new dictionary makes its appearance. 
In view of the fundarrental difficulties encountered by the 
DMSR duri_ng its cmpilation it might be expected that the dictionary 
would have little to offer in the way of general lexic_ographic 
ins_ights. Yet the DMSR introduced certain innovations, sare of 
which may be of interest to lexicographers outside the Soviet Union. 
The idea of introduci_ng enonnous quantities of illustrative material 
- if this may be terned an innovation - the justification for which 
lies partly with the dictionary's historical purpose and partly with 
the flexibility of its semantic analyses is unlikely to surv1.ve as 
~ general lexico:Jraphic principle because the amount of additional 
l~guistic information conveyed by a profusion of illustration is 
lc:w in carparison with the amount of space such abundant illustration 
requires. More worthwhile innovations are to be seen in the simplicity 
of the stylistic labelling and in the separation of matter not 
relati_ng to the actual functioning of words in speech to a separate 
reference section. At a deeper level- the DMSR has errphasized once 
_again the need for properly considered planning for a large lexicographic 
project and the dangers of mixing lexicography - or science in general -
with ideology. 
Suitable avenues for further research have been indicated in 
Chapters II and IV. They include principally: detailed examination 
of the DMSR' s semantic analyses and rrethcxls of definition; examination 
of the overall and individual verisimilitude of the dictionary's 
stylistic classification; and further analysis of the word list to 
determine the dictionary I s approach to regularly fo:r:rred derivatives. 
In addition there is roan for a carparative analysis and description 
of the other general monolingual Russian dictionaries published in 
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the Soviet Union this century: such a work would provide a fuller 
and rrore rounded picture of the achieverrent of this branch of Soviet 
linguistics. Nevertheless it is hoped that this thesis has gone 
sarre way tc:wards justifying and illustrating the contention that 
"the history of the making of explanatory dictionaries of the nod.em 
language during the Soviet period contains much that is both new 
and instructive." 2 
2
sorok.in; ·voprosy jazykozrtanija, 5, 1967, p. 22. 
APPENDIX I 
THE PROPORTIONS OF VARIOUS LEXICAL CATECDRIES 
IN THE DMSR 
The analysis of the proportions of the various lexical categories 
in the dictionary was approached as follcws. The dictionary was regarded 
as a population of sare 26 ,cm columns of print. For any given column, 
values could be allotted that would describe: the number of words whose 
dictionary articles corrmenced in the column and the numbers of fore_ign 
words, abbreviations, proper narres, and so on arrong them; and the number 
of submeanings whose definitions b_egan within the column and the numbers 
of these that were labelled "obsolete", "technical", f'colloquial", 
"regional", and so on. A sample taken to determine the proportion of 
foreign words in the dictionary, for example, would consist therefore 
of a set of columns each of which would bear a particular value according 
to the number of foreign words it contained. These values could then be 
used to determine the rrean number of fore_ign words per column throughout 
the dictionary; and this in turn would provide an estimate of the 
proportion of fore_ign words contained in the dictionary overall. 
S.inri.larly, an estimate of the proportion of, say, colloquial subrreanings 
in the dictionary could be obtained as a ratio of the mean number of 
colloquial subrreanings per colurm to the mean number of submeanings of 
all kinds per column. The sarnpling unit for the analysis is thus the 
column of print, and the variate in each case is the number of lexical 
items of a particular kind contained within the colurnn. 
The size of the sample of colurms for the analysis was chosen on 
the basis of the sizes of the samples used by J .H. Friend (O. 2 percent) 
and Reed (2.89 percent) for their comparisons of the word lists of the 
London, 1806, edition of Samuel Johnson's dictionary and the first (1828) 
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eb I di ' 1 edition of Noah W ster s ctionary. Since the conclusions drawn 
from these samples tallied, 2 it was decided to opt for a figure that 
would be roughly midway benveen them in order of rnagni tude - namely, 
one percent. That this one perrent sample should give reasonably 
reliable results - at least for those lexical categories that form a 
substantial proportion of the word list - is argued for by the fact that 
a prediction based upon it of the total number of words in the dictionary 
agrees with the figure_ given by the dictionary's editors. 
The sample was selected by taking for each volume of the dictionary 
a random set of columns correspondi_ng to at least one percent of all 
columns in the volurre. 3 This method was adopted firstly for its 
simplicity and secondly because each volurre of the dictionary is to 
sane extent a different work. Although the sample thus obtained is not, 
strictly speaki_ng, a random sample for the dictionary as a whole, it has 
been assurred for the purpose of calculating ranges for the means of the 
variates to be a sufficiently close approximation to a random sarrple. 
It has also been assurred for the purposes of these calculations that 
the :rreans of the variates of similar samples are normally distributed. 
The ranges have been calculated so as to contain the true means with a 
probability of 95 percent, which means that there is a probability of 
67 perc:Bnt that the means lie within ranges that are only half as wide 
as those quoted. 
The follaving is a sample calculation based on the figures obtained 
for collCXJlllal sub:rreani_ngs. 
( ' 
1 P. B. Gove, Review of J .H. Friend, ·The developID2nt of ·Artericart · lexicography 1798-1864, in Language, · XLV, 1, March 1969, p.162. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Randanization was based on the table of random numbers in Paul G. Hoel, Introduction to tnathematical statistics, , 3rd ed. , New York , Wiley, 1962, pp. 408-409. 
Number of columns in sample (n) - 269 
Sum of values of variates ~ x) - 262 
Mean (x) ~ x 
--n 
= ·0~973 
::-2 
95% probability ran_ ge of rrean = + 1 96" ~ (x-x) · 
• 1 n(n-1) 
= +l.96 269x268 
633 
~ -tD.184. 
The rrean number of collc:quial subrneanings per colurrrri lies with 
95% probability in the range o. 973 + 0.184. 
Mean of all subrreanings per colurrrri (by a similar 
calculation)= 7.94 + 0.335 
Proportion of collc:quial subrreanings in the 
dictionary .0.97~ + o.~84 
--------
7.94 ' + 0.335 
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_ [l + . (0~ 184 + ·o~ 335)] 0. 973 X lOO% 
0.973 7.94 7.94 
~ .12.25 .+ .2.83%, or 12 + 3% 
In performing the counts of words and subrreanings a number of 
rrethodolCXJical questions arose which were dealt with as follavs. 
The count of subrneanings includes not only numbered rreanings not 
actually subdivided into subrreanings, but also all meanings_ given for 
multiword lexical and phraseological units. 'Ihe word count, havever, 
dealt only with entry words at the heads of articles (including, for 
the first three volumes, entry words occurring as such within articles). 
Variant canonical forms were bracketed together and counted as a 
si:ngle word, as, for example, the two forms occurring within the sample 
ramadan and ramazan ''Ramadan''. 
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Aspectual pairs given in the lerma of a single article were counted 
as two separate words. The subrreanings of the article were only counted 
once. The first of these procedures appears to be justified by the results 
of the overall word count. The second seems to constitute the best approach 
to an evaluation of the quantity of peripheral usages of words recorded in 
the dictionary. 
Fonns entered in the alphabetical list purely for cross-reference 
purposes were not counted. 
From the above it foll0t1s that the count of submeanings is 
essentially a count of definitions; and the word count is essentially 
a count of words to which at least one definition is appended at the 
place where the word occurs in the dictionary. ( 11 Definition II here 
includes the absence of both definition and ·cross-reference found with 
many of the run-on entries in t.he first three volurres.) 
In counting the restrictively labelled items, those that are 
supplied with double labels were counted once each for each lexical 
category. Thus a word or subrreaning labelled either · 11 Ustar ~ , · razg. 11 
or II us tar. i razg. 11 would be counted once as an obsolete word or 
subrreaning and once as a collcquial word or sub:rreaning. Unlabelled 
multiword lexical and phraseological units were counted as coll(XJ:uial 
subrreanings. 
The nurrerical results obtained from the sample are presented in 
the foll0t1ing tables. Table I shows the actual values obtained for the 
variates (x) (numbers of words and subrreanings) • Table 2 shows the 
calculated results. The follcwing figures were used in the calculations: 
Number of columns in sample - 269; 
Number of columns in dictionary - 26,0~6; 
Number of words in dictionary - 120,480; 
Hence, true :rrean number of words per column= 4.62 
The legend f or both the tables is as follc:ws : 
A - Volume and column nurrber in the dictionary. 
B - Nurrber of words. 
c - Words labelled "obsolete" (Ustar.). 
D - Historical tenm (entire word is historical) • 
E - Words with at least one rreaning historical. 
F - Neologisms (not recorded in previous dictionaries) • 
G - Fore_ign words ( etymol_ogy in reference section) • 
H - Words labelled "technical" · (Spec.). 
I - Words labelled "regional" · (Obl.). 
J - Words labelled "collc:quial" · (Razg. ) • 
K - Words labelled 11r- 'li II Ianu. ar V (P;t:QStQI:eQ.) • 
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L - Nuniber of subrreanings (including meanings not subdivided) • 
M - "Obsolete" subrreanings. 
N - Historical subrreanings. 
0 - "Technical" subrreanings. 
P - '' R_egional" subrreanings. 
Q - "Collc:quial" subrreanings. 
R - "Familiar" subrreanings. 
TABIB 1 
. A B C D E F . G H I . J . K .L .. M .. N .. O _.. P .. Q .. R .. 
I 
-
039 10 - - - 5 5 5 1 - - 10 - - 5 1 - 1 
385 2 - - 1 - - - - - - - 12 2 - 7 - - 1 
175 13 - 1 1 4 5 2 - - - 17 2 2 4 - - -
326 7 - - - - - - - - - 11 - - 1 - - -
695 6 - 1 1 1 4 - - - - 10 - 2 - - - -
241 4 - - - 1 1 - 1 - - 11 - - 4 1 - 1 
611 10 3 3 - 1 - - 1 - 1 14 ; -4 . 3 1 1 - 1 
305 4 - - - 1 1 - - - - 12 2 - - - 1 2 
II 
0378 6 3 - - - 1 2 - - 3 10 3 - 2 1 - 4 
0044 3 - - - - - - - . - 1 8 - - - - 2 3 
1046 1 - - - - - - - - - 4 - - - - 2 · - ( 
0051 2 1 1 - - 1 - - - 8 1 1 - - -
0882 - - - - - - - - . - I - 4 - - ·l -
0752 - . - ·1 - - 1 - · - - - 6 - - -
0653 . 4 - - - - - - - - - 9 1 - 1 - - 1 
1027 ; 4 - - - - - - - - - 10 1 - · - - 1 - 1 
0587 3 1 - - - - - - - - 6 1 - - - - -
1165 7 - - - 2 - - - - 2 11 - - 2 - · - 2 
0115 10 1 - - 2 - - la - 112 2 - - - - 1 
0191 4 2 - - - - - - - - 9 1 - - - 2 -
1113 4 - - - 2 - - - - 1 8 2 - - - 1 3 
0835 16 - - - - - - - - 112 - - - - - 1 
~gional gender variant in parentheses in the lerrma: it was 
de.cided not to count the definition as a regional subrreani:ng. 
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(Table 1 continued) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 
r r I r ( 
. .A . B C D E F . G . H . I . J K L M. N .. 0 .. P .. Q .. R 
III 
0091 6 - - - 3 1 5 - - - 6 - - 5 - - -
0683 3 - - - - - - - - - 12 1 - 1 - 1 -
0649 15 - - - 6 6 1 - - - 20 - - 1 - - -
1220 1 - - - - - 1 - - - 4 - - 2 - - -
011111 - - - - 5 2 - - - 14 - - 4 - · - -
0631 4 - - - - 1 1 - - - 7 - - 1 - 2 -
0758 10 - - - 2 3 1 - - - 13 - - 1 - - -
0995 9 - - - - - 1 - - 112 - - 2 - - 2 
0315 , 7 1 - - - - - 1 114 2 - - 1 3 
0492 6 - - 1 - 1 - - - - 9 - 1 - - 1 -
0129 3 - - - - 1 - - - - 6 - - , - - 1 -
0218 - - - - - - - - · - - 9 - · - - - ; 7 1 
1062 17 - - - 2 - - 3 - 7 18 1 - - 3 - 6 
· ·Iv 
0451 3 - - - - - - · - - - 3 - - - - - -
0546 - - - - - - - - - - 3 2 - - - - 1 
1006 7 4 - - - - - - - - 8 6 - - - - - I 
0625 3 - 1 - - - - - - - 1 5 - - - - - 3 
1026 - - - - - - - - - - 3 - - - - 2 -
1183 3 · - - - - · - - - 1 - 5 - - - - 3 1 
0358 6 - - - - - - - - 5 7 - - - - - 5 
0403 3 - - - - - - - - 2 5 - - - - 1 2 
0188 7 - - - - - - - 4 - 9 1 - - - 6 -
0762 5 - - - - - - - - - 5 - - - - ' - -
1169 4 1 - - - - - - - 1 6 2 - - - 2 2 
0634 5 1 - - - - - - - - 7 2 - - - - -
( 
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(Table 1 continued) 
. . . . . . . . . . . ' .. 
, , , f 
A .. B C D E F G .H .I . J .. K . L . M .. N .. 0 .. P .Q . R 
' I 
(IV continued) 
0793 7 - - - 3 - - - - - 5 - - - - 1 -
0758 8 - - - - - 1 - - - 7 - - 1 - - -
V 
1915 3 - - - - - - - - - 7 2 - - - - 2 
1122 5 - - - 1 - - 1 1 - 9 - - - 1 . 4 -
1863 6 1 - - - - - - - - 9 3 - - - 1 -
0532 4 - · - - - - · - - 1 6 - - - - 1- ( 
1108 2 · - · i - - - - - - - - 6 - - - · - - · - I 
1563 3 - - - - - - - - - , 7 - - - - 2 -
1871 8 1 - - 1 - - 2 - 2 11 1 - - 4 - 2 
1612 6 - - - - 1 - - - - 7 - - - - - -
0423 5 · - - - - 2 2 - - - 7 - - 2 - - -
0907 1 - - - - 1 - - - - 5. - - 1 - 1 -
-0416 5 · - - - - 3 2 - · - · - , 7 - - 2 - - -
117 2 3 - - . - . - . - I - 1 - . - . 8 1 . - 1 3 - . -
1314 4 - - - - 2 - - - - 6 - - - - · - -
1159 3 · . ' . 
- - ' -
- ·c - . - - 5 - - -
0086 4 - - - - - - - - 1 7 - - - - 1 1 
0740 ' 8 3 - . - . - 1 - - - 1 11 3 . - . - , - I - 1 
1699 10 2 - - 6 - - - - 11 2 - - - · -
1502 ' 7 3 . - 1 - - 3 - - - - 11 4 - - - - -
0927 11 6 1 - - 3 2 5 - 111 7 1 2 6 - 1 
1800 3 - - - - 1 - - - 1 6 - - - - - ' 4 
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(Table 1 continued) 
... ' . . ..... 
I ' 
. A B C D E F G H I .J K L M N .. 0 P Q R 
VI 
0833 3 - 1 - - 2 1 - - - 7 1 1 1 - 2 -
1357 7 - - - - - - - 1 - 9 - - - - 1 -
0473 4 - - - - 2 - - - - 6 1 - - , - - -
1230 5 - - - - 3 2 - - - , 7 - - 3 - - - ( 
0504 4 - - r - - - - - - · - 9 ' - . 
0739 5 - - - - - - - - 3 9 - - - - 1 6 
1445 4 - - - - - - - 1 - 8 - - - - 1 2 
0748 3 - - - · - - - - - - . 8 - - - - - -
1401 1 - - - - - - - - - 4 - - - · - 1 1 
1367 5 - - - 1 2 - - - - 9 - - - 1 - -
0533 - - - - - - - - - - 7 - - (- 2 2 
0450 8 - - - - 4 1 - - - 10 1 - 1 - - -
1140 4 - - - - 1 1 - - - . 8 1 1 - - -
0712 4 - - - - - - - 1 1 8 · - - - - 1 1 
0211 6 1 - - - 2 - 1 - - 8 1 - - 1 2 -
·vrr 
0008 - - - - - - - - · - - 8 - - - - - - 1 
1302 9 1 - · - 3 - - - 1 - 11 1 - - · - , 1 - I 
1087 4 
- 5 - - - . -
0810 7 - · - - 1 - - - 1 9 - - - - 2 
1212 5 - - - - - - - - - 15 - - - - 7 -
1317 4 - - - - - - 3 7 - - - - - 3 
1247 8 1 - - 2 - - - - - 8 1 - - - - -
0101 5 - - - - - - - 2 - 7 - - - - 2 -
1433 3 1 - - - - - - - 1 7 2 - - - 2 2 
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(Table 1 continued) 
. . . ' . ' ......... . 
I ' ( 
.... A B C D E F G H .I . J .K L .. M .. N .. 0 .. P .. Q. R 
I I / 
(VII continued) 
1398 10 - - - 4 1 8 - - - 14 - - 11 - - - r 
0765 6 - - - - 1 - - - - 7 - - - - - -
1178 7 2 - - 3 - - - - - 9 2 - - - - -
0055 6 - - - - - 2 - 1 - 15 - - 3 - 4 2 
0678 3 - - - - - - - 1 - 6 - - - - 1 -
0226 6 - - - 2 - - 1 - - 8 - - - 1 1 -
VIII 
0085 , 7 - - - - - - - - - , 7 1 - - - - -
1645 6 - - - - - - - 2 - 7 - - - - 3 -
0736 , 7 - - - - - - - - - 6 - - - - - 1 
1529 5 - - - - - - - - - 6 - - - - 2 -
1305 ' 8 - - . - 1 - - - 2 . - 10 - ' - - - I 3 - I 
0665 4 - - - - - - - . - - , 8 - - 1 . - - - I 
1040 5 - - - 1 - - - 1 - • 7 - - - - . 2 · - I 
1143 - · - - - - - - - , - - 4 - - - - - -
1805 6 1 - - · - - - - - · - 9 2 - - - - - r 
0617 1 - - - - - - - - - 6 1 - - -
1524 8 - , - - - - - - 2 · - 8 - - - - 4 -
0058 4 - - - - - - - - - 8 - - - - 5 l 
1649 2 1 - - - - - - - - 6 1 - - - - - I 
1027 1 - - - - - - - - - 4 - - 1 - - -
0981 7 - - - 1 - - - - - 7 - - - - 1 -
0298 8 - - - 3 - 2 1 - - 10 2 - 2 1 - -
1621 6 - - - - - - - - - 7 - - - - - -
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(Table 1 continued) 
.. . ....... ...... 
' ' 
. ... A . B C D .E . F G H I .. J .. K .. L .M .. N .. 0 .. P .. Q. R 
(VIII continued) 
1613 7 - - - - - 2 - - - 9 1 - 3 - - -
0690 7 1 - - 1 - - 1 - - 10 1 - - 2 - · -
IX 
0858 8 2 - - 1 - - - 1 - . 8 2 - - - 2 
1104 7 3 - - 1 2 - - - - 9 3 - - - - -
0175 11 1 - - - 6 10 - 1 - 11 1 - 10 · - 1 -
0655 4 - - - - - - - - - 7 - - - - - -
0997 : 4 - - - 2 - - - - - , 7 - - - - - -
1040 6 l · - - - - 2 - 1 - 9 3 - 2 - 1 -
0636 12 - - - 3 - - - 2 11 - - - - 2 
1307 8 - - - 1 3 - - 1 - 10 · - - 1 1 1 -
1475 6 2 1 - - 3 - ' 7 . - ·1 - -
0785 3 - - - - - - - - - 6 - 1 - - - 1 - f 
0551 3 - - - - - - - - - 5 1 - - - 1 -
0828 4 · - - - · - - - - - - 9 · - - - - 2 1 
1174 4 - - - - 2 - - - - 6 - - - - - -
0834 . 8 - - - 3 - 1 - 1 - 8 - - 1 - 3 -
0950 13 - - - 4 - - 3 , 7 - 13 - - - 3 6 -
X 
1245 7 3 - - 1 - - 2 - - 6 3 - - 2 - -
1471 3 - - - 1 - - 1 - - 9 - - 1 1 1 1 
063110 - - - 2 - - - 1 - 10 - - - - 1 -
1194 7 1 - - - - - - 1 1 7 1 - - - 1 1 
1400 3 - - - - 1 - - - - 7 - - - - - -
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(Table 1 oontinued) 
. . . . . . . ' ..... ' .... .. ... . . 
t ' I 1 ( ( 
A B C D EFG HI . J KL M N .. O P Q R 
(X continued) 
1210 4 - - - - - - - - - , 7 2 - - - 1 -
0560 6 - - - 2 1 - - - 10 - - 2 - - -
1197 6 - - - 1 - - - 1 - 9 1 - - - 1 1 
0983 5 - - - 2 - 1 - 1 - 11 - - 4 - 2 -
0414 5 - - - - - - - - - 8 - - 1 - 1 1 
1719 4 1 - - - - - 1 - - 4 2 - - 2 - 2 
0030 4 - - - - - - - - 1 8 - - - - 2 1 
0357 7 - - - 1 - - - 2 9 - - - - 1 
1017 5 - - - 1 - - - - - 9 - - - - I - -
1388 6 · - - - I - - - - - - 9 - - - - I l · - ( 
0758 7 - - - 2 - - 1 - 3 8 - - - - 3 - r 
1146 1 - - - - -- - - - - 6 - - - - 1 -
0867 1 - - - - - - - - - 5 - - - - 1 - I 
·xr 
0290 11 - - - 5 3 5 - - - 12 - - 5 - - -
1492 2 - - - - - · - - · - - 8 - - - - 1 2 
0117 2 - - - - - - - - - 8 1 - 2 - - 1 
1317 3 - - - 1 - - - - - 6 - - - - - -
1599 - - - - - - - - - - 7 - - 1 - 2 -
1189 4 - - - 1 1 - - - - 6 - - - - - -
1165 3 - - - - - - - 1 7 1 - - - I 2 
1070 9 1 - - 1 - - 2 - - 10 1 - , _ 2 2 -
0889 9 - - - - - - 1 2 111 · - - 1 1 3 1 
0334 3 
- 6 - - - 1 
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(Table 1 continued) 
A B CD E FG H IJ K L MN . O P . QR 
(XI continued) 
0931 6 - - - - - 1 - - - 10 - - 3 - 1 -
1608 3 - - - - - - - - - 7 - - - - - -
095111 - - - - 1 1 - - - 12 - - 2 - - -
0568 3 - - - 1 - - - - - 6 - - - - - -
0506 - - - - - - - - - - 5 - - - - , _ - , 
,0738 6 2 - - · - - 1 - - - 9 2 - 1 - 1 1 
1389 10 - - - 3 1 - - 3 113 - - - - I 7 1 
0856 7 1 - - - - - - - - 7 1 - - - - -
1160 11 - 4 - 2 1 1 - - - 12 - . 7 1 - - - 1 
. XII 
0574 1 - - - - 1 - - - - 7 - - - - - -
0598 2 - - - - - - - - - 6 - - - - 1 -
1196 10 - - - 1 2 7 - - - 14 - - 10 - - -
0532 1 1 - - - - - - - - 8 4 - - - 5 -
1299 1 - - · - - - - - - - 5 1 - - - - -
0863 4 - - - - - - - - - 7 - - - - 1 -
0899 9 - - - - - - - 2 - 10 - - - - 2 -
0554 2 - - - - - - - - - I 7 - - - - 3 · -
0094 - - - - - - - - - - 13 - - - - - 1 
0530 2 - - , - - - - - - - 6 - - - - - 1 
1199 3 - - - - 2 - - - - 6 - - - - - -
0441 2 - - - - - - - - - 7 1 - 1 - - - I 
0288 2 - - - - - - - - - 5 - - - - - -
0461 4 - - - - - - - - - 8 - - - - 2 -
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(Table 1 continued) 
A BCD EF G H I J K L M N .. O P . QR 
(XII continued) 
0231 5 1 - - - - - - - 1 8 2 - - - - 1 
0514 - - - - - - - - - - 4 - - - ·/ - - - I 
0780 I 4 - - - - - - - - 2 6 - - - - 1 2 
XIII 
0267 3 - - - - - - - - 110 - - - - 2 1 
0311 - - - - - - - - - - 4 - - - - - -
1409 6 1 - - 1 - - - 2 - 9 2 - - - 3 -
1374 - - - - - - - - - - 4 - - - - 1 -
0872 - - - - - - - - - - 5 1 - - - 1 -
0274 6 2 - - - - - - - - 8 2 - - - - -
1290 - - - - - - - - - - 13 - - - - 13 -
0247 4 - - - 1 - - - 1 6 - - - - 3 
0833 11 - - - 3 3 6 - - - 12 - - 7 - · - -
1318 5 - - - - - - - 2 2 6 - - - - 2 2 
1159 3 - - - · - - - - - - 7 - - 1 - - I 2 · - ( 
0071 - - - 1 - - - , - - ·· - - 10 . - - - - - · - ( 
1133 8 - - - 3 - - - - - 9 1 - - · - - -
0911 5 - - - - - - - - - 6 - - - - - -
0717 4 - - - - - - - 2 1 6 - - - - 2 2 
1119 - - - - - - - - - - 5 - - - - 1 -
·xrv 
0561 7 - - - - 3 - - - - 9 - - - - 1 -
0405 4 l - - - - - - - 2 4 1 - - - - 2 
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(Table 1 continued) 
. A B C D E F G . H . . I J .K . L .M .N .. 0 .. P . . Q . R 
(XIV continued) 
0860 8 - - - - 3 1 - 1 - 13 1 - 1 - 1 -
0619 2 - - - - - - - - - 4 - - - - - -
1219 4 1 - - - - - - - 1 9 5 - - - - 6 
0622 4 - - - - - - - - - 6 - - - - - -
0816 9 - - - 3 - 2 1 - - 13 - - 2 1 - -
1321 7 - - - - - - - - - 9 1 - - - - -
0061 5 - - - - 1 - - - - 6 - - - - - -
0380 4 1 - - - - - - - - 6 1 - - - - -
0268 2 - - - - - - - - - 7 1 - - - - -
1349 - - - - - - - - - - 8 - - - - 3 1 
0951 4 1 - - - - - - 2 - 4 1 - - - 2 
0873 6 · - - 1 - 2 - - - 110 - 1 1 - - 1 
0008 11 1 - - 2 - - - - 111 1 - - - ·, - 1 
0943 8 - - - 4 - 1 - · - - 14 · - · - 1 - 1 - 1 
0767 2 - - - - 1 1 - 1 - 6 - - 1 - 5 · - 1 
0188 7 1 5 - · 2 2 1 1 - - 10 1 7 1 1 - -
0365 2 - - - - 1 - - - - 5 - - - - - -
1220 2 - - - - 1 - - 1 4 - - - - 2 
0934 8 - - - 4 - - - - - 9 - - - - - -
0014 5 - - 1 - 3 1 - - - 6 - 1 1 - - -
0854 1 - - - - - - - - - 6 1 - - - - -
0088 -- - - - - - - - - - 5 - - - - 4 -
0890 1 - - - - - - - - - 7 - - - - 1 -
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(Table 1 CX)ntinued) 
A B C D E F G H I J .. K L M .. N .. 0 .. P .. Q . R 
(X:V continued) 
1087 2 - - - - - - - - 1 5 1 - - - - 2 
0857 1 - - - - - - - - - 5 - - - - - -
XVI 
0552 - - - - - - - - - - 7 - - - - 1 1 
1598 6 3 - - 1 3 2 - - - 7 3 - 2 - 1 -
0023 1 - - - - - - - - - 4 - - - - - -
0867 5 2 - - - - - - 1 1 6 4 - - - 2 1 
0368 5 - - - - - - - - - 4 1 - - - - -
1196 4 - - - - - - - - 1 6 1 - - - 1 1 
1304 5 - - - 1 3 2 - - - 10 - - 2 - 3 -
0284 4 - - - 1 - - - - - 7 - - - - - -
0415 2 - - - - - - - - - 3 - - - - - -
0286 2 - - - - - - - - - 2 - - - - - -
1031 9 - - - - - - - - - 10 - - - - 1 1 
0783 6 - - - 1 - - - - - 9 - - - - 1 -
1605 4 - - - - 1 - - 1 1 9 - - - - 3 1 
1386 - - - - - - - - - - 4 - - - -
1403 7 - - - 1 
0080 5 1 - - 1 -
1 1 13 - - 2 
1 6 1 - - -
2 -
4 -
1 1 
0217 4 2 - - 2 - - 1 1 1 4 2 - - 1 1 1 
XVII 
0875 4 2 - - - - - 2 - - 8 2 - - 2 1 -
0311 - - - - - - - - - - 6 - - - - - 1 
1032 4 1 - - - - - - 1 - 8 2 - - - 1 -
2120 8 1 - - 1 - 1 1 2 - 10 1 - 1 1 2 -
269 
(Table 1 continued) 
A B C D E F G H I J K L M . N O P Q R 
(XVII continued) 
0620 - - - - - - - - - - 4 1 - - - - 1 
0726 5 2 - - 1 - - - - - 6 2 - - - - -
1036 2 - 1 1 - - - - - - 6 - 2 - - - -
1016 5 - - - 3 - - - - - 10 - - - - - -
0259 - - - - - - - - - - 7 - - - - 1 -
0883 6 2 - - 2 - - - 1 1 6 2 - - - 1 1 
2004 5 1 - - 2 - - - 1 - 7 1 - - - 1 -
1484 3 - - - - - - - - - 7 - - - - - -
1594 4 2 - - - - - - 1 - 7 3 - 1 - 2 -
1035 3 - - - - - - - - - 6 - - - - - -
0314 1 - - - - - - - - - 8 - - - - - 2 
1803 6 - - - - 1 - - - - 9 1 - - - - -
1826 11 - - - 8 - - - - - 13 - - - - - -
0495 3 - - - - - - - - - 6 - - - - 2 1 
1050 2 - - - - - - - - - 5 1 - - - - -
1764 4 - - - 1 - - - - - 6 - - - - - -
1788 4 - 1 3 - 1 - - - - 6 2 3 - - - -
0669 4 - - - - - - - - - 8 - - - - - -
270 
In addition the sarnple contained three proper narres and three 
abbreviations ( these figures are tCD small to form the basis for 
rreaningful calculations) located as follc»1s : 
Proper narres: I , 695; V, 1612; 2M, 1304; 
Abbreviations : V, 110 8; VIII , 10 40 ; XIV, 61. 
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TABIB 2 
kX L -2 Range Proportion Absolute Item (x-x) X on n--ean (%) .number 
B (1290) (2720) (4.79) (+O. 38) (100) (125000 + 10000) 
C 86 165 0.320 +0.094 6~9+2.0 8300 + 2400 
D 20 56.5 0.074 +0.055 1~6+1.2 1900 + 1400 
E 10 15.6 0.037 +0.029 0.8+0.6 1000 + 800 
F 155 362 0.576 +0.139 12~5+3.0 15000 + 3600 
- -
G 132 363 0.491 +0.139 10~6+3.0 12800 + 1 3600 
H 98 370 0.364 " +0.140 , 7 ~ 9+3. 0 9500 + ; 3700 
-
I 37 , 72 0.137 ' +0.062 3~0+1.3 3600 + .· 1600 
J 79 164 0.294 ' +0.093 6~4+2.0 ,7700 + 2400 
-
K 65 141 0.242 " +0.087 5~2+1.9 6300 + 2300 
J+K 144 301 0.535 . +0.127 11~6+2.7 13900 + 3300 
-... ' ... 
' 
I ' 
L 2135 2110 7.94 +0.335 (100) 207000 + 8000 
M 162 307 0.602 · +0.128 7 ~6+1. 9 15700 + 3300 
-
N 34 134 0.126 · +0.084 1~6+1.2 3300 + 2200 
- -
0 154 604 0.572 · +0.179 7~2+2.6 14900 + 4700 
-
p 46 108 0.171 " +0.076 2~2+1.1 4500 + 2000 
- -
Q 262 633 o. 973 · +0.184 12~3+2.8 25400 + 4800 
R 132 256 o. 491 · +0.117 6.2+1.7 12800 + 3100 
-
Q+R 394 848 1. 465 · +0.212 18.5+3.5 38200 + 5500 
. . . . ....... 
' I I 
APPENDIX II 
THE GENERAL EX.AIY.IINATION OF THE 
DICTIONARY FILE 
The words conpris~ng th~ general sample of the dictiona:ry file 
are arranged belCJt.1 in lists_ grouped acoordi!1,g to the number of 
standard quotations held in the file _against the word and according 
to whether the word apf?ears in the dictiona:ry or not. Words counted 
as regional dialect are preceded by an asterisk. In the lists for 
words supported by rrore than one quotation an indication of range 
is_ given (as a f_igure in parentheses after the word) where the number 
of authors or sources (newspapers and the like) is less than the 
ncrnber of .quotations. The lists are arranged in Russian alphabetical 
order. A few words have been treated as hanonyrns - contra:ry to 
their method of arrc3!1gerrent in the file - because such an approach 
seerred to assist the analysis: for these words a brief indication of 
the nieani!lg intended is provided wherever they occur in the lists. 
Words in the first list which are not even represented by reference 
material in the file are follCJt.1ed by the crossed parallels sign (#). 
I - No quotations 
(a) In the DMSR 
ad"ektivizacija# 
ad"ektirovanie# 
ad" junktstvo# 
ad"junktura# 
ad"jutant¥a 
vibratomyj 
vyble-vyvat'sja 
do¥arivat'sja 
272 
doxolodit' 
doxoroxorit'sja 
doxoxotat'sja 
V 3. eze-
e¥evikovyj 
V ik zanr 
¥antil'no# 
perekale~i vat' # 
perekali vat' sj a 
pere.1<.ali t' s j a 
perekalyvanie 
perek.al yvat' 
perek.al yvat' s j a 
perek.al' nyj 
perek.al j at' 
perek.antovyvanie# 
perek.antovyvat'sja# 
perekapitalizovat'# 
perek.apitalizovat'sja# 
perek.ap~i vanie 
perek.ap~ivat' 
perekap~ivat'sja 
perek.apyvanie 
perek.olot' s j a 
perek.opti t' s j a 
piljul'~ik 
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I - No quotations 
(b) Not in DM3R 
ad"junkta 
ad"junktvo -gtenie 
ad"junktov 
ad"junkt¥a 
ad"jutantov 
ad"jutor 
*adyli 
*adynja/aden'e 
*adjak 
ae/aev 
*a~nsja 
aerides 
aerija 
ae:r:ografi j a 
V 
*azby 
. V 
~zgon 
V . 
azgonovyJ 
*a¥e¥ 
·a¥inovskij 
v. 
azitato 
*a°¥liban'e 
*a¥1ibat' 
V 
*azlotat' 
bezumolknost' 
V 
*bezumolosno 
V bezumolcnost' 
274 
V . be zumocnyJ 
bezumstvennyj 
bezumstvie 
bezumstvovanie 
bezurns~ina 
*bezumyv¥i 
bezumysnyj 
*bezumy¥i 
*bezumy~a 
*bezumy~ 
*bezunyvno 
*bezupoica 
bezupokoen'e 
*bezupokoit' 
*bezupokoi t' sja 
*bezupokoj 
bezupokojnik 
bezupokojnica 
bezupokojnost' 
*bezupokojnyj 
bezupokoj stvo 
*bezupokojstvovat' 
be zupokoj-gi vyj 
bezupustitel'nost' 
bezupusti tel' nyj 
bezuronno 
bezuronnost' 
bezuronnyj 
I I 
275 
bezuro~it' 
*bezuro8it' sja 
be v.vv . zurociscnyJ 
bezuro81ivo 
bezu:to'&.ica 
b V . ezurocnyJ 
bezuro81e 
bezurjadnyj 
*bezusik 
bezusikovyj 
bezusi&yj 
bezuska 
bezuslovet' 
bezus lovi t' 
bezusnica 
*bezusovyj 
bezuspe¥nik 
be V. zuspesnica 
*bezustalica 
1. bezustal' 
*2. bezustal' 
bezustal' nost' 
*bezustatnyj 
bezustnyj 
1. bezutinnyj 
*2. bezutinnyj 
*bezutixu 
L 
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. V 
: ..aj)ezutisno 
.v . bezutisnyJ 
bezutkovyj 
*bezuto1kovyj 
*bezuto1ku 
*bezutoloku 
bezutolo&yj 
V 
*bezutoloc' 
*bezutolo°81e . 
bezutratnost' 
bezutrobno 
bezutrobnyj 
bezutyx.u 
V 
*bezutyska 
V bezutysno 
bezuxabistyj 
bezuxabyj 
bezu"8asti t' 
bezu"8astnik 
bezu"8astnica 
*bezuXejnik 
bezuXkovyj 
bezu¥nik 
bezusv-gerbnyj 
berezbrek 
berezdren' 
berezen' . 
*berezinina 
I 
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*berezinka 
berezi taci j a 
*berezica 
*berezi¥ka 
be .vv rezisca 
bereznikovskij 
bereznikxim 
bereznica 
berezrii~ "rodent" 
*bereznjuk 
*berezn ju¥ek 
*bereznju¥ka 
*berezova 
*berezoven'kyj 
*bere zovik "copse" 
*berezovik "beetle" 
berezovit 
berezovka "bird" 
berezovka "fox" 
*berezovka "leaf" 
berezovnik 
berezovnj a 
berezovskij 
_. .*vzjax 
vzJaxa 
*vzjaxar' 
*viadre 
viadukt 
278 
viatikum 
viatory 
vibe_rg-fosfat 
vibetoit 
*vibv za 
vibo_rgija 
vibrak.ula 
vibrakuljarij 
vibranty 
vibrato 
vibrisseja 
vybiratel' 
vybiratel' nica 
vybitki 
vybla¥it' 
*vyblazni t' 
vyblev 
vyblevka 
vyblevyvanie 
vybleknut' 
.· *vyblekotat' 
vyblesnit' 
vyblesnut' 
*vyblin 
vyblinki 
vyblica 
*vyblu¥dat' sj a 
*vybljusti 
*vybljadki 
279 
vybljadovat' 
vybljady¥ 
granki 
grornkovato 
grankovatost' 
grornkovatyj 
grannik 
*gramut' 
_*grannut' sja 
V 
*dozdany 
V dozdan'e 
do¥devik "worm" 
do¥devik "brick" 
*do¥deviki "flies" 
do¥devikovye 
*do¥devityj 
do¥devi"&k 
V dozdevka 
V dozdegraf 
do¥dejka 
*do¥denoj 
do¥deroonyj 
V 
*dozdec 
*do¥dirto&a 
*do¥din'ja 
do¥distyj 
a Vd V, . oz otociti 
dojtis ' 
1. doxcx:li t' sj a · 
280 
*doxodka 
doxod~ik 
*doxo¥a..1yj 
*doxozjajstvovat ' 
doxola¥ivanie 
doxola¥ivat' 
doxola¥ivat'sja 
doxolodit'sja 
doxolo¥enie 
doxoranivat' 
doxoranivat'sja 
doxoro¥et' 
doxoxotat' 
doxrabrit'sja 
doxrarf¥Vat' 
doxrart¥Vat'sja 
doxranit' 
doxrapet' 
doxrapet' sja 
doxrapyvat' 
doxrapyvat'sja 
doxripet' 
doxripet' s j a 
doxrustet' 
doxrjukat' 
doxrjukatlsja 
*doxrjat' 
doxsuzobogan 
281 
*doxturovat 
*doxuda 
*e¥evatik 
V ty' ezeva J 
V · 1, ezevataJ a osoha 
* V . ezeviga 
*e¥evi¥nik 
V . . 
ezevityJ 
. V . 
ezevixa 
* V . ezevica 
* 
V ,V 'k e,zevisru 
V . .. VV 
ezevisce 
* V . ezevnJa 
*e¥evo 
V 1, . ezevohresnyJ 
2. ·e¥evyj 
V d .. zan arnu.XJ...n 
¥andannija 
v . d zan annov 
·* ¥andarovyj 
*¥°andarskoj 
*¥°andoba 
·*¥andobit' sja 
V V 
* zanzary 
V 
zannet 
V . 
zanseruzm 
V V 
zantaz 
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¥i vopisatel' ny j 
v. . . 
zivopisati 
¥ivopisatisja 
v. . . 
z1vop1s1ca 
v. 
z1vop1s1cyn 
¥ivopistvovat' 
v. . 
zivopiscev 
*v. . v. zi vopiscixa 
v. . . 
zi vopi tanie 
*zavesenka 
,"'N 
zavesisce 
*zavesnik 
zavesnyj 
V 
zavesocka 
V . 
zavesoc:nyJ 
*zavestit' 
*zavestit'sja 
V 
zavesuska 
. V 
zavescee 
*zavetanie 
*zavetat' 
*zavetat1 sja 
*zavetat' sja 
zavetemyj 
*zaveter' 
zavetit' 
*zaveti t' sj a 
*zavetka 
zavetovanie 
zavetovat' 
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*zaveto¥it'sja 
zavetrevat' 
zavetrelost' 
zavetrenelyj 
zavetrenet' 
zavetrenie/zavetren'e 
zavetrenie 
zavetreni~at's j a 
*zavetrit' sja 
zavet~ivyj 
zavet~ikov 
v. 
zavetcica 
. v. 
zavetcicyn 
zave"t¥at' 
*3. zavet' 
*zavexa 
V . 
zavecanie 
V 
zavecno 
V . 
zavecnyJ 
*zave~oro¥nij 
*perekazit' 
perekaznyj 
perekazy 
perekaivat' 
perekai vat' sj a 
perekalen'e 
*perekali tok 
*perekal'e 
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perekal'~ik 
*perekaljakat' 
*perekaljakat'sja 
*perekaljakivat' 
*perekaljakivat'sja 
*2. perekaljat'sja 
*perekanat' sj a 
perekapan'e 
perekapatel' 
perekapatel'nica 
*perekaprizit'sja 
perekapyvatel' 
perekajat' 
perekajat' sja 
pilj:t:tgalenka 
piljugalka 
*piljugat' 
piljuk 
piljukala 
piljukan'e 
*piljukat' 
piljukovyj 
piljulenosnaja osoka 
piljul'nica 
piljuljarija 
*piljusknut' 
*piljuxa 
*piljaly 
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II - One quotation 
(a) In the DMSR 
*piljano 
*piljasina 
*piljat' 
&rezbereznik 
~erezborozdno 
&rezborozdnyj 
V 
* cerezvolog 
V 
* cerezvolok.nut' 
*&rezgrivica 
&rezdesjatinnica 
V 
cerezlezat' 
V nik cerez 
V . 
cereznoJ 
V . 
cerezris 
V 
cuvylo 
*2 Y,,, ... V • 1.,_;UJ',..ca 
V 
*cula 
V 1 .Vk cu anis o 
V 
*culanka 
&rek 
ad"ektivnyj 
ad"ektirovannyj 
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ad"ektirovat'sja 
adyge 
v. 
azio 
v. 
azioter 
bezum.olkno 
bezumoi&o 
bezuslov:nost' 
V bezutesnost' 
vibrirovanie 
vyblevat' sja 
vyblevyvat' 
do¥arivat' 
do¥arit' 
do¥arit•sja 
d vdivv OZ SCE 
doxodlivo 
doxodlivyj 
V 2-a eze 
¥antil' rii-g-anie 
V . ' zavecerJat . 
perek.alibrovat' 
perekalibrovka 
perekalivanie 
perekalka 
1. perekaljat'sja 
pil'~ica 
piljul 'nyj 
pilj astrovyj 
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II - One quotation 
(b) Not in DMSR 
ad"judikacija 
ad" jutantskaj a 
po-adygej ski 
*adju 
aer 
aeromanti j a 
aeraretri&skij 
aerostatika 
V V Azvepsaa 
V 
aze 
,.v 
ctZe . 
a¥idacija 
* v. azin 
a¥ioterstvo 
·a¥itatorstvo 
*bezunyvnyj 
bezupovatel • nyj 
bezupomyj 
bezupustitel'no 
*bezurj ad 1 e 
V bezusadocnost' 
be v. zuspesie 
bezustalost' 
bezustal'nyj 
bezustojnyj 
be t v~ . zus upcivyJ 
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bezustyj 
bezusypnyj 
bezutajnyj 
be v. zutesie 
bezu&tnost' 
bezujutnyj 
berezen'ka 
Berezil' 
berezkin 
berezkovyj 
bereznyj 
berezovec 
berezovka "branch" 
VIAM 
vybledok 
vyblesk 
vybleskivat' 
vyblestit' 
vybljado&k 
grankove~atel' 
. gromkove~atel' naj a 
g-rank_ogr~ajusvgij 
grankanol°8atel' 
nk l v vv .. grCXi a:ro cas ci J 
gromkaey°8as"gi j 
grankon'ko 
grornk.opevno 
gromlenie 
gromnja 
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do¥debojazn' 
do¥devina 
V dozdek 
do¥deprierrrrrik 
do¥destok 
do¥ditel' 
do¥dit'sja 
do¥dlivost' 
doxcxlik 
1. doxodno 
doxo¥ij 
4. e¥e 
V 
ezeveseruJa 
. V V 
ezevecemo 
e¥evidnyj 
V ezevokresno 
V . 
ezevrerrennyJ 
1. e¥evyj 
¥andannixa 
V d ,Vk zan anm..s a 
¥andarmstvo 
V Vaki zanz zm 
¥anlisovskij 
¥anristnyj 
¥anristskij 
V . 
zansearust 
V . 
zansenist 
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¥antil' 
¥antil'esa 
zavesnoJ 
zavesnjat' 
zavestvovat' 
v.k zavesci 
zaves' 
zaveter 
zavetlu¥ski j 
zavetnost' 
zavetrivat' 
zavet(jik 
zave-gat' 
za-ve~er 
zave"&r1 e 
*perekaza(jit' 
perekapri zit' 
pil'~i~ij 
piljustr 
&rezdesjatin~ina 
V . I cuvstvit 
V t ,VV cuvs visce 
V 
cuvstvovatel' 
V I. cuvstv ice 
&vykanie/&vykan'e 
V 
cuvyknut' 
V V V 
cukcanocka 
°&kja 
V 1 . cu annyJ 
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III - Two quotations 
( a) In the lJYJSR 
&tlanoobraznyj 
ad"jutantstvo 
adygejskij 
adygejcy 
ad~vatnost' 
a¥iotirovat' ( 1) 
berezovik "bird" ( 1) 
berezovica 
vyblenki 
do¥°denosnyj 
do¥di¥ko 
doxozjajnibt 1sja 
doxranat' 
. V ,V , 
ezevicnyJ 
zavesistyj (1) 
perekazat' 
perekazyvat' ( 1) 
perekali vat' 
perekantovat' 
perekantovyvat' 
perekapitalizacija 
perekopti t' 
piljul ' k.a 
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III - Two quotations 
(b ) Not in DMSR 
adyrovyj 
adekvatno 
V, V , 
aziotaznyJ 
*bezunemnyj (1) 
bezusadobiyj 
*bezuty¥nyj 
be V . zucetnyJ 
vv bezuscerbno 
bereznjakovyj 
berezovik II juice11 
vybitie 
gromkogovoriJka 
grank.ogovoritel'nyj 
. grank.ogovorj ~i j 
granruca 
do°¥devatel' 
do°¥devnyj 
do¥dina (1) 
V 
ezevrerrenno 
V zanda:rmstvovat' 
V . 
zanrizm 
¥i vopisatel' 
v. . ' ZlVOplS-CVO 
zavesnovat' 
zaveter'e 
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IV - Three quotations 
(a) In the IMSR 
IV - Three quotations 
(b) Not in DMSR 
zavetrelyj (1) 
zavetrivanie 
zavetrit' 
V 1 . zavetsa YJ 
V 
cuvykat' 
V 
culanovka 
ad"jutantik 
ad"jutantskij 
bezumol&yj 
bezuxij 
viandot 
vibrator 
vibracionnyj 
¥antil' nost' 
V 2. cerez 
adyr 
a¥ina (2) 
bezuxer (2) 
bezu~astli vyj 
bereznja&k 
grorrokipj~ij 
do¥derremyj (2) 
¥antil I an/~antil' jan (2) 
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V - Four quotations 
(a) In the DMSR 
(b) Not in DYISR 
1. zaveska (2) 
zavetret' 
perekazni t I 
&lar 
a¥itirovat'sja 
V bezuprecnost' 
V bezucastnost' 
berezovik "mushroom" 
berezovka "vodka" 
vyblevat' 
doxodi¥ko 
V , V ik (3) ezevicn 
V 'l' . V ' zanti nicat 
zaveselit' sja 
zavetrie (2) 
V 
culanec 
bezutratny j ( 1) 
berezni~ ''copse'' 
doxo¥denie 
zaveselet' (3) 
zavetreni~at'/zavetrenni~at' (2) 
zavetrenyj/zavetrenny j 
~rezrj adny j ( 2) 
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VI - Five quotations 
(a) In the DM3R 
(b ) Not in DM3R 
VII - Six quotations 
(a) In the DJYSR 
bezustali (4) 
bezuxanny j 
be V . zucastie 
vybiranie ( 4) 
vybleno°&iy j 
gromkogolosy j 
do°¥deval' ny j 
doxodec 
perekal 
perekalit' 
perekantovka ( 4) 
gerezzernica ( 4) 
°&k~anka 
berezinskij (4) 
berezit (3) 
gramkozvu&y j ( 4) 
grornny j 
'¥ivopisat'sja 
a¥itirovat' 
vibrion (4) 
V V . 
ezevecemyJ 
¥antil'ny j 
¥i vopis anie ( 5) 
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(b) Not in DMSR 
V 
azan (5) 
akk (1) 
VIII - Seven quotations 
(a) In the DMSR 
(b) Not in LMSR 
bezuslovno 
V bezuspesnost' 
V 1. eze (6) 
vybljadok (5) 
vibrissy ( 2) 
2. zaveska 
IX - E_ight or rrore quotations 
(a) In the D1."\1SR 
ad"junkt 
ad"jutant 
ad"jutantskij 
adekvatnyj 
adjul'ter 
V 
az 
V. V 
aziotaz 
a¥itacija 
V 
azno 
bezurrolku 
V bezuprecno 
bezupre&yj 
bezuslovnyj 
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V bezuspesno 
bezuspe¥nyj 
bezustanno 
bezustannyj 
bezusyj 
V bezutesno 
be V . zutesnyJ 
V bezucastno 
be V . zucastnyJ 
bereza 
berezina 
berezka 
bereznik 
bereznjak 
berezovyj 
viaduk 
vibracija 
vibrirovat' 
vybirat' 
vybirats'ja 
gromk.ij 
gromk.o 
grornk_ogovori tel' 
grornkost' 
do¥devanie 
,.:::iovzdevik '' t'' u coa 
dovzdevik ''fun '' gu..s 
do¥devoj 
V dozdener 
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do¥dik 
do¥dinka 
do¥dit' 
do¥di~ 
do¥dlivyj 
V dozd' 
dojti 
doxod 
doxcxlit' 
doxodnost' 
1. doxodnyj 
doxod-gi vos t' 
doxod-givyj 
doxristianskij (7) 
e¥eve&me 
V vik. eze a 
V 
zanda:rrn 
¥andar:rrerija 
¥andarmskij 
V 
zanr 
V . 
zanrist 
V 
zanrovyJ 
¥ivopisat' 
v. 
z1vop1sec 
v. 
z1vop1sno 
¥ivopisnost' 
v. . . 
z1vop1snyJ 
¥ivopis' 
zaves 
(b) Not in avl.SR 
zavesa 
zavet 
zavetnyj 
zave"&ret' 
perekalit' 
perekolot' 
pil'~ik 
piljulja 
piljastr (a) 
V . 
cuvstvie 
&vstvili¥& 
&vstvitel'nost' 
&vstvi tel' nyj 
&vstvo 
&vstvovanie/-n'e 
~uvstvovan'ice 
V cuvstvovat' 
&vstvovat'sja 
1 V,;l~ V • Cur ... ca 
V 
culan 
ad'~/ad' ju 
2. doxodnyj 
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